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“Dorian Gray: A Study in Failed Individuation”
Lillian Holley
Winner of the Douglas K. Gordon Cupola Award
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. David A. Salomon, Honors Program

Abstract
Individuation is the Jungian concept of self-actualization and the accompanying sense of
peace that is only achieved when all pieces of the psyche are in harmony with each other.
Tis process is dangerous, especially during the phase of confronting the shadow archetype
and seeking to reform the persona. Te shadow, which houses the most uncomfortable and
dangerous parts of the self, can easily take over the total self, leading to inner chaos as the
ego and other archetypes struggle to regain balance. Tis unfortunate shadow consumption
is seen through the character of Dorian Gray in Oscar Wilde’s gothic novel, Te Picture of
Dorian Gray. As the shadow and persona archetypes battle against each other within the
young protagonist, he slowly becomes neurotic and paranoid, leading to his ultimate death
by suicide. Tus, the process of individuation, if not carefully monitored and maintained,
can be absolutely lethal.
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A decadent morsel of Gothic literature written nearly half of a century before
Carl Jung’s psychological philosophy reached the common eye, Oscar Wilde’s Te Picture
of Dorian Gray provides a rather striking example of the harmful efects of allowing one’s
shadow consume one’s psyche. Troughout the novel, Dorian Gray indulges his every whim
on the basis of achieving individuation, not realizing that his shadow has captivated and
poisoned his psyche, rendering him incapable of exercising reason and therefore unable to
achieve self-actualization. He hides behind a persona of grace, beauty, and sophistication,
but Gray’s refusal to acknowledge the damaging efects of his soul’s consumption by the
shadow leads to his ultimate death and failure to individuate himself. Gray becomes a liar
to the world and to himself, permitting his shadow self to reign over his life. Tis confict
between shadow and persona, and subsequent failure to unify his soul, is what ultimately
kills Dorian Gray.
Archetypes are the undefned motifs that run throughout space and time in the
universal pool of the collective unconscious. Most concisely, archetypes are the very “contents of the collective unconscious” (Jung, 1990, p. 4). Tey are innate, known to all, and
describable by none. Tese archetypes “precondition all existence” (Papadopoulos, 2006,
p. 90), extend beyond the life of any one man, and pervade the lives of all men. Tey are
“manifest in the spiritual achievements of art” (Papadopoulos, 2006, p. 90), and therefore
present in all of literature. Te Picture of Dorian Gray is no exception to this archetypal
universality. Troughout the novel, the archetypes of the persona and the shadow are evident
in Dorian’s physical body and his painted fgure, respectively. Both of these archetypes are
part of the archetype of the self, which is a unifcation of the shadow, the anima/animus,
the ego, and the persona. Tough all four archetypes represent themselves in the novel,
the shadow and the persona are the most prominent, and the struggle between the two is
the evident genesis of Dorian Gray’s neurosis.
According to Carl Jung, the shadow is the part of the soul that houses everything that makes one uncomfortable, scared, or disgusted. Tese shadow phenomena can
manifest as a variety of emotions, often “envy, aggression, greed, laziness and jealousy”
(Papadopoulos, 2006, p. 95). Tese are more negative attributes of the shadow that bring
about shame, social discomfort, and personal distress. However, not all aspects of the
shadow are necessarily negative. It contains the more carnal and animalistic desires of the
human soul that are not necessarily evil; these more sensual proclivities are merely less
socially acceptable than their rational, well-behaved counterparts (Cook, 2018, p. 108).
Often, the characteristics of the shadow self simply breed discomfort, not guilt or pain
(Papadopoulos, 2006). When recognized, the characteristics that reside in the shadow must
either be cognitively confronted or shoved back into the unconscious, making the shadow
a part of the unconscious mind that does, occasionally, come into the light of consciousness (Papadopoulos, 2006). Even “the bravest man among us is afraid of himself ” (Wilde,
1890, p. 32) and of the darkness that may reside within him, making confrontation of the
shadow the more difcult path than shoving it away for a while (Cook, 2018; Jung, 1990;
Huskinson, 2004). Te shadow is frightening and terrifying to confront, making it easier
to leave tucked away in the unconscious.
Functionally, the shadow typically infuences actions and opinions through unconscious instincts that “determine the individual’s life in invisible ways” (Jung, 1953, p.
157). It unconsciously drives creativity, and is therefore a storehouse of beauty, even if that
beauty is terrifying and confusing at times. It is the voice in the back of one’s head that
determines what is appropriate and what will bring shame to an individual. Ultimately,
the shadow represents the darkness within man. It is neither good nor evil; it exists as a
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state of uncertainty that can breed either courage or fear within the soul. However, should
the shadow self begin to rule the totality of the soul, the psyche becomes consumed in
darkness, unable to exercise the light of reason.
In contrast, the persona is the outward façade that one allows the world to see.
It is, by defnition, the most conscious and deliberate part of the psyche. If the shadow is
the unconscious, unknown, and mysterious part of the self that one attempts to hide from
the world, the persona is the conscious, artfully-crafted, and deliberately created mask that
conceals the darkness within (Jung, 1990; Cook, 2018). Tis mask conceals the mirror of
the shadow, but it can begin to blind even the individual if it is left on for too long. Te
persona hides the true self from the world, but the over-reliance and over-acceptance of the
persona can hide the true self from the individual, hindering individuation.
Individuation is the integration of all parts of the self into one, unifed, harmonious
soul. Te ultimate end of self-examination and confronting the shadow is individuation,
though very few individuals ever achieve this level of psychic clarity (Jung, 1990). From
his research, it is evident that Jung believed it is psychologically easier to construct an
inauthentic version of the self and present it to the world than to endure the process of
individuation (Cook, 2018). Individuation requires exposing the soul and examining the
shadow self, which “risks a confrontation” with “the mirror [that] does not fatter” (Jung,
1990, p. 20). Te only way to achieve individuation is to confront the components of the
self, then integrate them all into one complete self, reducing the internal confict between
the opposing forces of the psyche. Ten, and only then, the soul can cast of the persona
and reign over the ego, anima, animus, and shadow without calamity. Te unconscious
and the conscious, though still opposite, work to create and maintain inner harmony.
However, in the words of Oscar Wilde, “those who go beneath the surface do so
at their peril” (Wilde, 1890, p. 6). If the unconscious is pried into, its contents must be
dealt with at a cognitive level. When the unconscious and conscious pieces of the self are
allowed to separate, working outside of their natural and complimentary states, “a splitting
of the whole personality ensues, leading to neurosis” (Huskinson, 2004, p. 40). Te unifcation of the soul requires the dissection of its parts, which, if not completed correctly,
can leave the soul exposed, vulnerable, and confused (Jung, 1990). Te shadow, as a part of
the unconscious, must work in harmony with the persona, as a function of the conscious,
in order to maintain a psychological balance. Te two are opposite one another, but must
remain equal in magnitude of their efects on the self in order to avoid psychological illness.
Tis division of the self is the fundamental issue observed through the character
of Dorian Gray. His mentor, Lord Henry Wotton, observed that “to be good is to be in
harmony with one’s self ” (Wilde, 1890, p. 124), which is the very defnition of individuation. However, Dorian proceeds to examine his shadow exclusively, eventually allowing
it to take over his fractured and unstable psyche. He then tries to mask this instability and
unbalanced soul with his persona, furthering the psychological division within him. As
described by Jung, this imbalance of archetypes results in neurosis, which can lead to death
(Jung, 1990). Dorian Gray’s unstable shadow and persona archetypes lead him to paranoia,
murder, and, eventually, his own suicide.
At the beginning of the novel, Dorian Gray’s chief fault is his naiveté. He is
self-centered and vain, yet not especially cruel or deliberately malicious, though Basil notes
that his muse sometimes “seems to take a real delight in giving me pain,” suggesting that
the unconscious urges of Dorian may be more malevolent than his angelic features suggest
(Wilde, 1890, p. 23). Still, Dorian’s persona is relatively synchronous with his internal
self. He is described as “earnest” and having “a beautiful nature,” in addition to being
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“wonderfully handsome” and “unspotted from the world” (Wilde, 1890, p. 29). His outward
persona matches his internal beauty of spirit, and the two parts of his soul are relatively
unperturbed. As such, he is not in any state of neurosis, and only sufers from a mild narcissism typical of his class, age, and gender. His psyche is unexamined, and he is blissfully
ignorant of the dark shadow within him. After all, individuation is only dangerous if it
is begun and not completed. If left unconfronted, the contents of the shadow self cannot
pose a psychological threat to the conscious behavior.
It is Lord Henry Wotton who begins this self-realization work within young
Dorian. Te two have a conversation on the day that they meet that would forever change
the life of the young protagonist. He points out to Dorian that many of their peers allow
“their own souls [to] starve” because they are more afraid of what lies within themselves
than what lies within others (Wilde, 1890, p. 31). After this assessment, Basil notes that
“a look had come into the lad’s face that he had never seen before” (Wilde, 1890, p. 31).
After more than two decades of an unexamined life, Dorian fnally becomes aware of his
innermost self, breaking the psychic seal his naiveté had crafted and beginning his journey
of self-actualization. Henry opens his eyes, informing the young man that “the aim of life
is self-development” and “to realize one’s nature perfectly” (Wilde, 1890, p. 31). Unfortunately, Henry’s further coaching toward individuation lacks the selfessness necessary to
successfully guide another through the individuation process.
Te major component of the self that Henry, and thereby Dorian, chooses to
focus on is the shadow. Henry wants to corrupt the angel before him, and efectively
does just that by exposing Dorian to the shadow within himself. Henry recognizes that
Dorian has “passions that have made you afraid,” hinting at the unknown, mysterious, and
frightening aspects of the shadow (Wilde, 1890, p. 32). Dorian, too, “felt afraid,” then
“ashamed of being afraid” when confronted with his dark desires (Wilde, 1890, p. 36).
Tis is a natural reaction to the beginning steps of the individuation process. Te original
confrontation with the shadow is painful, uncomfortable, and alarming, often involving
feelings of guilt and shame (Jung, 1990). What remains is to fully observe and prod at the
shadow, discovering what lies in the darkness of one’s soul, then unite this archetype with
the other components of the soul.
In the case of Dorian Gray, this darkness is an incredible sense of selfshness
and a profound desire to be adored by those around him. People exist in Dorian’s world
to love him, and he presents himself in a manner that cannot help but charm whoever
he encounters. He begins to read of new vices and discuss sins and virtues with Henry,
who quickly urges him to explore his fantasies and passions unrestrained. Dorian explores
much of these desires through his initial enchantment with Sibyl Vane. He is enamored
by the young actress’ performance at a run-down playhouse, then persuades her to fall in
love with him. He proposes to Miss Vane after knowing her for less than a month, and
his young fancée quickly becomes a truly terrible actress, diminishing Dorian’s afection
for her. Dorian then breaks of the engagement, which sends Sibyl into a depression that
leads her to poison herself. Instead of mourning her death, Dorian briefy examines the
event, decides that she was of better use to him dead than in love with him, and swiftly
moves on. Tis is the beginning of his self-centered shadow taking control of his psyche.
His vanity makes him uncomfortable, and the cruelty that he sees in his portrait, which is
a representation of his shadow, makes him distraught, but the visual representation of his
putrefying self is not enough to convince his ego to fght for psychic balance.
Instead of examining the efects of his shadow on his own soul and the souls around
him, Dorian chooses to use his beautiful persona to continue to hide his unspeakable acts.
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He becomes addicted to opium, sleeps with half of the residents in London, and manipulates his friends into indulging in his bad habits with him (Wilde, 1890). He permits his
shadow to fully control his mind and soul, becoming “a face without a heart” (Wilde, 1890,
p. 333). As Basil predicted, Dorian’s external youth and beauty allow his internal shadow
to “absorb [his] whole nature, [his] whole soul” (Wilde, 1890, p. 15). Tough Dorian
recognizes his psychic imbalance, his ability to see both his shadow and his persona at the
same time brings him a perverse sense of pleasure. He delights in the knowledge that his
persona is so artfully put together that no one could even begin to suspect the darkness
that he desires and acts upon.
As he begins to near middle age, Dorian becomes signifcantly more paranoid.
Tis directly parallels Jung’s idea that the unifcation of opposites is desired roughly halfway through one’s life, around age 35 (Huskinson, 2004, p. 41). As Dorian matures, he
becomes more aware of his disjointed soul, and his awareness of his fractured psyche leads
him to the neurosis of paranoia. Having spent the frst half of his life seeking only the
shadow, he now realizes that his mind is unbalanced. However, Dorian interprets this as
his soul becoming morally evil. In reality, it is not the moral ugliness of his shadow that
concerns Dorian, but the fear that someone may one day discover it and realize that his
“pure, bright, innocent face” is merely a persona (Wilde, 1890, p. 229). His fear is not
that his shadow will be discovered, but that the discontinuity between his shadow and
his persona will be unveiled. Because of this paranoia, Dorian fnds it difcult to be away
from his house for too long, experiences nightmares, has trouble sleeping, and increases
his dependence on opium (Wilde, 1890). All of these maladaptive behaviors are symptoms
of neurosis, brought about by the unbalanced hold of the shadow on Dorian’s mind and
the persona’s grip on his behaviors. He knows that “there [are] passions in him that would
fnd their terrible outlet, dreams that would make the shadow of their evil real,” yet he
still does nothing to control the grip of his shadow (Wilde, 1890, p. 186). Dorian accepts
consumption by the shadow as a fate he cannot avoid; thus, he tries to use his persona to
cover up the dark desires of his soul. If he cannot fght the power of his shadow, Dorian
make sure that “no eye but his would ever see his shame” (Wilde, 1890, p. 193).
Still, shame is not the only emotion Dorian associated with his darker side. He
enjoys having a secret to keep from the world, and it pleases him to indulge in his addictions
and fantasies (Wilde, 1890). Tough initially afraid, Dorian discovers that, eventually, he
is “not sorry for anything that has happened” because “it has taught me to know myself
better” (Wilde, 1890, p. 152-153). Obviously, Dorian makes some major progress toward
individuation and self-harmony. He learns from his shadow and accepts it within the realm
of his own mind. His critical faw is in his dependence on the opinion of others. He cannot
reconcile that the shadow he has grown morbidly fond of will never be accepted by the
people around him. His persona must never slip, and the angelic face that his friends loved
can never betray the darkness within Dorian Gray. Tough he stops lying to himself, Dorian
still lies to the world with his false mask, allowing his persona to rule his behavior around
the upper class and his shadow to fully consume him when he is with the lower classes.
However, even amongst the brothels and opium dens, Dorian still chooses to disguise himself, lest someone from his high-society realm see him and expose his psychic discontinuity
(Wilde, 1890). His neurosis thus follows him to the place his shadow is socially allowed to
be most visible. By revealing the self to others, the individual is made vulnerable, and this
vulnerability can be manipulated by those around the individual, making the process of
individuation both internally and externally dangerous (Cook, 2018). “In his inmost heart
he desire[s] to be something more” than a pretty face, yet Dorian lacks the courage to own
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and fully integrate his shadow into his public self, showing a competent sense of internal
reconciliation, but a fear of external vulnerability (Wilde, 1890, p. 202). Tis vulnerability
is the foothold that his shadow uses to prey on the rest of his mind.
True shadow engulfment afects both the unconscious and the conscious mind.
As the shadow takes over the totality of the mind, it begins to infuence conscious thought
in addition to unconscious intuition. For Dorian, this manifests as “a horrible fascination”
with his darker impulses and with the slowly deteriorating picture of his soul (Wilde, 1890,
p. 224). Tis obsession grows gradually, until it gives Dorian actual “pleasure to watch it
changing and growing old” (Wilde, 1890, p, 344). Tis utter engrossment in the shadow
archetype allows Dorian to believe that his true self is only his shadow. He begins to see
the kind, whimsical young man of his past as only a façade, forgetting that this goodness,
too, is a part of his true self. According to Jung, no one is wholly good or wholly evil
(Jung, 1990). Each person is a balance of the two, and acknowledging only one side leads
to a complete identifcation with one particular archetype, and thus an incomplete understanding of the total soul.
It is not Dorian’s shadow alone that corrupts him. Te shadow, like all parts
of the soul, is neither inherently morally good nor evil. It is the discontinuity between
Dorian’s shadow and his public persona that gradually tears him apart from the inside. His
neurosis begins with his contribution to the suicide of Sibyl Vane, progresses as he leads
those around him to death and destruction, grows as he murders Basil with his own hand,
and fnally breaks his soul into permanent fragments, spurring his suicide. He is ruled by
his “instinct with fearful impulses,” and becomes totally engulfed in the darkness of his
unconscious mind (Wilde, 1890, p. 290). When the shadow rules a person, “choice is taken
from them, and conscience is either killed, or, if it lives at all, lives but to give rebellion
its fascination and disobedience its charm” (Wilde, 1890, p. 291). Dorian recognizes this
and consequently decides that the only way to truly fnd peace is to kill the painting, or
shadow, that haunts him. Unfortunately, it is impossible to kill a single part of the psyche
without murdering the entire mind. Man cannot live without a shadow, as the shadow
provides essential balance to the soul. To destroy a piece of the soul is to unbalance and
destroy the mind in its totality.
Te most important aspect of unifying the soul through individuation is “overcoming one’s propensity to self-deceive; it is then a process of the shedding of a false sense
of self, facing one’s self-deceptions and embracing the unfamiliar and unwelcome aspects of
self ” (Cook, 2018, p. 108). In order to be truly authentic to one’s self, deception of any kind
must be actively sought out and extinguished. Tis is the component of individuation that
Dorian Gray fails to actualize. Tough he reconciles his darker aspect to his own morality
and personality, he fails to unite his persona and his shadow, and he fails to adequately
accept the lighter aspects of his personality. His fascination with his shadow allows it to
dominate him, and he does not know how to rebalance his mind. He therefore decides to
“kill this monstrous soul-life,” obliterating his shadow, and strive to become his persona
(Wilde, 1890, p. 345). Unfortunately, it is impossible to unify the soul by “occupying social
roles alone” (Cook, 2018, p. 109). If a man chooses to accept “only one side in the binary
pair,” he becomes a “sick animal,” plagued with melancholy and neurosis (Huskinson,
2004, p. 41). According to Jung, this psychic sickness is a necessary part of individuation,
as one cannot unite that which he does not realize is broken (Husinson, 2004, p. 41). After
yielding to his shadow, Dorian tries to rectify the situation by succumbing to his persona
alone. However, true individuation is the reunifcation of opposites within the soul, not
the destruction of the parts of the soul, and if one stops the individuation process without
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frst unifying these opposites, the results can be, evidently, deadly.
Tus, it is his failure to unite his shadow and persona archetypes that drives Dorian
Gray to madness, paranoia, and suicide. He begins the process of individuation, recognizing
his shadow and inmost desires, then continues the process by selecting his shadow archetype to infuence him more than the other pieces of his self. His shadow begins to control
his conscious and unconscious desires and behaviors, slowly consuming his entire soul.
Dorian then creates a beautiful persona to maintain his social decorum; however, that mask
is incompatible with the desires of his shadow, and, in his fear that the opposites will both
reveal themselves and expose him as a fraud, Dorian chooses to try to kill his shadow self
and become his persona, rather than unite his shadow and persona in one wholistic being.
His fear of vulnerability and disgrace, evident signs of shadow consumption, keep Dorian
Gray from completing the individuation process, and the incomplete individuation drives
him to insanity. Trying and failing to individuate destroys Dorian Gray, poisoning him
from the inside out, and his story now serves as an example of the dangers of meddling in
individualistic psychotherapy without proper guidance and preparation.
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Abstract
Te global economy currently operates through a wasteful linear system, which uses resources
for single short-term purposes. Plastic packaging and single-use items enter landflls at a
rate of 6.3MT/year worldwide - the equivalent weight of 7 million blue whales (Brooks, et.
al., 2018). Waste management has been an enduring problem due in-part to poor recycling
habits worldwide, but the recycling industry’s recent collapse has evolved the problem into a
crisis. Rather than simply improving the management of waste, researchers have developed
a model to minimize waste generation from the source. Te Ellen MacArthur Foundation
has boldly proposed and extensively researched the circular economy as a model to replace
the current linear system on a global scale. Te circular economic (CE) model “designs”
waste out of the system by intentionally designing products for later repurposing. Te
more sustainable model serves both the environment and the global economy through
direct yield of proft and market enhancements. CE business strategies promise desirable
economic benefts to corporations, but many corporate leaders have been reluctant to implement these strategies either due to lack of familiarity with the model or lack of capital
to invest. A large barrier of capital investment impedes the universal transition towards CE,
but researchers claim that the more resource-efcient model would ultimately return the
initial investment and provide long-term economic benefts to society. Trough analyses of
real corporations profting from CE strategies, this essay argues for the model’s economic
benefts with an aim to motivate corporate leaders towards CE.
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Introduction
Waste management has been a global issue festering for several decades, but the
impending collapse of the recycling trade market has added greater complexity and urgency
to the problem. China, once the world’s leading buyer of recyclable materials, suddenly
removed itself from the global recycling market in January 2018, dooming recycling facilities to bankruptcy and many recyclable materials to landflls (Hook & Reed, 2018). Te
global waste management crisis demands immediate action towards a long-term solution
to slow and reverse waste generation rates.
Te Ellen MacArthur Foundation has boldly proposed the global transition towards an entirely new economic system: the circular economy. In circular economy (CE),
products are intentionally designed to keep resources in a closed loop of reuse, repair,
recycling, and other means of repurposing. Te closed-loop system keeps resources in-use
for longer, which naturally decreases resource extraction and waste generation rates. CE
business strategies also hold valuable benefts for corporations, but corporate leaders have
been reluctant to implement these strategies primarily due to lack of familiarity with the
model, lack of capital to invest, or lack of clear proft-motive to encourage investment.
Recent growth in the literature has brought the CE model to mainstream, and large banks
have formed partnerships with governments to fnance the initial investments of CE strategies in corporations (Goovaerts, 2018).
Te waste management crisis demands more rapid uptake of the waste-reducing
model, and the Ellen MacArthur Foundation identifes large corporate leaders as key catalysts
of economic change. Corporate leaders may be more willing to invest in CE strategies if they
are provided evidence of other corporations profting from the model. Tus, this research
will assess the economic benefts directly yielded from CE strategies to real corporations:
Unilever and Apple. Circular economic benefts can include greater consumer pool, greater
supply chain control, and direct proft increase. Large corporations were chosen for this
assessment because their fnancial budgets can support investments in circular economic
systems and technologies. Data on economic and environmental benefts were cited from
the corporation’s most recent fnancial and sustainability reports. To eliminate bias, fnancial
and sustainability assessments were performed by independent reporting agencies. Tus,
fnancial and sustainability reports serve as reliable sources for analyzing economic benefts
with respect to CE strategies in these corporations.
By showing the direct relationship between CE strategies and economic benefts,
this essay aims to encourage other corporate leaders to implement CE strategies and accelerate the global transition towards the more sustainable economic model.
Literature Review
China’s withdrawal from the recycling trade market has spurred reports from
several mainstream, economic, and environmental journalists. Among other mainstream
news sources, Te Guardian and Washington Street Journal have reported on the current
state of the recycling market as a result of China’s new policy. Notably, the WSJ article calls
National Sword the “biggest disruption” in the history of recycling (Tita, 2018). Annie
Leonard from Te Guardian remarks that “we cannot recycle our way out of this mess”,
arguing that waste must be tackled “from the source” (2018). Both journalists ofer a unique
perspective to the crisis, but they both express similar doubt that recycling alone can solve
the broader problems of waste management, pollution, and resource scarcity.
Tree months after National Sword was passed, an article from Financial Times
merged recycling trade data with anecdotes from recycling industry leaders to illustrate the
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policy’s massive global impact. For recycling facilities formerly-dependent on China for
business, they found that the cost of operation had tripled, and facilities failing to make
proft have been forced to shut down (Hook & Reed, 2018). As a result, excess recyclables
have been stockpiled, shipped to developing nations, or sent to landflls. Tey report that
these consequences have “triggered a profound re-examination of [recycling] — one that
many say was long overdue” (Hook & Reed, 2018). Reassuringly, in the past year, environmental journalists have reported that recycling industries worldwide have begun adjusting
to China’s National Sword policy by developing local circular patterns of resource fow.
One UK journalist noted that the “wake-up call” has forced the “market to fnd its own
solutions”, and new legal policies to encourage circular resource fows have already been
established worldwide (Clay, 2018).
Te earliest direct mention of circular economic theory appeared in an early-twentieth-century German thesis paper entitled “Economy as a Circular Flow” (Leontief,
1928). Only within the past two decades has the theory entered mainstream research and
discussions as a more sustainable system for economic growth - a possible solution to the
current waste management crisis. Te Ellen MacArthur Foundation, inarguably the most
active proponent of the theory, has led extensive research projects and co-authored several
reports in support of a global transition towards circular economy. From economic analyses
to methodological guides, the Foundation’s website ofers a broad range of resources for
corporate leaders and policymakers to understand and implement CE.
Two other research groups, the Global Commission on the Economy and Climate
(GCEC) and Circular Colab, have released their own reports on the economic benefts
of sustainable business models. Te GCEC discusses the economic waste and failures of
the current linear system, reporting that “95% of plastic packaging material value—120
billion USD annually—is lost after frst use” (GCEC, 2018). Tey describe methods to
optimize resource use, alluding to circular economic theory and concepts. Te Circular
Colab report provides an assessment of current progress towards CE in the United States.
Both reports suggest that the more environmentally sustainable model would also yield
high materials costs savings - worth trillions of dollars on a global scale. However, they
focus on macro-scale benefts and fail to show clear evidence of individual corporations
profting from CE.
Particularly in the past fve years, CE research has erupted with thousands of new
additions to the literature, including scientifc articles and textbooks devoted to the theory. Te current aim of many modern CE theorists is to address the means of global-scale
implementation. Te high-cost investment gap is often perceived as the greatest barrier to
CE development, especially for smaller corporations with smaller budgets. Goovaerts and
Trifonov have both contributed analytical reports that ofer methods for smaller corporations
to fnance CE strategies. Goovaerts describes established partnerships between banks and
governments that have recently pioneered fnancing plans for circular economic strategies
in european corporations (2018). Trifonov describes a “decentralized” approach to circular
economy that is based on “waste-picking” practices that prevail in poor societies (2018).
Te decentralized approach empowers individuals to derive value from their own plastics
wastes, and it may be most useful for poorer nations that lack the proper infrastructure to
build recycling facilities. It is important that CE theorists and analysts continue to develop
methods of implementation so that smaller corporations and poorer nations may access
CE strategies and opportunities.
CE continues to gain traction in the literature, and developing research continues
to show strong support for its economic feasibility and long-term benefts. Tis research will
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supplement the literature by analyzing the economic benefts directly yielded to real-world
corporations through CE business strategies.
Background and Signifcance
To meet the demands of a growing population, global resource extraction rates
have grown from an annual 22 to 70 billion tons from 1970 to 2010 (GCEC, 2018, p.
4). In 2012, the World Bank released a report warning that “global solid waste generation
was on pace to increase 70 percent by 2025, rising from more than 3.5 million tonnes per
day in 2010 to more than 6 million tonnes per day by 2025” (World Bank, 2012, p. 8).
Resource extraction and waste generation rates have continued to climb exponentially in
tandem with a rapidly growing human population.
Since the development of landflls in the 1950s, single-use disposable items
have grown increasingly popular for their low production cost for corporations and high
convenience for consumers. Plastic packaging and single-use items enter the waste stream
immediately after use, contributing to a cumulative total of 6.3 billion MT of plastic waste
generated worldwide (Brooks et. al., 2018). In response to accumulating waste, the 1970s
Green Movement in the United States created 220 of the world’s frst curbside recycling
programs. Since the 1970s, recycling has developed into a $200-billion global industry
(Hook & Reed, 2018).
In the 1990s, a “single-stream” recycling system replaced the original multi-bin
method with a single-bin alternative. While the single-bin method has ofered more simplicity and convenience to consumers, it has been problematic for recycling industries.
On average, in areas that have switched to single-stream system, the National Waste and
Recycling Association reported that recycling contamination rates increased from 7% to
25% over a ten-year period (Koerth-Baker, 2019). Recycling contaminants - such as plastic
bags and food waste - have made recycling a highly inefcient process. At the average U.S.
recycling facility, multi-million-dollar machinery “breaks down” “every 25 minutes almost
on the clock...because of plastic bags or plastic flms [getting] stuck...Tese interruptions
in the process cost nations millions in economic waste” (Ocampo, 2018).
Since the 1990s, China had been supporting the global recycling market by
purchasing most of the world’s recyclables to feed its growing manufacturing sector. In
2016, about half of all plastic waste intended for recycling (14.1 million MT) was exported
to China by 123 countries (Brooks, et. al., 2018). In the early 2000s, however, Chinese
policymakers grew concerned for their poor air quality and initiated “Blue Sky”, an action
campaign that would generate several new environmental policies in the decade to come.
In January 2018, the Blue Sky campaign enacted strict contamination limits on recycling
imports through the “National Sword” policy. Now, China only permits recycling imports
with no greater than 0.5% contamination (the equivalent of one plastic bag per two hundred plastic bottles). In most developed countries, recycling contamination rates remain
at 20-25% (Waste Management, 2018).
James Warner, chief executive of Solid Waste Management, calls National Sword
the “biggest disruption” in the history of recycling (Tita, 2018). Suddenly without a major
buyer, the global recycling industry has rapidly lost proft. According to Kevin Kelly, general
manager of Recology Sorting Facility in California, losing China’s business has directly
caused a 50% drop in recycling sales (MacKinnon, 2018). Mixed paper that once sold for
$150 per ton now sells for only $5 (Tita, 2018). Plastics that once sold to China for $20
now cost a net loss of $10 per ton to process internally. Te cost of recycling management
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has tripled (Hook & Reed, 2018). Te problem has trickled down to consumers, as many
local recycling facilities have been forced to increase residential hauler fees for trash collection to sustain a proft (Tita, 2018). However, with such little demand for recyclable
materials, many facilities have already begun to shut down, unable to aford the cost of
operation (Hook & Reed, 2018).
Unable to meet China’s standards or match its recycling capacities, nations have
been forced to explore new routes for the recyclable materials or let them accumulate in
storage. Many countries have redirected them to other Southeastern Asian nations, such
as Tailand and Vietnam. However, these nations “lack the infrastructure to properly
manage” the massive amounts of recyclable waste once sent to China (Watson, 2018).
As a result, the ports of Vietnam have been congested with over 6,000 waste containers
(Watson, 2018). A single nation with the willingness and processing capacity to replace
China simply does not exist.
As recyclable waste continues to accumulate, waste management sites have resorted to dumping an overwhelming excess recyclables into landflls (Mosbergen, 2018).
Consequently, researchers have noted that landflls are approaching capacity at accelerated
rates. A recent study predicts that U.S. landflls will reach capacity by 2030 - fve years
sooner than previously predicted by the Waste Business Journal in 2015 (Watson, 2018).
Many environmentalist groups have called for better individual awareness of what
belongs in recycling bins, as well as more active participation in reusing plastics and other
materials. However, others question whether individual eforts to recycle would be enough
to solve the broader problems of single-use disposable items. As one environmentalist explains, “If your home were fooding because you had left the faucet on...You’d frst cut the
fooding of at its source - the faucet” (Leonard, 2018). Tus, the waste management crisis
demands immediate action towards a source-based reduction of waste generation long-term.
Circular Economy
Presently, the global economy is dominated by a “linear” system, which consumes
resources through a “take-make-dispose” pathway. In recent years, the “circular” economic
system has been more extensively examined by economists and environmentalists as a potential
long-term solution to the waste management crisis. Although CE theory has been around
for nearly a century, the leader of the current movement is a former English yachtswoman,
Ellen MacArthur. Since its founding in 2009, the UK-based Ellen MacArthur Foundation
has grown and formed strong global partnerships with corporate leaders, including Nike
and H&M. Its central purpose is to promote global transition from the linear to circular
economic model.
Defning the Circular Economy
Te foundation’s website ofers several resources that defne, explain, and support
the circular economic model. Fundamentally, the model aims to “decouple economic activity from the consumption of fnite resources and design waste out of the system” (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2015). In the model, “50% of all products would be recyclable by
design, 20% of all products would be reusable, and the remaining 30% would constitute
thin-flm packaging, redesigned as a biodegradable material” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2018). By intentionally designing products for later remanufacture, reuse, or recycling,
the model develops a continuous “closed-loop” system of resource fow that accesses new
outlets for resources besides disposal, thus creating “new value” for what the current system perceives as “waste” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2018). Extending the lifespan of
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resources in the system would reduce the rate of resource extraction, thereby “decoupling
resource constraints” from economic growth (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2012, p. 3).
According to the Foundation, current world circumstances not only demand CE
but also ofer ideal conditions for its development. Important political and societal factors
favor the transition towards the new sustainable model. Since 2009, a global increase in
climate change laws by 66% (in 66 countries) has pressured corporations to lessen their
environmental impact and implement more sustainable practices (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015, p. 4). Additionally, recent technological advances have “allowed more efcient
collaboration, knowledge sharing, and better tracking of materials” than was previously
possible (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015, p. 4). True large-scale integration of the
circular economy involves collaboration between corporations across various supply chains
to conduct closed-loop resource fow. Te development of computerized systems for this
level of resource tracking is already underway and may be implemented in the near future
(Circular Colab, 2018, p. 10). Tus, environmental and political factors exert pressure
on corporations to be more sustainable, and technological resources have become more
available to facilitate CE development.
Economic Benefts
Te inherent wastefulness of the linear economic model not only generates solid
waste but also generates substantial sums of economic waste. Te linear model designs many
products to serve single short-term purposes, which dooms resources to landflls long before
they reach their economic value potential. In 2016, the World Economic Forum reported
that of the 78 million tons of plastic packaging produced annually, only 5% is recycled,
32% is lost to the environment, and the remaining 63% accumulates in landflls. Tus,
“95% of plastic packaging material value—as much as 120 billion USD annually—is lost
after frst use” (World Economic Forum, 2016). Inefcient use of other technical resources,
such as paper and metals, also contributes to high levels economic waste. More efcient use
of all materials would save the global economy trillions of USD each year (2016).
Te Ellen MacArthur Foundation asserts that substantial economic benefts would
be unlocked through CE. A related study estimates that over $26 trillion would be made
globally available through “bold action” towards CE over a ten-year period when compared
to “business-as-usual” strategies, “and this is likely to be a conservative estimate” (GCEC,
2018, p. 8). CE strategies promise economic growth to individual corporations primarily
through “lower cost of production” and “more productive utilization of outputs” (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2018).
Additionally, CE ofers corporate leaders better clarity and certainty of resource
availability. In the linear system, uncertainty of unmapped resource fow generates “price
volatility” in the market, which makes corporate leaders more reluctant to invest and stifes
economic growth (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015, p. 5). Inherently, economic systems
reliant on resource extraction experience high price volatility for natural resources and
agricultural products, which causes market instability that undesirably fuctuates corporate
proft. However, mapped systems of resource fow in CE would stabilize the market and lead
to higher overall predictability of resource supply. Associated risks and price fuctuations
would be greatly reduced (p. 5). Consumers would receive secondary benefts through their
enjoyment of stable price and supply of products in-demand (p. 23).
Additionally, by simply advertising their sustainable goals and practices, corporations make themselves more appealing to consumers. A survey conducted by GCEC found
that “66% of consumers would pay more for products from socially responsible companies”
because it allows consumers to consider themselves “active agents of the solution” (2018,
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p. 15). Tus, corporations have been competing in a sustainable sense, advertising better
social and environmental responsibility to their consumers.
Barriers to Circular Economy
Before beneftting from CE, the global economy must frst overcome a large
investment barrier to research, develop, and implement new systems and technologies.
Over a ten-year period, “bold action” towards the circular economy on a global scale
requires total investment of $90 trillion worldwide (GCEC, 2018, p. 8). However, key
investment barriers such as “risk avoidance” and “limited knowledge” make corporate
leaders reluctant to depart from their ingrained practices and invest in the new economic
framework (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015, p. 49). For instance, despite evidence
that plastics alternatives would yield greater proftability long-term, the average corporate
leader opts for the immediately “cost-efective” plastics over the more sustainable option.
Under current regulations, according to the GCEC report, “[it is still] cost-competitive
to deploy single-use forms of plastic packaging...a host of other policies are protecting the
old inefcient, polluting economy” (p. 16).
Indeed, initial investments in new software and technology to facilitate circular
resource fow will be costly for corporations. However, more importantly, economic analysis
indicates that the initial investment in CE strategies ultimately would be multiplied and
returned to the economy, primarily through a reduction in resource extraction costs (Circular
Colab, 2015, p. 50). Tus, after an initial investment period of research and development, a
mature circular economic system would be sustained over time, use resources more efciently,
and provide persisting economic benefts. Although the circular economic model ofers
appealing benefts in theory, real-world evidence would further incline corporate leaders
to accept and implement the model. Tis essay will assess the economic benefts returned
to real corporations through the direct use of circular economic strategies.
Research and Methods
Te goal of this research is to provide real-world evidence of corporations benefting
from circular economic strategies. Tis research aims to motivate infuential stakeholders
(corporate leaders) to favor these strategies and accelerate the global transition towards a
circular economic system. In this essay, case studies of circular economic strategies in corporations will supplement the theoretical framework developed by the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation and other prominent CE works. Tese case studies will provide real-world
evidence of organizations seizing circular economic opportunities while achieving sustainability goals.
Case analyses will be structured as follows:
1. Specifc CE strategy implemented by each corporation will be identifed, as defned
by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.
2. Te related economic benefts yielded to the corporation will be quantifed and
assessed.
Unilever and Apple were chosen for the case analysis. Both corporations have recently implemented distinct CE strategies that have yielded direct proft. Tey are large corporations
with the fnancing capacity to privately fund their own research and development of new
sustainable technologies and systems. Both Unilever and Apple successfully “decouple” economic growth from fnite resource consumption, as the circular economic theory predicts.
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CASE STUDIES
Unilever
Unilever is a British-Dutch transnational consumer goods corporation with
ownership of over 400 brands worldwide, including Dove, Suave, and Ben & Jerry’s. Since
its founding in the 1890s, “making sustainable living commonplace” has been a central
purpose for the corporation. Since 2010, Unilever has pursued a “Sustainable Living Plan”
(USLP) that involves “halving the environmental impact of their products” over a ten-year
period (Unilever, 2010). Importantly to this essay, the USLP directly links economic and
environmental goals through an explicit pursuit of “sustainable growth”, which is defned
as an aim to generate economic growth through sustainable practices (Unilever, 2010).
Furthermore, former CEO Paul Polmon clearly expresses Unilever’s acceptance of CE in
a statement from 2018:
As a consumer goods industry, we need to go much further, much faster, in addressing the challenge of single-use plastics by leading a transition away from the
linear take-make-dispose model of consumption, to one which is truly circular
by design.
Unilever fully acknowledges its contribution to the waste management crisis through its use
of plastic packaging. In January 2017, it announced the bold commitment to “ensuring that
100% plastic packaging will be designed to be fully reusable, recyclable, or compostable”
over a ten-year period. Additionally, to create an end market for this reusable and recyclable
plastic material, it also “committed to increase the recycled plastic content in packaging to
at least 25% by 2025” (2017). Tus, Unilever has employed the CE strategy of recycling
plastics resources in an efort to both reduce waste and minimize costs of production.
Although Unilever’s sustainability reporting involves USLP performance measures
ranging from nutrition to greenhouse gases, this essay will focus on the Environmental
and Occupational Safety (EOS) indicator “waste” and the associated goals to (1) halve the
waste associated with the disposal of Unilever products by 2020 and (2) maintain levels of
waste disposal by Unilever at or below 2008 levels despite signifcantly higher volumes of
production (Unilever, 2008). Unilever defnes disposal of waste as “solid or liquid wastes
that are exported by vehicle from a Unilever manufacturing site to landfll or to incineration
without energy recovery” (Unilever, 2018). According to Unilever Sustainable Living Report
2018, the corporation has achieved (1) a 31% reduction in the disposal of Unilever products
and (2) a 98% reduction “in the total waste sent for disposal per tonne of production in
2017” compared to 2008. Most importantly, since 2008, the corporation has saved €234
million “by using fewer materials and producing less waste” (2018).
Aside from direct proft, Unilever has identifed several other important economic
benefts associated with keeping more resources in a closed-loop system. It reports “less risk”
in its supply chain through better control over plastics resources. It also reports “more trust
from stakeholders” through open reporting of sustainable practices. Moreover, it reports a
positive impact on workplace culture and environment, with 75% employees “believing
their role contributes to USLP” (2017).
Unilever’s closed-loop plastics recycling system serves as a prime example of CE
strategies awarding substantial proft and other economic benefts to a corporation. By
reducing its virgin plastics production, Unilever has both reduced its production costs and
minimized its waste contribution. Additionally, it has enjoyed improvements in supply
chain control, stakeholder relations, and employee satisfaction.
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Apple, Inc.
Apple, Inc. is an American multinational technology company that designs, develops, and sells consumer electronics. Te corporation is a partner of the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation and puts forth explicit eforts to integrate circular strategies. In 2017, Apple
ofcially committed to the development of “a closed-loop supply chain - wherein products
are made using recycled or renewable materials only” (p. 19). Its electronic products all
require small amounts of precious earth metals, including Cobalt and Palladium, for circuit
board manufacture. Tese metals are nonrenewable resources that have grown more scarce
and expensive. Tus, Apple has invested in the development of new technology to recover
these resources directly from used Apple products for reuse in new devices. In April 2018,
Apple introduced a second-generation disassembly robot named “Daisy”, which has achieved
unforeseen rates of resource recovery from various iPhone models. Daisy can disassemble
nine diferent kinds of iPhones at a rate of 200/hour and separate the parts and valuable
resources into logical bins of materials for reuse. Currently, the Apple factory in Austin,
Texas has the only Daisy robot in operation, but Apple has announced that another Daisy
will soon be deployed in the Netherlands (2019).
Apple has not yet released a report detailing Daisy’s performance, but they have
recorded the masses of valuable metals that Daisy can recover per 100,000 iPhones. Using
this data and Equation 1, current market value prices of metals were used to calculate the
monetary value (USD) that Apple receives through the recovery of six important metals
from iPhones on an annual basis using (Table 1).
200 iphones
hour

8760 hours

x

year
=

x

year
33,288 kg aluminum

x

kg aluminum
1.85 USD

1
61,582.80 USD

Equation 1: Sample calculation for the reciprocal value of metal (USD) recovered annually
per Daisy
Table 1: Value of Metal (USD) Recovered Annually per Daisy Robot
Metal

Market Price (USD per Mass Recovered
kilogram)
Annually (kg)

Value of Metal Recovered
Annually (USD)

Aluminum

1.85

33,288

61,582.80

Cobalt

6.50

13,490

87,685.00

Gold

41,468.03

16.99

704,541.83

Palladium

44,271.55

1.752

77,563.76

Silver

483.55

131.4

63,638.47

Tin

20.90

858.48

17,942.23

Data on current metal market prices (USD per kilogram) retrieved April 18, 2019, from
http://www.infomine.com/investment, https://www.apmex.com/spotprices/gold-price,
and https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/tin-price.
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As shown in Table 1, one Daisy robot delivers over $1 million proft per year
in the recovery of six precious metals from used iPhone devices. Daisy’s recovery of other
important metals and materials, such as copper and palladium, contributes to an even
greater sum of savings from materials recovery. As Apple plans to employ more Daisy
robots, they also anticipate a growth in employment opportunities for robotics workers in
maintenance, repair, and research (2019).
However, Daisy has received mixed reviews. While many praise Daisy’s innovative
design and disassembling power, others have identifed signifcant challenges for her in the
market. Daisy faces steep competition with other services that purchase used iPhones for
resale, especially functional and new generations of the devices. Critics argue that Daisy’s
circular model is only economically feasible for nonfunctional “junk” iPhone devices, but
Apple currently does not receive any quality of iPhone at a rate to match Daisy’s maximum disassembly rate of 200 per hour (Purdy, 2019). Indeed, Apple’s Daisy is a highly
innovative model for metal recovery and reuse, but she has yet to reach her full economic
potential. Apple must improve strategies for collecting used iPhones to ensure that Daisy
returns maximum proft. Future developments in resource fows and demand will determine
Daisy’s long-term success.
Suppositions and Implications
Evidence presented in this essay supports that circular economic strategies can
unlock desirable economic benefts for corporations, including direct proft, better consumer
relations, and better control over resource supply chains. However, it is unreasonable to
claim that all CE strategies would provide equal economic benefts to all corporations. A
corporation’s ability to implement any new business strategy depends on several factors.
Tese factors may include budget, stage of corporate development, and surrounding political
environment.
Unlike Unilever and Apple, the budgets of smaller corporations may not support
the research and development costs required to build and implement new technologies
and systems, such as Daisy. Tus, smaller corporations require loans from external sources
to fund these costly projects. Assuming that the CE strategy would net proft over time,
the corporation would later return the loan payment and beneft from the new sustainable
strategy long-term. However, corporate leaders naturally view loans as risky investments,
especially when the end-benefts of a CE strategy are not clearly visible.
Furthermore, a corporation’s stage of development tends to infuence whether
fnancing services accept the request for a loan. Te Ellen MacArthur Foundation acknowledges that “[small- and medium-sized corporations] are often considered not to be
sufciently creditworthy. Tey are often characterised by short track records and have a
limited fnancial position” (2015, p. 101). Te Foundation stresses, however, that:
It is essential for shareholders, customers, suppliers and third-party fnance providers, including banks and asset lenders, to understand the longer-term objectives
and the benefts that will arise from investment in circular businesses. Tis will
provide the businesses the support they require to make the transition to a more
circular model and lock in those future benefts (p. 102).
In recent years, large banks and governments have already developed such investment plans.
Te European Investment Bank (EIB) has partnered with the European Commission and
initiated a large-scale investment strategy aimed specifcally at small- and medium-sized
corporations (Goovaerts, 2018). Furthermore, the GCEC reports that “Te European
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Commission (EC) has actively embraced the concept and has already committed over 6
billion euros to helping businesses transition to a circular economy” (2018).
Governments play an important regulatory role in corporate activity. Te growth of
environmental laws in recent decades has pressed corporations to operate more sustainably
worldwide. In 2015, UN member states agreed to pursue “waste reduction and better waste
management” along with sixteen other Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (United
Nations, 2015). In 2018, however, when researchers asked policymakers “Does the latest
central/federal budget refect incremental SDG investment needs?”, the United States
answered “No, and it is not planned”; the European Union and Canada both responded
“Yes, and it covers all SDGs” (Bertelsmann, 2018, p. 9). Compared to other developed
nations, the U.S. may fall behind on several fronts, including waste management, if U.S.
policymakers continue to express disinterest in SDGs.
It is required that fnancial institutions provide ample funding and governments
provide ample pressure to encourage corporations to invest in CE strategies. More rapid
uptake of CE strategies in corporations will accelerate the the transition on a global scale,
bringing the world closer to a more economically and environmentally sustainable model.
Counterarguments
Along with developing research and evidence in support of CE, others have expressed doubt that the model would truly yield the economic benefts it promises. “Circular
Economy Rebound” has emerged in the literature as a major faw in the theory’s design.
Trevor Zink’s research is often cited and credited with coining and developing the concept
of circular economy rebound. According to Zink, rebound occurs when more resource-effcient strategies also lead to increased rates of production, which in-turn counteract the
environmental benefts of the model (2017). He supports his claim by referencing the
similar circumstances and outcomes of “energy rebound”: in the past decade, as societies
have grown more energy-efcient, consumers have also demanded and used more energy.
In response, CE-supporting researchers have countered the “rebound” argument.
Vivanco’s research article “Roadmap to Rebound” identifes important gaps in the rebound
theory, including its failure to consider “resource interlinkages” and “policy interventions”
(2018). Both CE Rebound and CE itself are in infancy, however, and both require further
research and experimentation.
CE’s high-cost capital investment stands as a more obvious and concerning barrier
to the global-scale implementation of the model. According to GCEC, “bold action” towards
global CE transition would require 90 trillion USD over a ten-year period (2018). Indeed,
90 trillion USD is an astronomical sum - even with the combined eforts of multiple nations
with strong economies. However, GCEC stresses that the world currently rests in a unique
“use it or lose it” vantage point, and failure to act quickly will certainly result in disastrous
environmental consequences. Given that the resource efciency of CE ofers long-term
net proft and other economic benefts, CE theorists maintain that the sustainable model
will pay for itself over time. Te long-term payof of CE parallels endothermic reactions
in chemical pathways (Figure 1). In an endothermic reaction, the system absorbs energy
until it reaches a transition state, at which point a chemical reaction occurs to produce
higher-energy products. In the CE model, CE development absorbs capital investment
until society has reached a CE transition state, at which point the more resource-efcient
model would be fully established and sustain long-term economic benefts for society.
Over time, the initial investment would be returned, and society would continue to beneft
environmentally and economically from the model.
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Figure 1. Te “Activation Energy” of Circular Economy. Adapted from
http://chemistrymysteries.blogspot.com/2012/02/exothermic-and-endothermic-reaction.html

Conclusion
Prior to China’s National Sword policy, recycling was already an inefcient process
and an insufcient solution to the waste management problem. Now, a failing recycling
industry has turned the problem into a crisis, and limited time remains before landflls
reach capacity. It is crucial that corporate leaders take immediate action towards long-term
waste-reducing systems, such as circular economy, to replace the current “take-make-dispose”
linear system. Evidence of economic benefts in CE strategies will encourage corporate
leaders to implement these strategies. Legal reinforcement from policymakers will further
accelerate corporate uptake of the system. Further investigation into investment strategies
will aid smaller corporations and poorer nations to overcome the investment barrier. CE
is a relatively new theory, but the waste management crisis demands immediate global
action towards a more sustainable system. Its success requires commitment from various
parties besides corporate leaders, including governments, fnancing services, and consumers.
Broader acceptance and uptake of circular economic strategies will accelerate the circular
economic transition and provide a desperately-needed long-term solution to the global
waste management crisis.
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“Perfect and Imperfect: Doctrine, Cathar Believers,
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Abstract
At the beginning of the 13th century, the heretics known as the Cathars inspired intense
action on the part of the Catholic Church. Te Albigensian Crusade was launched against
them, and was followed by the frst medieval inquisition to root out and correct heretics.
A problem the Catholic Church faced was the difculty in identifying heretics. While the
Cathar elite, the Perfects, lived lives that were conspicuously diferent from Catholics,
the vast majority of Cathars were not Perfects, and it was difcult to distinguish a Cathar
Believer from a lay Catholic. My paper uses primary sources, chiefy anti-Cathar treatises
written by inquisitors, to examine the way those authors treated Cathar Perfects and Believers diferently in their writings. Among these sources there is a clear emphasis on the
Perfects, whose conspicuous righteousness clearly attracted the interest of Believers. My
research has suggested that, just like lay Catholics, Cathar Believers varied wildly in their
understanding of dogma, their dedication to their beliefs, and the degree to which they
followed Cathar teachings. Some Believers were well informed on the dualist theology that
underpinned Catharism and could defend their beliefs with scripture. Others were clearly
infuenced by Cathar teaching but interpreted in a way that was only superfcially similar
to the Perfects. Tus, this paper shows that Cathar Believers did not perceive Catharism (or
other contemporary heresies) as a break from Catholicism but simply as another form of it.
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Te Catholic Church gained new and expansive powers during the High Middle
Ages; Popes declared themselves the moral arbiters of Europe and compelled laypeople to
fght and die in far-of lands in God’s name. At the same time, however, the Church faced
new challenges, including the return of large-scale organized heresy. After the fall of Arianism,
Western Europe was free from large-scale heretic movements for nearly half a millennium
until the beginning of the 11th century.1 During the 11th and 12th centuries numerous heretic
groups of varying size and popularity appeared, but perhaps the most fascinating of these
groups were the Cathars. Te Cathars believed in a dualist cosmology where the material
world had been created by an evil power, and they denounced the Catholic Church in the
harshest possible terms, rejecting the sacraments as products of the evil material world.
Te most elite Cathars were the Perfects, who lived lives of poverty and self-denial. Te
Church responded to the Cathars by launching the Albigensian Crusade and, when this
proved to be a less-than-efective means of extirpation, established the frst inquisition to
root them out. Te Church clearly took the Cathars seriously; the Albigensian Crusade and
subsequent inquisition were important steps in the development of the medieval Catholic
Church. Te most devoted Cathars, the Perfects, were strongly devoted to a faith that was
antithetical to Catholicism, but they were always few in number. Te majority of adherents
to Cathars were ordinary Believers, who joined the faith for reasons both religious and
self-serving and who varied wildly in their understanding of and devotion to Catharism;
for many Believers, life as a lay Cathar had much in common with life as a lay Catholic.
Te Cathars believed in a dualist doctrine marked by the belief that the material
world was created by Satan or an evil God. Te exact degree of dualism difered: the Cathars
of Italy preferred a moderate dualism that supposed there was one God with two sons,
Jesus and Lucifer, while the Cathars of Languedoc were absolute dualists who believed in
co-eternal Good and Evil gods.2 Because the material world was the product of an evil
creator, the Cathars believed everything to do with it was evil; for this reason, they believed
in a docetic Jesus who was purely spiritual and had no physical form, and they rejected the
sacraments and considered John the Baptist a devil.3 Although they preached from scripture
and held the New Testament (especially the Gospels) in high esteem, they rejected most
of the Old Testament as a product of the evil power.4 To the Cathars, the only escape from
the wickedness of the material world was to be baptized in the Holy Spirit by the laying-on
of hands in the consolamentum and thereafter live as Perfects. According to some Cathars,
the soul of anybody who was not consoled would remain in the material world and enter
new bodies through a type of reincarnation called metempsychosis.5 Cathar doctrine was
signifcantly dissimilar from Roman Catholicism for Catholic authorities and authors to
take note of it and condemn it.
Catholic authors writing about new heretic groups during the Middle Ages
had the habit of equating them with similar movements that the Church Fathers had
R. I. Moore, Te Formation of a Persecuting Society : Authority and Deviance in Western Europe, 950-1250. Second ed. (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2007) 13
2
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described centuries earlier, and for this reason the early history of the resurgence of heresy
is slightly muddled. During the 11th century, various authors reported on heretics they
called Manichees after a sect that Saint Augustine had decried in the ffth century; these
“medieval Manichees” are now generally considered to be proto-Cathars and ofshoots of
the Bogomils, an older dualist heresy from the Byzantine empire.6 Heretics who closely ft
the description of Cathars are mentioned in 1143, in a letter by a prior named Eberwin.7
Te new heretics Eberwin described were distinct from earlier heretics who had called for
reform of the Church; radically, the new heretics rejected all wealth and property in imitation
of the Apostles, along with the sacraments, meat, and dairy, and they performed baptisms
by the laying-on of hands.8 Tese new heretics claimed to be the inheritors of an ancient
tradition that had survived in Greece for centuries, suggesting they were the product of
missionary work by the Bogomils.9 Te relationship between the Bogomils and Cathars
was close and the two heretic groups were in contact for decades; the Cathars of Southern
France may have continued communicating with the Bogomils into the 1220s, during the
waning years of the Albigensian Crusade.10 Catharism spread and grew in popularity over
the course of the 12th century.
Te Catholic Church did not sit idly by and watch heresy grow in popularity,
although initially it was unclear how to most efectively deal with the problem. During
the latter half of the 12th century, the Church’s approach to heresy was to meet it with
debate, disputation, and counter-preaching. Saint Bernard of Clairvaux advocated ofering
monastic vows to Perfects who were cohabitating, and excommunicating those who refused
them.11 On one occasion, in the late spring of 1165 in the castle of Lombers, Catholic
authorities attempted to prove a group of Cathar Perfects to be heretics by means of debate;
this council proved to be a moral victory for the Cathars, who refused to acknowledge the
citations made against them using the Old Testament and, although they were condemned
as heretics, were ultimately not punished.12 Te Council at Lombers failed to impede the
spread of Catharism and within a decade the Cathars had organized their own church
structure with the aid of a Bogomil bishop from the East.13 Although Catharism spread
rapidly, it did not take hold everywhere it touched: in 1166, heretic missionaries from
Flanders arrived in England and were brought before King Henry II, branded, and set out
into the wilderness to die.14 Ultimately, it was decided at the Fourth Lateran Council that
those found guilty of heresy would be turned over to the secular authority for punishment,
typically the revocation of their property.15 Despite the many ways the Catholic Church
attempted to punish heresy, the Perfects took their faith very seriously.
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Te Council of Saint Felix and the visit of Papa Nicetas to Italy and southern
France in the mid-12th century show the seriousness with which the Perfects took their
faith and the respect Cathars held for their Bogomil counterparts in the East. Nicetas’
exact identity is unclear, but he clearly was a fgure who commanded respect and exuded
authority. Catholic sources seem to consider him a heretic Pope or a bishop; while it is more
likely that the title Papa derives from a Byzantine designation for a priest or monk, Nicetas’
actions during his visit to western Europe certainly resemble those of a prelate.16 Nicetas
converted the Cathars of Italy, who had been inducted in the moderate dualist traditions
of the Bulgarian Bogomils, into the absolute dualist doctrine of the Druganthian church
that Nicetas apparently led; after this, a meeting of the Cathar leaders of Western Europe
was called in the small village of Saint Felix-de-Caraman, where Nicetas re-administered
the consolamentum to all of them and directed them to order their church into dioceses
that would not interfere with each other, comparing them to the churches in the East.17
Tis was an important step in Catharism’s development as one of the preeminent heresies
of the Middle Ages.
By the end of the 12th century, Catharism was widespread enough and well-organized enough to constitute a rival to the Catholic Church.18 Its adherents included minor
nobles who would protect communities of Perfects, including the Counts of Toulouse.19
Pope Innocent III, one of the most remarkable medieval popes, saw the Cathars as an international threat and began his suppression of the heresy on the heels of his suppression of the
dualists in the Balkans.20 To do this he sent an expedition of Papal legates to southern France
to wander and preach in an apostolic manner, who were to preach against and debate any
heretics they encountered.21 Tis course of action proved inefective at converting people
from heresy. Making matters more complicated, the Count of Toulouse, Raymond VI, was
not cooperative in removing the Cathars from his lands despite having taken an oath that
he would do so; whether this was because he was unwilling to, unable to, or both is not
clear.22 After one of the legates was murdered, the Pope launched a crusade intended not
to deal with the Cathars directly but to make an example of Raymond, who he suspected
had secretly ordered the murder.23 Te Albigensian Crusade was enormously popular and
exceedingly violent. At Beziers, the crusaders demanded a list of heretics be surrendered;
when the town refused, some of the crusaders went and indiscriminately slaughtered the
town’s inhabitants, pillaged the town, and set fre to the cathedral as they left.24 Despite the
Crusade’s brutality and initial popularity, it too failed to completely root out Catharism in
Southern France and eventually support waned.
To fnish the work of eliminating the Cathars after the end of the Albigensian
Crusade, the Catholic Church established the frst medieval inquisition, sending friars to
root out Perfects who had gone into hiding and to convert Cathars who saw the errors of
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their ways. Pope Gregory IX sent the frst inquisitors to the south of France in 1231 in the
form of Dominican friars meant to assist the bishops of Languedoc in battling heresy.25
Although medieval inquisitors were not averse to releasing an accused heretic to the secular
authorities to be burned at the stake, this punishment was mostly reserved for particularly
stubborn heretics or for those who relapsed; the inquisitors preferred to convert their interrogees back to orthodoxy.26 In the records of Bernard Gui, an inquisitor at the beginning of
the 14th century, only 6.4% of the Cathars interrogated were burned alive; these included
both heretics who had relapsed and Perfects who refused to recant.27
Historiography
Cathar France has long been a topic of interest to scholars. Natives of Southern
France proudly display their Cathar heritage, and for decades Protestant historians sought
to style the Cathars as a proto-Protestant group. Much of the scholarship on the Cathars,
however, has been in French, posing a difculty for the non-Francophone historian. Emily
McCafrey’s article “Imagining the Cathars in Late-twentieth-century Languedoc” provides
a handy overview of the relevant French literature, from the Napoleon Peyrat’s 1870 epic
Histoire des Albigeois to Michel Roquebert’s comprehensive (and tragically unavailable in
English) L’Epopée Cathare and Anne Brenon’s work reconstructing the Cathars not as heretics
but as a revival of ancient Christianity.28 While the majority of the French historiography
has never been translated into English, the past forty years have seen the feld of Cathar
studies in the English language grow considerably; although certain trends have yet to cross
the language barrier, the sources available represent difering viewpoints, although all agree
on a relationship between Catharism and the reforms of the 11th century.
One of the most important works of scholarship dealing with Cathar France is
Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie’s Montaillou: Te Promised Land of Error. Using records from
the inquisition led by Jacques Fournier at the beginning of the 14th century, Le Roy Ladurie
produced an intensely detailed examination of what life was like in Montaillou, a poor
village in Occitania where Catharism survived even a century after the crusade. Montaillou
is an extensive work, but it has not been immune to criticism. Le Roy Ladurie treats the
inquisition record as a generally accurate transcript of peasant testimonies; while he does
acknowledge the problems of translation and transmission, he believes that Fournier’s mission
was to learn the truth and as such his lengthy depositions are accurate descriptions of life
in Montaillou.29 Tis has been criticized by various authors, including Renato Rosaldo and
Nancy Stork, as removing the documents from their context and missing their purpose.30
Leonard E. Boyle’s “Montaillou Revisited: Mentalite and Methodology” dissects Le Roy
Ladurie’s uncareful use of the Fournier Register, from his interpretation of Latin verbiage
to his overwrought prose, and uses Montaillou as a negative example of how to research
a primary source.31 Despite these problems, Montaillou remains an infuential work and
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achieved considerable popular acclaim; the level of detail it provides makes it difcult to
avoid when discussing late Catharism.
Malcolm Lambert is one of the preeminent scholars of Catharism in English and
has produced several books on the topic of heresy. His article “Te Motives of the Cathars:
Some Refections”32 gives his earliest take on Catharism and provides a brief summary of
existing hypotheses on the motivations of Cathars; in his book Medieval Heresy: Popular
Movements from the Gregorian Reform to the Reformation, he links the reform movement
and the new wealth that came in the 11th and 12th centuries with the popularity of heretic movements in the 12th and 13th centuries.33 He uses the example of the pataria, a lay
movement in Milan against decadent upper clergy, as one example of the new involvement
of the laity in their faith.34 Ultimately, the laity was mobilized by a new popular zeal that
had been infamed by a Church that still needed reform and new popular familiarity with
scripture; this, combined with the new visibility of wealth, led to the ideals of apostolic
life coming into vogue.35 In Te Cathars Lambert provides a comprehensive account of
the history of Catharism. Lambert’s thesis is that the popularity of Catharism came as a
reaction to the church at large, linked to existing anti-clerical sentiment in Languedoc. Te
link between reform and heterodoxy is one that appears throughout English historiography
of the Cathar movement.
Andrew Roach’s approach to heresy in the 12th and 13th centuries is similar to
Lambert’s, but goes a step further: more than just seeing the popularity of heresy as a
reaction to church reform and market shifts, his book Te Devil’s World: Heresy and Medieval Society, 1100-1320 portrays religion itself as a market and heresy in market terms.
According to Roach, the reforms the Catholic Church underwent during the 11th century
were highly successful, involving the Church at every level of life and inspiring thousands
of crusaders to go and die in a distant place; by inciting these religious passions, the Church
inadvertently set the stage for people to choose between orthodoxy and heterodoxy.36 Te
Commercial Revolution of the 12th century led to increased consumption and prosperity
but also growing pains, as the new bourgeoisie were hated both by their social superiors
and by their economic inferiors, and wealth itself came to be regarded with suspicion.37 In
this context of new wealth, he sees the Church as a major economic force capable of either
supporting or blocking economic expansion.38 Roach even goes so far as to describe the
Albigensian Crusade as part of a trend in which laypeople were given increasing power to
make spiritual decisions.39 Although Roach’s description of Catharism and Catholicism
in economic terms is novel, his connection between the Gregorian reforms and the rise
of heresy shows a clear relation to Lambert’s work and continues the tradition in English
historiography to connect heresy to Church reform.
R.I. Moore’s Formation of a Persecuting Society: Authority and Deviance in Western
Europe, 950-1250 posits that over the course of the 12th century, persecution of various
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marginal groups became habitual and was supported by institutions of power, and so Europe
became a persecuting society.40 Moore wrote this to contrast a long-standing trend: the
persecution of heretics and others was regarded by many writers as an inevitable reaction
to dissent rather than a new pattern developed in the 12th century. Moore identifes the
Fourth Lateran Council as a watershed document in the creation of a Europe that widely and
actively persecuted marginalized groups, by laying out and legitimizing means for dealing
with heretics that proved applicable to other groups as well.41 Moore’s work on heresy and
the development of persecution also includes Te Origin of European Dissent, which deals
with the emergence of heresy in the 11th and 12th centuries and so covers similar material to
Formation of a Persecuting Society from a diferent angle; while Persecuting Society examines
the reactions of orthodoxy to heresy, Dissent aims to ask why heretics would be moved to
split from orthodox belief in the frst place. Like other authors listed here, Moore sees a
link between heresy and reform; he sees the heretics of the 11th century as motivated not
by doctrinal disputes but by a yearning for a life in line with the gospels that orthodoxy
did not provide.42 Te Cathars of the 12th century, however, took issue with the church’s
involvement with the secular world at all and so were not as easily placated.43 Moore’s books
provide perspectives on Catharism both on the terms of those who persecuted it and on
the terms of those who practiced it.
Perfects and Believers
Te reasons for the popularity of Catharism have been much discussed by historians, often very broadly as a movement. While it is useful to look at Catharism in this
context as a reaction or as an outgrowth of previous church reform, there are other important
elements to be considered. If a Cathar of any description were plucked from their time
period, brought to the present day, and asked what lead them to adopt the Cathar faith, they
would not likely connect their decision to reformers a hundred years earlier. Individually,
Cathars varied widely in their understanding of Catharism and their reasons for adopting
the faith. In my research I have noticed a pattern of division: for Perfects, life as a Cathar
was a way of achieving spiritual purity and the dualist doctrine that underpinned Cathar
teaching was of the utmost importance; for Believers, there was little diference between
life as a lay Cathar and life as a lay Catholic and doctrine was typically (but not always)
of secondary importance.
Perfects
Te Cathars were divided into two groups, the Perfects and Believers, who saw
their faith in very diferent ways. Te select few who underwent the sole Cathar sacrament,
the consolamentum, thereafter became a member of the elite—the Perfects, whose lives were
signifcantly and manifestly diferent from both their neighbors and from Cathar Believers.
Te Perfects went by various names; sometimes they were called consoled heretics, or called
robed heretics after the black robes they wore, but believers and sympathizers referred to
them as the Good Men.44 Te life of a Cathar Perfect was one of strict self-denial. Te
Cathar Perfects lived lifestyles of apostolic poverty, renouncing wealth and wandering the
earth; this was a far more important element of Catharism’s appeal than the dualist nature
of Cathar doctrine, and apostolic idealism served as the basis for Catharism’s hostility to
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Catholicism.45 Te Perfects also were expected to live by strict dietary restrictions based
on the Cathar belief that the material world was evil and had been created by the devil.
Since meat, eggs, and dairy were all products or byproducts of reproduction, they were
forbidden; since fsh were believed to appear spontaneously in water they were allowed.46
Frustratingly, most of the information on the lives of the Perfects come from sources hostile
to the Cathars; no detailed Cathar moral code, if one was ever written, is known to have
survived to the present day.47 Catholic authors were clearly fxated on the Perfects; at least
one reserves the word “Cathar” for the Perfects alone.48 Tis fxation refects the central
role of Perfects in the spread of Catharism.
Te Perfects were the most essential element of Catharism; they preached that
they alone followed Christ’s orders literally and did not lie, steal, or kill, and lived in
“chastity and charity.”49 Tat the Perfects lived according to the rules prescribed for them
was a crucial reason for the popularity of Catharism. No doubt some erred—eating fowl
was considered as grave a mortal sin as murder.50 Anselm of Alessandria records that the
Cathar Perfects of Lombardy who committed a mortal sin were reconsoled and made to
perform penance by fasting for 27 days; those who merely wanted to commit mortal sin
and did not act on their desire were given the lighter sentence of one week of fasting.51 On
a monthly basis the Perfects would hold a ceremony called the apparellamentum, where they
would confess their more minor faults; this served as a means of keeping them pure despite
their continued contact with the earthly world.52 Tere were those who were consoled at
a young age during Catharism’s peak in Languedoc who converted back to Catholicism
when the life ceased to be gratifying.53 Despite these occasional lapses, it is apparent that
those Perfects who were dedicated to Perfection led the apostolic lives they were meant to,
and the prescribed penances and regularity of their confessions reveal the seriousness with
which they took their lifestyle. Te Catholic author James Capelli acknowledges this; his
description of the Cathars, while still denouncing them as heretics, acknowledges the intense
austerity of the Perfects and confrms that they were chaste and argues that accusing them
of crimes they were innocent of only served to make them more entrenched in their belief
that they were the true Church of Christ.54
Yet another way Perfects difered from their neighbors was their harsh anticlericalism, which they supported with their dualist doctrine. In Catharism, personal morality
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and status were linked in a way that they were not in Catholicism.55 Te elite Perfects were
sinless and chaste by virtue of having been consoled; there was no guarantee of the same
for a Catholic priest. Te Perfects were extremely hostile towards the Catholic Church,
who they decried in no uncertain terms as unworthy and false inheritors of Christ’s name.
Before the Albigensian Crusade, Cathar preachers—almost certainly Perfects—condemned
the Catholic Church as a den of thieves and compared it to the Whore of Babylon described in the Book of Revelation.56 Nearly a century later, during the Cathar revival at the
end of the 13th century, the Catholic Church was mocked as a “Church of Idols” because
their objects of worship like crucifxes and shrines had been made with metal tools.57 In
Montaillou at the end of this revival, the Perfect Guillaume Belibaste decried the Pope, the
King of France, the Bishop of Pamiers, and the Lord Inquisitor of Carcassonne as devils.58
We will return to anticlericalism among Cathars later, to discuss the way it manifested
in the actions of Believers; to Perfects, at least, anticlericalism was a consequence of their
opposition to the material world and was a crucial fundament to Perfect practice even to
the very end of Catharism.
Because the Perfects were so conspicuously pious, they were essential focal points
for Cathar communities; Believers turned to Perfects as sources of moral authority and saw
them as spiritual leaders because of their steadfast devotion to their faith. Many Perfects
were dedicated enough to their beliefs that they were willing to go to the stake for them,
and this show of conviction no doubt strengthened the belief of Cathar supporters. Peter of
Vaux-de-Cernay describes an incident where two Cathars, a Perfect and a Perfect-in-training, were condemned to death by secular authorities for heresy; the trainee tried to recant
Catharism but the secular authorities were suspicious of the honesty of his conversion and
sent both of them to the stake, where the Perfect (who had remained dutifully Cathar)
burned instantly and the novice who had attempted to recant miraculously escaped his
chains unharmed.59 While Peter’s purpose in telling this story is to show that God favored
the convert, it also depicts a Perfect unwilling to budge in his beliefs even in the face of
death. During the Inquisition, the arrest and prolonged incarceration of a Perfect could
frighten his associates into confessing themselves, as was the case when a Perfect named
Raymond Gros surrendered himself to the inquisition in 1236.60
Te majority of the surviving sources that describe Catharism come from Catholic
churchmen with an axe to grind and a pyre to light; their descriptions of the Perfects are
especially important to understanding how Catholic authorities and inquisitors regarded
the Cathars. A common theme among sources on Catharism by Catholic authors is the
numerous improprieties committed by the Cathars, especially the Perfects, refuting their
claims that they alone followed Christ’s commands. Peter of Vaux-de-Cernay’s description
of the Perfects, for instance, insists that the Perfects were fornicators and liars despite their
claims to live Christlike lives of chastity.61 Rainier Sacconi’s description of the Perfects does
not accuse them of fornication or incest, crimes he reserves for some of the Believers, but he
does say that many of them wished they had done so before being consoled.62 Sacconi also
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claims that Perfects never truly felt guilt for their sins, because after being consoled they did
not return things they had previously stolen, and says that Perfects did not often give alms
to strangers or to poor Believers not only because they did not seek glory from it but also
because of simple greed.63 While Sacconi himself was a former Perfect before converting
and becoming an inquisitor, his account is as vituperative as any other Catholic source.
Probably the most generous description of the Perfects from a Catholic author
is attributed to James Capelli, who denied rumors about the Perfects holding orgies and
went on to argue that accusing them of false crimes such as this only served to strengthen
their belief that they were the true successors of Christ.64 Capelli acknowledges that the
Perfects were truly zealous and austere, especially compared to some Catholic priests, and
that this served as pretext to spread their heretical and false beliefs.65 Capelli shows that the
Church was aware of the efect Perfect austerity had in drawing laypeople into Catharism
and the way it tapped into something the Catholic Church was lacking. Catholic authors
were aware of the efect that Cathar purity had in attracting and maintaining the support
of Believers, and this is why so many of them hoped to discredit the Perfects by insisting
they were secretly unrighteous behind closed doors.
In the late 12th century, the Cathars of Western Europe split into two groups:
the Absolute Dualists in Southern France and Moderate Dualists in Northern Italy. Te
diferences in doctrine between these two sects were of enormous signifcance to Perfects,
but were not necessarily noticed by Believers. Following the death of Nicetas, an emissary
from the Church of Bulgaria came to Lombardy to claim that the bishop who had consoled
Nicetas had sinned, therefore rendering the consolamentia he had administered invalid.66 In
one version of these events, the Italian Cathar bishop Mark, whom Nicetas had consoled
before Saint Felix, attempted to travel to Bulgaria to be reconsoled before being dissuaded
and jailed in southern Italy.67 Te decision to travel to Bulgaria could not have been one
made lightly and that Mark set of at all, even if he did have second thoughts partway
through his journey, shows how seriously the Perfects took their dualist doctrine. Te doctrinal disputes that created disunity among Italian Cathars were exclusively the concerns
of Perfects; Believers, who were less informed on doctrine, only knew there was disunity.68
Te aftermath of the Council of Saint Felix was signifcant because it shows an underlying
doctrinal diferences between diferent groups of Cathars, although those diferences were
almost exclusively the concern of the Perfects.
Te Perfects were unusual. Tey were conspicuously pious and lived lives unlike
those around them and were well-informed on Dualist doctrine. Heretic communities were
centered on the Perfects, and the Believers held them in high esteem. Despite the importance
of the Perfects and the emphasis Catholic writers placed on them, the majority of Cathars
were only Believers, whose lives were much closer to those of their Catholic neighbors.
Believers
Te majority of Cathars were called credentes, or Believers; they believed in the
Dualist Cathar theology, but did not live by the strict ascetic lifestyle the Perfects did. Most
Believers only received the consolamentum on their deathbed, and then only an abbreviated
version; the Believer would be asked if their support of the Cathar Church was sincere
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and the commandments of the Church would be imparted.69 Receiving a deathbed consolamentum was meant to be the fnal act in a life-long relationship between the Believer
and Catharism and it went hand in hand with a donation to the Cathar Church.70 Before
this point, however, Believers had little in the way of religious responsibilities. Tey were
welcomed at Perfect ceremonies and there performed a ritual called the melioramentum;
they were to genufect and beg for their blessing.71 Frequently, during the heyday of Catharism before the crusade, large crowds of Believers would be present at the consolamentum
of a new Perfect. Te strict dietary rules the Perfects were expected to live by were not
observed at all by Believers, who were free to eat whatever they pleased.72 Aside from the
melioramentum, Believers were also expected to provide food and shelter to Perfects visiting
their community.73 Believers outnumbered Perfects to a considerable degree; writing in the
middle of the 13th century, Rainier Sacconi estimated there were some 4,000 Perfects in
the world but “innumerable” believers infected with the heresy.74 Te term “Believer” itself
initially applied only to those who had undergone the frst portion of the consolamentum
ceremony, which allowed them to say the Lord’s Prayer; however, by the beginning of the
13th century it came to mean anybody who believed in Cathar theology and intended to
be consoled before their death.75
Believers often were not exclusive in their support of the Cathar Church, in contrast
to the thoroughly-devoted Perfects. During the late 12th and early 13th century, another
heretical group called the Waldensians gained currency in many of the same communities
as the Cathars did; however, they were not dualists and so were doctrinally incompatible
with the Cathars. Despite this, some Believers believed both groups were equally valid.
Cathars and Waldensians shared various important traits, including their fxation on bodily
purity, their reverence of the Gospels, and their harsh vilifcation of the Roman Church as
unworthy corruptors of Jesus’s message.76 Cathars and Waldensians shared a mutual disdain
for one another despite their superfcial similarities, would often partake in spirited public
debates; however, many laypeople would support both groups either alternately or at the
same time, seeing both as good Christians preaching worthy messages because of their shared
spirituality.77 While Perfects clearly had a concern for doctrine, not all Believers shared this
interest and were instead drawn by other elements of Catharism, most notably the element
of purity and Gospel reverence; when other groups ofered these elements, Believers would
support them regardless of the doctrinal background they used to support them.
Cathar and Catholic Distortions
While it is clear that many Believers were not thoroughly informed in the dualist dogma that the Perfects predicated their lifestyles on, some took the fundamentals
of Catharism and spun from them of in new ways that did not align with the beliefs the
Perfects professed. Peter of Vaux-de-Cernay accuses the Believers of believing that it was
not possible to sin below the navel, which appears in no other discussion of Cathar beliefs.78
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While it is not impossible that Peter, ever-eager to deride Cathars, may have invented this
wholesale, it is also possible that he was describing a belief certain lay Believers had come
up with based on their understanding of dualist doctrine. One Believer whose idiosyncratic
beliefs were preserved in the inquisition record was one William Faure of Pechhemer, who
was put on trial in 1243; he was a frequent attendant of meetings of Cathars and seems to
have been particularly interested in questions of creation and of the relationship between
God and Satan.79 William professed a belief in “upper and lower worlds” and a war between
God and an unruly servant named Lucibel; while these dual worlds resemble the Cathar
division between a spiritual world ruled by the Good God and a material world created by
Satan, William did not seem to perceive his upper world as an ethereal one divided from the
lower world but as one literally above it.80 To solve the problems that faced the lower world
God sent his bailif Christ to act as his son on earth.81 William’s version of the relationship
between God, Satan, and Christ shows the clear infuence of the preaching of the Perfects,
but he seems to have elaborated on this with his own interpretation.
Other Cathar Believers were better informed on the ofcial Cathar dogma. One
such example comes from William Garcias, a Franciscan monk who attempted to persuade
a Cathar-sympathizing relative named Peter of the error of his ways; Peter was clearly well
informed on Cathar dualism and knew enough about scripture to argue in favor of his
position.82 Although all Cathars professed to believe in Catharism’s dualist doctrine, the
nature of this understanding varied wildly among Believers: some were poorly informed
and uninterested, some had a limited understanding and flled in the blanks themselves,
and others were well-versed and capable of defending dualist doctrine.
Some Cathars were not heretics because they weighed their options between heresy
and orthodoxy, but because they came from Cathar families; Believers in these circumstances
often turned Cathar teaching to their own ends, specifcally anticlericalism. While Perfects
fulminated against Catholic clergy because of their opposition to the material world, Believers used this belief and other Cathar teachings for mundane reasons. Tis was the case for
Bernard Oth of Niort, who had been raised in part by his Cathar grandmother.83 Bernard’s
wife Nova was also from a Cathar family and their marriage, apparently was not ideal; to
be rid of her, Bernard attempted to have her consoled and made a Perfect.84 When this
failed, he contacted the Catholic Archbishop of Narbonne and tried to have her arrested
with a group of Cathars if he would then be allowed to divorce her; unfortunately for
Bernard, the Archbishop declined.85 After this attempt at collaboration with the Catholic
Church, Bernard returned to the Cathar side of the crusade, and even after that confict
had properly ended continued a campaign of terror against the Archbishop of Narbonne,
destroying buildings and attempting violence on the archbishop himself.86 At one point,
Bernard was wounded during a skirmish with Bishop Fulk of Toulouse, and had Perfects
summoned to console him; though he turned them away when he recovered, he was
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prepared to die in the Cathar fashion.87 Bernard Oth was anything but a model Cathar:
he attempted to exploit the holy Cathar sacrament of the consolamentum to be rid of his
wife, and when that failed conspired with the “church of wolves.” Even when he returned
to fghting against the Catholic Church, his anticlericalism was not born of an opposition
to materialism; instead, he was trying to regain lands lost during the Albigensian Crusade.
Bernard Oth’s cynical use of Catharism represents one of the more extreme distortions of
the heresy for political reasons.
Lay Cathars did not have a monopoly on distorting their faith; Catholic laypeople
had been augmenting orthodox Christianity with folk beliefs and ancient Pagan customs
for centuries, despite the Church’s eforts to prevent this. In the middle of the 13th century
in Lyon a popular cult arose venerating St. Guinefort, a dog who had saved an infant from
a snake; according to Etienne de Bourbon the peasants near Neuville-les-Dames established
a shrine to the dog and, apparently, performed pagan rituals there until the shrine was
dismantled.88 A century and a half earlier, Burchard of Worms detailed common errors
committed by laymen in his era and the proper penance to pay for them; among these were
divination, sorcery, impiety, sacrilege, and observing pagan superstitions.89 Te inquisition
records of Montaillou show that the pagan superstitions Burchard decried still survived into
the early 14th century: Beatrice de Plannisoles, who was eventually found guilty of Cathar
sympathy and forced to wear a yellow cross, saved a cloth soaked in her daughter’s menstrual
blood and planned to prepare a tea with it to compel her future son-in-law to be faithful.90
Although Catholic authorities made eforts to remedy these deviations from proper
Christian practice, they still occurred frequently, suggesting the Christian appearance of
medieval Europe was broken by more than just heretic movements; the lay worshippers
of Guinefort created a shrine and worshipped at it just as they might have done at an
ofcially-venerated Saint, and the peasants Burchard hoped to correct may likely have not
seen their superstitions as contrary to Christianity. Te signifcance of pagan superstition in
Montaillou is twofold: the survival of these superstitions shows that folk beliefs still survived
despite the Church’s best eforts, and that these superstitions were held by self-identifed
Catholics and Cathar Believers alike demonstrates the similarities between laypeople in
both heterodox and orthodox traditions.
Pierre Clergue: A Case Study in Imperfection
Although many believers were drawn to Catharism out of admiration for the
Perfects and their ascetic lives and although all believers claimed to believe in the Dualist
theology that informed the self-denial of the Cathar elite, most did not adopt the Perfect
way of life and went on living lives in the evil physical world. Some lived lives that were
more dissimilar from the Perfect ideal than others. One example of the imperfection of
Cathar believers is the case of Pierre Clergue, a Catholic priest in Montaillou who secretly
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harbored Cathar sympathies. Montaillou was a late holdout for Catharism. In the 1290s a
Cathar revival had erupted, led by Peire Autier, who had converted after reading a heretical
book; although this revival never matched the size of Catharism before the Crusade and
inquisition (and in fact may have never had more than 16 Perfects at a time) it proved remarkably persistent and took more than 30 years for the Church to snuf it out.91 Although
some elements of revived Catharism had changed, most notably a new emphasis on a belief
in metempsychosis or reincarnation which had previously been mostly restrained to Italian
Catharism, the movement remained dualist and still featured a dichotomy of austere Perfects
and Believers with few spiritual responsibilities.92 Pierre Clergue’s numerous sexual liaisons
show the degree to which Believers of the Cathar faith could act against its precepts. Cathar
teaching both Moderate and Absolute alike taught that sexuality of all kinds was sinful,
especially within marriage.93 To this end, the Cathar Perfects were forbidden from sex of all
sorts. Pierre Clergue was not a Perfect, merely a crypto-Cathar Believer, and the records of
Montaillou’s inquisition feature frequent references to his lustfulness: the Fournier Record
names twelve of Clergue’s sexual partners, including his sister-in-law, which was regarded
as incest.94 Among his mistresses was the widow Beatrice de Planissoles. After she rejected
his frst advances, he espoused his belief that adultery was not as serious a sin as sex within
marriage, because at least adulterers were conscious of their sin while married people were
not.95 On incest, Clergue justifed himself along similar lines.96
While Clergue’s rejection of sex within marriage as sinful is in line with Cathar
teachings, he used this line of reasoning to justify sex in the frst place, something no Perfect
would have supported. Clergue using Cathar teaching to justify adultery was not a new
element of revived Catharism; Catholic authors had accused Cathars of incest and adultery
as a matter of course since the 12th century. In the Historia Albigensis, Peter of Vaux-deCernay claimed Cathars believed sex with one’s mother or sister was no more sinful than
sex within marriage.97 Rainier Sacconi’s discussion of the Cathars says that many Believers
hold this view of incest, but is careful to note that some of them do not partake of this
type of sin due to instinctive shame.98 Of particular relevance is that Sacconi ascribes this
belief to the Believers, rather than the Perfects. While the belief that all sex is sinful—and
thus the corollary that adultery and incest were no worse than sex within marriage—was
shared by all Cathars, only the Believers put in practice this equivalence. Sacconi himself
had been a Perfect before abandoning Catharism and becoming an inquisitor, but pulled no
punches in condemning the Perfects throughout his tract, comparing the Perfects to “apes
who try to imitate the actions of men” for their sacraments.99 For this reason his attribution
of sexual sins to Believers rather than Perfects can be trusted, as he would almost certainly
not have hesitated to condemn the Perfects for incest.
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Pierre Clergue was a sexual man, something that was forbidden by his outward
position as a Catholic priest and against the teachings of the Cathar church he secretly
supported. Another of his relationships was with a relative from an illegitimate branch
of his family, Grazide Rives, who was about 14 or 15 when they began sleeping together
and who he saw regularly for about six months.100 Grazide’s mother Fabrisse knew about
this, supported the relationship; when Grazide married Pierre Lizier, her new husband
also approved of her afair with Clergue specifcally because he was a Catholic priest.101 It
is possible that Fabrisse Rives’ support of her daughter’s involvement with Pierre Clergue
came from the family politics involved; Le Roy LaDurie notes that Fabrisse was “under
the thumb” of the legitimate Clergues.102 However, Pierre Lizier’s approval of his wife’s
extramarital relationship suggests that a carnal relationship between a young peasant girl
and a priest was not seen as unusual; there is no indication Lizier knew of Clergue’s Cathar
sympathies. Tis glimpse suggests that, at least in Montaillou, the Catholic Church had
not entirely roped in the sexuality of their clergy.
Commonalities of Cathar and Catholic Ceremony
For all of the hostility Cathar teaching held for Catholicism, and for all of its
major doctrinal diferences, Catharism resembled Catholicism in various ways both subtle
and conspicuous; to Believers especially, this meant that Catharism was not an especially
radical departure from Catholicism. Cathar doctrine rejected crucifxes and the sign of the
cross because it believed in a strictly spiritual Christ who, not having had material form, did
not actually sufer on the cross.103 Despite this, Cathar believers made the sign of the cross
over their food before eating just as their Catholic neighbors did even during the heresy’s
last days.104 Perhaps this habit was too well-ingrained to be shaken by Cathar preachers, or
perhaps most Believers simply did not make a connection between the Cathar rejection of
the material world and the sign of the cross. Cathar Perfects did not believe in the necessity of burial in consecrated ground because of the intrinsic evilness of the material world;
however, in many places where Catharism was popular, dead Cathars were interred both
in special heretical cemeteries and in Catholic ones.105
Te superfcial similarity of Catharism and Catholicism extended to important
elements of Cathar ceremony, including the use of the Lord’s Prayer. Te reverence the
Cathars held for the Lord’s Prayer is well attested, but the power to recite it properly was
imparted by the frst part of the ritual of the consolamentum, meaning only Perfects were
able to recite it without it being polluted by the material world.106 Te Lord’s Prayer was
recited 16 times at a time at prescribed times throughout the day and on special occasions
such as upon entering a new town.107 At meals the Perfects gave blessings, repeated the
Lord’s Prayer, and distributed consecrated bread to all present (although this bread was
not the Eucharist, which the Cathars rejected.)108 Rainier Sacconi, a former Perfect, claims
that Perfects took the habit of reciting the Lord’s Prayer before eating or drinking so seriously that a Perfect who was too ill to speak was liable to die because they refused to eat
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without praying.109 To Cathars who had been raised in a Catholic environment, the Lord’s
Prayer would have been familiar; during the 11th century, when lay involvement in church
was fairly limited, most people could at least be counted on to know the Lord’s Prayer.110
Te Lord’s Prayer was ubiquitous enough among medieval laypeople that it was used as
a method of keeping time, with recipes instructing to stir for the length of one recital of
it.111 Tis crucial element of Catharism was a repurposed ritual of Catholicism; while the
Perfects recontextualized it, the Believers simply saw the same prayer used by both Cathar
and Catholic spiritual authorities.
Despite their close relationship to the Bogomils in the east, Cathar religious practices
took after the Catholic practices that surrounded them. Te Cathar rite of the consolamentum was translated into Latin, mimicking the gravity of Catholic practice.112 Te language,
tone, and tenor of Cathar preaching was familiar to many listeners; although the lifestyle of
the Cathar Perfect was justifed using doctrine that was anathema to the Catholicism, the
Cathars preached from the same Gospels and the overtness of their asceticism tapped into a
long history of Catholic teachings that praised the monastic lifestyle.113 Te Cathar Church
during its heyday was organized with a hierarchical structure of Perfects led by a regional
bishop, much like the Catholic Church but without a Pope.114 Te boundaries for Cathar
churches outlined at the Council of Saint Felix in 1167 matched several Catholic dioceses,
even in places where Catharism had not yet spread.115 Although Catharism was opposed
to Catholicism doctrinally and although it rejected many of the rituals and ceremonies of
the Roman Church, it is clear that heterodoxy and orthodoxy did not look too diferent
to the theologically-untrained ear—the ear of an ordinary Believer rather than a Perfect.
Conclusion
Te doctrine of Catharism represented a major break from Catholic orthodoxy
and the lives of the Perfects were conspicuously holy and apostolic, but among the Believers
there was a great deal of variation in observance and awareness of doctrine. Believers were
drawn to the Cathar church for various reasons, both religious and nonreligious, but the
Perfects were typically drawn by earnest religious zeal and were well-informed on Cathar
dogma. Ordinary Believers had few religious responsibilities, and their lives were changed
very little by their association with the heresy; they closely resembled their Catholic neighbors in many ways. Catholic and Cathar laypeople alike had beliefs that were not in line
with the teachings of their church. Despite the radical doctrine that underpinned Cathar
belief and despite the radical austerity of the Perfect life, most adherents to Catharism lived
decidedly un-radical lives.
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Abstract
Troughout U.S. history, the creation and reproduction of visual art culture has been a
powerful tool in advancing the causes of social protest movements. In particular, the iconic
images of the 1960s Civil Rights Movement are the hallmarks of activism photography.
Tese works revolutionized the way photography (particularly photojournalism and documentary photography) contended against social issues and ushered in concrete socio-political
changes. In particular, the images accompanying modern anti-racism activism in the U.S.
reveals how politically charged images and messages are constructed and disseminated into
mainstream social consciousness. However, the ubiquity, accessibility, and participatory
nature of social protest images fueling today’s protest movements remains distinct from the
Civil Rights era. Racialized narratives have evolved and been appropriated into new social
contexts through the photographic medium. Regardless though, the archetypal images
from the Civil Rights Movement are still infuential in shifting contemporary racial politics.
Consequently, the legacy of Civil Rights Movement photography both consciously and
unconsciously continues to inform movements like Black Lives Matter in its socio-political
goals and its visual imagery.
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Introduction and Overview:
Often times, art does not exist in a vacuum but is in many ways inescapably
political. Our own U.S. history is a testament to that, rife with examples of how visual art
culture is a powerful tool to catalyze social change and transform the political establishment. From the investigative photographs of 19th century child labor conditions to the
anti-Vietnam war protests of the 1960s, documenting and sharing images thrusted social
issues to forefront of public discourse. By the mid 20th century, the role of photographic
imagery was integral to infuencing the course of a social movement and hardening our
collective narratives and memories. In the present day, photography remains a powerful
tool in capturing the feeting reality of an event as well as providing a more layered, nuanced form of storytelling. In essence, photography “makes the random, accidental, and
fragmentary details of everyday existence meaningful while preserving the actual details of
the scene.”1 It “simultaneously hosts an internal dialogue (content, style, the transformation
of reality into a two-dimensional representation) and an external dialogue that changes as
the time changes.”2 Consequently, the context surrounding photos and their transmission
is a signifcant site to study.
Whether consciously or unconsciously, contemporary photographers are appropriating the iconography from its predecessors of the Civil Rights Movement. Although the
interpretation and contexts surrounding Civil Rights photographs have engendered diferent
responses, they still deeply inform contemporary anti-racism movements, one of the most
prominent ones being Black Lives Matter (BLM). Tis paper argues that photography
from the Civil Rights Movement and Black Lives Matter share profound similarities in
their construction, transmission, and interpretation of social protest images. Although
BLM images have changed in conforming to present day modes of visual transmission, the
contextual and visual parallels are crucial to recognize. Photographs from both the civil
rights era and BLM can ofer a “particular framing(s) of news events ofered in newspapers
through their selection and omission, depiction, symbolism and lexical context (caption
and headline).”3 Tis paper will thus focus on key protest images from both movements
and put them into dialogue with one another.
Section I: Black Lives Matter and Civil Rights Movement Context
In today’s world, images documenting the visceral tensions and confict between
the African American community, police force, and protesters are relevant more than ever.
BLM is a part of a long, historic practice in the U.S. where citizens exercise civil disobedience through public demonstrations, strikes, and marches to demand social reform.
Police brutality was not a new phenomenon; however, it truly began entering mainstream
discourse around 2012. In February 2012, unarmed black 17-year-old Trayvon Martin was
fatally shot by neighborhood watch volunteer George Zimmerman in Sanford, Florida.
Tat next year, Zimmerman was acquitted of a second-degree murder charge. Tis case
ignited an ongoing national debate over racial profling and structural violence committed
against African Americans.
As disillusioned activists and citizens responded in frustration, protests to memorialize Martin erupted across the nation. However, the birth of this movement was not
Michelle Bogre, Photography as Activism, (Burlington: Taylor & Francis Group, 2012), 5.
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initially a strategic move by activists. Rather, it began with an evocative sentiment Alicia
Garza, a civil rights activist shared on Facebook: “Black people. I love you. I love us. Our
lives matter.”4 Along with her two activist friends, Patrisse Cullors and Opal Tometi, the
hashtag #BlackLivesMatter gained traction across social media in the following years.5
Social activism in the age of the internet has particularly expanded the movement’s reach
and scale, with its hashtag being retweeted over 27 million times in the past 5 years.6 Tis
hashtag would eventually evolve into the decentralized national movement known as Black
Live Matter (BLM). As more cases of police brutality against African Americans were publicized–––Tamir Rice, Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Freddie Gray, Sandra Bland, Philando
Castile–––more and more people rallied behind the resonant phrase that rocked the nation.
Te term expanded beyond just police brutality and encompassed broader issues of race,
efectively launching a major civil rights movement for the future.
Black Lives Matter was not the frst digital protest movement to grab the public’s
attention. Its predecessors included the Arab Spring, Occupy Wall Street, and the anti-Iraqi
war in 2003 as amongst the most prominent movements to utilize the online sphere.
However, BLM rapidly evolved into an advocacy movement that operated primarily online. Particularly in 2015, Black Lives Matter rose to a new level of prominence in media
coverage and radically shaped the American socio-political and racial landscape. BLM since
then, although experiencing mixed reactions and backlash, has galvanized supporters under
one of the most signifcant social movements of the 21st century addressing racial justice.
Since 2012, the photographic images emerging from BLM protests have been
especially instrumental in shaping the dialogue surrounding police brutality and systemic
racism in the U.S. On April 25, 2015, Baltimore police ofcers pursued 25-year-old
Freddie Gray for allegedly possessing an illegal switchblade.7 He died under negligent
police custody after sufering multiple spinal cord injuries.8 Te days following his funeral
catalyzed a series of peaceful protests that devolved into violence throughout the week. At
this point, the tumultuous events surrounding Michael Brown’s death in Ferguson, MI
were still relatively fresh from the year before. Ten 26-year old Devin Allen, an amateur
photographer and Baltimore native documented one of the most visceral images from the
“Baltimore Uprising.”9 Similar to the legacy of photographer and activist Gordon Parks,
Allen is a “social critic and ethnographer;”
someone who […] captures the voice, agency, and self-awareness of a community [he sees
himself apart of ].”10
In this black and white image, a young, black male is running from a battalion
of police ofcers in riot gear. Te man’s face is slightly blurred and covered with a bandana,
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obscuring his identity and lies in stark contrast to the phalanx of police charging down the
empty street. Allen found himself on Howard Street, between a group of black teens and
white Orioles fans who began hurling slurs at the teens, and the street quickly broke into
violence.11 Soon after the police descended onto the scene in combat gear, and Allen quickly
spotted a lone black man running from the ofcers and took the iconic shot. Tis image
capturing Baltimore’s civil unrest frst appeared on Instagram and quickly became viral.
Time magazine would eventually publish this image in its April 2015 issue with a
headline that read “America, 1968,” with a slash through the date and 2015 scrawled over
in red along with the heading: “What has changed, what hasn’t.”12 Tis image encapsulates
the similar ways in which the civil rights movement captured and broadcasted images to
news outlets. However, the transmission process is starkly diferent from the 1960s as Allen
circulated “his hybrid of photojournalism and street photography through the free and
open democracy of the Internet.”13 Te speed and reach at which social media networks
can mobilize people behind a cause is a signifcant tool in the postmodern world. In today’s
hyper-digital era, images inundate us at every moment, making photography a uniquely
egalitarian, universal form of storytelling. Nearly anyone can pull out their phone and
capture a particular moment and quickly mobilize a mass protest. Consequently, it’s crucial
to study the way BLM images are reinterpreted and renegotiated in today’s sociopolitical
context in comparison to the Civil Rights Movement.

Fig. 1, Devin Allen, April 25, 2015, Cover of TIME magazine with photo.
Circulating at a scale like never before, the iconic images from the Civil Rights
Movement were truly a watershed moment for photography’s role in shaping a social
movement. Tey revolutionized the way photography constructed and transmitted politically charged images to where they could infuence a political movement and discussion
at national scale. Leading up to the 1960s, historical precedent and activism had already
Ibid.
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paved the way for major social upheaval and institutional change to sweep through America. Photo-journalistic artifacts of the Civil Rights era were emblematic of a long series of
strategic actions by a diverse pool of activists and community leaders. Major events such
as the Montgomery Bus Boycott, the Selma March, and desegregation eforts in public
spaces led to the eventual end of legalized racial segregation.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Selma Starts the Savage Season, LIFE, March 19, 1965
Photography was a tactical and symbolic tool within these efforts, garnering
national attention and visibility at a scale like never before. These images tangibly
exposed to the public the injustices African Americans experienced under racial
oppression of the Jim Crow era. John Lewis’ statement encapsulates this idea that
along with the practice of nonviolent resistance, photojournalism had a profound
impact on the Civil Rights Movement’s course: “There were many eloquent words, but
there were also great pictures, gripping photographs that stirred the hearts and minds of
the nation.”14 These photographs were thus seared into the collective socio-cultural
memory of Americans.
Photography documenting the stories of the Civil Rights Movement, sit-ins,
bus boycotts, and public street marches, were circulating at a scale like never before and
begin-ning to attract broader support from the public. Notable photojournalists such as
James “Spider” Martin were dispatched by news outlets like The Birmingham News to
capture pivotal events of the movement.15 Figure 1 and 2 are Martin’s iconic photos of
the march from Selma to Montgomery to secure black voting rights, which were
prominently featured in The Birmingham News front page spread. Magazines marketed to
African Americans like
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Jet, Our World, and Ebony fourished at this time, distributing images alongside mainstream
publications such as Life and Look. It was as UC Berkley scholar Leigh Raiford put it:
“For Martin Luther King, the visual media proved a crucial means of capturing fugitive
brutality, holding it still for scrutiny, and transmitting this “naked truth” to watching and
judging audiences.”16
Section II: Emmett Till and Michael Brown
Te Civil Rights began to attract broader support from the public as images and
news coverage of activist activities permeated throughout the media. Also, newspapers and
magazines broadcasting the events of the Civil Rights Movement revealed audiences’ attitudes
and interpretations regarding these images. One particular image that radically changed the
course of the movement was the brutal murder of 14-year-old Emmett Till on August 28,
1955.17 While visiting his family in Money, Mississippi, Emmett Till was kidnapped and
murdered by Roy Bryant and J.W. Milam for allegedly whistling at Carolyn Bryant, Ron
Bryant’s wife at a store. Te men tortured Till for several hours in a “nearby barn, shot him
in the head, stripped him of his clothing, and dumped his body into the Tallahatchie River,
weighted down with a massive cotton-gin fan secured with barbed wire to his neck.”18 His
body was found a few days later nearly unrecognizable and horribly mutilated.
Both Milam and Bryant were found not guilty by an all-white-jury, though later
bragged about killing Till in Look magazine. Carolyn would reveal decades later she had
lied about Emmett making sexual advances towards her. Tis was the quintessential myth
of African American men preying upon and violating the innocence of Southern white
woman; the fear of interracial intimacy and its threat to white supremacy.

Fig. 3, David Jackson, Emmett Till, Jet, 1955
Leigh Raiford, “Come Let Us Build a New World Together”: SNCC and Photography of
the Civil Rights Movement.” American Quarterly 59, no. 4 (2007): 1129-157. http://www.
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Emmett’s mother Mamie Elizabeth Till-Mobley did something quite unusual and deliberate.
She held an open-casket funeral in Chicago, displaying Emmett Till’s mutilated body for
50,000 attendees to see with their own eyes, insisting that the world “see what they did to
my boy.”19 She called prominent black publications including Chicago Defender, Ebony,
and Jet magazine to thrust the barbaric act committed against her son into the public eye.
More photographs of Till’s murder trial and corpse showed up in a self-published
booklet by the pioneering black civil rights photographer Ernest C. Withers, who marketed it through the mail to black households.20 Simeon Booker, the bureau chief of Jet
and Ebony magazines at the time, was particularly instrumental in circulating images of
Emmett’s brutalized body to the public.21 Te media coverage of the murder trial and the
“shocking and monstrous face on the extremes of American racism” it represented ushered
in a radical wave of black activists to join the Civil Rights Movement, also known as the
“Emmett Till Generation.”22 However, mainstream white newspapers and magazines did
not publish Till’s image until decades later.
Jet photographer David Jackson shot the infamous, emotionally charged image
of the grieving Till-Mobley weeping over her son’s body. In Fig. 3, photos of a smiling
Emmett and his mother are taped to the open casket. A man is holding Till-Mobley’s arms
in support as she hovers over Emmett’s body, wracked with emotion and with one hand
resting against the casket. In this particular photo, Emmett’s horribly disfgured corpse is
not visible to the viewer. Overall, Jackson has captured a strikingly intimate moment that
seared into the minds of blacks at the time. Within months after Till’s funeral, the Montgomery Bus Boycott was underway and gaining momentum amongst activists.
An important parallel to this image is Richard Perry’s photograph of Michael
Brown’s funeral. In this photo, Michael Brown Sr. crying out in grief as his son’s casket is
cries out as his son’s casket is lowered into the ground at St. Peter’s Cemetery in St. Louis,
Missouri.23 On August 9, 2014, Darren Wilson, a white Ferguson police ofcer who fatally
shot 18-year-old Michael Brown, an unarmed black man.24 Brown and his friend were
initially stopped for jaywalking, though Wilson later identifed Brown as the suspect of
a convenience store theft.25 After getting into a physical altercation with Ofcer Wilson,
Brown was shot multiple times and subsequently died from his injuries. Protests and civil
unrest erupted throughout the city in response to the murder trial’s conclusion to not
indict Ofcer Wilson. What further stoked racial tensions was the Department of Justice’s
investigation into racial bias in the Ferguson police force. Teir scathing report detailed
how Ferguson’s criminal justice system committed so many constitutional violations that
Ibid., 127.
Ibid., 127.
21
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the entire policing institution would need an overhaul.”26 Ferguson quickly became a
fashpoint for nation-wide protest and a rhetorical movement; a symbol of unrest and racial tensions regarding hyper-militarized police treatment of racial minorities, particularly
black communities.
Tis photo was taken after the emotional funeral service of Michael Brown at
St. Peter’s Cemetery in Ferguson, MI. Michael Brown Sr. and Lesley McSpadden were
surrounded by dozens of family members and hundreds of people, including various civil
rights activists and public fgures, at the Friendly Temple Missionary Baptist Church to
lay their son to rest. Even fgures like the Reverend Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson were
present at this service.27 In this emotionally compelling image, Michael Brown Sr. is wailing
as an unidentifed relative or friend lays a hand on his shoulder in comfort. Te intimate
composition of this photo highlights the emotional pain of an inconsolable parent amongst
sea of tearful mourners.
Interestingly, the only male present in the photo is a young boy looking back at
Michael Brown Sr. with an unreadable expression. Everyone else in the image are black
women of varying ages and relationships to the Brown family. Several gaze on at the cofn
in despondence while other clutch tissues to their eyes. Not visible here, but surrounding
Brown’s cofn, were childhood photos and him at graduation smiling in his baseball cap.
Similar to Till’s funeral image, family and friends surround and seek to console the grieving
parent. However, here it is Brown’s father who is publicly lamenting versus Emmett’s mother
in Jackson’s iconic shot. In both images, the cofn and their deceased sons are obscured.
Te image’s focal point becomes the symbolic reverberation and tragedy of Brown’s (and
Till’s) death upon both their local communities and the entire nation.

Fig. 4 Richard Perry, Michael Brown Sr, cries out as his son’s casket is lowered
into the ground at St. Peter’s Cemetery in St. Louis, Missouri. August 25, 2014
“What Happened in Ferguson?” (Te New York Times, Aug. 10, 2015).
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Tese two young men are encoded with symbolism that rallied the black community
and launched the beginning of a movement. Although both images come from diferent
contexts, the nation-wide outcry that both events ruptured are starkly similar. Tese images
even harken back to a historic tradition in religious iconography. In particular, the Pieta
image of Mary cradling her son Jesus’ dead body and imploring the viewer to have pity
upon her. Additionally, both photographs although capturing an intimate scene of sorrow,
the events behind both images were loaded with public scrutiny. Both tragedies were cast
into the public media eye, extending beyond just the despair of family and a small community but evolved into a resonant, symbol of racial injustice. Lonnie Bunch, director of
the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture, poignantly
described Emmett Till’s legacy. His statement lends itself to both tragedies: “Te notion
of her [Emmett’s mother] trying to come to grips with this great tragedy by saying her
son was crucifed on the cross of racial injustice, and use that death to make sure Emmett
didn’t die in vain was unbelievably important and powerful.”28 Ultimately, both images
enshrine the historic memory and contemporary discourse surrounding institutionalized
racism and its impact on particularly black communities.
Section III: Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and Charlottesville Protests
In 1963, Danny Lyon was brought into the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (or the SNCC) as its frst staf photographer.29 Trough his photographic work,
he “documented activists and demonstrations against the backdrop of racial violence in
the South.”30 In this image, Lyon captures a quiet, meditative moment before the start of
a peaceful protest that quickly turned dangerous in Cairo, Illinois. Charles Koen, John
Lewis, and an unidentifed 13-year-old African American girl are kneeling in prayer outside
the pool building. Koen, then 16-year-old high school student was leader of the Cairo
Nonviolent Freedom Committee. John
Lewis would eventually become the chairman of the entire SNCC. Following several
speeches from Koen and Lewis, they led demonstrators to the city’s only public swimming
pool that remained segregated despite state mandates to desegregate.31
Afterwards, the group moved their demonstration to the middle of the streets,
cheering and singing. However, the peaceful demonstration was violently interrupted when
a white man drove his pickup truck into the crowd. Te only one who didn’t step out of
the way was the same, unidentifed 13-year-old girl in the photo who “stood her ground”
and was knocked down by the truck, though surviving. Tis iconic image was quickly sold
for $1 as thousands of poster copies with the words “Come Let us Build a New World
Together” overlaid on top.32 Te SNCC intentionally chose this image as it embodied
their ideology of nonviolent direct action. Te text accompanying the image also acts as a
catalyst, inviting audiences to become participants, activists themselves.
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Fig. 5, Danny Lyon, Come Let Us Build a New World Together, 1962
In this image, everyone’s heads are hanging down low, almost concealing their
faces entirely. Although the young girl is fanked by two older, similarly dressed men on
either side, she doesn’t appear to be a vulnerable fgure. Instead, potential energy can be read
from her kneeling posture. She is emitting total control over her body with one set of her
hands resting on her knee and the other pointing forward into the ground. Tis reinforces
the conscious decision all three are making to commit this act of public defance against
segregation. Tere is also no single, dominant leader emphasized in this image. Instead,
it captures the important role of group-oriented leadership and the unifed action and
capacity of youth activists to usher in a racially integrated world. It invokes a strong, quiet
presence of political and spiritual defance; and the potency and agency of black activists.

Fig. 6, Ryan Kelly, Captures the moment after a car has just rammed a group of counter
protesters,in Charlottesville, Virginia, August 12, 2017.
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Under eerily similar circumstances, Ryan Kelly on his last day as photojournalist
for Te Daily Progress in Charlottesville, captured this brutal moment at the Unite the Right
rally on August 12, 2017.33 Neo-Nazi groups descended onto the grounds of University of
Virginia and what was then called Robert E. Lee park to protest the city’s plans to remove
the confederate statue. All the while donning battle gear, and carrying tiki torches, chanting
“blood and soil” with great militancy. At this point in the protest, a car suddenly rammed
into a crowd of counter-protesters. Tis attack killed 32-year-old Heather Heyer and injured
nearly 20 others.34 Kelly was crossing the street when a car plowed straight into the crowd
out of nowhere. He quickly sprang into action and took as many photos as he could; his
visceral image captured the mere seconds after the violent attack.
Te harrowing photo was quickly shared on social media and dozens of news
outlets, searing into the consciousness of America. Charlottesville exposed the nation’s
underbelly of white supremacy and has become synonymous for racial strife. In this image,
bodies are fying up into the air upon impact. One protester is sprawling shoeless under a
truck, while other peoples’ bodies are contorted mid-air. Te crowd is fooded with signs
that read “Love” and “Black Lives Matter,” and “Solidarity.” Tese symbolic messages of
hope and resistance are a stark juxtaposition to the horror transpiring below. A repoussoir
fgure, a visual device used in Italian Renaissance art to allow us the viewer to enter the
image, is cast as the man running towards the scene. Trough this blurred man, we the
audience can also enter into the chaotic scene.
Similar to the SNCC, counter-protesters in Charlottesville were chanting and
singing in the streets before violence broke out. Both also took advantage of the media
attention on both events and circulated two visually compelling images of the struggle for
racial justice. Lyon’s photographs were reproduced in various publications for the SNCC, who
understood how visual imagery could document their story of resistance and control their
public image to garner support for their cause. Similarly, Kelly’s own photograph through
the ubiquitous nature of the digital sphere catapulted the Charlottesville protests to national
attention. Te photo even won the 2018 Pulitzer Prize for Breaking News Photography.
However, Kelly understood this recognition came though at a great cost. He stated
it was at “expense of the death of Heather Heyer, of dozens of other people being injured,
of Charlottesville being torn apart, […] something I think about that every day.”35 What
makes the parallels between Lyon’s and Kelly’s photos even more stark is the powerful
presence of students in both protests. Charlottesville, a university town, and the student
led SNCC illustrates the mobilization and political agency of student activism in both
historic and contemporary movements. Both images capture the deliberate resistance of
students advocating against racial inequality, and the violent opposition they face from
society. Although Kelly captured this brutal moment out of an instinctual reaction, the
context and symbolic imagery in both photos demonstrate the Civil Rights Movement’s
legacy upon contemporary movements.
“Photography Pulitzers Awarded for Coverage of Charlottesville and Rohingya Refugee
Crisis.” (Te New York Times, April 16, 2018) https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/16/lens/
pulitzer-prize-photography-charlottesville.html
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Section IV: Bloody Sunday and Baton Rouge Protests
In Fig. 7, we see Spider Martin’s photograph that captured the visceral tension and
confrontation between Selma protesters and a police force. Martin was on assignment for
the Te Birmingham News, which this photo was subsequently published in. Te month
before, protester Jimmie Lee Jackson had been peacefully protesting voting restrictions
against blacks with fellow activists in Marion, AL.36 Soon after police forces came and
brutalized the group. While running for cover, a state trooper struck Jackson’s mother.
He rushed over to defend her against the ofcer and was clubbed, shot, and killed.37 His
death helped spark the Selma to Montgomery voting rights march, leading to this pivotal
photo by Martin. Here, a unit of white ofcers decked out in heavy duty gear with visible
guns in holsters and nightsticks in hand are marching towards the protesters. One ofcer
holds his hand out as to halt the group. At the right, a group of African American men in
jackets are standing upright, unarmed, facing squarely at the battalion of ofcers. Hosea
Williams and John Lewis are among the most recognizable characters in the group to
confront troopers on Bloody Sunday.38

Fig. 7, Spider Martin, Two Minute Warning, March 7, 1965
What makes this visually striking is the furry of activity on the left side from the
militant ofcers contrasting the absolute stillness of the protesters. One could interpret their
actions as passively yielding to the ofcers; however, their gaze and posture communicates
a subtle, dignifed resolve to stay planted. Tis image was taken just moments before police
attacked marchers, even beating Spider Martin himself when they saw he had a camera.
Martin recounted the brutal event in an interview with Alabama Public Television:
“He walks over to me and, blow! Hits me right here in the back of the head,”
“Jimmie Lee Jackson,” SPLC Southern Poverty Law Center, last accessed April 14, 2019.
https://www.splcenter.org/jimmie-lee-jackson
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he said. “I still got a dent in my head and I still have nerve damage there. I go down on
my knees and I’m like seeing stars and there’s tear gas everywhere. And then he grabs me
by the shirt and he looks straight in my eyes and he just dropped me and said, ‘scuse me.
Tought you was a nigger.’”39
Te gap between the two groups is particularly interesting visual cue. It denotes
this literal and sociopolitical division between whites and blacks and the asymmetry of
armed police force confronting an unarmed, peaceful protesters. Additionally, the white
ofcers act as literal and symbolic blockade to the protesters as they make their pilgrimage
to Montgomery Alabama to advocate for African American voting rights. A group of onlookers are visible at a distance, standing behind cars, watching the confrontation transpire.

Fig. 8, Jonathan Bachman, Protester Ieshia Evans being
detained in Baton Rouge, La., July 9, 2016
Te visual dichotomy in Fig. 7 parallels quite strongly with Jonathan Bachman’s
own image. Bachman, a Reuters photojournalist has shot the moment where protester
Ieshia Evans was detained by law enforcement near the headquarters of the Baton Rouge
Police Department. Protests had ensued after the fatal police shooting of 37-year-old Alton Sterling in July, 2016 by Baton Rouge Police ofcer.40 Sterling had been selling CDs
outside a convenience store in Baton Rouge when two ofcers forcibly detained him.41
Andrew Yeager, “Photographer Helped Expose Brutality Of Selma’s ‘Bloody Sunday.”
(NPR, Mar. 6, 2015). https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2015/03/06/390943835/
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Tey found a gun on Sterling and tackled him, yelling profanities at him before Ofcer
Salamoni fatally shot him.42 Te ofcers were not indicted by the state attorney general,
and like previous cases, protests quickly overtook the city. Te fatal shooting of Philando
Castile at a trafc stop outside of St. Paul, MI. came at the heels of Sterling’s death. Castile’s
girlfriend livestreamed the encounter on her phone, and the video spread across social media
and news outlets. Tis triggered another wave of nation-wide outrage and culminated in
a week of mass protests.
Similar to the non-violent demonstrators in Martin’s image, Ieshia seems to possess a serene, dignifed power. Her stoic look, upright posture, and calm body language is
a stark contrast to the police ofcers in military armor approaching to detain her. We see
a line of armed ofcers fanking the end of the street. One of her arms is held against her
body while the other is extending towards the encroaching ofcers. Onlookers gaze on at
the scene of on the road side. At this point, police were called in to remove protesters of
the road. Tis one woman, however, walked back onto the road without a word and did
not resist the police coming towards her. Both images capture the militant response of the
police lunging forward, in contrast to the quiet, unresisting calm of Evans. Tis photo of
Ieshia quickly became viral across diferent media platforms throughout the world, with
many likening her peaceful display to the anti-Vietnam war protest era. In contrast to the
era in which Martin took his photo, BLM photography is reproduced and transmitted to
global audiences at an unprecedented speed.
One key diference though between Bachman’s photo and Martin’s is the lone
woman squaring of against a battalion of ofcers. In Two Minute Warning, it’s a group
of protesters that are facing the police blockade. However, the compositional parallels
are quite evident and still resonate with audiences. Te deliberate motion and activity of
the police ofcers are concentrated on the left side while protesters occupy the right in a
somewhat profle formation. Again, this confrontation is occurring in the middle of the
road, a literal and symbolic pathway to racial equity and institutional justice. Te specifc
identities of these characters begin to fade as the overarching, allegorical message is encoded
onto these fgures.
Section V: 1968 Olympics and 2016 NFL Protests
Olympic sprinters Tommie Smith and John Carlos were met with vehement outrage
from millions of Americans at the 1968 Summer Olympics in Mexico City.43 Smith and
Carlos had just placed gold and bronze respectively for the men’s 200-meter sprint when
this photo was taken.44 In this iconic image captured by Life Magazine photographer John
Dominis, both athletes are standing on the podium, bowing their heads and raising their
black-gloved fsts in what is interpreted as the Black Power salute. Te composition of this
photo captures the quintessential pyramid dynamic, with Smith standing at the top and
Norman and Carlos fanking him. Both visual and symbolic power permeates throughout
this image, revealing Smith and Carlos’ careful planning behind this protest. Tey removed
Anthony Izaguirre and Michael Kunzelman, Associated Press, “New videos show clearest
account of Alton Sterling’s death.”
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their shoes in protest of black poverty, wore beads and scarf to protest lynchings.45 In defance
of both Olympic etiquette and in solidarity of working-class blacks, Carlos kept his jacket
unzipped. Te words “USA” were deliberately covered up by a black t-shirt. Teir heads
are bowed solemnly, embodying a sense of quiet intensity and agency while the national
anthem played. Te subversive visual elements of this photo further underscore their message
that equality for blacks is still a distant, utopic vision in a country that still systematically
marginalizes them. Tis polarizing image was televised to thousands of Americans, calling
attention to the racial disparity still dominant.

John Dominis, Black Power Salute at Olympic Games,
Mexico City, Mexico, Oct. 16, 1968
Both athletes were ordered to leave the stadium at the cries and jeers of the crowd,
even receiving death threats. Tey were vilifed at home and suspended from the U.S.
team. News outlets covered this event as a disgraceful act and irreparably damaging to the
U.S.’s image in the global community. Although their protest was regarded as unpatriotic
and undermining to the American national identity, it also introduced a new ofense to
mainly white audiences; a disruptive, heterogenous identity that co-constituted blackness
and Americanness.46 According to the New York Times, many whites sentiments can be
summarized as such: “Smith and Carlos brought their [politics] smack into the Olympic
Games, where it did not belong, and created a shattering situation that shook this international sports carnival to its core.”47 Carlos’ and Smith’s protest also came at the peak of the
David Davis, “Olympic Athletes Who Took a Stand”
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47
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U.S.’s social turmoil. Tis included tensions over the Vietnam War, and the assassinations
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert Kennedy just months prior. Australian sprinter
Peter Norman stands stoically facing forward, donning a small badge that read: “Olympic Project for Human Rights.”48 He returned to Australia shunned and barred from the
Olympics for his act of solidarity.
Decades later in 2016, we come full circle to this image of Colin Kaepernick
and Eric Reid of the San Francisco 49ers kneeling in protest during the national anthem.
Although previous athletes have committed similar acts of protest, the political climate of
2016 heightened the visibility and scrutiny surrounding Kaepernick’s kneeling. Tis was
also in response to viral news coverage and high-profle cases documenting police brutality
against African Americans along with the momentum of Black Lives Matter in 2016. Tis
symbolic and divisive act began quietly on August 14, 2016.49 Kaepernick began sitting
during the national anthem portion of the game, however, transitioning to taking a knee
out of respect to veterans. However, Kaepernick’s “taking a knee” would eventually seize
the nation in a contentious debate over racism, police brutality, and freedom of expression. It also inspired fellow NFL players and other athletes to kneel during the national
anthem. However, the media attention defected from the issues (police brutality, poverty
in black communities, overall racial disparity) inspiring theses protests; instead focusing
on patriotism and freedom of speech.50

Tearon W. Henderson, Colin Kaepernick and Eric Reid of the San Francisco 49ers
kneel in protest during the national anthem. September 12, 2016.
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What really though launched this protest into mainstream spheres was when
President Trump controversially declared players taking a knee were disrespectful to those
in the U.S. military and should thus be fred.51 What ensued was an ongoing debate within
the NFL over how to address to protesters. Tey ultimately resolved to have players stand
during the anthem (though with the option of remaining in the locker room if desired). In
this image taken by Tearon W. Henderson, Kaepernick and Reid are kneeling and solemnly
staring out into the distance. Teir arms rest against their knees, a purposeful strength in
their gesture. Other players and NFL coaches stand stoically, some with their hand held
against their chest in salute. A giant crowd is also visible behind Kaepernick and Reid as
they kneel, symbolic of the divisive responses their protest would engender from diferent
audiences. Te focal point in all of this though are the two players, demonstrating the
same strength and quiet act of resistance as their predecessors. Tis act follows the legacy
of Carlos’ and Smith’s activism, both with the contentious debate they sparked and the
persistent parallels between race relations in 1968 and in 2016.
From raising a fst to taking a knee, Carlos’ and Smiths’ precedent has visibly
inspired athletes like Kaepernick and Reid. Both groups were motivated to shatter the
seemingly “apolitical” sphere of sports by thrusting issues of police brutality and systemic
racism into the national stage. Like in 1968, many in 2016 regarded taking a knee as an
explicit political stance deemed inappropriate to bring onto the sports feld. Others saw
it as synonymous with anti-American sentiment and as being disrespectful to servicemen
and woman. Regardless though, sports activism has a long legacy, and today’s athletes are
consciously drawing upon civil rights protest to inform their protests.
Section VI: Conclusion
Although mediums are changing, photography remains a crucial resource in
the arsenal of social activism. Especially in today’s sociopolitical context, the way Black
Lives Matter images are interpreted in tandem with the Civil Rights Movement is worth
continuing to investigate. Te legacy of the Civil Rights Movement remains persistent in
infuencing the visual contours and politics of BLM and the overall racial landscape of the
U.S. Te context and mode of transmission has changed; however, the prevailing messages
and visual potency of both era’s images are clearly recognizable. In particular, the amount
of infrastructure necessary to disseminate protest information and images in the civil rights
era is now nearly incomparable to the age of BLM. In fact, where BLM is most efective
is taking advantage of the digitally mediated network immediately available to them to
accelerate their reach and to share raw information to broader audiences. Tis can range
from social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook to personal messaging apps. Essentially, “the tools that [the present day possesses] to organize and to resist are fundamentally
diferent than anything that’s existed before in black struggle.”52
It is also worth noting the way protest images are read have historically difered
(and will in many ways continue to diverge) across white and black audiences. It took nearly
decades before the horrifying photos of Emmett Till were exposed to white audiences. Tis
was in contrast to black audiences who had absorbed these images for years, reinforcing
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what they already knew about the injustice of America’s racial politics. Depending on
the news publication, the ways in which blacks were depicted also varied. Often times
in mainstream white publications, the agency and power of blacks in images were largely
absent. Instead, black protesters were depicted as impotent social actors victimized at the
hands of whites. BLM photography has in many ways distinguished themselves from such
archetypal visual narratives. Rather, contemporary photographers are renegotiating how to
authentically frame and capture the voices and reality of protesters. Our current climate
necessitates this preservation and reinvoking of our cultural memory in the struggle for
racial equality through photography and other visual mediums. Te photographic artifacts
left behind from the Civil Rights Movement are not fossilized relics. Rather, they are active
and alive in shaping the national discourse surrounding racial activism movements and the
visual imagery accompanying them.
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Abstract
Tis analysis focuses on the social, political, and psychological impacts that disasters have
on the role of women in afected communities. Tis is achieved by collecting and analyzing research on the direct impacts that disasters and recovery practices have on the health,
wellbeing, and safety of afected women across geographies and cultures. Analyzed data is
then synthesized into a discussion of how these efects translate into stereotypes and roles
expected to be flled by women, supported by general background information from the
feld of women’s studies and feminist theory. It is known that the economic and emotional
stress and trauma brought on by disasters often lead to increased levels of domestic violence
and abuse, and crisis relief camps can become rampant with sexual violence targeted towards
girls and women. Furthermore, disaster relief eforts often overlook women’s sex-specifc
needs, such as sanitary menstrual products and prenatal or perinatal care. Tese issues can
exacerbate long-held and often problematic beliefs about women as a population - that
they are subservient, second-class, and inconveniently chaotic (down to their biology). By
examining the ways in which women around the world are uniquely impacted by disasters,
as well as the ways in which they adapt and aid in relief and recovery eforts, this report
aims to demonstrate that disaster events, rather than bringing communities together on
an even playing ground, highlight prejudices and push women into roles they have been
expected to fll throughout history.
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Teoretical Framework
Disasters are present throughout all times, places, and cultures. For the purposes
of this essay, a disaster is any event (natural, human-caused, or human-exacerbated) that
afects a group of people’s capacity to ensure their own safety and maintain regular routines.
Te study of disasters from a social science perspective is critical to understanding how to
prevent them from happening. Although certain environmental and sociopolitical hazards
are impossible to thwart on a large scale, it is not simply the risk of harm that makes an
event a disaster. “Tere is no such thing as a natural disaster,” only hazards that were not
adequately prepared for, responded to, and recovered from (Smith, 2006). Understanding
what occurs during what societies refer to as “disasters” helps researchers realize what must
be improved to keep human life from being interrupted again by a similar occurrence.
Furthermore, as global climate change increases the severity and frequency of disasters,
the impacts humans face today threaten to only cause more devastation as time goes on.
Much research has focused on the gendered impacts of disaster events and has found
that women frequently bear the brunt of the storm. As communities attempt to grieve their
losses, rebuild their homes, and reestablish their lives, the hideous cloud of domestic and
sexual abuse creeps over women and young girls. As frst responders and humanitarian
organizations hand out food, water, and other treasured relief products, the sex-specifc
needs of half of the population go ignored. As regions and countries attempt to resurrect
and restore their government and revitalize their economy, the rights of women are swept
under rug. Disaster events reinforce gender stereotypes and force women into traditional
roles as a mother, a homemaker, and a second-class citizen. In this essay, research into the
gendered aspects of disaster events – specifcally, instances of gender-based violence, deference paid to women’s sex-specifc needs, and impacts on economic and political rights,
will be analyzed in order to support this thesis and attempt to understand the underlying
reasons for this phenomenon.
Discourse on the efect of disasters on women’s gender roles is impossible without
a discussion of what gender roles are and where they come from. A classic take on this
concept is Ortner’s 1974 essay, “Is female to male as nature is to culture?” Te foundation
of this work centers around the fact that, due to their biology, women are perceived as closer
to nature than men. As seen in pregnancy, childbirth, and breastfeeding - activities that
tend to cause discomfort - the female body can be seen as designed more for the needs of a
child than the individual herself. Tough this has its benefts, it obliges women to the tasks
related to caring for children. Men, who have bodies less biologically tied to reproduction
and child-rearing, are therefore free to pursue culture. Ortner (1974) explains that because
culture exists as humankind’s method of transcending and surpassing the instability and
limitations of nature, culture is seen as superior to nature. Spawning from the aforementioned
close relationship between women and nature is the perception that the two share common
traits, most signifcantly, an inferior status due to uncontrolled and primitive existence.
An illustrative example of this is menstruation, which is seen as chaotic and wasteful even
in medical and scientifc literature (Martin, 2006). Ergo, women’s biology ties them to a
basic and cruel nature, which consequently distances them from the intellectual beauty of
culture and places them below men.
An extension of this fundamental paradigm that is more easily applicable to disaster event analysis is the public-private dichotomy. Tis model outlines the ways in which
society separates men and women by the spheres they primarily inhabit. Men are seen as
dominating the public sphere – the workforce, politics, and intellectual activities – while
women operate in the private sphere – domestic life and the home. Tis “quasi-universal
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feature of social life which [goes] some way towards accounting for women’s subordination
and oppression,” while limited in scope, is useful in examining the division of labor, roles,
and protections in societies (Andermahr, Lovell, & Wolkowitz, 1997, p.179). In countries
around the world, women are seen most often in charge of activities that support the house
and family such as cooking and cleaning; in countries where women hold paying jobs, they
are still responsible for these duties and are often found in careers that value interaction
with others over high pay (Matsumoto, 2007, p.208). Te public-private dichotomy and
gendered division of labor, which can be presumed as arising from the biological determination of societal roles as described by Ortner (1974), will provide a theoretical framework
by which to analyze the impacts of disasters.
Disaster Events and Gender-Based Violence
All disasters, from earthquakes to genocide, are infamous for the damage caused
to infrastructure, economies, and populations. However, there are always hidden impacts
on the individual, beyond any physical injuries. Research into several well-known disaster
events such as the earthquakes in Haiti, Nepal, and New Zealand, as well as hurricanes
in the United States, show that communities commonly experience an increase in gender-based violence, including domestic/intimate partner violence, sexual violence, human
trafcking, and psychological abuse (Lee, 2018). A myriad of studies can be found documenting increases in rates of domestic violence, calls to gender-based violence hotlines,
and populations of shelters. “Domestic-abuse experts say this is likely because batterers
often have more access to their families, because they are not at work,” furthermore, the
scarce nature of money, relief products, and safe homes in the wake of disaster give abusers
ample leverage to manipulate their partners (O’Neil, 2016). Although “reasons behind the
increase in [violence against women and girls] during aftermath of natural disasters are still
unclear,” it’s possible that the uptick could be due to breakdown or weakening of authority
structures (such as the police) that help protect victims, loss of support systems like family
and friends, and increases in alcoholism stemming from fnancial and emotional stress.
(Lee, 2018, p.17)
Te increase in domestic abuse seen in the aftermath of disasters, as well as other consequences faced by women, can be boiled down to the fact that women are more
vulnerable than men in these situations. “Gendered vulnerability does not derive from a
single factor, such as household headship or poverty, but refects historically and culturally
specifc patterns of relations in social institutions, culture and personal lives.” (Enarson,
1998, p.159)). In other words, the universal oppression of women and their lack of power
in society relative to men gives them less control over their lives, especially in the wake of
disaster. Tis vulnerability leads them to be pushed further into stereotypical gender roles.
Domestic abuse following disaster - especially natural disasters that demolish houses and
decimate access to resources - leaves women with no choice but to submit. Tey are pushed
into the role of caregiver; leaving the abuser or fghting back could put children or other
family members in danger of having no access to shelter, food, and water or put them in
danger of worsening abuse. With nowhere to run, women must put the needs of others
before their own physical and psychological well-being. Even in the unlikely case that help
is available to abuse victims in the wake of a devastating event, tolerating abuse may be a
way of maintaining peace in a household and protecting others who live there.
Refecting back on Ortner’s (1974) model, this kind of selfessness can be seen
as expected of women; their bodies are created for the needs of others, so therefore society
presumes they should act as such. Even women who don’t exactly ft this mold – for example,
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those who are the ‘breadwinners’ of their household and/or do not have children – can still
be considered to be pushed into the role of caregiver and homemaker when subjected to
post-disaster violence. Te framework utilized in this essay demonstrates that all women,
not just housewives and mothers, are seen as physically and intellectually inferior across
cultures. It is critical to remember that domestic and intimate partner abuse can often be
manipulative, leading victims to believe they deserve the abuse. Research conducted for this
paper points to the hypothesis that experiencing abuse can be seen as a convoluted way of
caregiving. Tose who abuse others must believe (for one reason or another) they have the
right to do so and that it is an acceptable method of coping with stress and anger. Tey
look to their victims as an outlet, and these victims - in this case, women - in turn represent
a caregiver, someone who is providing them with a way of releasing anxiety (albeit in an
unhealthy and malefc way). Hence, domestic abuse in the desolate aftermath of disasters
represents a displacement of women into the traditional gender roles of homemaker and
caregiver.
Gender based violence is not limited to domestic/intimate partner abuse, however.
Another unfortunate outcome of disaster events is an increase in sexual violence targeted
at women and girls, including sexual assault and human trafcking oftentimes occurring
within relief camps. Didi Farmer (2011) describes an anecdotal observation of this in
post-earthquake Haiti:
“As vulnerable as Virginie was within her family’s shelter, she and other
girls are at an even greater risk when they venture to the bathroom...
Tese primitive latrines are also often far away from ‘home.’ Many
girls described being followed and attacked on the way to the toilets.
While police may patrol some camps during the day, and citizen brigades have formed in some camps to escort women and girls to both
latrines and cooking areas after dark, armed men continue to prey upon
them.” (p. 302)
Instances of sexual violence illustrate vividly the degradation of women and girls in society.
Such blatant disregard for another human being’s thoughts, feelings, and right to bodily
autonomy represents a profound lack of respect and acknowledgement of a victim’s humanity. As previously discussed, sexual assaults most likely occur so often in the wake of
disaster because victims are less protected and more vulnerable to attack due to weakening
of authorities and the chaotic nature of relief camps. Terefore, unfortunately, perpetrators
can easily fnd victims. A collective increase in this kind violent crime targeted almost
exclusively at one population - women and girls - demonstrates plainly that the role of
women as an inferior, second-class citizen is exacerbated in post-disaster scenarios. In
society’s psyche, women’s biology doomed them to the domestic, private sphere, which in
turn placed them below men, who largely control the culture and the law. Consequently,
women - holding less respected positions - are given less respect. Sexual violence takes this
lack of respect to an extreme and primal level where the most basic of rights - control over
one’s own fesh and blood - is stripped. What happens in the wake of disaster to women
and girls confrms that respect for them as equals is radically compromised, forcing them
back into the position of a second-class citizen. As an interviewee stated in a study by
Shooshtari et al (2018): “Most often we place extra loads on women. We say she is the
light of the house, but turn her into a punching bag and behave any way we want toward
her...Tis threatens women’s mental health.” (p.680)
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Sex-Specifc Needs in Disaster Response
After a disaster hits, governments and humanitarian organizations around the
globe immediately begin to send a substantial fow of money, aid workers, and supplies to
the afected region. However, the sex-specifc needs of women and girls often go ignored
during disaster response. For example, a study by Budhathoki et al (2018) of women and
girls in Nepal found that none of the interviewees had received menstrual hygiene management products from relief aid organizations after the 2015 earthquake. Although 78%
preferred using disposable pads, 67% reported using reusable cloth typically fashioned
from old clothes and other fabrics. Tis is an issue because only half of them received soap
as a relief product, and lack of access to clean adsorbents during menstruation can lead
to infection. Furthermore, of the women who did have access to disposable pads (either
from a store, friend, or family member) 85% reported disposing of them in a “nearby open
space” (p.4) rather than in appropriate waste sites. Similar results were see in post-food
Philippines (Reyes & Lu, 2017).
Menstrual hygiene management products is just one example of a sex-specifc need.
Other studies have highlighted the needs of pregnant women and infants in the wake of
disaster. It was found that women in counties afected by Hurricane Katrina experienced
higher rates of infant mortality, lower birth weights, lower vaccination rates, and a higher
risk of abbreviated or ceased breastfeeding (Callaghan et al, 2007). Tis report concluded
with recommendations that disaster planning involve consideration of pregnancy during
triage, ability to refer patients to new OB/GYN care quickly, promoting consistent breastfeeding, and providing urine pregnancy tests and contraceptives as a part of public health
disaster response. (Tis is especially important when considering the previously discussed
uptick in sexual violence.)
An explanation for the lack of attention paid to sex-specifc needs like these may
be found in the sociological concept of marked and unmarked populations:
“Given no other information, the word ‘person’ brings to mind a white,
heterosexual, able-bodied, youngish man; these are the U.S. cultural
default values (some defaults, such as heterosexual, may be supported
by real-world probabilities, but others, such as male gender, are not).
Deviations from these default categories are linguistically marked…”
(Gilbert, Fiske, & Lindzey, 1998).
Tis non-default, or marked, status means that women and their needs are considered
additional or ancillary to basic, “human” needs such as food, water, and shelter, despite
being necessary to the survival of half of the population. Efects of this disparity obviously
place the physical health of women and girls at risk, but can also harm their mental health.
A study by Shooshtari et al (2018) interviewed several experts in the felds of social sciences
and disaster studies and found that “prejudicial attitudes, violence, and social stigma have
deprived women of some of their abilities and peace. Interviewees repeatedly emphasized
the role of this inequality in women’s mental health.” Furthermore, it was noted that “social pressures” (p.681) were also an important factor in the mental health of women who
experience disasters, which can be traced back to the “unreasonableness of women’s multiple roles” (Shooshtari et al, 2018, p.681). Although women, especially in the aftermath
of a catastrophic event, are expected by society to take care of their family members (and
others, in some situations) as well as maintain religious obligations and occupational duties
if they are employed, the same society overlooks their physical and emotional needs. Tis
subversion of their individual challenges and demands degrades them to a less important
and therefore inferior position.
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Women’s Rights and Participation During Recovery
Disaster events afect individuals and communities long after the war ends or the
storm passes. Social, political, and economic systems can be broken down for months or years,
until the population rebuilds to its prior status or adapts to a new normal. One gendered
aspect of this is the treatment of women in an afected society, including their involvement
in recovery and any changes observed in their political and economic rights. When it
comes to disaster response, women are often a vital tour-de-force in their communities. A
study of a food-prone area in the Philippines demonstrated that government-sponsored
disaster training sessions (teaching skills pertaining to frst aid, water rescue, and the use of
safety boats) were almost exclusively attended by women, as men were either “at work or
[were] not as responsive or interested in community trainings.” (Reyes & Lu, 2017, p.3).
Furthermore, an interviewee stated that even in evacuation centers, women tend to take
on unpaid volunteer roles caring for children and waiting in line for food rations.
Although this caretaking, maternal-type role is seen being taken on by women
(seemingly willingly, in order to support their community) on the ground in the immediate
response to disaster events, women are underrepresented in actual disaster planning and
response agencies. According to Enarson (1998), “leading disaster agencies have been shaped
by an historically male workforce and work culture; are grounded in the male-oriented
traditions of civil defense, the military and engineering; and refect an over-reliance on
technological solutions to human problems.” (p. 162) Tis male dominance in the ‘ofcial’
sector of disaster response means that it is more difcult to consider women’s needs and
ideas about how to best solve the complex problems that arise from catastrophes. It also
helps reinforce the stereotype that women are not capable or physically strong enough
to participate in disaster response, because many of the frst responders people interact
with will be male. Terefore, the role of women in rebuilding their community is limited
to on-the-ground, often “feminized” work such as caring for children or the sick. While
pushing them into these stereotypical tasks, it also keeps them from participating in largescale decision-making at the same caliber as men. Tis keeps them at an inferior position,
without the authority to be involved on the large-scale.
When economies and authority structures take a hit from a disaster, so can the
respect and rights given to women in the afected area. Detraz and Peksen (2017) reviewed
research from 148 countries that had experienced disasters between 1990 and 2011 and
found that “data analysis lends signifcant support to the theoretical claims that natural
disasters are detrimental to women’s economic and political rights.” (p.166) With an understanding of the inherent vulnerability of women, it is not difcult to see that when an
economy weakens, women take the brunt of the damage. Tis is because opportunities
for employment and promotion, already limited, will likely exacerbate existing systematic
discrimination against women. Te “male breadwinner bias,” a tendency for employers
to choose men over women due to the widespread perception that men are the major
wage earners in the household, strongly contributes to this. Tis restriction of economic
opportunity represents a regression of women to the role of home-maker rather than a
member of the workforce. Moreover, the political rights and opportunities of women can
also become limited after a disaster destabilizes the government: “As the political order
dissolves and state repression rises, women are more likely to experience gendered political
discrimination in disaster-hit countries” - i.e., they will be more obstructed from taking
part in political and activist groups, and the weakened authority will be less able to protect
their rights (Detraz & Peksen, 2017, p.156). Tis exclusion of women from the public
sphere (the economy and government) forces them into the other side of the retrogressive
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dichotomy - the domestic home. Te private sphere allows them only to pursue private
tasks - child-rearing and home-making - or at least contribute less to their household than
their male counterpart. Disasters therefore have a retroactive efect on the role and status
of women, stripping them of their rights and forcing them back to the home.
Conclusion
Tough disasters are known for the obvious and tragic destruction they bring
about, it is important to also acknowledge the hidden impacts. “It has been shown that
women and girls are afected more adversely than men and boys in disaster situations in that
the former sufer longer, and experience violence or greater insecurity long after a disaster.
Hence, gender issues are key issues in disaster management.” (Reyes and Lu, 2017, p.1). Te
gendered repercussions of disaster events are numerous, and often go unseen behind closed
doors or under the cloak of night. Gender-based violence, especially domestic/intimate
partner abuse and sexual assault, are shown to increase in the aftermath of disasters. Te
sex-specifc needs of women and girls, such as those relating to menstruation, prenatal, and
perinatal care, often go unattended during humanitarian response. Lastly, the representation
of women in disaster planning and response initiatives is defcient, as is deference paid to
their economic and political rights as wounded nations attempt to rebuild. Consequences
such as these represent a disregard for women as equally signifcant members of society,
and in turn push them out of the intellectual, power-wielding public sphere and back into
the constraints of the private sphere. Women’s bodies have built them to be nature’s perfect
caretaker, and society has collectively presumed that is the primary role they should fll,
especially in the desperate atmosphere of a disaster-stricken community. Tese circumstances
call upon that role, and many women answer willingly by selfessly responding to those in
need. However, this call is also answered more reluctantly by women who must sufer abuse
and violence to ensure the safety of themselves and their families. Tey are forced to waive
their economic and political rights due to the powerlessness of shattered governments to
protect them. With their rights forfeited, they are pushed into a position inferior to men,
where they are preyed upon. Tese consequences must be considered when planning for
disasters to protect the most vulnerable populations.
Limitations of this essay cannot go unmentioned, however. For example, the
non-binary nature of gender makes it difcult to make broad assumptions about ‘males’
and ‘females,’ because those whose gender identity fts into one of these categories but their
biological sex matches another experience their own challenges that may or may not align
with those presented here. Additionally, the intersectionality of humans as social beings - the
presence of several overlapping identities relating not only to gender but also race, social class,
etc - further complicates the task of categorizing their experiences. However, the research
used in this essay concludes that in general, women are a population more vulnerable to
disasters. Tis information was used to synthesize the ways in which the general population
of women are forced into long-standing stereotypical gender roles. Although the role of
women in society has undoubtedly shifted dramatically in recent decades, the biology of
(cis-gendered) women still conjures up in the mind of society a mother, a caretaker, and an
inferior being. Tis prejudice must be acknowledge to protect all people during disasters.
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Note to reader
If you or someone you know may be a victim of sexual assault, human trafcking, or
intimate partner violence, please make use of the following resources:
National Sexual Assault Hotline: 1-800-656-4673
National Human Trafcking Hotline: 1-888-373-7888 (or text “HELP” to 233-733)
National Domestic Violence Hotline: 1-800-799-7233 or online at https://www.thehotline.org/.
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Abstract
Te current study focused of the efect exposure has on individuals’ perceptions of Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and of individuals with ASD. It was hypothesized people who
have a relationship with an individual with autism will hold fewer negative stereotypical
views about the disorder and will have more knowledge of autism than those who do not
have a relationship with an individual with ASD. Further examination provided detailed
information in diferences across relationship types when it came to individuals’ perceptions
of ASD. Te importance of researching the perceptions that surround ASD is to potentially
increase the accuracy of society’s understanding of autism, and to potentially improve outcomes for people with ASD and those who engage with people who have ASD. A sample
of 282 participants (188 women and 74 men) ranging from 18 to 89 years completed
an online survey via Qualtrics. Te survey consisted of questions regarding participants’
awareness of autism, attitudes towards autism, and demographics. Data were gathered using
the Autism Awareness Survey (AAS) and Attitudes towards Autism Scale (ATA). Te AAS
had 14 questions that ranged from disagree to agree, while the ATA had 22 questions that
ranged from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Te results indicated that individuals who
had a relationship with someone with ASD are more comfortable with closer proximity,
have more knowledge about ASD, and have more positive societal values of ASD than
those who do not have a relationship with someone with ASD. Conclusions, implications,
and directions for future research are summarized.
Keywords: Autism, ASD, relationship, exposure to Autism, Autism awareness
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Autism Spectrum Disorder, or ASD, afects millions of Americans. ASD has
recently been studied in the felds of biology and neuroscience, yet there is not much
research done for the social implications of the disorder. Filpek et al. (1999) stated that,
“Although the prevalence of Autism Spectrum Disorders is believed to be higher than that
of Down syndrome, diabetes, or cancer, few studies have explored the ideas that lay people
have about autism” (p. 440). Huws and Jones (2009) interviewed 12 people and found that
even those who reported having no knowledge or experience with individuals who have
autism, they had confdently explained clear thoughts and opinions of those with autism.
Tough the responses came from confdence when asked about the origins of ASD, they
were not correct when compared to actual autism research. Te participants’ perceptions
of people with autism were believed to be infuenced by the media (Huws & Jones, 2009).
It is important to recognize that individuals with autism are treated based on the
way that others perceive them. Terefore, it is important to address common stereotypes
about ASD to ensure a better understanding of individuals with autism. In fact, one of the
most important fndings from Huws and Jones (2009) study is that lay people referred to
ASD as a mental disability, mental retardation, or learning disability. Not only are these
assumptions false, considering that autism is a disorder, but the inaccuracy of mental health
terms lead people to discriminate and stereotype against individuals with autism (Huws
& Jones, 2009). Terefore, a study on the social implications would be novel and benefcial for society’s understanding of the disorder and treatment of those with the disorder.
Additionally, this research would be useful for the families of those with autism, so that
they can better understand their loved one. Finally, it would be useful for diferent therapy
groups and nonproft organizations that specialize in ASD.
Misconceptions and Facts of Autism
Even with what is known about Autism Spectrum Disorder today, there are still
misconceptions. Te largest misunderstanding of ASD is its cause. A continuous belief today
is that vaccinations cause ASD, however, there is no evidence to prove this misperception.
Persico and Napolioni (2013) show that 70% of the participants who showed an “overall
level of autism knowledge” believed that the increase of ASD diagnoses was caused due
to vaccine usage. Tis perception has continued into 2019, where there is an anti-vaccine
movement from people who believe that not allowing their children to get vaccines will
prevent them from “getting” Autism Spectrum Disorder. Tis movement has done more
harm than good, considering that there is no scientifc link between autism and vaccinations
(DeStefano, 2007). Along with the anti-vaccination movement, a 2018 study that analyzed
immigrant Mexican parents’ perception about ASD revealed that many of those parents
“identifed pesticides in the environment as a cause of ASD,” (Cohen & Miguel, 2018, p.
2005). Additionally, it was previously believed that the cause of ASD came from the lack
of a connection between parent and a child (Gray, 2002). Te only treatment that was
believed to be available for ASD was psychodynamic therapies (Gray, 2002). Furthermore,
previous research found that the three most common misperceptions regarding ASD were
that one’s diet can lessen the severity of symptoms, the disorder is not hereditary, and that
all individuals with ASD will display poor eye contact (Tipton & Blacher, 2014). Tis
is an excellent example of the fact that the typical person holds incorrect beliefs that can
lead to stereotyping and discrimination. Since these are still common misbeliefs today, it
is important to identify the actual facts regarding Autism Spectrum Disorder.
Te cause of autism spectrum disorder is unknown though scientists do believe
there is a genetic component (Persico & Napolioni, 2013). Autism is a heterogeneous
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condition, meaning that the symptoms will difer from each person afected, including
individuals within the same family unit (Lord, Cook, Leventhal, & Amaral, 2000; Persico
& Napolioni, 2013). Autism is commonly thought to cause the individual to have difculty
with communication. Each case is diferent and therefore the expectations others have of
autism are often violated when there are interactions. Autism spectrum disorder is a broad
diagnosis with subcategories that have evolved over time (Persico & Napolioni, 2013). For
the purpose of this study, participants will be asked about the overarching autism spectrum
disorder, not any of the subcategories.
Each case of ASD is diferent depending on where the individual falls on the
spectrum; therefore, it is difcult to state exact, consistent symptoms of ASD. While the
severity varies, those with autism tend to have limited capabilities in three main categories:
reciprocal communication, verbal/nonverbal communication, and repetitive behaviors
(Filpek et al., 1999). Reciprocal communication refers to the individual’s impairment when
interacting with others in regards to: maintaining eye contact, controlling and interpreting
facial expressions and body language, inability to communicate or understand emotions of
oneself or others, and trouble forming interpersonal relationships with peers (Filpek et al.,
1999). Some individuals with autism have little to no trouble communicating while others
are considered to be nonverbal, usually communicating with the assistance of technology
or sign language (Lorah et al., 2013). Finally, individuals with ASD often show repetitive
motor movements. For example, some common gestures include fapping, shaking, or
twisting of the hands and arms (Filpek et al., 1999). Additionally, symptoms may include
anxiety and/or social anxiety that are enhanced by the social defcit that comes with ASD.
Te symptoms tend to co-occur, meaning they overlap and are often hard to diferentiate
(Wood & Gadow, 2010).
Exposure and Relationships
While there is little research that is concerned with individuals perceptions of
people with ASD, the sparse research that is available is important for the direction of this
study and its purpose. One study had researchers examining college students’ perceptions
about their peers with autism (Nevill & White, 2011). Tey had grouped the participants
by majors. Social science majors scored the highest with openness towards individuals with
ASD, and it is theorized that this is because the social science classes are focused on understanding and accepting diferent backgrounds, behaviors, and situations. Additionally, the
results from this study show that those who have a closer relationship with individuals with
ASD are more open and willing to spend time with them. Te results illustrate that proper
education practices can make other students more open to spend time with individuals
who have ASD (Nevill & White, 2011).
In contrast, parents who have children with ASD, are confronted with negative,
close-minded perceptions from other adults. Tose parents often have to cope with perceptions that their child is rude or undisciplined, when this is not the case. Researchers
conducted a study that examined participants’ perceptions of the behavior of a six-year-old
child with ASD (Chambres, Auxiette, Vansingle, & Gil, 2008). Tere were two groups:
one was not informed that the child had ASD, and the other group was informed that
the child had ASD. Te group that had no knowledge of the child’s disorder viewed the
child’s behavior as rude and assumed that the behavior came from poor parenting. Te
group that was informed about the child’s disorder had kinder judgements and were not
as harsh as the frst group (Chambres et al., 2008). Another study found that with the rise
in awareness of ASD, there has been a decrease in the stigma about the disorder (Gray,
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2002). Tis illustrates that having knowledge and awareness of someone having ASD is
likely to afect one’s perception about that individual’s behavior (Chambres et al., 2008).
Another perception that the ASD community struggles with stems from the biomedical community. One researcher examined the diferences in perceptions about ASD
between the autism community and the biomedical community. Bagatell (2010) found
that the autism community views the disorder merely as a diference, not a disease that
needs a cure. On the other hand, the biomedical community views ASD as something that
can be and should be curable. Te rhetoric of the biomedical community is difcult for
members of the autism community to accept since the language used is violent, oppressive,
and demeaning (Bagatell, 2010).
Tese false and/or damaging judgements about the ASD community illustrate the
importance for understanding if there are diferences in perceptions of ASD among people
who have and have not interacted with someone who has autism. Educating people about
ASD is imperative, and it is put simply by Tipton and Blacher (2014), “It is no longer a
question of whether the average person will encounter someone on the autism spectrum,
but rather, a question of when” (p. 481). Participants in the study who have a family
member with autism or have autism themselves were found to have a better familiarity
with ASD (Tipton & Blacher, 2014). Tat fnding makes sense: the more exposure one
has to an individual with ASD, the more familiar they are with it. It demonstrates that the
relationship someone has (or does not have) with an individual with ASD directly afects
their knowledge of the disorder. Naturally, gaining more knowledge of ASD can result in
a change of perception.
While this study is novel in its examination, it is not novel in its relevance. Tis
study looks to provide an insight into outside perceptions about ASD and, in doing so,
provide a roadmap for how to change and improve perceptions going forward. Expanding
this study to people who have or have not had exposure with ASD individuals will contribute to a greater understanding of the diferences across perceptions. After careful review
of previous research regarding individual’s perceptions of Autism Spectrum Disorder, the
following hypotheses and research question are stated:
H1: People that have a relationship with an individual with autism will have a more positive
view of the disorder than those who do not have a relationship.
RQ1: Is there a diference across relationship types?
H2: People who have interacted with an individual with autism will have more knowledge
of the disorder.
Method
Participants
Te sample consisted of 282 participants consisting of 188 women and 74 men
that were located in the United States. Twenty of the participants did not disclose their sex.
Te participants ranged from 18 to 89 years old (M= 33.61, SD= 17.84). Te participants
were 82.6% Caucasian, 2.5% African American, 2.5% Asian American, 2.5% Hispanic,
1.4% Pacifc Islander, and 2.5% listed as other for ethnicity. For other, the participants
identifed themselves as biracial which included Caucasian and African American. For
participants’ relationship type, 40 were teachers of students with ASD, six were parents of
children with ASD, 24 had a family member with ASD (“family member” was originally
omitted from the option list and was added after 10 participants had completed the survey,
therefore, there may be more than what was recorded for this option), 41 were friends with
someone with ASD, 55 were an acquaintance of someone with ASD, 16 were a classmate
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of someone with ASD, 85 had no relationship with a person with ASD, and 15 did not
respond. All participants had access to complete the online survey via Qualtrics through
multiple social media accounts. Te current study followed all ethical guidelines according
to the American Psychological Association.
Procedures
Before data collection began, IRB approval was given. Te participants were able
to access a link to the online survey through the researchers’ personal social media accounts.
Te researchers also asked family members and friends to post the link on their personal
social media accounts to obtain a wide range of participants. Participants began the survey
by reviewing the consent form that disclosed what the study was about, how to complete
the survey, possible risks and benefts of the study, explained participants’ anonymity, and
informed the participants that their participation is voluntary. Within the consent form,
the length of the survey was listed as taking no longer than 10 minutes. After completing
the consent form, participants flled out a set of questionnaires and were then thanked
and debriefed.
Measures
Autism Awareness Survey (AAS). Te AAS was adopted from Tipton and Blacher
(2013). Te purpose of using the AAS was to collect participants’ knowledge of Autism
Spectrum Disorder. Te scale had 14 questions that were rated on a 5-point Likert-type
scale that ranged from disagree to agree, with the middle option being neutral. A sample
item is “Autism is an emotional disorder”. Te scale was calculated based on the formula
that was given by Tipton and Blacher (2013).
Attitudes towards Autism Scale (ATA). Te ATA was adopted from Flood, Bulgrin,
and Morgan (2013). Te purpose of using the ATA was to collect participants’ attitudes
towards individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder. Te scale was modifed to include
22 questions that were rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale that ranged from strongly
disagree to strongly agree, with no neutral option. Te ATA was broken into 3 factors:
societal attitudes, knowledge, and personal distance. Cronbach’s alpha for societal attitudes in past studies was 0.86 and for the current study, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.73. An
example statement is, “People with autism should not engage in romantic relationships”.
Cronbach’s alpha for personal distance in past studies was 0.71 and for the current study,
Cronbach’s alpha was 0.88. An example statement is, “I would be comfortable having a
friend with autism”. Cronbach’s alpha for knowledge in past studies was 0.47 and for the
current study, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.54. An example statement is, “People with autism
tend to be violent”. Statements on the original ATA scale that were perceived as repetitive
were removed for the current study.
Results

To examine the frst hypothesis, we looked at perception of ASD by group. Te
perception of ASD scale included three factors: societal attitudes, knowledge, and personal
distance. An independent samples t-test with group (relationship with a person with ASD
or no relationship with a person with ASD) as the independent variable, and societal
attitudes as the dependent variable t (265) = 1.31, p = 0.10 was run. Results indicated that
individuals that have a relationship with a person with ASD report no diference in societal
attitudes towards ASD (M=3.23, SD=.31) than individuals who do not have a relationship
with a person with ASD (M=3.18, SD=.33).
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An independent samples t-test with group (relationship with a person with ASD
or no relationship with a person with ASD) as the independent variable, and knowledge as
the dependent variable t (265) = 1.00, p = 0.16 was run. Results indicated that individuals
that have a relationship with a person with ASD report no diference in knowledge about
ASD (M=2.79, SD=.46) than individuals who do not have a relationship with a person
with ASD (M=3.22, SD=.47).
An independent samples t-test with group (relationship with a person with ASD
or no relationship with a person with ASD) as the independent variable, and personal
distance as the dependent variable t (265) = 4.48, p < .05 was run, partially confrmed H1.
Results indicated that individuals that have a relationship with a person with ASD report
more comfortability with personal distance (M=3.50, SD=.46) than individuals who do
not have a relationship with a person with ASD (M=3.22, SD=.47).
We tested the frst research question by evaluating whether perception of ASD
difered between groups. We compared participants’ self-reported perception of ASD for
their relationship as teacher-student, parent-child, family member, friendship, acquaintance, classmate, and no relationship with a person with ASD. To assess these diferences,
we ran an ANOVA with type of relationship as the independent variable and the societal
attitudes dimension of perception of ASD as the dependent variable. Results of the ANOVA indicated a signifcant diference between multiple relationship types F(6, 1) = 3.50,
p = .002. Tere was a signifcant diference between the parent/child relationship type
(M=3.23, SD=0.27) and the acquaintance relationship type (M=3.11, SD= 0.34), p <.05
indicating that people who were parents of those with ASD had more favorable societal
attitudes than did people who only knew someone with ASD as an acquaintance. Tere
was also a signifcant diference between the parent/child relationship type and (M=3.23,
SD=0.27) and the “no relationship” group (M=3.18, SD=0.33), p <.05 indicating that those
who were parents of those with ASD had more favorable attitudes than did those who had
no relationship to someone with ASD.
Tere was a signifcant diference between the friendship relationship type (M=3.36,
SD=0.26) and the acquaintance relationship type (M=3.11, SD=0.34), p <.05 indicating
that people who were friends of those with ASD had more favorable societal attitudes
than did people who only knew someone with ASD as an acquaintance. Tere was also
a signifcant diference between the friendship relationship type and (M=3.36, SD=0.26)
and the “no relationship” group (M=3.18, SD=0.33), p <.05 indicating that those who
were friends of those with ASD had more favorable attitudes than did those who had no
relationship to someone with ASD.
Tere was a signifcant diference between the acquaintance relationship type
(M=3.11, SD=0.34) and the family member relationship type (M=3.27, SD=0.33), p <.05
indicating that people who were acquaintances of those with ASD had less favorable societal
attitudes than did people who only knew someone with ASD as a family member.
To further assesses any diferences, we ran an ANOVA with type of relationship
as the independent variable and the personal distance dimension of ASD of as the dependent variable. Results of the ANOVA indicated a signifcant diference between multiple
relationship types F(6, 1) = 7.02, p = .000. Tere was a signifcant diference between the
teacher/student relationship type (M=3.56, SD=0.45) and the acquaintance relationship
type (M=3.32, SD=0.46), p <.05 indicating that people who had a teacher/student relationship with those with ASD report more comfortability with personal distance than did
people who only knew someone with ASD as an acquaintance. Tere was also a signifcant
diference between the teacher/student relationship type and (M=3.23, SD=0.27) and
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the “no relationship” group (M=3.22, SD=0.47), p <.05 indicating that those who had a
teacher/student relationship with those with ASD report more comfortability with personal
distance than did those who had no relationship to someone with ASD.
Tere was a signifcant diference between the parent/child relationship type
(M=3.87, SD=0.16) and the acquaintance relationship type (M=3.32, SD=0.46), p <.05
indicating that people who were parents of children with those with ASD report more comfortability with personal distance than did people who only knew someone with ASD as an
acquaintance. Tere was also a signifcant diference between the parent/child relationship
type and (M=3.87, SD=0.16) and the classmate relationship type (M=3.33, SD=0.51), p
<.05 indicating that those who were parents of children with those with ASD report more
comfortability with personal distance than did those who were classmates of those with
ASD. Tere was another signifcant diference between the parent/child relationship type and
(M=3.87, SD=0.16) and the “no relationship” group (M=3.22, SD=0.47), p <.05 indicating
that those who were parents of children with those with ASD report more comfortability
with personal distance than did those who had no relationship with someone with ASD.
Tere was a signifcant diference between the friendship relationship type (M=3.62,
SD=0.41) and the acquaintance relationship type (M=3.32, SD=0.46), p <.05 indicating
that people who were friends with those with ASD report more comfortability with personal
distance than did people who only knew someone with ASD as an acquaintance. Tere
was also a signifcant diference between the friendship relationship type and (M=3.62,
SD=0.41) and the classmate relationship type (M=3.33, SD=0.51), p <.05 indicating that
those who were friends with those with ASD report more comfortability with personal
distance than did those who were classmates of those with ASD. Tere another a signifcant
diference between the friendship relationship type and (M=3.62, SD=0.41) and the “no
relationship” group (M=3.22, SD=0.47), p <.05 indicating that those who were friends
with those with ASD report more comfortability with personal distance than did those
who had no relationship with someone with ASD.
Tere was a signifcant diference between the acquaintance relationship type
(M=3.32, SD=0.46) and the family member relationship type (M=3.63, SD=0.42), p <.05
indicating that people who were acquaintances with those with ASD report less comfortability
with personal distance than did those who were a family member of someone with ASD.
Tere was a signifcant diference between the classmate relationship type (M=3.33,
SD=0.51) and the family member relationship type (M=3.63, SD=0.42), p <.05 indicating
that people who were classmates with those with ASD report less comfortability with personal distance than did those who were a family member of someone with ASD.
Tere was a signifcant diference between the “no relationship” group (M=3.22,
SD=0.47) and the family member relationship type (M=3.63, SD=0.42), p <.05 indicating
that people who had no relationship with those with ASD report less comfortability with
personal distance than did those who were a family member of someone with ASD.
To examine our second hypothesis, we looked at knowledge of ASD by group.
An independent samples t-test with group (relationship with a person with ASD or no
relationship with a person with ASD) as the independent variable, and knowledge as the
dependent variable t (264) = 2.44, p < 0.05, confrmed H2. Results indicated that those
who have a relationship with an individual with ASD have statistically signifcant more
knowledge (M=40.95, SD=4.96) of the disorder than those who do not have a relationship
with an individual with ASD (M=39.29, SD=5.56).
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Discussion
Te purpose of this study was to gain an understanding on how exposure afects
perceptions of Autism Spectrum Disorder. Te fndings partially support hypothesis one,
indicating that individuals who have a relationship with a person with ASD prefer less
personal distance than individuals who do not have a relationship with a person with ASD.
Personal distance means how comfortable someone is with closeness to an individual with
ASD. Desiring more personal distance means the individual is less comfortable being in
close proximity to someone with ASD. Desiring less personal distance means the individual
is comfortable having someone with ASD around him or her. People who do not have a
relationship with someone with ASD prefer more physical space between them and are
less comfortable being around the individual with ASD. However, there was no diference
between those who had a relationship with a person with ASD and those who did not
when it came to societal attitudes and knowledge about ASD. Past research regarding this
fnding has been contradictory. Underhill, Ledford, and Adams (2019) found that people
with accurate knowledge of the disorder were more likely to be open towards individuals
with ASD and have more positive perceptions. However, the same variables have also been
found as signifcant by other researchers. For example, a similar study that examined ASD
stigma among college students argues that more knowledge of ASD leads to a decrease in
the stigma associated with ASD (Gillespie-Lynch et al., 2015). Te conficting fndings
could potentially suggest that although it is easy for one to gain knowledge about ASD,
one’s personal perceptions and attitudes are more difcult to change (Gillespie-Lynch et
al., 2015).
For the frst research question, the results indicated diferences across many relationship types when it came to societal attitudes. Societal attitudes refers to one’s general
perceptions of a person with ASD and how he or she functions in society as a whole. In
comparison to parents of children with ASD, acquaintances and those individuals who did
not have a relationship with someone with ASD had less favorable, or more negative societal
attitudes regarding the disorder. Similarly, individuals who were acquaintances or had no
relationship with a person with ASD were less favorable or more negative societal attitudes
when compared to someone that had a friendship with an individual with ASD. Finally,
in comparison to having a family member with ASD, individuals who were acquaintances
of those with ASD reported being less favorable or having more negative societal attitudes.
Tese fndings make sense, and align with previous research that argues that people who
have a personal relationship with someone with autism will be more open and accepting of
him or her (Nevill & White, 2011). Te best explanation for this consistent fnding is that
people who have a relationship with an individual with ASD have had more interactions
and exposure to ASD, causing the individuals who have a relationship with someone with
ASD to be more understanding and have more positive perceptions (Nevill & White, 2011).
To further explain the frst research question, results indicated diferences among
various relationship types when it came to desired personal distance. To reiterate, personal
distance means how comfortable someone is with closeness to an individual with ASD.
Terefore, desiring more personal distance means the individual is less comfortable being
in close proximity to someone with ASD, while desiring less personal distance means the
individual is comfortable having someone with ASD around him or her. Teachers of students
with ASD, acquaintances, and individuals who had no relationship with a person with
ASD reported desiring more personal distance than other relationship types. In contrast,
individuals who are parents of children with ASD and friends of individuals with ASD did
not mind having a close personal distance to the child when compared to acquaintances,
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classmates, and those who did not have a relationship with someone with ASD. Nevill and
White (2011) support these fndings by suggesting that the parent-child, family member,
and friend relationships have the highest degree of openness and least desired personal
distance simply because of the frequent interactions and closeness of the relationship. While
classmates were found to desire more personal distance, previous research suggests that there
may be some diferences depending on the type of classmate. An interesting study that
compared adults with normal intelligence to adults with high functioning autism found
that students in mathematics and engineering are more likely to be accepting of classmates
with ASD and are more likely than students in any other discipline to spend their free
time with students with ASD (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley,
2001). Te best explanation for this fnding is that mathematics and engineering students
feel more comfortable with less personal distance from those with ASD because they are
similar in behavior and intelligence as high functioning ASD individuals (Baron-Cohen
et al., 2001). Tey share characteristics of being studious and reclusive, qualities that those
in other majors such as the social sciences tend to not possess (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001).
Te second hypothesis was supported. Individuals who have a relationship with
a person with ASD have more accurate knowledge of the disorder than individuals who
do not have a relationship with a person with ASD. Tis fnding was supported in another
study that examined the accuracy of lay knowledge of ASD individuals of those with and
without a personal relationship to someone with ASD (Huws & Jones, 2009). In the previous study, researchers found that family members had the most accurate knowledge of
ASD, reporting that they received the information over time from health professionals and
other parents of children with autism (Huws & Jones, 2009). Lay people who did not have
a relationship with an individual with ASD were found to have less accurate knowledge
about the disorder. Tese inaccurate perceptions are believed to be a result of exaggerated
media portrayals of ASD (Huws & Jones, 2009).
Tese results have multiple implications and are applicable to the general populace. Te frst is that this information is novel, and that this provides some insight into
perceptions about ASD and those perceptions based on relationship types. Tis can help
multiple groups as well as inspire future research to further study perceptions about ASD
and how those perceptions change based on relationship type. Te results will be able to
clear up confusion for individuals who do not have a familiarity with ASD, and also dispel
common misconceptions about ASD. Understanding perceptions of ASD is helpful to
families who have a family member with ASD. Tis can help family members understand
more about the public’s stigma of ASD and what relationship types are more open to being
closer in proximity to an individual with ASD.
Along with the results being helpful to families, the research is also benefcial for
non-proft organizations. Non-proft organizations concerned with ASD education and
outreach will fnd this information useful because it focuses on public perception of ASD.
Along with being able to educate the public about public perceptions of ASD, those non-proft
organizations will also be able to inform the public about individual’s openness to close
proximity to individuals with ASD. Tese benefts are also applicable to therapy groups.
Limitations and Future Research
Many studies have limitations, and this study is not the exception. It should
be recognized that the demographics portion of the survey only allowed the selection of
one relationship type. Tat meant that participants who identifed as having more than
one relationship type were forced to only pick one. Future research that incorporates this
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change will illustrate the complexity of the relationship. Another limitation was that the
demographic labelled as “family member” was not added into the relationship type section
until 10 participants had taken the survey. Te survey was paused and the relationship
type of “family member” was added, but that still put a limitation on the frst couple of
participants. While this is not a signifcant portion of the participants, it still can skew the
results and slightly limit the analysis.
For future research, analyzing the hypotheses and research question in a qualitative
study might provide further insight into the results. Some participants voiced frustration that
there was no option to elaborate on each response. Coding and analyzing qualitative data
on this subject might display a pattern that was not shown in the current study. Another
avenue for future research could be investigating how the ASD community difers from the
typical community. One of the relationship type options was “I have ASD,” but there were
no participants who selected this option. Future research could examine the perceptions
from individuals who actually have ASD, an opportunity that was not presented here.
Finally, hypothesis two could be broken down further by each relationship type to gain a
better understanding about the diferences individuals have regarding knowledge of ASD.
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Abstract
Health disparities amongst Indigenous groups in the United States today are both an echo
of the past and a refection of the current oppressive nature and wrongful mistreatment
enacted by the United States towards Indigenous people groups. By identifying and interweaving the theoretical frameworks of poststructuralism, confict theory, and critical race
theory and by analyzing the concepts of Sylvia Wynter, Pierre Bourdieu, and Karl Marx,
I will explore the core roots of Indigenous health in the United States. I will discuss how
Indigenous health dehumanization occurs, is communicated, and is passed down generationally, building upon research of Indigenous historical trauma, the colonization of North
America, and Indigenous health services ofered today by the United States government.
I propose an alternative theoretical approach that I call Indigenous social health theory. My
theory addresses generational Indigenous health disparities as the result of a relationship
between native groups and a dominating social institution that strives to maintain power
while only seeking the interests of the White population. Regarding policy, I encourage
culturally appropriate and integrative health sovereign policies be implemented in order
to alleviate the polarization between Indigenous health systems and the widely mistrusted
Western biomedical system.
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Introduction
I once read an ethnography by medical anthropologist Seth Holmes (2013) that
follows the hardships of Indigenous Triqui migrant workers. One written account signifcantly
altered the way in which I view society’s relation to the physical body. Tat narrative follows
Crescencio, an Indigenous Triqui migrant worker who describes his seven-year struggle
with chronic debilitating headaches (Holmes, 2013). Crescencio had sought relief in both
traditional Triqui cleansing rituals and Western biomedicine; however, nothing was able
to stop the pain (Holmes, 2013). Following an interview with Holmes, Crescencio made
an important observation; his headaches would develop immediately following the racial
verbal abuse that he experienced at the hands of his White farm supervisors (Holmes, 2013).
Holmes (2013) diagnosed these headaches as socially constructed, a result of discriminatory
social forces and symbolic violence. Tis diagnosis created in me a fascination with how
our health holds a history that is just as much social as it is biological.
An analysis of the health of a people group may reveal information that is “Hidden,
forbidden, or even denied” (Walters et al., 2011, p.184). For Indigenous groups, health
tells a story of oppression and violence at the hands of White colonizers and the United
States government. Te present-day wound due to the cumulative cultural and biological
genocide experienced by Indigenous groups is known as historical trauma (Churchill, 2004).
Tis concept was recognized in the 1990s in an efort to contextualize health disparities in
Indigenous populations and bring attention to the efects of the cruelties of colonization
(Hartmann, 2016).
Before White European colonists pillaged Indigenous groups of their land and
lives, an estimated fve to ten million Indigenous people inhabited the land that is now
called the United States (Braun, 2015). As of 2015, only fve point two million United
States citizens identify as Indigenous, making up about two percent of the population
(Braun, 2015). Tose who remain sufer worse health conditions than any other people
group in the country (Strickland, 1997). Rennard Strickland (1997), a law professor and
Cherokee citizen, describes illness in Indigenous communities as akin to a plague, “None
of us can escape the realities of being Indian” (p.3). Indigenous health disparities, a product
of colonization and institutional racism, attempt to systematically silence native voices and
erase the shameful history of genocide. I strongly urge sociological academia to turn its
attention to Indigenous communities, as “Asserting Indigenous control over the conditions
and methods of health. . .disrupts the entire institutional apparatus of settler colonization”
(Morgensen, 2014, p.193). To study this social issue and seek a solution is a pursuit to
dismantle the echoes of colonization that keep Indigenous health at such staggering rates.
I aim to explore Indigenous health disparities and recognize them as both an
echo of the past and refection of the present of the United States’ oppressive nature and
wrongful mistreatment towards Indigenous people groups. I will identify and interweave
the theoretical frameworks of poststructuralism, confict theory, and critical race theory by
analyzing the concepts of Sylvia Wynter, Pierre Bourdieu, and Karl Marx in a discussion
on how Indigenous health dehumanization occurs, is communicated, and is passed down
generationally. Building upon research of historical trauma, colonization, Indigenous health
services, and Indigenous health statistics, I propose an alternative theoretical approach
called Indigenous social health theory that seeks to prove that generational Indigenous health
disparities are the result of a relationship between native groups and a dominating social
institution that strives to maintain power while only seeking interests of the White population.
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Sociological Teory
Critical Race Teory and the Dehumanization of Indigenous Groups
Born out of confict theory, critical race theory exposes the inner workings of the
socially constructed concept of race and the means by which it is used to sustain the interests
of the dominant White populace (Ali, 2018). Sylvia Wynter’s 1994 letter to her colleagues,
No Humans Involved, uncovers the twisted logic behind the White man’s classifcations of
another’s humanity. In White Mythologies, Robert Young (2004) reiterates this idea when
he writes, “If men make history. . .men and women who are the objects of that history are
condemned to immobility and silence” (p.159). Te dominating White man has silenced
Indigenous voices, bodies, and health. Operating under the pillars of critical race theory,
Wynter (1994) asserts that due to the dominating social group assigning humanity to
certain individuals in optimally White terms, social structures and institutions, such as
health policy, hinged on that ideology will inherently follow.
Critical race theory evolved in 20th-century academia, but the inequalities on which
it is built extend far back into history (Wynter, 1994). Judeo-Christian beliefs proclaiming
humanity as a divine creation were replaced with nineteenth-century literature on genetics
and evolution; thus, introducing the concept of scale among humans operating on skin
pigmentation or hair texture (Wynter, 1994, Marks 2011). But where do Indigenous people
fall on these scales? Teir culture, language, and skin encouraged a genocide that sought
to destroy their biological structure by preventing births, sexual relations, and marriages
through sterilization and policy (Churchill, 2004). Tis was coined as biological genocide.
(Churchill, 2004). Wynter’s (1994) concept of dehumanization can be used to explain the
origins of health disparities among Indigenous groups being perceived as non-human, wild
animals, or savages (Churchill, 2004).
Studying Critical Race Teory
Critical race theory suggests that racism is fxed and supported by social institutions (Wynter, 1994). I argue that this dehumanizing racism supported by the dominating
social power bleeds into health disparities for Indigenous people. Walters et al.’s 2011 study
explicating the link between historical trauma and physical Indigenous bodies seeks the
same by arguing against the faulty gene theory, echoing Wynter’s (1994) writings on the
history of eugenics in No Humans Involved, and rather turning attention to social factors,
which inarguably play a greater role in determining one’s health.
Walters et al.’s (2011) research exploring social factors and Indigenous health was
conducted in 2011 using qualitative and archival research methods such as case studies and
surveys. Critical race theory shapes Walters et al.’s methodology by causing the authors
to analyze the dominant forces that drive intergenerational Indigenous health patterns.
Te data analysis was shaped by a recognition of the importance of creating culturally
relevant policies (Walters et al., 2011). Te data on disease rates and chronicity showed
that Indigenous groups displayed symptomology of historical trauma daily and that landbased trauma was extremely prevalent, which overall afects mental and physical health
negatively (Walters et al., 2011). Tey hope to continue their research by looking into
resiliency response, resistance strategies, and positive coping (Walters et al., 2011). Walters
et al. (2011) found “Conceptual links among HT [sic] and overall health and well-being”
among Indigenous groups while looking at the social and biological intergenerational
transmission of trauma (p.187). Te work calls upon the ecosocial theory, the concept of
embodiment, and critical race theory by examining the efects that social oppression, racial
mistreatment, and land-trauma have on health, thereby making an important link between
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Indigenous health and sociology.
Wynter (1994) claims that we allow culture to infuence our classifcations of
humanity. She writes that we collectively support “Narratively instituted conceptions
…and… culture-specifc discursive programs” to scale the order of what it means to be
human (Wynter, 1994, p.50). Pierre Bourdieu (1982) would agree, as he observed cultural
practices such as food preferences, dress, or language as being indicators of class due to their
correlation into society’s hierarchical system of race. Colonial relationships are characterized
by domination embedded into the social order, which created hierarchical social relations
(Coulthard, 2014). Tese connotations between cultural beliefs and practices are evident
while examining the United States’ use of residential schools as a systematic efort to erase
Indigenous people of their language, dress, and beliefs (Churchill, 2004).
Norgaard (2017) wrote that “Racism and other forms of oppression are understood to manifest as negative mental health outcomes” (p.471). Both Wynter’s concept
of dehumanization, the theoretical framework of critical race theory, and Walters et al.’s
(2011) fndings support this statement by addressing colonization and the efects it has
had on the health of Indigenous groups after decades of historical trauma.
Wynter’s (1994) concept of dehumanization manifests into socially constructed
ideas of superiority and inferiority between people groups. However, it fails to explain the
way in which these ideas are communicated between social institutions and oppressed
people. Bourdieu’s (1982) poststructuralist concept of symbolic violence explains how we
communicate these ideas of superiority and inferiority to one another.
Poststructuralism and Communicating Symbolic Violence
Poststructuralism attempts to explain the relationship between people groups
and social institutions (Bourdieu, 1982). In the 1980s, Pierre Bourdieu was signifcantly
infuenced by the French political sphere and became interested in how power comes to be
transferred through generations of people groups, echoing the economic social reproduction
concept of one of his inspirations, Karl Marx (Fowler, 2002; Marx, 1952). Bourdieu (1982)
studied the unconscious structure of hierarchical power and found that social inequality
is an inevitable result of social diferences and the ongoing struggle of symbolic capital.
Trough his research, Bourdieu (1982) calls his readers to take into account the struggle over
power and knowledge that is in constant motion between social groups (p.684). Bourdieu
(1982) termed this social power dynamic as symbolic violence.
Symbolic violence is carried out in an efort to convince others that one group is
less powerful than another; when in reality, the power was socially constructed from the start
(Bourdieu, 1982). Power is constructed through a multitude of ways: knowledge, nomination,
cultural roles, capital, and health (Bourdieu, 1982). However, symbolic violence is often
hidden, “Impervious, insidious, or invisible” which ultimately removes the victim’s agency
and voice (Tapar-bjorkert et al, 2016). Terefore, symbolic violence is difcult to locate
and change (Bourdieu, 1982). Cristina Nicolaescu (2010) argues that symbolic violence
is often more powerful than physical violence because it afects ideology and knowledge.
While symbolic violence is a less tangible form of power, health is a powerful indicator of
a people group’s position in a scale of social hierarchy and ultimately unleashes valuable
information about an oppressed people group and the dominating social institutions that
seek to control them.
Studying Poststructuralism
Poststructuralism states that to analyze human behavior, we must understand the
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social institutions in which that behavior operates (Bourdieu, 1982). Bourdieu’s (1982)
concept of symbolic violence incorporates the communication of power between social
institutions and people groups. argue that socially constructed ideas of Indigenous inferiority, based in colonization, are communicated to Indigenous groups through symbolic
violence and ultimately manifest in the physical body as health disparities.
However, anthropologist Katherine Hirschfeld (2017) brazenly disagrees. In her
study titled Rethinking Structural Violence, she critiques the concept of imperialist structural violence as a means to explain contemporary health epidemics, claiming that to use
colonization as means to explain health disparities is “Increasingly outdated and poorly
theorized” (Hirschfeld, 2017, p.156). Her work focuses on health disparities in West Africa
and Haiti, rather than Indigenous people in the United States (Hirschfeld, 2017). However,
settler colonization’s chaotically destructive global trail provides us with an abundance of
research from around the world, which is still germane to my argument.
Hirschfeld’s research took place in 2017, comparing ethnographic work, statistics on the United States’ occupation of Haiti, and archival research. Hirschfeld (2017)
criticizes multiple contemporary researchers who, she claims, collect narratives in order to
validate assumptions about imperialism rather than critically reevaluating the “Intersection
of politics, economics, and the natural environment” (p.160). Yet, she fails to critically
evaluate symbolic violence when blatantly disregarding the “Clearly racist, oppressive, and
unpopular” race relations between the United States’ public health program in an occupied
Haiti (Hirschfeld, 2017, p.160).
Hirschfeld (2017) encourages her audience to rethink symbolic violence by not
allowing structures such as racism and imperialism to be the most relevant when analyzing
health disparities, which ignores the foundational aspects of my theory. I argue that the
dehumanizing racism supported by the White dominating social power bleeds into health
disparities for Indigenous people groups. Tis concept of racial and cultural superiority and
inferiority is perpetually communicated through symbolic violence, all of which operates
on the racism and imperialism that Hirschfeld claims is “not relevant” (Wynter, 1994,
Bourdieu, 1982).
Bourdieu’s (1982) concept of symbolic violence is signifcant because it challenges the origins of social inequality and power; thus, deconstructing hierarchical systems
and exposing them to be socially constructed. Tis is relevant because “Te place people
occupy on the social hierarchy afects their level of exposure to health-damaging factors,
their vulnerability to ill health, and the consequences of ill health”; therefore, Hirschfeld’s
(2017) argument that colonization is not relevant in examining health disparities is highly
fawed and misguided, especially when analyzing a people group whose existence has been
radically altered by the atrocities of colonization (Marmot, 2007, p.1156).
Bourdieu (1982) wrote that symbolic systems constitute mythical systems and
even compared them to Aristotle’s theoretical ‘being’, “Te social world. . .may be practically
perceived, uttered, or constructed, according to diferent principles of vision and division”
(Bourdieu, 1982, p.679). Trough Bourdieu’s (1982) theory of symbolic violence, we are able
to reconstruct the origins of social health inequalities and White colonizing power, allowing
us to reimagine placements in the social hierarchy and build decolonizing health policies.
Confict Teory and Social Reproduction
Bourdieu’s (1982) symbolic violence explains how power is created and understood
between people groups, but not how it is transferred and reproduced across generations.
Statistics show that Indigenous health continues to be worse when compared to other
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people groups (Strickland, 1997). How have these health disparities managed to afect
Indigenous communities for hundreds of years since the European settlers intentionally
unleashed diseases on Indigenous groups (Churchill, 2004)?
Confict theory claims that society is built upon competition and is therefore
maintained by forces of domination and power (Ali, 2018). Trough these forces, we
see the cyclical reproduction of social inequalities known as social reproduction (Marx,
1952). Social production is simultaneously a process of reproduction, due to its cyclical
nature persisting through generations (Marx, 1952). Tis concept was coined by Karl
Marx (1952), whose work is based in economic ideology. Marx’s (1952) cyclical views on
economic production can be applied to Indigenous health disparities; if “Production [and
reproduction] is capitalistic in form”, then so are the social inequalities built upon power
and domination that proft the oppressors and keep low the oppressed (p.280). Marx explains the ideology behind the repetition of social inequalities as a “Mere continuity of the
process of production, in other words, simple reproduction” (p.282). Simple reproduction
will occur when the revenue serves the capitalist; thus, actions that proft oppressors will
continue (Marx, 1952).
In this model, Marx (1952) depicts two bodies: the oppressor as “An alien power”
and the oppressed, who are dominated and exploited (p.282). Te transfer of inequalities
towards Indigenous people regarding health prevails due to the system being created to
support the White dominating power (Wynter, 1994). Marx (1952) highlights an important aspect of social reproduction when he writes that the process “Takes good care to
prevent these self-conscious instruments from leaving it in the lurch…” (p.283). Tese
inequalities serve purposes and the greater power intentionally keeps lesser powers down
across generations.
But the public also plays a part in this insidious cycle. Marx (1952) uses this
gluttonous image to reiterate his point, “Te consumption of food by a beast of burden is
on the less a necessary factor in the process of production because the beast enjoys what it
eats” (p.283). Indigenous voices continue to be silenced and are rather replaced with loads
of inaccuracy. Corporations steal native prints for proft while fctitious tales of peace and
community litter children’s history books (Tuck and Yang, 2012). Te United States public,
the beast of burden, consumes these lies of Indigenous fables while the dominating colonizing
White power structure continues to weaken Indigenous peoples through health disparities.
Studying Confict Teory
In 2017, Professor Kari Norgaard, a specialist in tribal environmental health,
studied the Indigenous mental and physical health challenges of the Karuk Tribe in relation
to the efects of colonization: environmental degradation, dispossession of land, forced
assimilation, reserved treaty rights, and everyday racism. Norgaard (2017) used interviews,
public testimonies, and survey data and found that oppressive power structures allowed for
the Indigenous internalization of identity and social roles. Tese formed-identities produced
negative efects on Indigenous spirituality, wellness, and health (Norgaard, 2017). She
hopes to continue her work by researching the environment in an efort to help generate
a more decolonized sociological discipline (Norgaard, 2017). Te work heavily calls upon
confict theory with the use of themes of domination and power. Te study’s emphasis
on the continuity of these health and wellness issues echo Marx’s (1952) concept of social
reproduction which he describes as “Flowing on with incessant renewal” and “A connected
whole” (p.279). Norgaard (2017) also refects Wynter when she writes, “Racism and other
forms of oppression are understood to manifest as negative mental health outcomes” (p.471).
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Tree Teories
Wynter’s (2017) concept of dehumanization manifests into socially constructed
ideas of superiority and inferiority between people groups which is then supported by the
dominating social power. Tese relationships bleed into health disparities for Indigenous
people groups which are then perpetually communicated through symbolic violence (Bourdieu, 1982). Marx’s (1952) concept of social reproduction ultimately exemplifes why we
continue to see health disparities today, as the cycle of social inequalities functions similarly
to the cycle of capitalist production, “Whatever the form of the process of production in
a society, it must be a continuous process, must continue to go periodically through the
same phases” (p.279). Tese health disparities are socially passed down from generation to
generation in an efort to keep those with power in power, and those without it, powerless.
Discussion on Indigenous Health
History of Indigenous Health
Indigenous health disparities began the moment European settlers set foot onto the
content of North America (Churchill, 2004). Colonizers brought diseases such as measles,
chicken pox, scarlet fever, infuenza, cholera, and malaria (Braun, 2015). Te dominating
White presence has proved to be harmful to Indigenous health, especially during the age
of residential schools wherein Wynter’s (1994) concept of dehumanization is unmistakably
evident. Indigenous children were taken from their families and underwent forced proselytizing: forced to burn their native clothes, cut their hair short, and punished if caught
speaking their native tongue (Braun, 2015, Churchill 2004).
Tese overcrowded and underfunded schools horribly impacted Indigenous health,
leaving children poorly fed, receiving underfunded medical services, and lacking adequate
sanitation (Churchill, 2004). Students contracted illnesses such as trachoma, tuberculosis,
infuenza, smallpox, scrofula, and mumps; all the while being called “Ignorant barbarians”
and “Wild animals” (Churchill, 2004, p.27). It is important to acknowledge the usefulness
of Wynter’s (1994) concept of dehumanization here and its implication while analyzing
the past and the manifestation of superiority and inferiority in the present.
Today, the United States Government continues to halt the health of Indigenous
groups. Te Indian Health Service (IHS) was created to ensure that all federally recognized
Indigenous groups receive healthcare through IHS-run facilities; however, only 40 percent of
Indigenous people even have access to these facilities (Braun, 2015). Interviews with health
and human service providers also showed that these services were extremely underfunded
and operated on institutionalized racism and discrimination (Hartman, 2016).
Indigenous people prove to have higher mortality rates than any other people
group in the United States (Braun, 2015). Indigenous people are likely to have chronic
liver disease, diabetes mellitus, and general unintentional injuries at rates greater than 100
percent (Braun, 2015). Te chances of Indigenous groups intentionally self-harming and
committing suicide is 65 percent higher and rates of chronic lower respiratory diseases are
59 percent higher (Braun, 2015). Strickland (1997) phrased it well when he wrote,
“An Indian born in the twentieth century will live a life not signifcantly longer
in span than his ancestor of fve hundred years ago. Although the last decade has
brought considerable improvement, the Indian is still left out of many of the
advances of modern medicine. Te United States population as a whole will live
one-third longer than the American Indian” (p.53).
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Echoes of Colonialism
Te health system on which we operate, both in the United States and on the
global level, echoes colonial legacies; thus, emphasizing both symbolic violence and social
reproduction (Morgenson, 2014). Bourdieu’s (1982) symbolic violence explains how power
is created and understood between people groups, but Marx’s (1952) social reproduction
explains the way in which it is perpetually transferred and reproduced across generations.
Te colonial legacies still visible in Indigenous health exemplify this; oppressed
populations afected by disease become associated with their ailments and are transformed
into a symbol of their less dominant position in the social hierarchy on which symbolic
violence operates (Morgensen, 2015). Indigenous people are wrongly associated with alcoholism, which is often self-treatment, in the same way Black men are wrongly assigned the
label of violent and dangerous (Szlemko, 2006, Wynter, 1994). Young (2004) encourages
us to reposition European systems of knowledge that have saturated policy in its White
dominating favor and rather encourage and uplift the Indigenous ‘other’.
Health Sovereignty
Young (2004) wrote that “Freedom is maintained by a self-possession which
extends itself to anything that threatens its identity”, which is strikingly similar to the
liberation that Marx (1952) wrote of while discussing the oppressor as “An alien power
that dominates and exploits [the oppressed]” (p.45, p.282).
Tis ideology is what forms the basis for health sovereignty. Health sovereignty
can be defned as a system governed by and for Indigenous people (Morgensen, 2014). Te
term refers to a system that would “Disrupt settler-colonial control over life and renew
Indigenous people’s traditional relationships to land, governance, and their capacity to
sustain life” (Morgensen, 2014 p.193).
One aspect vital for health sovereignty among Indigenous groups is that both
the United States government and health providers acknowledge and act upon the truth
of historical trauma and its efect on Indigenous health. Hartmann’s 2016 study demonstrated the positive benefts of integrating historical trauma into mental health treatment.
By addressing historical trauma in Indigenous health policy, we can also tackle the general
mistrust for the biomedical Western health model. In 2009, Shriver and Webb interviewed
288 Ponca tribal members and found that not one of them showed any faith in their local
medical establishment.
Another vital aspect of health sovereignty is addressing land-trauma, which could
generate a paper equally as long. Te land assigned to Indigenous groups remains void of
basic infrastructure (Churchill, 2004). Te Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota is the
poorest area in the county, lacking basic sanitation, water purifcation facilities, adequate
nutrition, and medical care, all of which contributes to the poor health of the tribe (Churchill,
2004). Even worse so, “Such conditions are by no means atypical of reservation settings
throughout the U.S., and the impacts upon the health and longevity of native people have
been predictably severe” (Churchill, 2004, p.11).
Culturally Appropriate and Integrative Policy
Pamela Palmater (2011) recounts the story of her grandmother, Margaret Labillois,
a Mi’kmaq woman with extensive knowledge of local botany near her home on the Eel
River Bar Reserve. When an illness spread throughout the community, both on the reserve
and in surrounding White population, Labillois began to travel to Indigenous families
and tend to their wounds using the healing methods provided by local fora (Palmater,
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2011). Few died after seeing Labillois, but those who went to the local doctor died often
(Palmater, 2011). Soon, the local doctor asked her to quietly attend treatment visits to his
non-Mi’kmaq patients (Palmater, 2011). She did, and treated many because of it, but was
paid nothing for her work (Palmater, 2011).
Te narrative provided by Palmater is an example of the biomedical distrust of
Indigenous and holistic medicine. Tis lack of traditional Indigenous integration into health
policy is an enormous roadblock on the goal of improving Indigenous health and achieving
Indigenous health sovereignty. Health sovereignty, by and for Indigenous groups, would
alleviate this polarization and rather fuse the two into one working entity. It is important
to note that most of our statistics regarding Indigenous populations come from national
datasets that group all tribes together (Braun, 2015). Te same overarching treatment
towards Indigenous groups needs to be remodeled when discussing health through the
creation of tribal-specifc integrative policy.
Te Takini Network is a Great Plains advocacy group primarily focused on Indigenous health and human service providers (Hartmann, 2016). Teir goal is to interpret
and translate “formal” health knowledge to Indigenous groups in the area (Hartmann,
2016). Teir work integrating historical trauma into mental health treatment provides an
important “Link in connecting ancestral experiences and colonial oppression with current
health problems in the community” (Hartmann, 2016). Hartmann’s (2016) study of the
Takini Network showed that cultural assumptions about health and historical trauma
without proper research proves detrimental to improving Indigenous health. Culturally
appropriate and integrative wellness policies are necessary to improve Indigenous health
and achieve health sovereignty.
Te global health system on which we operate today echoes colonial legacies
and is, therefore, unsuitable to properly grasp Indigenous health disparities and ofer an
efective solution. Tus, my proposed Indigenous social health theory addresses the social
and cultural origins that are often neglected within the Western biomedical health model.
My theory employs embodiment and ecosocial theory to adequately assess the history of
systematic dehumanization of Indigenous people as a direct link to the outrageous poor
health statistics we see today. Grounded in the acknowledgment of social and cultural
causes regarding health, my theory too suggests that social values be integrated not only in
diagnosis but also in treatment. Regarding policy, Indigenous social health theory demands
that culturally appropriate and integrative health sovereign policies be implemented in
order to alleviate the polarization between native health systems and the widely mistrusted
Western biomedical system.
Conclusion
Indigenous health disparities are a direct echo of the past and refection of the
present in relation to the United States’ oppressive settler colonization. To explore this
social issue, I interwove critical race theory, poststructuralism, and confict theory, calling
upon the work of Sylvia Wynter, Pierre Bourdieu, and Karl Marx. By interweaving these
three theoretical frameworks, I propose an alternative theoretical approach called Indigenous
Social Health Teory. Tis theory integrates the colonizing dehumanization of Indigenous
bodies, the perception of superiority and inferiority as communicated in health systems,
and how that communication persists through generations through a vicious cycle that
seeks only to maintain the interest of the dominating White population. Sociological studies
on the Indigenous experience are in the minority compared to work in the other social
sciences (Norgaard, 2017). I urge practical action in the realm of health policy through
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the acknowledgment of historical trauma and its efects on Indigenous health, the strategic
creation of culturally appropriate and integrative health policies for Indigenous groups,
and ultimate health sovereignty by and for Indigenous tribes.
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Abstract
Tis essay weighs in on the metaethical debate between deontology, consequentialism, and
virtue ethics with the contribution of Burkean rhetorical theory. I argue that virtue ethics
provides the superior basis for normative ethical philosophy on the grounds that it better
accounts for the rhetorical elements of ethics. I support this claim by invoking several
well-established critiques of both deontology and consequentialism, focusing on their traditional proponents in Kant, Bentham, and Mill, then arguing that these shortcomings are
best understood as resulting from the inherent rhetorical elements of ethics. I substantiate
this claim by drawing on Burkean rhetorical theory, elucidating these elements as “discursive,” “interpretive,” and “persuasive.” Finally, I explain how virtue ethics better accounts
for those rhetorical elements than do the alternatives. Additionally, I briefy address the
counterargument of moral relativism. If this argument succeeds, future ethical philosophy
ought to recognize the inherent rhetorical elements and look to virtue ethics as a possible
foundation for normative ethics.
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Tree dominant normative ethical philosophies have taken root in Western
society: deontology, the idea that morality depends on adherence to certain ethical laws
or imperatives; consequentialism, which professes that the morality of an action depends
on its outcomes; and virtue ethics, which defnes the ethical as that which cultivates and
manifests virtuous character. Philosophers across the millennia who engaged the question
of ethics have typically favored one of these three theories in some form or other. In this
essay, I argue that virtue ethics provides the superior basis for normative ethical philosophy
on the grounds that it better accounts for the rhetorical elements of ethics. I support this
claim by frst recounting a number of well-established critiques of both deontology and
consequentialism, focusing on their traditional proponents in Kant, Bentham, and Mill,
then arguing that these shortcomings are best understood as resulting from the inherent
rhetorical elements of ethics. I substantiate this claim by drawing on the theory of eminent
rhetoric scholar Kenneth Burke, elucidating the inherent discursive, interpretive, and
persuasive elements inherent in ethics. Finally, I explain how virtue ethics better accounts
for those rhetorical elements than do the alternatives. Importantly, I do not argue that
deontology and consequentialism ofer no merit in making moral decisions, but rather
that neither functions completely to defne ethics. After making my argument, I briefy
address the counterargument of moral relativism.
Deontology and Consequentialism
Deontology is the ethical framework defned by ultimate concern with duty, wherein what is morally good or right is fundamentally obedience to moral law. Deontology
originated in the 17th and 18th centuries, an era characterized by appeal to reason rather
than revelation for moral certainty in the face of a severely divided and dissonant Christian
church. Deontology emerged therefrom, helmed principally by Immanuel Kant (17241804) and his “categorical imperative.”1 Kant afrmed an autonomous moral agent, who
must rely on him/herself and his/her faculties of reason for moral truth and motivation,
sans any external guidance or motivation, including religious teachings or personal happiness; “it is rather an awareness of what our own rationality requires of us insofar as we
are agents capable of responding to this aspect of our nature.”2 Kant considered nothing
to be unconditionally good but a good will, and no other motivation or intention but to
do one’s duty for its own sake.3 Duty presents itself to the rational agent as obedience to a
law universally binding on all rational beings. Te test for such a law is universalizability,
the capacity to be willed as natural law without contradiction, with total impartiality and
without concern for reward or consequence.4 Kant deduces from these premises the categorical imperative (“categorical” as opposed to “hypothetical,” in that it does not rely on
condition or outcome)5: “Act only in accordance with that maxim through which you can
Alasdair MacIntyre, A Short History of Ethics: A History of Moral Philosophy from the
Homeric Age to the Twentieth Century, (New York: Macmillan, 1966), 191.
2
MacIntyre, SH, 194-195; Lawrence C. Becker and Charlotte C. Becker, eds. A History of
Western Ethics, (New York: Garland Publishing, 1992), 93.
3
Immanuel Kant, Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals, ed. and trans. Allen W. Wood,
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 9; MacIntyre, SH, 192; Gordon H. Clark and T.
V. Smith, eds. Readings in Ethics, 2nd Edition, (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1935),
255.
4
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at the same time will that it become a universal law.”6
Tus Kant proclaimed a totalizing ethics that applies universally across the spectrum
of human experiences. While others have presented various modifed deontological theories
which diverge somewhat from Kant’s radical dicta, the core tenet of duty as paramount
remains consistent. Tis essay focuses on Kant’s formulation because it represents the best
possibility of transcending rhetoric, since other deontological theories like prima facie and
threshold deontology call for criteria beyond pure rationality and soften the “categorical”
claim, allowing more signifcant rhetorical implications.
Te other prominent totalizing ethical framework in the modern world is
consequentialism, which says that what makes an action right or good is its outcome, i.e.
the good that comes of it, “good” usually meaning pleasure and/or the avoidance of pain.
Like deontology, consequentialism arose from Enlightenment aspirations to devise objective, universal standards for morality. However, while deontology stemmed from German
rationalism and idealism, consequentialism follows in the tradition of British empiricism.
Te preeminent consequentialist theory is “utilitarianism,” which defnes right action as
that which benefts the most people, or otherwise generates the most net good overall.7
Utilitarianism came to dominate 19th century British ethics through the work of Jeremy
Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873).8 Bentham originated the theory with the goal of making morality as precise as physics (contra Aristotle). As such, he
postulated pleasure and pain as a quantifable, discernable metric for morality, turning
ethical query into mathematical calculus: happiness = good = pleasure - pain.9 As such, says
Bentham, “it is the greatest happiness of the greatest number that is the measure of right
and wrong,” and this is the rallying cry of utilitarianism to this day.10 Pleasure and pain are
“two sovereign masters,” and the only criteria for determining the morality of an action.11
Mill modifed Bentham’s utilitarianism by suggesting an additional qualitative distinction
between pleasures, such that the pleasure of reading excellent literature is considered superior
to that of, for example, intoxication or wanton violence.12
Kant, Groundwork, 37 – Tere are two additional formulations of the categorical imperative
which Kant identifes, though he says any one implies the other two: ‘‘Act so that you use humanity, as much in your own person as in the person of every other, always at the same time as
end and never merely as means’’ (46-47), and “Act in accordance with maxims of a universally
legislative member for a merely possible realm of ends” (56). For the sake of expediency, this
essay will only engage directly with the frst formulation.
7
Another prominent consequentialist theory is “egoism,” which defnes right action as that
which brings the most good to the subject. Adam Smith, Max Stirner, and Ayn Rand are a
few thinkers to be associated with this view. Tis essay will avoid engaging egoism, however,
since it is largely overshadowed by utilitarianism.
8
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Tus the utilitarian consequentialist, like the Kantian deontologist, claims a totalizing, objective, universal normative framework. Future utilitarians would modify the
terms slightly, such as libertarians who replaced “pleasure” with “preference” as the thing
to maximize. Regardless, the utilitarian proclaims that without exception, right action is
to be discerned on the basis of outcomes, by whether or not they sufciently produce a
quantifable good. A departure from these principles is a departure from utilitarianism.
Both deontologists and consequentialists claim a rationally consistent, accessible, universal
framework for understanding morality and moral decision making. Both, however, prove
incomplete in this regard due to a number of cogent philosophical objections which hint
at unrecognized rhetorical elements in ethics.
Perhaps the most salient objection to Kantian deontology is that of conficting
duties. Simply put, if the core tenet of deontology is total observance of duties for their
own sake, then a situation where two duties confict, such that observance of one necessitates forsaking the other, renders the framework absurd.13 One might appeal to prima
facie duties to escape the dilemma, departing from Kant to make value judgements based
on criteria external to obedience for its own sake. Tis undercuts Kant’s system and opens
an entirely new problem as to by what criteria one might decide a hierarchy of duties,
opening the door to rhetorical discourse. Moral catastrophes pose a strong challenge to
any hierarchy of duties, such as a situation where one must either torture an enemy or let
one hundred innocent people die. Where can one draw a line that is rationally universal
and consistent? (Utilitarianism ofers a simple solution, but a problematic one, as the next
section will show.) A Kantian deontologist must either bite the bullet and suggest that
there simply is no morally correct choice in some situations, or must yield on the claim of
absolute, rational, objective universality and descend by degrees into the mire of discourse,
interpretation, and persuasion. Te difculty of navigating conficting duties thus partly
exposes the inherent rhetorical play in deontology.
Even for the bite-the-bullet Kantian, the categorical imperative ultimately ofers less
protection than promised against the ambiguities and complexities of the moral world, nor
does it allay the inevitable descent into particularity which accompanies the pursuit of ethics,
both of which further suggest embedded rhetorical elements. Te categorical imperative
requires that one defne the “maxim” of one’s action in order to test its universalizability.
However, defnition being an inherently selective and reductive practice, naming said
maxim requires one to divide up a particular moral situation in a specifc way, abandoning
other possible defnitions. (Tis is, incidentally, the practice of rhetoric.) For example, in
the classic “Jew in the Basement” dilemma, where one must either truthfully answer the SS
agent and doom the Jew, or lie to the agent and save the Jew, a Kantian may be forced to
give up the Jew in order to observe the categorical duty of telling the truth. However, as W.
D. Ross observes, this is defning the action at one specifc level of abstraction, i.e. “lying.”
“Lying to a murderous person” would be no less truthful a manner of characterizing the
situation, as would merely “making a statement.”14 Te former is merely more specifc, the
latter more general. Kant provides no positive framework for selecting a proper defnition,
nor does there appear to be one based on strictly rational, a priori grounds. Te defnition,
then, is contingent.15 Tis is known as the “casuistry” objection. As Rashdall summarizes,
Another way of phrasing this critique is as an objection to Kant’s dictum that “ought” implies “can.” See Martha Nussbaum’s Love’s Knowledge (1990) Te Fragility of Goodness (1986).
14
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[Kant] does not see that the rule ‘Do this except in such and such
circumstances’ just as ‘categorical’ and just as little ‘hypothetical’ as the rule
‘Do this under all circumstances whatever,’ so long as the exceptions are
recognized as no less universal in their application, no less based upon the
reason and nature of things, than the original rule.16
Tis is signifcant because, in Ross’s words, “Te test of universalizability applied at one
level of abstractness condemns the act; applied at another level of abstractness it justifes
it.”17 Tus, the Kantian system allows the potential for contradiction, the one cardinal
sin for the categorical imperative. Moreover, with sufcient ingenuity one could reason
virtually any maxim to be universalizable, and thus virtually any action permissible.18 Ross
concludes, “Universalizability, as a shortcut to knowing what is right, has failed us.”19 Tus,
it would appear that completely abstracting from ends and outcomes is inimical to sound
and consistent moral judgement.20 Te selectivity and ambiguity of defnition reveal further
rhetorical elements latent in deontological ethics.
Given the insufciency of deontology’s moral abstractions, consequentialism
presents an enticing alternative, one grounded in something alluringly concrete and quantifable: outcomes. Utilitarianism is an especially intuitive option given its afrmation of the
general good and its willingness to take ethical decisions on a case-by-case basis. However,
the mirage of a simple solution quickly fades in the face of a plethora of notable objections
that ultimately demonstrate consequentialism to be an even weaker option than deontology
as a candidate for absolute morality, and even more obviously permeated by rhetoric. One
salient objection is that of incommensurability, as pleasure reveals itself not to be so easily
quantifable as Bentham hoped. How ought a parent to decide between funding a child’s
education versus donating that money to a charity, as of the variety which digs wells for
African villages?21 How ought one to decide between two apparently equally-pleasure-bearing
options? Given the lack of objective quantifers, incommensurability exhibits the necessary
presence of rhetoric in utilitarianism.
Perhaps even more decisive and demonstrative of rhetoric’s inevitable role is the
objection of utilitarian injustice. What in utilitarianism might stop a thief who would
steal one million dollars by taking one dollar each from one million people? Could the
thief not argue cogently that his/her pleasure would outweigh the pain of the million, even
collectively? Or could not a poor person be justifed in robbing a rich person in order to
buy food or clothing, arguing that they will take greater net pleasure in those resources
than the rich person?22 Utilitarianism also fails to provide grounds for stopping the many
from exploiting the few. Te “utilitarian doctor” dilemma is a classic example: a doctor
Hastings Rashdall, A Critique of Self-Realization, in Problems of Ethics: A Book of Readings,
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must choose whether to murder one healthy patient in order to harvest his organs to save
fve ailing ones. Utilitarianism provides no clear grounds for rejecting such an action, and
would actually morally require it, though virtually no one would support such an action.23
So utilitarianism, if adhered to strictly and coherently, not only permits but prescribes acts
which most would deem wrong; “no action, however vile, [is] evil in itself or prohibited as
such,” and many would be actually encouraged.24 “Utilitarianism may be condemned as
irreconcilable with the dictates of justice,” says Ewing: “In view of these difculties it is not
surprising that to-day very few philosophers could be found to accept utilitarianism.”25 In
order not to permit such actions, a utilitarian must apply values beyond outcomes. Mill’s
modifcation does not succeed in clearing things up, since delineating between pleasures
on qualitative grounds requires an appeal to criteria beyond pleasure, thus abandoning the
cohesion of utilitarianism and straying into the rhetorical realm of discourse, interpretation,
and persuasion.26 Should a utilitarian instead appeal to formal rules, the pitfalls and corresponding rhetoric of deontology await.
Tese objections paint a picture of a cyclical relationship between deontology and
consequentialism that takes on the visage of an elaborate circular fallacy: radical observance
of universalized, rationally discerned duty will not hold without appeal to the guidance of
ends and outcomes; radical commitment to outcomes will not hold without the restriction
of rules and obligations. Deontology and consequentialism thus fail to provide air-tight,
totalizing ethical frameworks and collapse into each other, tangling in an inevitable overlap
where the complexity and relationality of human morality are revealed in their ubiquity.
Tis failure of the Enlightenment ethical project invites rhetorical critique and a potential
turn to a more classical ethical model.
Te Rhetorical Paradigm
Trough the insights of 20th century philosopher and rhetoric scholar Kenneth
27
Burke, we may explicate the shortcomings of deontology and consequentialism in their
failure to account for the fundamental and irreducible rhetorical28 elements of ethics. Te
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the infuence of symbols, or by symbols. For Burke, there is a certain mystical, even magical
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nature of these failures may be traced back to something fundamental about humanity:
what Burke calls its “symbolicity.” Te following paragraphs will attempt to coherently
explicate these rhetorical elements, demonstrating ethics to be fundamentally discursive,
interpretive, and persuasive.
Discursive
Te discursive element of ethics derives from the fact that humans themselves,
and everything they are or do, are embedded in language and symbolic exchange. Tis
observation prompted Kenneth Burke to argue for a defnition of humankind as “the symbol-using animal.”29 No other creature uses symbols more prodigiously and intricately, nor
relies on them so extensively, to understand and even create the world they inhabit. “How
fantastically much of our ‘Reality’ could not exist for us, were it not for our profound and
inveterate involvement in symbol systems,” writes Burke:
Our presence in a room is immediate, but the room’s relation to our country
as a nation, and beyond that, to international relations and cosmic relations,
dissolves into a web of ideas and images that reach through our senses only
insofar as the symbol systems that report on them are heard or seen.30
Our knowledge of history and geography, politics, current events, science, art and philosophy; most of the knowledge which situates an individual in the context of time, space,
and culture is encountered through symbolic media rather than any frst-hand experience.
Furthermore, the thoughts, feelings, knowledge, and opinions of others can only be known
through symbolic communication, such that something as apparently immediate as “I am
hungry” or “I love you” are in fact known through language and thus part of the overall
symbolic construction. “However important to us is the tiny sliver of reality each of us has
experienced frsthand,” Burke summarizes, “the whole overall ‘picture’ is but a construct of
our symbol system.”31 Symbol, especially language, is existentially ubiquitous in humanity.
Tis phenomenon of linguistic ubiquity or “symbolicity” tends to take the form
of what Burke calls “terministic screens,” a neologism denoting the way symbol systems
function as lenses which shape one’s perception of the world, like camera lenses of various
sizes and colors which give diferent accounts of the same scene.32 Terministic screens, as
symbolic, are inherently reductive, just as a map gives a reduced account of geography. As
such, they have an inherently persuasive function inasmuch as they promote one view of
reality over another, which will receive greater attention in a later section. Says Burke, “Even
if any given terminology is a refection of reality, by its very nature as a terminology it must
be a selection of reality; and to this extent it must function also as a defection of reality.”33 He
goes on, “‘Terministic screens’ direct the attention [sic]. Here the kind of defection I have
in mind concerns simply the fact that any nomenclature necessarily directs the attention
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into some channels rather than others.”34 Te point is that the symbols and symbol systems,
i.e. the languages and terminologies, one uses and in which one is embedded profoundly
afect the way one sees and interacts with the world. Te content and structure of our
terministic screens functions to motivate as well as to direct action.
Terministic screens are by their essence constructed discursively, their constitutive
substance being terms themselves. Tere are basically two varieties of terms: those which
put together, and those which take apart; terms of identifcation and division.35 Tese are,
at risk of oversimplifcation, the raw materials for constructing terministic screens, for
dividing up a near-infnitely complex and interconnected world and putting together a
comprehensible image of the real. Terms are forged from what Burke metaphorically calls
the “great central moltenness” of things, “where all is merged” and from which a coherent
view of reality may be wrought.36 Tis smithery is one way to understand language as
“symbolic action,” a signature term of Burke’s which describes the fundamental nature of
language, as opposed to mere “description.”37 For Burke, “Any verbal act is to be considered
‘symbolic action.’”38 Language is symbolic action inasmuch as communication actively
participates in constructing and reconstructing terministic screens. Finally, every human
being’s relationship with reality is symbolically mediated, each person’s screen is unique,
despite signifcant overlap, and virtually every human is imbued with the power of symbolic
action, the power to participate in symbolic construction.39
Ethics is therefore situated in the symbol-laden context of human reality, which
is the essence of the discursive element. We cannot access moral knowledge immediately,
outside the infuence of its symbolic order in which we are embedded and which are
constructed, shaped, and perpetuated discursively. Te ethical situation is often built and
always understood through language.40 Furthermore, inasmuch as making ethical decisions
depends on defning moral rules, outcomes, and/or situations, it is a rhetorical practice,
since “defnition itself is a symbolic act,” an act of dividing up and putting together the

Burke, TS, 45 – In this section Burke recalls a practice in early Modern France where the
Church prohibited dueling. Prospective duelists circumvented this injunction by “happening” to walk to the same place and “happening” to be carrying weapons for self-defense in
the event of meeting an enemy, thus framing the event as self-defense and carrying out a
“duel” without disobeying the church. Te Jesuits called this “directing the intention,” and
Burke uses it as a hyperbolic example of the principle by which terministic screens “direct the
attention.”
35
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raw materials of symbolically-mediated reality.41 Given the variety of human perspectives
involved in understanding particular ethical situations, and the plethora of factors and relationships between people, things, and ideas to be considered in making ethical decisions,
ethics is essentially discursive, implicitly or explicitly. “For nothing is more rhetorical in
nature than a deliberation as to what is too much or too little, too early or too late; in such
controversies, rhetoricians are forever ‘proving opposites,’” says Burke, quoting Aristotle.42
Interpretive
Te interpretive element of ethics follows naturally from the discursive. Symbol
systems and the terministic screens they compose are inherently reductive and thus contain
unavoidable ambiguities. Any individual term draws boundaries which exclude some things
and include others, and draws attention to certain aspects of the included things and away
from others.43 In sculpting meaningful discourse from the “great central moltenness,” it is
impossible to avoid ambiguity, since terms and language systems can never map perfectly
onto the near-limitless particularity and interrelatedness of things. Says Burke, “Since no
two things or acts or situations are exactly alike, you cannot apply the same term to both of
them without thereby introducing a certain margin of ambiguity, an ambiguity as great as
the diference between the two subjects that are given the identical title.”44 Tus, the interpretive element of ethics manifests in navigating the imperfect, reductive, ambiguity-laden
symbol systems through which human beings encounter, understand, and construct an
ethical situation.
Burke’s “dramatistic pentad” is an excellent illustration of how a particular situation may be interpreted variously depending on perspective, emphasis, and terminology.45
Every moral situation involves an act (action), scene (setting/context), agent (actor), agency
(means/method), and purpose. One’s interpretation of the situation will vary depending on
one’s view of each individual component, implicit or explicit, and the ethical conclusions
one reaches will vary accordingly. Valid interpretations may vary signifcantly: “Men may
violently disagree about the purposes behind a given act, or about the character of the person
who did it, or how he did it, or in what kind of situation he acted; or they may even insist
on totally diferent words to name the act itself.”46 Case in point: a man kills another man.
Te ethics of the situation will vary depending on whether the act is deemed “murder,”
“manslaughter,” “self-defense,” or “action within the line of duty,” which in turn will depend
largely on the scene (war zone? Private property? Premeditated or accidental?), agent (soldier?
Citizen? Convict? Adult or child?), agency (frearm? Blade? Vehicle? Medicinal overdose?),
and purpose (revenge? Following orders? Protecting a loved one? Driving drunk?). Each
component obviously intertwines intricately with the others, and how each is ultimately
defned and emphasized will largely determine the ethical judgement.
Burke distinguishes between two types of meaning which derive from the “great
central moltenness”: “semantic” and “poetic.”47 Te former attempts to draw lines with extreme
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precision, to eliminate ambiguity, to locate a thing precisely within the spatial/temporal/
cultural strata.48 Te latter encompasses the manifold implications and possibilities, the
“subtle signifcances,” of a word or name, exceeding the limitations of semantic meaning,
embracing ambiguity and interplay.49 Proverbs function poetically, for example: they encompass a variety of situations under one unifying metaphor which captures something
essential about the diverse array but does not attempt to negate the play at the fringes of
the things named.50 Semantic and poetic meaning exist in a dialectical, mutually benefcial
relationship, not complete opposition.51 Te former helps pragmatically specify the terms of
certain projects, while the latter allows for a more holistic view of reality in its complexity,
relationality, and interpretive necessity. Semantic meaning makes possible ‘either-or’ logic,
while the poetic importantly reminds one that reality often includes elements of ‘both-and.’52
Ultimately, however, all language functions poetically, as there is always some
ambiguity, some directing the attention, some grey area which defes absolute precision.53
Semantic meaning becomes problematic when it becomes dogmatic, when it disallows
moments of play in the grey areas of ‘both-and.’54 Attempts to completely eliminate ambiguity have never succeeded in language, nor have they in the realm of ethics.55 As useful
as semantics is in ethical considerations, a complete and total commitment to absolute
defnitions impoverishes the complexity of the ethical landscape. Semantic language ought
to be understood, then, as pointing out certain important aspects of a thing rather than
capturing its totality or essence.56 Semantic meaning is useful, but not all-encompassing,
and to think that pure, seamless defnitions will defeat ethical quandaries is a mistake. What
is needed is not total avoidance of ambiguity frst and foremost but to attempt to “clearly
reveal the strategic spots at which ambiguities necessarily arise.”57
Persuasive
Inasmuch as discourse and interpretation are elements of ethics, persuasion follows naturally, both in implicit and explicit forms. Te ubiquity of symbolic mediation, its
ambiguity and interconnectedness, and he necessity of interpretation create the conditions
for confict and division. True rhetoric for Burke takes place amidst the opposition and
Burke, TM, 88 – Burke uses the analogy of a postal code, which can locate a person with
precision within a particular framework but cannot account for that person’s total identity.
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disagreement which comes with division. “Strife, enmity, and faction” permeate human
relationships and institutions, and in the chaotic complexity of ambiguity-laden terministic screens, the “Human Barnyard,” rhetoric ofers a means of navigation.58 “If men were
not apart from one another, there would be no need for the rhetorician to proclaim their
unity.”59 “Identifcation,” the counterpart to division, is Burke’s key term for understanding
persuasion: as inviting someone into particular terminological commitments and the values
thereof.60 Division allows identifcation, and identifcation implies division, just as “is”
implies “is not.”61 Identifcation is necessary for the formation of all human relationships,
including ethical ones.62 Trough identifcation, human beings may become unifed with
one another in a state Burke calls “consubstantiation,” wherein despite diferences and
the complexities of particularity two persons may share common perspectives, concepts,
ideas, attitudes, and commitments.63 Tough persuasion for Burke does include elements
of Aristotelian rhetoric, more holistically it is to be understood as a “general body of identifcations” which construct screens and motivate actions.64
One might understand Burkean identifcation and its implications for the persuasive element of ethics in two distinct but overlapping ways: in defning specifc terms
and in the formation of terministic screens. In regards to the former, Burke, quoting Aristotle, acknowledges that rhetoric may tend to “prove opposites.”65 When drawing lines
of distinction, when putting things together and taking things apart, one may often come
to opposing conclusions based on the same data. Which defnition prevails is a matter of
persuasion. Cogent defnitions may be discovered by advocacy and debate, by investigating
the implications and identifcations bound up in the term.66 One must remain mindful,
however, that even the best defnitions cannot eliminate ambiguity altogether, and to come
to a decision in a situation that defes a defned system necessitates further persuasion. Furthermore, since names and defnitions are always already imbued with their own attitudes
and internal logics, defnition is itself a persuasive act whether or not accompanied by outright debate.67 Tus the notion of defnition as persuasive bleeds into that of constructing
terministic screens as another persuasive action. Burke writes,
Not only does the nature of our terms afect the nature of our observations,
in the sense that the terms direct the attention to one feld rather than to
another. Also, many of the ‘observations’ are but implications of the particular
terminology in terms of which the observations are made. In brief, much of
what we take as observations about ‘reality’ may be but the spinning out of
possibilities implicit in our particular choice of terms.68
Examples abound, from Franz Boaz’s encounter with Inuit dumplings to the Holocaust.
Since terms and terminological systems shape our view of reality, any impact on them is
inherently a persuasive infuence.
Burke, ID, 180, 182.
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Ethics, then, must have a prominent persuasive element in that the defnitions involved (be it defning the good, virtue, moral laws, outcomes, prima facie duties, ethical
situations, etc.) are matters of persuasion, and in that the symbol systems in which we are
embedded (and which are constantly subject to infuence) always already impact the terms
in which we view morality. Ethics cannot escape the elements of discourse, interpretation,
and persuasion via appeal to reason as deontology and consequentialism have attempted,
for they are subsumed by symbolicity.
Application to Philosophical Critiques
When observed through the lens of a rhetorical paradigm, the “incommensurability/ incalculability” and “utilitarian injustice” objections to consequentialism make
perfect sense. How one defnes pleasure presents a rhetorical challenge from the outset.
Does it refer to the release of certain neurochemicals, the fulfllment of preference, physical health, material wealth, or something else entirely? Might the defnition depend on
the situation? Additionally, pleasure and pain cannot be directly experienced or verifed
by someone other than the subject, much less tested or quantifed. One’s experience with
another’s pleasure is mediated by language, so truth or value claims thereof are rhetorical
in nature. Tus, judgements based on quantity of pleasure rely on rhetoric insofar as
knowing the necessary details of a particular situation comes symbolically. Furthermore,
once one accepts qualitative distinctions between pleasures, it opens the feld for debating
which pleasures rank more highly, and by what degree. All this is to say nothing of how
our symbol systems shape our very concept or feeling of pleasure. In the case of utilitarian
injustice, one must appeal to rules based on some higher principle than net pleasure. If
one turns to a sort of rule utilitarianism, where the pursuit of good outcomes is guided by
rules, or soft deontology, where rules are necessary but not categorical, the need for rhetoric
is obvious. Rules require defnition, interpretation, and persuasion to be developed and
observed properly and consistently; rules divide up the world selectively, defectively, and
imperfectly just like normal language, but with an explicit hortatory value judgement.
Even if one turns to a Kantian view, one still cannot escape the play of rhetoric in human
ethics, as the next paragraphs demonstrate.
In regards to the “conficting duties” objection, the opposition between duties
already suggests a rhetorical relationship, an example of “proving opposites.” When duties
confict, one must appeal to reasons beyond Kant’s obedience for its own sake in order to
make a decision. Prima facie duties require criteria outside of universalization, thus opening
the way for rhetoric, and even prima facie rules may be subject to complications and/or
exceptions, as in the case of moral catastrophes. Given the inherent ambiguity of the terms
which mediate reality, their inability to perfectly map onto the contours of the concrete, it
ought to come as no surprise that no set of categorical rules could determine right action
in every situation without exception. Ross and Rashdall’s “casuistry” objection to Kant may
be the most directly Burkean of all. In observing the possibility of dividing up and defning
an ethical situation in various ways, to various degrees of abstraction, such that conficting
maxims may yet satisfy the categorical imperative, Ross and Rashdall inadvertently reference
the latent (and unwelcome) role of rhetoric in Kantian ethics. A Kantian must engage in
“directing the attention,” must “select” and “defect” reality in defning the maxim of a
situation, and as Ross and Rashdall suggest (and Burke confrms) there is a certain inescapable ambiguity in this enterprise. Te reality of human ethical situations often defes
precise delineation into special maxims; the lines must, of course, be drawn somewhere,
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but that somewhere is not a given.69 Rather, it is contingent; it is a matter of investigating the
symbolically-mediated, discursively-understood ethical situation and principles at hand,
recognizing the persuasive forces at play, and devising a cogent rhetorical interpretation.
If the production of good outcomes is the sole criterium for understanding right
action, but “good” is not always self-evident and the utilitarian calculus seems to mandate
injustices, then utilitarianism proves insufcient as an ethical framework. If universalizability
is the principle desideratum of the good, and nearly anything can be universalized, then
Kantianism in its ideal form disintegrates. For these reasons, Kantianism and utilitarianism
are incomplete. Teir criteria for judging right action lack the rhetorical nuance required
to undergird one’s ethical philosophy. I propose virtue ethics as a viable alternative.
Virtue Ethics
Te core elements of virtue ethics may be introduced through the ethical writings
of Aristotle, who is widely considered to have frst formalized the theory. Virtue ethics
is distinct from deontological and consequentialist ethics most basically in its defning
human good as the development and manifestation of good character, i.e. the cultivation
of arête, or “excellence.” “Human good,” writes Aristotle, “turns out to be activity of the
soul in accordance with virtue, and if there are more than one virtue, in accordance with
the best and most complete.”70 He does not acknowledge one transcendent, ideal “Good,”
but rather a plurality of goods suggested by the plurality of ends towards which human
actions strive.71 In this there are similarities to utilitarianism, but Aristotle’s virtue ethics
diverges in the recognition of a fnal, self-sufcient end at which all actions ultimately aim
and by which all other goods are subsumed.72 Tis supreme end Aristotle identifes as a
state of being he terms eudaimonia, literally “good-spiritedness” and generally translated as
“happiness” or “fourishing,” which may be understood as fulfllment of the purpose and
potential of humankind.73 Tus, to understand the ethical one must understand human
excellence.74 Aristotle suggests that the defning characteristic of humanity is the logos,
Burke, ID, 186 – “As regards autonomous activities, the principle of rhetorical identifcation may be summed up thus: Te fact that an activity is capable of reduction to intrinsic,
autonomous principles does not argue that it is free from identifcation with other orders of
motivation extrinsic to it. Such other orders are extrinsic to it, as considered from the standpoint of the specialized activity alone. But they are not extrinsic to the feld of moral action
as such, considered from the standpoint of human activity in general. Te human agent,
qua human agent, is not motivated solely by the principles of a specialized activity, however
strongly this specialized power, in its suggestive role as imagery, may afect his character.
Any specialized activity participates in a larger unit of action. ‘Identifcation’ is a word for the
autonomous activity’s place in this wider context, a place where the agent may be unconcerned. Te shepherd, qua the shepherd, acts for the good of the sheep, to protect them from
discomfture and harm. But he may be ‘identifed’ with a project that is raising the sheep for
market” (emphasis added).
70
Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea, trans. W. D. Ross, in Te Basic Works of Aristotle, ed. Richard
McKean (New York, NY: Random House, 1941), 1098a943.
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Blackwell Publishing, 2004), 199-200; MacIntyre, SH, 58-59.
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generally translated as the “rational principle,” which incorporates practical and theoretical
reason, consciousness, and language.75 So the ultimate good, eudaimonia, which includes
both being and doing good or well, is “a certain kind of activity of the soul expressing
excellence” in the defning qualities of humankind, i.e. the logos.76 Tis view of the good
contrasts with Kantianism and utilitarianism. Virtue ethics is not concerned frst and
foremost with duties or with outcomes, universalization or calculus, but with character
and excellence. From this basic conception of the nature of good, Aristotle derives notions
of how we can attain virtue and what defnes it/what it looks like.
Aristotle suggests that human virtue comes in two forms, moral and intellectual,
which must be developed through practice and education.77 Specifcally, moral virtues
like courage, temperance, and justice are developed through practice and habit, while intellectual virtues like scientifc, mathematical, and philosophical reasoning come through
tutelage.78 Understanding and developing these virtues requires theoretical (sophia) and
practical (phronesis) intellect, as well as concrete moral action.79 Te good, then, requires
practical wisdom and moral virtue, to know and to work towards the good, respectively.80
One cannot be ethical without practical wisdom; with it comes all other virtues.81 Being
good and doing good are inseparable for Aristotle, existing in a cyclical and mutually
dependent relationship, such that an action is morally virtuous only if it proceeds from
a virtuous character, and a virtuous character must be cultivated by habituating virtuous
action.82 “With regards to virtue, then, it is not enough to know, but we must try to have
and use it,”83 says Aristotle. He goes on,
… For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by
doing them … we must become just by doing just acts, temperate by doing
temperate acts, brave by doing brave acts. … Tus, in one word, states of
character arise out of like activities. … It makes no small diference, then,
whether we form habits of one kind or of another from our very youth; it
makes a very great diference, or rather all the diference.84
Tus, education is an incredibly important element of Aristotelian virtue ethics, not only
in learning intellectual virtues but in developing moral virtues as well: the virtuous person
benefts greatly from being “brought up in a particular way from [their] very youth.”85
Exercising virtue is not the good in itself, per se, but rather a means of manifesting and
cultivating the good, which is a condition of being excellent, which in turn manifests virtuous actions.86 Tis contrasts with Kant, for whom the good is simply to do one’s duty.
Tis contrast sharpens upon examination of Aristotle’s practical account of virtues.
Aristotle, EN, 1098a943; Roochnik, RA, 215; Becker & Becker, HWE, 19.
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Te essence of Aristotle’s take on virtue arguably hinges on three main commitments: action
(as mentioned before), moderation, and respect for particularity. Tis fnal commitment is not
to be confused with total rejection of the universal, but rather a temperance of categorical
universal claims via acute attention to particulars.87 While he still makes universal claims,
Aristotle nonetheless approaches them through observation of practical particulars rather
than categorical abstraction and remains tempered by close attention to said particulars.88
Virtues themselves are characterized by moderation between extremes of excess and defciency.89 Aristotle ofers a succinct defnition:
Virtue, then, is a state of character concerned with choice, lying in a mean,
i.e. the mean relative to us, this being determined by a rational principle, and
by that principle by which the man of practical wisdom would determine
it. Now it is a mean between two vices … Hence in respect of its substance
and the defnition which states its essence virtue is a mean, with regard to
what is best and right an extreme.90
Virtues are active manifestations of good character which may be described in substance as
the moderation between two opposing forces, the excess and defect of which constitute vices:
courage lies in the tension between cowardice and brashness, generosity between stinginess
and prodigality.91 Tis notion of virtue as located in the tension between opposing things
is a key insight original to Aristotle.92 Equally important is the assertion that the mean is
no mere formula but rather exists relative to specifc situations, and thus requires practical
wisdom, knowledge, and insight in order to apply the principles to specifc choices and actions.93
Te rules, the right, the good do not exist independent of context. Virtue must be understood “through intimate knowledge of the conditions of human life and insight into the
interconnected capacities making up human nature,” elucidates Becker.94 Te practice and
development of virtue requires sound moral judgement.95 For Aristotle, choices determine
character, and virtuous choices require rational principle and deliberation.
Connection to Rhetoric
Tis essay does not argue specifcally for a pure Aristotelian interpretation of
Roochnik, RA, 163 - Troughout his philosophy, Aristotle pushes back on notions of
universalism, probably as a reaction to Plato’s intellectual contributions immediately prior.
Plato, a rationalist, pursued knowledge of the good principally through abstract reasoning,
not unlike Kant. Aristotle was more of a proto-empiricist, marked by respect for sense
experience and observation as means of acquiring knowledge.
88
Roochnik, RA, 161-162 – It is worth mentioning that Aristotle was arguably the frst
systematic scientist, who studied the natural world closely in order to draw conclusions about
nature itself. He applies a similar attitude to ethics (160).
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virtue ethics. However, Aristotle’s foundational ideas ofer a basis for understanding ethics
which opens a space for the rhetorical elements of ethics to be recognized and to fourish.
Te following paragraphs will suggest ways in which Aristotelian virtue ethics might be
interpreted to precisely that end.
In terms of the discursive elements of ethics, a function of humanity’s symbolicity,
virtue ethics opens clear avenues for acknowledging the key role of discourse and dialogue
in understanding and the good. One of the most interesting connections is in Aristotle’s
suggestion that the good is best understood as excellence in humankind’s distinctive
qualities, which he in turn identifes as the logos. Logos is generally translated “reason” or
“rationality” in this passage, but in ancient Greek it also means “speech” and “word,” as
in the Gospel of John chapter one verse one, where Jesus Christ is called “the Logos,” the
Word. Interpreted this way, Aristotle’s take on the “defnition of man” is quite compatible
with Burke’s. A virtue ethics based on the premise that the virtuous human is that which
most excellently uses their symbolistic abilities and responsibilities is perhaps an interesting
tangent for another day. As it is, the very concept of good character, virtuous action, and
eudaimonia as the good opens up ethics to discursive possibilities unseen in Kantianism or
utilitarianism. Kant is interested in abstraction and universalization via rational principle,
and utilitarianism seeks a quasi-mathematical certainty in calculating the good. While
previous sections have elucidated the inescapable rhetorical elements of these frameworks,
virtue ethics comes ready-equipped with an expectation of discourse. Aristotle’s emphasis
on education is a key tell on this point: both intellectual and moral virtues depend largely
on education to be realized, and education being a fundamentally discursive/rhetorical
enterprise, the space for recognizing the key role of discourse in understanding the good
is already part of Aristotle’s ethics. Tey additionally rely on practical reasoning, phronesis,
which is incidentally a key component of rhetoric in Aristotle’s teachings. Indeed, rhetoric
for Aristotle is a key tool in attaining practical knowledge for social beneft.96 More loosely,
one might even suggest that the notion of virtue as residing in the tension between ideas
suggests a certain discursivity in virtue ethics, inasmuch as the space created in “dividing” the
ideas in tension (which may not always be vices, but rather virtues, as in mercy-and-justice or
freedom-and-security, or entities, as in society-and-the individual) invites a certain relationship
or metaphorical “dialogue” between the two. Furthermore, inasmuch as language may be
seen as “symbolic action,” a la Burke, virtue ethics’ emphasis on virtue as inherently active
draws another connection between the two thinkers and between language and ethics.
Virtue ethics opens a Burkean space for understanding verbal acts as moralized.
Burke’s theories clearly demonstrate how an understanding of human symbolicity
reveals the nuanced ways in which ethical values and ethical situations must be interpreted.
Virtue ethics undoubtedly makes allowances for this fact. Aristotle’s pronouncement that
the virtuous mean can only be discerned by good judgement regarding particular situations
is precisely what is required by the inherent ambiguity, complexity, and interrelatedness
of language, situation, and value. Kantian deontology tries to transcend particularity
entirely via rational abstraction and categorical universalization, but is defeated by the inescapable ambiguity of ethical terms, the near-endless potential particularity of the ethical
situation, and the insufciency of scientistic language in ethical discourse. Utilitarianism
acknowledges somewhat the need for concreteness and particularity in moral judgement,
but attempts nonetheless to reduce ethics, which is bound up in the complexity and ambiguity of humanity’s symbolistic nature, to mathematical calculation. Neither succeed fully,
Aristotle, Rhetoric, trans. W. Rhys Roberts, ed. Jenny Bak, (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2004), 5-6.
96
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and modifcations which attempt to account for interpretive complexity cause the views
either to collapse into each other or to stray from absolutism into the rhetorical territory
of particularity, as shown above. Virtue ethics begins with the assumption that categorical
universals and exclusive criteria cannot give account of virtue in every situation, and thus
posits not laws or calculi but principles to be discovered or constructed through discourse,
education, and practical reasoning, which in turn must use that selfsame reasoning to be
applied with sound judgement to particular situations, all things considered. Principles
may operate similarly to proverbs, allowing for the play of interpretation where moral laws
do not. Tis opens the space for seeking out ambiguities and implications, identifcations
and divisions, values and attitudes, for examining act, scene, agent, agency, and purpose
and pondering their proper weight in each unique situation. Recognition of the irreducible
need for interpretation in ethics need not descend into total particularism or relativism.
Tough words contain ambiguities, they are still meaningful, and though situations are
complex, they are not generally totally incomprehensible. Every term is to some extent
a rise above particularity, and one need not deny that moral language like “lying,” “murder,” “wrong,” “justice,” and so on name practically comprehensible collections of things
and ideas. However, like Aristotelian virtues, the truth of a matter or a defnition resides
somewhere between the particular and the universal, and both must be brought to bear
in order to make sound ethical judgements. Principles swing universal; situations swing
particular; good judgement, which prominently includes interpretation, must be used to
discern what is right.
As suggested when describing the rhetorical elements of ethics, the persuasive
element is something of a given in light of the discursive and interpretive elements. Whenever there is a choice between two or more options, persuasion will be involved. Kantian
deontology attempts to skirt this issue with the categorical imperative by saying there is
never a choice, only one could possibly be correct, and it is correct by logical necessity. In
so doing, Kant efectively does all the persuasive work in setting up the rational principles
of universalization and noncontradiction as the bases for ethical decision-making, so the
persuasive element is rigorously logical and takes on the guise of absolute knowledge rather
than rhetoric. Utilitarianism does something similar, making an argument for pleasure or
preference as the highest good and suggesting a utilitarian calculus as a fool-proof desideratum of ethics, failing to recognize even such a mathematical system as fundamentally
persuasive inasmuch as pleasure must be defned and advocated. Virtue ethics is already set
up to invite persuasion at every level. Te aforementioned connection of rhetoric to ethics
via phronesis, where persuasion and practical wisdom intertwine, suggests that one might
read “discourse” or “persuasion” into any sentence in the Ethica Nicomachea which includes
the term. Tus, discerning the nature of virtue is a matter of persuasion, as is the defning
of particular virtues (which, inasmuch as it may be seen as “discourse” between opposing
principles may be seen as “argument” or “debate” between them). Likewise applying virtue
principles to particular situations. All of these Aristotle suggests require the use of practical
reasoning and sound judgement, which in turn implies a certain rhetoric or persuasion.
Likewise, inasmuch as language itself is “symbolic action,” and virtue itself is action, the very
process of discussing or invoking ethical principles, even without transparent deliberative
or argumentative language, is a form of persuasion or symbolic infuence both in its construction of ethical understanding and ethical situations (inasmuch as reality is mediated
or even created by language) and in its inherent ethical quality as an action. Aristotle notes
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ethos, i.e. character, as a core component of efective and ethical persuasion.97 Could it be
also that persuasion is a core component of efective and ethical character?
Rhetoric permeates each of the three major ethical frameworks, but only virtue
ethics anticipates and accounts for it, and invites rhetoric as an integral part of the ethical
system. Kantianism and utilitarianism seek to escape discourse, interpretation, and persuasion, and to provide a catch-all morality which perfectly maps onto every facet of human
life and provides moral certainty in any situation. As noble as this mission may be, and as
relevant and useful as rules and outcomes are to ethical decision-making, a total allegiance
to one or the other is misguided. Situations will arise which defy their neat boundaries and
demonstrate holes in their moral reasoning. Understanding the good in terms of virtuous
character and ethical universals as principles rather than laws invites discourse, interpretation,
and persuasion into ethical philosophy without rejecting rules or outcomes as relevant.
Relativism Objection and Reply
Perhaps the most obviously salient objection which this argument invites is that
of moral relativism. Burke’s rhetorical theory, if true, seems to subvert the possibility of
objective moral knowledge and invite perspectivism, or a relativism akin to the Protagorean
variety. In brief: if ethics can only be understood through fallible, individual, ambiguity-laden symbolic mediation, if objective reality is not immediately reachable, then how
can one make any objective truth claims? Does such a view not render ethics subjective
and invite sophistry? If Burke’s rhetorical theory holds, what qualifes virtue ethics over
moral relativism as a rhetorical ethical framework? Tis objection appears in another form
as a critique of virtue ethics as well. How ought the virtues to be defned? What is there to
suggest that virtues are uniform from person to person or culture to culture?98 One may
cogently argue that the implications of the rhetorical paradigm, or even virtue ethics itself,
invite relativism over normativity.
A full reply to the relativism objection requires further development, and might
be the work of a future essay. But for the purposes of this work, my thesis assumes some
objective good or morality on the grounds that moral relativism has been demonstrated
to be highly problematic. Te notion that a murderer or rapist may be equally justifed in
their actions, or that no individual or culture can be morally corrected or improved, violates
moral intuitions which seem to reside at humanity’s core. Furthermore, as C. S. Lewis
(among others) has observed, many moral intuitions seem to be shared across boundaries
of time, space, and culture, hinting at some transcendent, real good or right.99 Untangling
the interplay between rhetoric and symbolicity on the one hand and objective reality, truth,
and morality on the other is a monumental task probably greater than any one thinker,
let alone one essay. Regardless, given the problems with moral relativism and the apparent
commonality of moral intuitions, it seems reasonable to seek an ethical framework which
befts the task of understanding and practicing ethics as symbolistic beings. For these reasons
virtue ethics stands superior to moral relativism.
Aristotle, Rhetoric, 7-8.
MacIntyre, SH, 65-67 – In many ways, this objection echoes the casuistry objection to
Kantianism. It is distinct, however, in that Kantianism lays claim to accessible, universal,
objective moral knowledge via the system of the categorical imperative, whereas virtue ethics
admits a degree of relativity already.
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Teaching of English in the Upper Forms of Schools, (Québec: Samizdat University Press, 1943),
8-9.
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Conclusion
Is virtue essentially conformity to categorical moral laws? Or production of outcomes guided by a utilitarian calculus? While rules and outcomes are undoubtedly important
considerations in moral decisions, the aforementioned objections to Kantianism and utilitarianism seem to suggest that it cannot be reduced to such. Tis failure seems connected
to humanity’s inherent symbolicity and the resulting irreducible rhetorical elements of
ethics. Rather, a more ftting conception of the good is as the active application of moral
principles via sound judgement by a person of good character. If this essay has succeeded,
then contemporary ethical philosophy should not focus on salvaging strict deontological
or consequentialist normative frameworks but rather on investigating the implications of
the rhetorical paradigm for understanding it. I have suggested that virtue ethics provides a
framework for building a normative ethic based on these implications. Future scholarship
ought to investigate further the elements of good character and the discursive, interpretive,
and persuasive thereof.
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Abstract
Tis paper examines the impeachment of Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase, whose
opposition to the Jeferson administration––combined with a cantankerous judicial temperament––nearly got him removed from the bench in 1804. Constitutional scholars have
long discussed the signifcance of the precedent set by Samuel Chase’s Senate trial, but do
not all agree on the extent to which it was benefcial to afrming the principle of judicial
independence. Tis paper argues that the Jefersonian failure to remove Chase marked a
major victory for judicial independence and further insulated federal judges from executive
interference with judicial decisions. By examining subsequent instances of federal judicial
impeachments, this paper observes that in the wake of Chase’s acquittal, politically-motivated impeachments dropped of and eforts to remove federal judges became focused on
incapacity or criminal infractions. In contrast to some constitutional scholars, this paper
concludes that the outcome of Chase’s impeachment ensured that amidst future collisions
between branches, the federal judiciary would remain independent.
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Introduction
Less than two decades after the ratifcation of the U.S. Constitution, Congress
grappled with a controversial issue about a Supreme Court Justice that split the Senators
clearly along party lines. In 1804, the nation held its breath as the Senate conducted the
impeachment proceedings of Justice Samuel Chase, a staunch Federalist and vocal opponent
of the Jeferson administration. Few trials have had a more profound impact on the future
of the federal judiciary. As the Senate deliberated on Chase’s fate, the future of the entire
Judicial Branch hung in the balance. Te vote came out in Chase’s favor, and he remained
on the bench until his death. Yet the fact that he was not removed despite his vocal opposition to the current administration was tremendously important to the formation of
the U.S. federal court system and bolstered the independence of the federal judiciary at a
time when it was on shaky ground.
Chase’s “Bad Behavior”
Samuel Chase was not a glowing example of sound judicial temperament. Historian Richard E. Ellis remarks in his book, Te Jefersonian Crisis, that “Few members
of the revolutionary generation were more bitterly partisan or more controversial than
Chase” (Ellis, 2011, p. 76). Before his legal career, he had already gained a reputation for
his cantankerous disposition. Despite this, Chase’s intellect was unquestioned. Chief Justice John Marshall wrote that Chase “possessed a strong mind, great legal knowledge, and
was a valuable judge” (Lillich, 1960, p. 53). Even so, his quick temper often got him into
trouble. President Washington was hesitant to nominate him to the Supreme Court, and
only did so after failing to fnd another qualifed candidate willing to accept the position.
Te Senate was similarly wary but confrmed him anyway.
Sure enough, Justice Chase’s tenure was marked by controversy. A staunch Federalist, Chase’s intemperance grew worse when the Republicans, led by Tomas Jeferson, rose
to power and began dismantling the policies and initiatives of the Adams administration.
He presided over several cases while riding circuit in 1800 that seemed to confrm Washington’s misgivings. As time went on, be became increasingly vocal about his contempt
of the Jefersonians. By 1801, Justice Chase had become “the most hated member of the
federal judiciary” (Ellis, p. 79).
One of Chase’s frst instances of judicial intemperance occurred during the trial
of John Fries in 1800. Fries had led an armed revolt in Pennsylvania after Congress levied
a new and extremely unpopular tax on land and slaves (Elsmere, 1979, p. 432). Te rebellion resulted in dozens of indictments for federal crimes, including eleven treason charges.
Fries was convicted of treason in a lower court and sentenced to death but was granted
another trial. As Fries’ lawyer prepared to deliver his argument, Chase announced that he
had considered the law, and had already written his opinion and jury instructions, which
he duly submitted to the clerk. Dumbfounded that Chase had authored his opinion before
any arguments were presented, the defense refused to proceed with the trial, and Fries
stood convicted of treason and sentenced to death. Although President Adams ultimately
pardoned him, Chase’s handling of the case received widespread criticism.
Chase garnered even harsher reproach for his statements during the trial of James
T. Callender, who had circulated pamphlets critical of President Adams in violation of
the Sedition Act of 1798. Before the trial, Justice Chase instructed the federal marshal
to exclude all Republicans from the venire (Knudson, 1970, p. 71). One potential juror
expressed that he had already formed an opinion about the case after reading a newspaper
article about it. Chase placed him on the jury anyway. In his book, Grand Inquests, the late
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Chief Justice of the United States William H. Rehnquist (1999) observes that “In 1800, as
in the present day, jurors who were impartial as between the government and the criminal
defendant had been thought essential to aford a fair trial” (p. 80).
Justice Chase caused even more controversy during the trial itself. Callender’s
lawyers did not have the opportunity to meet with Colonel John Taylor, a witness for the
defense, prior to the trial. Because the attorneys were unable to explain what precisely they
hoped to prove from Taylor’s testimony, Justice Chase told them to reduce their questions
to writing. Chief Justice John Marshall, who watched this transpire in the courtroom,
later testifed that this was the frst time he had ever heard of a judge requiring questions
be reduced to writing (Rehnquist, 1999, p. 81). After counsel reluctantly obliged him,
Justice Chase announced that Taylor’s evidence was altogether inadmissible because it did
not justify the entirety of one of Callender’s charges. As a result, his testimony could not
be admitted at all. Law professor Raoul Berger (1973) argues in his book, Impeachment:
Te Constitutional Problems, that Chase’s decision to exclude Taylor’s evidence was not just
unusual, but egregiously wrong (pp. 236-238).
Troughout the rest of Callender’s trial, Justice Chase became increasingly hostile towards the defense. He made frequent interruptions and several jokes at the lawyers’
expense. Taylor testifed in Chase’s impeachment proceedings that the jabs at Callender’s
attorneys “were followed by a great deal of mirth in the audience. Te audience laughed,
but the counsel never laughed at all” (Rehnquist, 1999, p. 83). Chief Justice Rehnquist
highlights the signifcance of Chase’s tone:
No one unfamiliar with the courtroom practice of law can fully
realize the tremendous advantage that a judge has over the lawyers
who appear before him, and the corresponding obligation upon
the judge to refrain from ridiculing or making light of the lawyers.
But Samuel Chase was either unaware of any such obligation or
unwilling to acknowledge it. (pp. 83-84)
Chase was so belligerent towards the defense that Callender’s lawyers quit. Callender served a nine-month prison sentence and was fned two hundred dollars.
Te charges against Justice Chase with regard to the Fries and Callender trials
dealt with alleged procedural errors. But the later articles of impeachment went further,
accusing the Justice of engaging in politics from the bench. More specifcally, it pointed to
an incident in June 1800, when Chase concluded his remarks to a grand jury in Baltimore
by delivering an impassioned sermon on the importance of a strong federal judiciary, which
included more than a few jabs at the Jeferson administration. “Te independence of the
national judiciary is already shaken to its foundation, the virtue of the people alone can
restore it,” he declared. “Our republican Constitution will sink into a mobocracy, the worst
of all possible governments” (Knudson, p. 63). He concluded his tirade by warning his
captive audience that the policies of the current administration “have brought this mighty
mischief upon us” and that “it will rapidly progress until peace and order, freedom and
property, shall be destroyed” (Ellis, p. 80).
Te timing of Justice Chase’s charge to the Baltimore grand jury seemed especially
dubious. It came soon after the Federalists lost control of Congress, and as the Jefersonians were beginning to undo many policies and initiatives of the Adams administration.
At frst, Jeferson had sought reconciliation among the judiciary, which was chock-full of
judges appointed by his predecessor and political rival, John Adams. But in the frst few
months of his presidency, many federal judges––of whom Chase was the most vocal––had
made rulings and public statements that seemed intended to thwart the eforts of the new
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administration. For Jeferson, Justice Chase’s intemperate charge to the Baltimore grand
jury was the last straw.
Te Senate Trial
Article III of the Constitution (1789) provides that federal judges serve for “a term
of good behaviour.” In order to remove Chase from ofce, the Jefersonians would have to
prove that he had engaged in some form of “bad behaviour” that warranted removal from
the bench. Te House of Representatives passed eight articles of impeachment on March
12, 1804, which outlined Chase’s actions in the trials of John Fries, James T. Callender,
and towards the Baltimore grand jury (Ellis, p. 76). Te Senate trial featured several giants
of the founding era including Aaron Burr, who presided over the proceedings. After several
witnesses had taken the stand, arguments commenced, beginning with the defense.
Joseph Hopkinson, a young lawyer from Philadelphia, delivered an opening statement for the defense. In it, he raised several questions about the nature of impeachment:
Does such a court (i.e. the Senate of the United States) act to scan
and to punish petty errors and indiscretions too insignifcant to
have a name in the penal code, too paltry for the notice of a court
of quarter sessions? Is the Senate of the United States, solemnly
convened and held together in the presence of a nation, to fx a
standard of politeness in a judge, and mark the precincts of a judicial
decorum? (Carrington, 1923, p. 494)
After Hopkinson’s remarks, Philip Barton Key, Charles Lee, Luther Martin, and Robert
Harper also presented arguments for the defense. Tey sought to justify Chase’s actions
in the Fries and Callender trials and show that his actions did not constitute impeachable
ofenses (p. 495).
Te prosecution, through increasingly heated arguments, reminded the Senate
of Chase’s judicial intemperance. John Randolph contrasted Chase with Chief Justice
John Marshall, calling the latter “a man as much superior to [Chase] in point of talents as
he is in uprightness of conduct” (p. 497). Randolph admonished the Senate to “prevent
the pure fountains of justice from being polluted by the hands of impure men” (p. 497).
Te arguments on both sides were impassioned and overtly partisan, embodying the same
rhetoric that got Chase into trouble in the frst place.
Te Senate voted separately on each article of impeachment, and each one failed
to get the required two-thirds majority. Aaron Burr announced the result: “Tere not being
a constitutional majority on any one article, it becomes my duty to pronounce that Samuel
Chase, Esquire, is acquitted of the articles of impeachment exhibited against him by the
House of Representatives” (p. 498).
Te Aftermath
Both sides of the political aisle were displeased with how the Senate process had
been conducted. John Quincy Adams noted that the process was skewed against the accused,
lamenting that it was “not very consistent with my ideas of impartial justice” (Lillich, p.
71). After the vote was taken, one Republican declared, “Heaven forbid we should see
another impeachment!” (p. 70). Jeferson himself, albeit years later, called the whole afair
a “mere scarecrow” (p. 70).
Te proceedings had divided the Senate clearly along party lines, and the entire
process was steeped in partisan animosity. Although Chase’s behavior appalled his political
enemies––and many allies as well, they were not the central concern of the trial. Legal
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scholar R.W. Carrington contends that Chase’s “acts of indiscretion were hardly of sufcient importance to justify impeachment” (p. 499). William Giles, a Republican Senator
from Virginia, said bluntly to a Federalist, “We want your ofces for the purpose of giving
them to men who will fll them better” (p. 494). Justice Chase was impeached because
he was the most prominent example of Federalist judges directly impeding Jefersonian
policies. Were Chase removed for his political rhetoric, perhaps other “midnight judges”
appointed by John Adams in the waning days of his presidency would be less inclined to
preach Federalism from the bench.
Impeachments After Chase
Te signifcance of the precedent set by Chase’s impeachment and acquittal is
particularly evident in light of subsequent impeachments. Several decades after Chase’s
trial, judges and senators alike had not forgotten about the event. Te impeachment
trials of James H. Peck and Charles Swayne––neither of which resulted in conviction or
removal––echoed the political turmoil surrounding Chase’s impeachment proceedings.
Records of House and Senate proceedings reveal that the Chase precedent was mentioned
throughout these trials. When faced with ambiguities regarding on what grounds judges
may be removed from the bench, Senators used the Chase impeachment as a lens through
which to view other judicial impeachment trials.
Judge James H. Peck
Encroachments on judicial independence were rife during the Jacksonian Era.
President Andrew Jackson often found himself at odds with the Supreme Court and the
rest of the federal judiciary. His famous taunt attributed to him––with some historical
uncertainty––by Horace Greeley, “[Chief Justice] John Marshall has made his decision,
now let him enforce it,” encapsulates a prevailing feeling of Jackson and his administration
(Meacham, 2009, p. 204). One lesser known clash between the judiciary and the other two
branches of the federal government is quite reminiscent of the Chase impeachment. James
Hawkins Peck, a Judge of a U.S. District Court in Missouri found himself in a similar
position as Samuel Chase in 1830.
Ellenore Bushnell (1992) identifes two reasons why Judge Peck was impeached.
First, his tenure fell during a time when the courts were highly unpopular––perhaps even
more so than in Chase’s time (p. 91). Secondly, his decision in an important case regarding
property acquisition in the former Louisiana territory fell against prominent political fgures
and business giants. Just as Chase’s impeachment arose in the wake of controversial decisions
he made, so it was with Judge Peck. In 1825, he heard the case of Antoine Soulard v. the
United States, which pertained to Spain’s authority to grant land in the American Midwest
(Stansbury, 2015, p. 97). Judge Peck ruled against Soulard, and published his opinion in
the Republican, a highly partisan newspaper that was outspoken in its opposition to several
key political fgures including Tomas Benton, an old colleague of Peck’s.
An anonymous letter from “A Citizen” was published in the Enquirer that railed
against Peck’s decision in the Soulard case. Te letter turned out to be authored by another
one of Peck’s old associates, Luke Lawless, who had represented Soulard in the controversial
case. Peck was so infuriated about the letter that he held Lawless in contempt of court for
“intent to impair the public confdence in the upright intentions of said court” (Bushnell,
1992, p. 93). Lawless spent twenty-four hours in jail and was prohibited from practicing
law for eighteen months. To prevent Judge Peck from ruling against him in future land
grant cases––and likely out of spite as well––Lawless made it his mission to get his former
colleague impeached.
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Lawless succeeded. After sending a letter to the House of Representatives outlining Judge Peck’s actions and an argument for why he ought to be impeached, enough
Congressmen agreed to move the process forward (Bushnell, 1995, p. 95). Te only way
impeachment could be brought about was for Peck’s behavior to constitute “high crimes and
misdemeanors” that had, at that time, been the accepted standard for impeachment-and-removal (pp. 95-96). Tis was, of course, in line with the precedent set by Chase’s acquittal.
Even before the case made it to the Senate foor for trial, Peck was mounting as
spirited a defense as did Justice Chase. In a statement made prior to the release of the articles
of impeachment, Peck reminded Congress of Lawless’s deep personal interest in the case
he had decided and in the land acquisition subject in general (Bushnell, 1995, p. 97). He
urged the House to recognize that Lawless’s request for impeachment was motivated not
by a desire to ensure the integrity of federal judges, but by a personal interest in removing
a judge from the bench whose rulings had impeded the attainment of his own ends.
It was not just one disgruntled lawyer’s complaint that led to Judge Peck’s impeachment. Te political atmosphere of the day allowed the case to move forward. As hostility
between the Judicial Branch and the other two branches heightened in the mid-1820’s,
Congress and President Andrew Jackson were looking for ways to restrict the power of the
courts. Bushnell (1995) observes that “Amid this deluge of eforts to restrict the courts,
the proceedings against Judge Peck may have appeared as a convenient vehicle by which
some congressmen could express their anger at the federal bench in general” (p. 98).
Te debate on the Senate foor was heated. Each side argued both the facts of the
case as well as how those facts ft within or departed from existing precedents of impeachment. And no impeachment came so quickly to mind as that of Samuel Chase. Senator
(and future President) James Buchanan delivered remarks near the end of the proceedings.
Although the outcome of the Chase trial did not support his side––he argued for Peck’s
removal––he knew his colleagues were thinking about it. He thus addressed the way in
which the Chase precedent informed the matter at hand. “I freely admit we are bound to
prove that the respondent has violated the constitution, or some known law of the land,”
he declared (Bushnell, 1995, p. 109). “Tis I think was the principle fairly to be deduced
from all the arguments on the trial of Judge Chase.” Buchanan’s admonition highlighted
the difcult standard of impeachment Chase’s trial set. A judge cannot be removed from
the bench for just any reason; there must be a clear constitutional violation or other criminally egregious action. Buchanan sought to explain that in this case Peck’s actions truly
did warrant removal. In the end, neither Buchanan’s allusion to the Chase precedent nor
any of the arguments in favor of Judge Peck’s removal gained enough traction. Te Senate
voted to acquit him––albeit by a narrow margin––and he remained on the bench until he
died in 1836 (Bushnell, 1995, p. 112).
Although historians have given it minimal attention, Peck’s trial reveals that after
ffteen years the Chase impeachment was still very much on the minds of congressmen
and judges alike. Te impeachments of Samuel Chase and James Peck are similar in several respects. Both were motivated more by personal or political animus than by an actual
suspicion of judicial misconduct. For Chase, it was the Jeferson administration fearing
further political impediments from the judiciary. For Peck, it was a chance for the Jackson
administration and Democrats in Congress to push back against the federal judiciary.
Bushnell (1995) describes Peck as “a victim of one lone man’s determination to see him
removed from the bench, a determination abetted by the existing congressional displeasure
of the federal judiciary” (p. 113). In both the Chase and Peck trials, the independence of
the Judicial Branch was at stake; and in both cases, the Judicial Branch came out stronger
as a result of the Senate’s acquittal.
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Judge Charles Swayne
Charles Swayne was fourteen years into his tenure on the Northern District Court
of Florida when he was brought before the U.S. Senate on charges of impeachment. And
just like the Chase and Peck impeachments, Swayne’s was embroiled in political strife. Even
here, the Chase precedent was relevant. Judge Swayne’s tenure was politically charged from
the start. President William Henry Harrison had chosen him in response to widespread voter
fraud in Florida. Harrison believed that Swayne’s swift and proactive temperament would
lead to more election fraud cases being processed. Most of the instances of election fraud,
however, were alleged to have been committed by Floridian Democrats, and thus, Judge
Swayne’s vigorous action to try these cases made him “persona non grata with Democrats
in Florida” (Bushnell, 1995, p. 192).
As tensions between Judge Swayne and the Democrats heightened, Congress
reduced the size of his district, an action that Republicans saw as an intentional jab at
Swayne (Bushnell, 1995, p. 192). Federal law required that district court judges reside in
their judicial district, but Swayne refused to move, convinced that the district reduction
was nothing more than a partisan attack. His noncompliance with the residency law gave
Democrats a chance to bring impeachment charges against him. Tey tacked on to this
charge several others including abuse of the contempt of court powers and a list of miscellaneous misconduct charges (United States Congress, 1904, p. 4).
During the trial the Senators debated on whether bad intent must be proven to
reach a conviction. If Judge Swayne’s acted in ignorance of his misconduct, could he still
be removed? Bushnell (1995) observes that this facet of the deliberations echoed the Chase
proceedings. She writes, “the claim that bad intent must be proved, also arose in earlier
impeachment trials, notably Samuel Chase’s and James H. Peck’s” (p. 202).
In the end, Judge Swayne was acquitted in the Senate, and he remained on the
bench until his death in 1907. His Senate proceedings, however, proved to be one of
the most partisan impeachment trials since Chase. Although Swayne’s charges contained
more substantive accusations than those of Chase, his impeachment was no less politically-charged. Bushnell (1995) observes that “the Senate’s decision on Charles Swayne clearly
refects partisanship. Te majority of Republicans voted not guilty on the articles, and the
majority of Democrats voted guilty” (p. 213).
Successful Impeachment Trials: Halsted L. Ritter Harry E. Claiborne
Of course, not all judicial impeachments have resulted in acquittals. Although
Chase’s trial set a high standard for removal, it did not preclude the possibility of removing
judges for legitimate acts of misconduct. Two twentieth century cases speak to this point:
Judges Halsted L. Ritter and Harry E. Clayborne, both of whom were impeached by the
House and removed by the Senate. Together they reveal that while the Chase precedent
insulated the federal judiciary from external interference, it did not make judges invincible.
Halsted L. Ritter joined the United States District Court for the Southern District
of Florida in 1929. A few years later, it became clear that Judge Ritter was engaging in
nefarious conduct. After some investigation, it was found that Ritter was involved in embezzlement, tax evasion, and a slew of other criminal and judicially unethical acts (Bushnell,
1995, pp. 271-275). When the House of Representatives passed articles of impeachment
against Judge Ritter, many initially suspected political motivations––the federal judiciary,
and especially Republican-appointed judges, had again become unpopular with the American public (p. 269). Nonetheless, it became clear that Judge Ritter truly was guilty of the
charges brought against him. Te Senate convicted him and removed him from the bench.
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Harry E. Claiborne was appointed to the U.S. District Court for the District of
Nevada in 1980. Beginning in 1984, he began putting incorrect information on his federal
income tax forms to pay a lower rate. For this, he was arrested, tried, and sentenced to two
years in prison along with a ten thousand dollar fne (Bushnell, 1995, p. 289). During his
time in prison, he continued to receive his salary as a federal judge––a full $78,700. To
many people’s amazement, he ignored widespread demand for his resignation and continued serving on the bench after his prison sentence. Te House of Representatives passed
articles of impeachment and the Senate, after holding a trial, convicted Claiborne, thereby
removing him from the federal bench (p. 301).
Judges Ritter and Claiborne were not the frst federal judges to lose their seat on
the federal bench via the impeachment and removal process; nor will they likely be the
last. Yet their cases show that the precedent Chase’s trial and subsequent acquittal set did
not entirely insulate the federal judiciary from any accountability. When judges commit
criminal infractions or acts of egregious misconduct, the legislature may act.
Judicial impeachments since Chase’s acquittal lend particular insight into the
extent to which the Chase case set the standard for judicial independence. Although
impeachments motivated primarily by political animus did occurred over the 19th and
20th centuries––albeit to a lesser extent than in Chase’s time––none resulted in removal.
Moreover, debates on the Senate foor in cases like that of James Peck show that the Chase
impeachment was an unavoidable point of discussion in subsequent Senate trials. If a
judge was to be removed from the bench, there had better be a compelling reason––one
which did not simply fall into the realm of partisan politics. Yet while the politically motivated impeachments and non-removal of judges like Peck and Swayne reveal the Senate’s
commitment to abiding by the Chase precedent, other cases like Ritter and Claiborne
show that the failure to remove Chase did not preclude the possibility of removing judges
for legitimate reasons. A judge may be removed for high crimes and misdemeanors, but
outside of these parameters, members of the federal bench must remain so, no matter how
politically frustrating or cantankerous they may be.
Conclusion
Te Senate came close to removing a Supreme Court Justice from the bench for
frustrating the policies of a particular administration, and it did so less than two decades
after the Constitution’s ratifcation. For this reason, Chase’s acquittal should be heralded
as an enormous victory for the independence of the federal judiciary. As Chief Justice
Rehnquist (1999) observes, “the Chase acquittal has come to stand for the proposition that
impeachment is not a proper weapon for Congress (abetted, perhaps, by the executive as
in the case of Chase) to employ in these confrontations” (p. 134).
Jeferson’s failure to remove Justice Chase proved that “No matter how angry or
frustrated other branches may be by the action of the Supreme Court, removal of individual
members of the Court because of their judicial philosophy is not permissible” (p. 134).
Law professor Richard B. Lillich contends that Chase’s acquittal “insulated the judiciary
from any substantial direct control by the other branches of government. A contrary result
would most certainly have precluded the free and independent judiciary existing today”
(p. 49). Tis was not the frst instance of confict between members of the Judicial Branch
and the other branches of the federal government; nor was it the last. But the outcome of
Chase’s impeachment ensured that amidst future collisions between branches, the federal
judiciary would remain independent.
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“How anxious is too anxious? Electrodermal activity during exposures predicts anxious youth’s treatment response to brief cognitive behavioral therapy”
Caitlyn C. McCormack (CNU), Rebekah J. Mennies (Temple U), Jennifer S. Silk (U
of Pittsburgh), Lindsey B. Stone (CNU)
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Abstract
Exposure therapy is the gold standard for treating childhood anxiety, yet a signifcant
percentage of youth do not improve. Te mechanisms by which exposures reduce anxiety
continue to be contested, with research lacking among pediatric samples. We examined
whether physiological and subjective measures of emotional arousal during an exposure
predicted youth’s response to brief cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). We hypothesized
that heightened physiological arousal, refecting fear activation, would predict greater treatment response. Eighteen youth (9-14) who met DSM-5 criteria for generalized, separation,
and/or social anxiety disorder completed brief CBT (8 sessions). Electrodermal activity
and subjective units of distress (SUDS) were collected during a mid-treatment exposure.
Changes in anxiety severity were examined post-treatment and at 2-month follow-up.
Contrary to expectation, heightened physiological arousal during exposure predicted
poorer post-treatment response. Neither SUDS index of fear activation nor within-session
habituation predicted treatment response. Physiological arousal and SUDS indices were not
correlated. Results indicate that anxious youths’ heightened physiological arousal during
exposure may not be essential or benefcial. Te lack of concordance between objective
and subjective emotional arousal highlights the limitations of relying solely on youth’s
subjective report and support the clinical utility of incorporating physiological assessments
in treatment of pediatric anxiety.
Keywords: Pediatric Anxiety; Brief CBT; Exposure Mechanisms; Electrodermal activity;
Emotional Processing Teory; Inhibitory Learning Model
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1. Introduction
Anxiety disorders are common in childhood (Costello and Angold, 1995; Costello
et al., 2004), and anxious youth are at heightened risk for developing psychopathology
as adolescents and adults (e.g., Bittner et al., 2007; Brady and Kendall, 1992; Kovacs et
al., 1989; Pine et al., 1998). Cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) is recognized as an highly
efcacious treatment for child anxiety disorders (Hollon and Beck, 2013). Yet, a substantial portion of youth do not improve in CBT (James et al., 2005). Around 40-44% are
classifed as treatment non-responders (Walkup et al., 2008). As such, research is needed
to identify individual characteristics that may infuence the likelihood of response to CBT
in anxious youth.
Exposure is the core component of CBT for pediatric anxiety. Although exposures
improve youth’s treatment trajectory (Peris et al., 2015) and likelihood of treatment success
(Peris et al., 2017; Voort et al., 2010), the mechanisms through which exposures reduce
anxiety are still not clearly understood. Clarifying the mechanisms of change may help to
increase treatment response this high-risk population. Emotional Processing Teory (Foa
and Kozak, 1986) is the widely accepted model of how exposures works, but inconsistent
results among adults has led to an alternative theory (Inhibitory Learning Model; Craske et
al., 2008). To date, only one study has systematically tested exposure mechanisms among
clinically anxious youth (Peterman et al., 2016). Results based on children’s self-report of
emotional arousal did not clearly align with either theory. Given the limitations in children’s
subjective report (Schniering et al., 2000), objective assessments of emotional arousal may
yield clinical utility for testing exposure mechanisms. Te current study examined whether
physiological and subjective measures of emotional arousal during a mid-treatment exposure
predicted clinically anxious youth’s response to brief CBT.
Current theories of exposure therapy posit diferent mechanisms of anxiety reduction. Emotional Processing Teory emphasizes fear activation followed by habituation.
Exposure to the feared stimulus is needed to evoke anxiety (fear activation), which allows
new learning (i.e., that the stimulus is no longer dangerous) to replace the original feared
association in the fear network. Habituation, or the reduction in physiological and cognitive
response, indicates that new learning has occurred (Foa et al., 2006; Foa and Kozak, 1986;
Foa and McNally, 1996). In contrast, the inhibitory learning model emphasizes distress
tolerance as the key mechanism of exposure efectiveness (Craske et al., 2008; Craske et al.,
2014). In this model, exposure to the feared stimulus requires fear activation, which allows
clients to learn to overcome (or inhibit) avoidance and escape tendencies. New inhibitory
learning is thought to join the fear network without replacing the original feared association
(Bouton, 1993; Bouton and King, 1983). Under this model, extending or heightening
arousal during exposure is ideal for maximizing inhibitory learning as the client learns
to tolerate distress. Taken together, both theories agree on the necessity of fear activation
during prolonged exposure. However, the theories have opposing implications for how
clinicians should conduct exposures efectively in-session: targeting distress reduction vs.
heighten emotional arousal.
Research testing exposure mechanisms has almost exclusively relied on clients’
report of subjective emotional arousal via a Subjective Units of Distress Scale (SUDS).
SUDS are used in empirically supported therapies to help clinicians gauge clients’ emotional
arousal across exposures to track whether fear activation and within-session habituation
occur (Hope et al., 2010; Kendall and Hedtke, 2006; Pincus et al., 2008). Indeed, within-session habituation has been defned as a 50% reduction in SUDS (Kendall et al., 2005).
Terefore, clinicians currently rely heavily on clients’ SUDS to execute exposures efectively.
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Research supporting the utility of fear activation and within-session habituation
based on adults’ SUDS has been inconsistent. In line with Emotional Processing Teory,
some studies have found that both higher fear activation and greater within-session habituation are associated with better treatment outcomes (Beck et al., 1997; Hayes et al.,
2008; Norton et al., 2011; Tsao and Craske, 2000). Other studies align with the Inhibitory
Learning Model, fnding that greater fear activation – but not within-session habituation
- predicted better treatment outcome (Beckham et al., 1990; Jaycox et al., 1998; Kozak
et al., 1988; Peterman et al., 2016). Further, multiple studies have failed to fnd support
for either fear activation or within-session habituation as predictors of treatment outcome
(Baker et al., 2010; Telch et al., 2004). Results of the sole study conducted among clinically
anxious youth yields limited support for either model: only fear activation was predictive
of treatment response, but this efect was only found at follow-up and only among youth
without a diagnosis of Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) (Peterman et al., 2016). Taken
together, research supporting the role of fear activation and within-session habituation
among anxious adults is inconclusive. Further, this research may not generalize to clinically anxious youth, among whom the role of fear activation and habituation in treatment
outcome is understudied to date.
Among anxious youth, the utility of subjective measures of emotional arousal
during exposures may have limitations. Children can be unreliable reporters of their anxiety.
Younger children in particular tend be inconsistent reporters of their symptoms (Schniering
et al., 2000). Tis is not surprising, as children frequently struggle with labeling emotions
and communicating the intensity of their distress and must learn to discriminate emotions
and identify anxiety based on physical clues such as racing heart or sweaty palms (Kendall
et al., 2010). Further, children’s SUDS ratings are often incongruent with behavioral indicators of distress (Bacow et al., 2010). Children do not always understand SUDS, which
can lead to miscommunications during therapy (Kiyimba and O’Reilly, 2017). In light
of these well-known limitations, it may be useful for clinicians to include less subjective
assessments of arousal.
Physiological assessments enable objective measures of emotional arousal, and
thus may be helpful for clarifying exposure mechanisms. Several studies among adolescents
and adults indicate a lack of concordance between SUDS and physiological arousal during
exposures (Bacow et al., 2010; Baker et al., 2010; Beckham et al., 1990; Craske et al.,
1987; Lang and Craske, 2000) but see also (Busscher et al., 2010). Tis may be indicative
of SUDS capturing cognitive aspects of fear that are not physiologically driven. However,
this lack of concordance may highlight the limitations of relying on SUDS to conduct
exposures, particularly among youth.
To date, most physiological assessments of exposure therapy have examined heart
rate. Among adults, heart rate assessments have found that: only fear activation is predictive of better treatment response (Alpers and Sell, 2008; Kozak et al., 1988; Pitman et al.,
1996; Vermilyea et al., 1984), both greater fear activation and within session habituation
predict better treatment outcomes (Beckham et al., 1990), or that neither fear activation or
habituation are linked to treatment response (Hellström and Öst, 1996; Riley et al., 1995;
Telch et al., 2004). One explanation for these mixed results is that heart rate is an index
of general autonomic arousal. Tis is problematic because fear has long been theorized to
refect strong sympathetic arousal (Arnold, 1950), and increases in sympathetic arousal
correspond with decreases in parasympathetic activity (Licht et al., 2010). Tese inverse
changes during stress limit the interpretation of general measures of autonomic arousal.
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Electrodermal activity (EDA) is an established index for assessing anxiety (for review see Barlow, 2002; Bitterman and Holtzman, 1952) as it measures sympathetic activity
specifcally (Boucsein, 2012; Braithwaite et al., 2013). Te three studies which included
EDA assessments during exposures did not fnd an association with treatment response
(Kozak et al., 1988; Pitman et al., 1996; Riley et al., 1995). However, these studies may
not be generalizable because treatment response was operationalized as changes in a single
symptom of post-traumatic stress disorder (Pitman et al., 1996); examined among adults
with obsessive compulsive disorder (Kozak et al., 1988), which is no longer classifed as an
anxiety disorder in the DSM-V; or examined among adults taking benzodiazepines (Riley
et al., 1995), which interferes with autonomic functioning. Taken together, research employing physiological assessments of sympathetic arousal (such as EDA) during exposure
therapy is lacking, particularly among clinically anxious youth.
EDA may exhibit clinical utility by providing an objective index of youth’s sympathetic arousal during exposures. EDA assessments are (a) inexpensive, (b) non-invasive,
(c) quick and easy to conduct, and critically, (d) data is immediately available and straightforward for clinicians to interpret in vivo. Most prior physiological assessments of exposure
therapies have employed a Behavioral Approach Task (BAT) at pre- and post-treatment
(Bacow et al., 2010; Hellström and Öst, 1996; Michelson and Mavissakalian, 1985; Ost et
al., 2001). Te BAT benefts from high internal validity but may have less ecological utility
for clinicians conducting exposures in session. Tus, physiological arousal during actual
therapy sessions may yield ecologically valid data and exhibit clinical utility.
Te current study seeks to extend prior research on exposure mechanisms among
anxious youth by providing an ecological assessment of exposure therapy that includes both
subjective and objective indices of emotional arousal. Clinically anxious youth completing
brief CBT agreed to the collection of EDA data (in addition to SUDS ratings) during a
mid-treatment exposure. We tested whether indices of emotional arousal signifcantly predicted decreases in youth’s anxiety severity at post-treatment and at a two-month follow-up
assessment. Based on prior research, we were not confdent that SUDS indices of fear
activation or within-session habituation would predict youth’s treatment response. Given
that both Emotional Processing Teory and the Inhibitory Learning Model highlight the
need for fear activation, we hypothesized that higher EDA activity during exposure would
predict a greater reduction in anxiety severity at post-treatment and at follow-up. We also
examined concordance between SUDS variables and EDA.
2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Clinically anxious youth were recruited from a larger study assessing the utility of
including a smartphone app in brief CBT (Silk et al., under review). Participants were 18
anxious youth ages 9 to 14 (M=11.38, SD=1.66) who met DSM-5 (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013) criteria for current Generalized Anxiety Disorder (n=10), Separation
Anxiety Disorder (n=5), and/or Social Anxiety Disorder (n=3). Of the 18 participants
(50% female), 14 (77%) were Caucasian, 3 (17%) were Biracial, and 1 (6%) was African
American. Demographics are displayed in Table 1. Participants were recruited from a
metropolitan city in the United States through (1) referrals from local pediatricians; (2)
letters sent through a University-sponsored research registry to families interested in participating in behavioral health research studies; and (3) community advertising via fyers,
internet, and print publications. Exclusion criteria included (1) neuromuscular or neurological disorder, (2) current comorbid psychiatric diagnosis that would require alternative
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treatment or interfere with treatment [i.e. major depressive disorder, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, conduct disorder, substance abuse or dependence,
or ADHD combined type or predominantly hyperactive-impulsive type], (2) a lifetime
diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder, bipolar disorder, or psychotic disorder, (3) a prior
trial of ≥ 6 sessions of CBT, (4) IQ below 70 as assessed by the Wechsler Abbreviated
Scale of Intelligence ([WASI] Wechsler, 1999) or reading level below 80 on the Wide
Range Achievement Test-4 ([WRAT-4] Wilkinson and Robertson, 2006), (5) concurrent
psychological therapy or treatment with anxiolytic or antidepressant medication (though
could be on medication for ADHD if dose had been stable for at least 4 weeks), and (6)
acute suicidality or risk for harm to self or others. A total of 34 youth met study criteria
and completed brief CBT. Te current study focuses on the 18 youth who completed an
additional assessment during a mid-treatment exposure (see Figure 1).
2.2. Measures
2.2.1. Structured interviews for diagnosis and anxiety severity.
Interviews were administered by trained post-doctoral fellows and clinical psychology doctoral students. Participants and their primary caregiver were individually
administered the Kiddie – Schedule for Afective Disorders and Schizophrenia – Present
and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL; Kaufman et al., 1997) to determine past and current
DSM-IV diagnostic status. Inter-rater reliability of anxiety diagnoses was satisfactory, k
= .77 (based on 15% of all assessments). Te Pediatric Anxiety Rating Scale (PARS) was
completed with the parent and child together to determine youth anxiety severity. Te
PARS is a clinician-rated interview that was developed to assess changes in pediatric anxiety
in treatment studies, and its assessment of symptoms and severity accounts for the high
co-morbidity of anxiety disorders in childhood (Ginsburg et al., 2010). Te PARS exhibits
excellent psychometric properties (RUPP Study Group, 2002). Anxiety severity was calculated by summing the six items assessing anxiety severity, frequency, distress, avoidance,
and interference during the prior week (ICC = .91). We examined youth’s response to
CBT in the current study by testing reduction in anxiety severity from pre-treatment to
post-treatment and from pre-treatment to 2-month follow-up, respectively.
2.2.2. Psychophysiological Assessment of Emotional Arousal
EDA data were collected using MindWare BioNex 3.13 software (MindWare
Technologies, Gahanna, OH) and stored on a secure laboratory Windows 10 computer.
EDA data were recorded by placing two disposable Mindware Ag/AgCl electrodes bilaterally
on the palm of the participant’s non-dominant hand. Data were sampled at 500 Hz and
processed with the rolling flter and 500 data points per block via Mindware EDA software version 3.13. Tonic skin conductance level (SCL), which captures general changes in
sympathetic arousal over time, was quantifed by calculating the amount of microsiemens
(or µS) occurring in 10 second segments. Data were visually inspected to ensure that all
phasic components (skin conductance responses) were detected to ensure valid calculation
of tonic-SCL. Processed data were exported to SPSS. It is worth noting that although
there was variation in tonic-SCL between participants, there was no general trend within
participants for tonic-SCL to decrease or increase over time across the prolonged exposures.
Tus, tonic-SCL was computed as the average µS across the length of the exposure. Per
recommendation, a log transformation was applied to normalize the data (Boucsein et al.,
2012). Twenty youth completed the EDA assessment during a mid-session exposure. Two
participants’ data were dropped due to poor data quality and equipment malfunction.
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2.2.3. Subjective Assessment of Emotional Arousal.
During the mid-treatment exposure participants were instructed by their therapist
to indicate their subjective units of distress (SUDS) rating on a scale from 0 (minimum
anxiety) to 8 (maximum anxiety). SUDS ratings were collected at approximately one-minute
intervals starting with a baseline rating immediately prior to the start of the exposure and
ending with the completion of the exposure. To maximize direct comparisons between
youth subjective report of distress and tonic-SCL, analyses used only the SUDS ratings
collected during the same exposure at which tonic-SCL data were acquired. Fear activation
was computed as the peak SUDS rating during the exposure (Peak-SUDS). Within-session
habituation examined change from peak to fnal SUDS and calculated as follows: Peak
SUDS – Final SUDS, with higher scores indicating greater habituation across the exposure
(Habituation-SUDS).
2.3. Procedure
At the baseline, post-treatment, and two-month follow-up assessments, participants
were administered semi-structured interviews (K-SADS, PARS) and self-report measures.
After the baseline assessment, participants completed eight sessions of Brief Coping Cat,
a manualized CBT protocol for youth anxiety which has been demonstrated to be both
feasible and benefcial in the reduction of anxiety symptoms (Crawley et al., 2013). Te
frst three sessions consisted of psychoeducation and cognitive restructuring, while the
fnal fve sessions (4-8) consisted of progressive exposures (Beidas et al., 2013). At the frst
therapy session, participants were provided with a smartphone app designed to bolster
skills acquired in treatment outside of session (Pramana et al., 2018).
Prior to the ffth session, participants were informed about an optional additional study component in which EDA data would be acquired during an exposure session.
Interested participants consented to complete this portion of the study. Te collection of
EDA data during mid-treatment was intentional. Initial exposures are not ideal for multiple
reasons. Te clinician may under-estimate the client’s ability (i.e., make the exposure too
easy). Conversely, an initial exposure may be more challenging than envisioned, and simultaneously introducing additional stimuli and new people (i.e., EDA equipment and research
assistant collecting data) may serve to distract the client or amplify anxiety unnecessarily.
Either scenario could limit the validity of data collected or interfere with exposure efectiveness. Accordingly, EDA data were acquired for one exposure per participant at session
5 (n=7), 6 (n=10), or 7 (n=1), based on laboratory equipment availability and exposure
logistics (e.g., conducted indoors; some exposures for performance and social anxiety were
conducted in public). Youth were instructed that we would “measure how his or her body
responds to having to do something that scares them” by placing “stickers” on their hand.
Exposure length varied (M=6.26 minutes, SD=2.52). Te magnitude of reported SUDS
ratings were used to determine the length of exposures. Specifcally, clinicians encouraged
youth to engage with the feared stimulus until they reported SUDS that were consistently
equal to or lower than baseline.
Families were compensated for their participation in baseline and post-treatment
assessments (up to $360 total). Terapy was provided free of charge. Youth voluntarily
completed the exposure assessment without compensation.
2.4. Data Analytic Plan
Multiple linear regressions were run to examine whether objective (Tonic-SCL)
and subjective indices (Peak-SUDS and Habituation-SUDS) predicted reductions in
youth’s anxiety severity at post-treatment, and at the 2-month follow-up. Tree predictors
× two outcome variables = six regressions run. All models covaried for anxiety severity at
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pre-treatment, exposure length and youth’s age. Tis decision was based on current methodology (exposure duration varied between participants) and prior research suggesting the
accuracy of youth’s self-report varies by age (Schniering et al., 2000).
3. Results
First, we examined concordance between the multiple indices of emotional arousal
during exposure via bivariate correlations (see Table 2). Self-reported indices of emotional
arousal were correlated. Higher Peak-SUDS was associated with greater Habituation-SUDS,
r= .50, p= .033. Tis indicates that youth who reported greater peak emotional arousal
during exposure were more likely to report habituating or experiencing a larger decrease in
distress. Tonic-SCL levels did not correlate with either Peak-SUDS or Habituation-SUDS.
Descriptive data on the three physiological and subjective measures of emotional arousal
are presented in Table 3.
Next, we tested the hypothesis that greater sympathetic arousal during exposure
would predict a greater reduction in anxiety severity at post-treatment and at follow-up.
Contrary to expectation, lower tonic SCL during exposure was associated with a greater
reduction in anxiety severity at post treatment, t(13)= 2.21, p= .045, sr= .52. However,
tonic SCL did not predict anxiety severity at the two month follow-up, t(10)= .420,
p= .683, sr= .132. Figure 2 displays this pattern of results. A paired-samples t-test revealed
that anxiety severity decreased between post-treatment (M= .44, SD=3.62) and the twomonth follow-up (M=5.53, SD=3.56), t(14)= 4.47, p < .001. Tus, by the follow-up,
youth with heightened physiological arousal exhibited similar progress as youth with low
physiological arousal during exposure.
We then proceeded to examine whether subjective measures of fear activation
(Peak-SUDS) and within-session habituation (Habituation-SUDS) predicted reductions
in anxiety severity at post-treatment and at follow-up. Peak-SUDS did not predict anxiety severity at post treatment, t(13)= .48, p= .64, sr= .132, or at the 2 month follow-up,
t(10)=.88, p= .395, sr= .270. Similarly, Habituation-SUDS did not predict anxiety severity
at post treatment, t(13)= .739, p= .47, sr= .201, or at 2 month follow-up, t(10)= .772,
p= .45, sr= .237.
Finally, we conducted sensitivity analyses to bolster confdence in the signifcant
association between lower tonic-SCL and greater reduction in youth’s anxiety severity at
post-treatment. First, we considered whether results may be driven by anxiety severity
pre-treatment, such that youth with more severe anxiety (higher PARS baseline) may
respond more strongly to exposures (heightened tonic-SCL). Bivariate analysis did not
support this assumption, r = -0.38, p = .166. We then considered whether the association
between tonic-SCL and post-treatment anxiety severity may be accounted for by other
sources of variance. We examined exposure session number as well as the presence vs.
absence of GAD diagnosis based on research indicating that exposure mechanisms may
difer among youth with GAD (Benjamin et al., 2010; Peterman et al., 2016). We re-ran
the model twice, covarying for GAD diagnosis, t(12)= 2.05, p= .062, sr= .51, and session
number, t(12)= 2.16, p= .052, sr= .53. Te associations between tonic SCL and post-treatment anxiety severity remained almost identical to the original efect size found (sr= .52).
However, with the limited power in our small sample, the associations trended towards
statistical signifcance with the addition of another covariate.
4. Discussion
Te current study provides an ecological assessment of anxious youth’s subjective
and objective emotional arousal to delineate the mechanisms of exposure therapy. Contrary
to hypothesis, higher sympathetic arousal during a mid-treatment exposure was associated
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with poorer post-treatment response, but not at the 2-month follow-up. In contrast, neither subjective index of fear activation or within-session habituation predicted changes in
youth’s anxiety severity post-treatment or at follow-up. Further, no evidence of signifcant
concordance between objective and subjective indices of arousal emerged. Te current
pattern of results do not clearly align with Emotional Processing Teory or the Inhibitory
Learning Model, but if replicated, may have clinical implications for conducting exposure
therapy with anxious youth.
Finding lower sympathetic arousal predicted greater reduction in children’s anxiety severity post-treatment response was unexpected, and potentially contrasts research
supporting the role of fear activation in the treatment of anxiety. Te majority of prior
studies have found greater fear activation, based on subjective (Beckham et al., 1990; Foa
et al., 1995; Jaycox et al., 1998; Kozak et al., 1988) as well as objective assessments (Alpers
and Sell, 2008; Beckham et al., 1990; Kozak et al., 1988; Pitman et al., 1996; Vermilyea et
al., 1984), increases likelihood of treatment response among clinically anxious adults and
youth (Peterman et al., 2016), although there are exceptions (Baker et al., 2010; Telch et
al., 2004; van Minnen and Hagenaars, 2002). Tus, prior research among adults largely
supports that higher fear activation increases exposure efectiveness, which aligns with both
Emotional Processing Teory and the Inhibitory Learning Model of exposure mechanisms
(Craske et al., 2008; Foa and Kozak, 1986). One interpretation is that among youth, physiological aspects of fear may be particularly salient, and interfere with or override inhibitory
or habituation learning. Concluding that high levels of overall fear activation (including
cognitive components) in youth is harmful during exposure challenges theories of exposure
mechanisms and contradicts the bulk of research on anxiety treatment. Tis conclusion is
unlikely and premature; we suggest that the current results indicate that high physiological
fear during exposure may not benefcial for anxious youth, but replication this pattern is
needed.
Considering the full pattern of youth’s anxiety severity at post-treatment and
follow-up, the post-treatment association with heightened physiological activation may
align with inhibitory learning model’s emphasis on distress tolerance. After completing
brief CBT (Kendall et al., 2012), youth exhibited a signifcant decrease in anxiety severity
at the two-month follow-up compared to post-treatment. Youth continued to improve even
after therapy ended. One possibility is that youth who experienced higher physiological
arousal during in-session exposures may simply have needed more time (or sessions) to
beneft from CBT, perhaps to fully incorporate new learning into the fear network. But
what new learning occurred? Since SUDS indices of within-session habituation did not
predict changes in anxiety severity at post-treatment or follow-up, the current results do not
support a habituation-based model of anxiety reduction (Foa and Kozak, 1986). Inhibitory
learning model emphasizes distress tolerance during exposures, making it ideal to maximize
and maintain arousal (Craske et al., 2008; Craske et al., 2014). Youth in the current study
may have learned to inhibit escape responses, but this process should have been accelerated,
not delayed, for youth with heightened physiological arousal. One explanation is that for
youth, heightened physiological arousal impedes distress tolerance. Youth may engage in
maladaptive coping strategies such as suppression, avoidance, or rumination (Jeferies et
al., 2016) to avoid physical distress. If heightened physiological arousal is too distressing
or distracting, maladaptive strategies would hinder youths’ ability to continue engaging
with the feared stimuli or gain new mastery experience tolerating their physical discomfort.
Taken together, since most youth continued to improve by the follow-up, results indicate
heightened physiological fear arousal is not necessary or benefcial for learning distress
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tolerance during exposure therapy for pediatric anxiety.
Te current results raise interesting clinical implications for maximizing exposure
efectiveness with anxious youth: is there an ideal level of physiological arousal during
which new learning may occur? If future research with larger pediatric samples replicates
the current fnding between heightened physiological arousal and poorer initial treatment
response, two means of tailoring exposures with anxious youth may be explored. First,
youth with more intense sympathetic arousal may beneft from (a) longer within-session
exposures that are not determined by SUDS habituation, or (b) repetitive exposure to the
same stimulus across sessions. Either adjustment allows more time and opportunity to
engage with a feared stimulus and tolerating physical distress. Alternatively, future research
may indicate there is a physiological threshold or cut-of whereby children’s sympathetic
arousal detracts from engaging in exposures. In this case, EDA assessments would enable
clinicians to tailor exposures to ensure sympathetic arousal does not exceed a threshold.
Both suggestions are speculative at this stage. Current CBT manuals encourage clients to
experience higher levels of anxiety as they ‘climb’ their fear hierarchy (Kendall and Hedtke,
2006). Tus, fear activation should increase across therapy sessions as clients confront scarier
stimuli in exposures, and this approach is successful when employing SUDS with anxious
adults (Benjamin et al., 2010). A modest conclusion based on the current results is that
high physiological fear activation during in-session exposures does not appear necessary
when conducting CBT with anxious youth and may negatively impact treatment response.
Overall, the current results highlight the potential benefts of incorporating physiological
assessments in CBT for youth. EDA assessments during therapy sessions are feasible, provides unique information about children’s emotional arousal, and would allow clinicians
to tailor exposure intensity and duration based on objective data that yields feedback in
real-time.
It is noteworthy that in the current study youth’s SUDS-based indices of higher
fear activation was associated with greater within-session habituation. Tis suggests that
clinicians were performing exposures consistent with Emotional Processing Teory, yet neither
SUDS mechanism predicted youth’s treatment response. Tis pattern contrasts Peterman
and colleagues’ (2016) fnding that higher subjective fear activation increases the likelihood
of treatment response among clinically anxious youth without GAD. Assessment research
indicates anxious youth may have limited insight in reporting their distress (Schniering et
al., 2000). By extension SUDS report during exposures may not be reliable, particularly if
youth struggle with voicing concerns or dissent. Te lack of concordance between SUDS
and physiological indices of emotional arousal in the current study may suggest further
evidence that children are unreliable reporters of their own distress. Although some studies
have similarly failed to fnd concordance between physiological arousal and SUDS during
exposures among adolescents (Bacow et al., 2010) or adults (Baker et al., 2010), other adult
studies have found signifcant correlations (Alpers and Sell, 2008; Busscher et al., 2010).
Another possibility is that SUDS captures non-physiological components of anxiety such
as cognitive aspects. Children’s SUDS do decrease from pre to post intervention assessments
(Benoit Allen et al., 2015; Ost et al., 2001), which suggests SUDS captures meaningful
within-person changes in emotional arousal. Taken together, the current results support
the incremental validity of physiological measures of fear during in-session exposures with
clinically anxious youth. Future research is needed to further clarify the concordance and
utility of physiological and subjective measures of emotional arousal.
Te current study beneftted from an ecologically valid, multi-method assessment
of exposure mechanisms, but several limitations should be noted. First, the current sample
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was small. Replication among a larger sample of clinically anxious youth is warranted to
bolster confdence in the current results. Small sample size also limited our ability to test
potential moderators (GAD diagnosis, and age). Second, with data collected during actual
therapy sessions, our absence of a physiological baseline or recovery period after the exposure
ended precluded an objective index of within-session habituation (and thus comprehensive
assessment of EPT’s habituation model). Lack of an EDA baseline also limits our ability
to assume youth’s tonic-SCL refected an increase in physiological arousal during exposure
(fear activation). In turn, a recovery period may have revealed diferences in youth’s return
to baseline, which may have aligned with SUDS. Tird, data collection difered in multiple
ways from prior research. Data was only collected during one exposure session in the current study. SUDS indices may not have been representative of all treatment sessions, given
that fear activation changes throughout treatment (Benjamin et al., 2010). Additionally,
compared to other studies, data was not collected during the frst exposure session, nor was
the assessment conducted systematically. Data was conducted during the second, third or
4th in-session exposure (5th-7th sessions) based on logistics and exposure demands. Future
research is needed to assess the utility of objective measures such as electrodermal activity
in the treatment of anxious youth and the validity of SUDS in measuring youths’ anxiety.
With replication, the current results could shed light on the clinical utility of using SCL
during exposures to objectively measure a client’s anxiety during an exposure.
In summary, results indicate that heightened physiological arousal during exposure
may not be benefcial for anxious youth. Higher sympathetic arousal was associated with
youth’s poorer post-treatment response to brief CBT. Subjective measures of emotional
arousal during exposure were not concordant with physiological data and did not predict
changes in anxiety severity. Te current results align more with the Inhibitory Learning
Model of exposure mechanisms rather than Emotional Processing Teory: distress tolerance
rather than habituation may be paramount for youth’s anxiety reduction. Overall, results
provide evidence that physiological assessment yields incremental validity for monitoring
youth’s emotional arousal during exposure therapy. Future research utilizing multi-method
assessments is needed to clarify exposure mechanisms in the treatment of pediatric anxiety.
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Table 1
Demographic characteristics.
Exposure Assessment
(n=18)
Age (years) — Mean (SD)
Female

11.38 (1.66)
9 (50%)

Race or ethnic group
Caucasian

14 (77.8%)

African-American

1 (5.5%)

Biracial

3 (16.7%)

Family socioeconomic status — Median
Approximate Family Income

100,000

Primary diagnosis of anxiety disorder*
Separation anxiety disorder

5

Social anxiety disorder

3

Generalized anxiety disorder

10

Anxiety Severity — Mean (SD)
PARS Pre-Treatment

12.28 (3.10)

PARS Post-Treatment

7.44 (3.62)

PARS 2-month Follow-up

5.53 (3.56)

Table 2
Bivariate associations between indices of FA, WSH, and potential sources of variance.
1

2

3

4

5

Mean

SD

9.94

4.87

5.14

1.86

2.55

2.06

1. Tonic SCL

-

2. Peak-SUDS

0.14

-

3. Habituation-SUDS

-0.07

0.50*

-

4. Exposure length

-0.19

0.00

-0.02

-

6.26

2.52

5. Session number

0.07

0.17

-0.20

-0.15

-

-

-

6. Age

-0.11

-0.24

-0.27

0.25

-0.20

11.38

1.66

Note: Tonic SCL: Mean and SD are given for non-transformed data to ease interpretation
with extent literature. Peak-SUDS: subjective units of distress, peak during exposure.
Habituation-SUDS (Peak SUDS minus fnal SUDS). Session number: therapy session the
exposure assessment was conducted.
*p < .05
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Table 3
Qualitative anaylsis of data collected during a mid-session exposure.
Age

Tonic-SCL

Peak-SUDS

HabituationSUDS

Length

Session #

9.12

20.16

7

0

350

6

9.32

20.20

3

2

140

6

9.49

8.05

5

3

330

6

9.65

5.79

8

7

500

5

10.00

15.07

7

4

240

7

10.51

3.39

3

1

450

6

10.70

13.01

8

7

330

5

10.85

8.57

3

1

440

5

11.04

7.82

5

4

400

5

11.19

4.81

7

3

530

6

11.31

7.82

6

1

360

6

11.36

5.78

6

2

320

5

12.01

7.61

3

1

150

5

13.13

10.65

2

0

720

6

13.17

9.60

6

0

350

6

13.79

11.07

7

1

340

6

13.92

5.80

3

3

200

6

14.32

13.79

5

5

610

5

Note: Tonic SCL=non-transformed tonic-skin conductance level data presented for ease of
interpretation and comparision; Habituation-SUDS refect change in SUDS across exposure
(Peak-SUDS-fnal SUDS rating).
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“Te Infuence of Shakespeare’s Teater on the Traditional Boundaries of Society”
Jordan Moore
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Sharon Rowley, Department of English

Abstract
Published in 1623, William Shakespeare’s play Twelfth Night explored several subjects
considered taboo during this time period. By focusing specifcally on the cross-dressing,
disguise, gender, and sexuality aspects demonstrated in Twelfth Night, it is easier to develop
an understanding of why theater was granted special pardons to address these issues while
the outside world was held to a much more conservative standard. Trough analyzing the
efect of Shakespeare’s unique theater, it is evident that his works tested the boundaries of
society and provided a place for patrons to go in order to escape the harsh laws and regulations they faced in the outside world. It is also important to note that Twelfth Night is a
comedy, so it discusses these pressing topics through a comedic lens, thus giving the illusion
that the topics explored in the play are too comical to actually occur in the real world.
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William Shakespeare’s theater, a place in which young boys dressed as women
sometimes cross-dressing as men, assisted in providing an escape from the outside world.
In this theater, lines between gender and sexuality were blurred and subverted through
a comedic lens. Twelfth Night, or What You Will, embodies some of the key aspects of
Shakespeare’s comedic theater: the fctitious setting, the misunderstood relations between
the characters, and the happily-ever-after of heterosexual marriages to conclude the play.
Shakespeare, drawing on both the setting of the play itself and the freedom granted by the
theater, creates a realm outside of society in which gender, sexuality, and class are able to be
manipulated and questioned. Te setting also allows for a sense of mystery and confusion
surrounding the characters and action. Tis confusion sets the scene for the misdirected
love triangles and possible homoerotic attraction brought on by cross-dressing. By relying
on the unconventional standards of the theater and using Viola as a pawn to bring all of
these discussions to life, Shakespeare demonstrates the performativity of gender and the
ways in which it can be manipulated for the sake of challenging social norms. Teater,
and the fctional setting of Illyria, has signifcant infuences on the action of Twelfth Night;
these creative and created spaces have the ability to transform the aspects of society into
not only a caricature of itself, but also one that is full of uncertainty that is unrestricted by
the conventional boundaries of society.
Shakespearean theater itself is a place in which traditional roles, whether they be
those of cross-dressing characters or those acting outside their conventional class or gender
norms, have the ability to take on multiple meanings. Unable to cross boundaries pertaining
to sexuality or dress in the outside world, the theater provided an escape from the harsh
laws of early modern England and gave actors the ability to explore nontraditional themes
when accompanied by comedic thematic elements. Te freedoms associated with the theater,
according to Catherine Belsey in “Gender in a Diferent Dispensation: Te Case of Shakespeare,” are “sanctioned by the magic of the stage and the enchantment of fairy tale” (14).
As boy actors cross-dressed as women who periodically dressed as men on stage, sexuality
became more fuid and also added a level of dramatic irony to intrigue the audience. As
Lisa Jardine states in “Boy Actors, Female Roles, and Elizabethan Eroticism,” “the ordinary
playgoer does not keep constantly in his or her mind the cross-dressing implications of
‘boys in women’s parts,’ but it is nevertheless available to the dramatist as a reference point
for dramatic irony, or more serious double entendre” (60). Te use of cross-dressing adds a
layer of mystery and unreliability within the production of Twelfth Night as it conveniently
leaves the true genders and sexualities of the characters unknown until the very end of
the play. David Young, in “Shakespeare as a Writer of Comedy,” discusses the shelter of
the theater in stating that “the world beyond the theater does not aford the protection
against weather, time, and circumstance that we have seen in the play” (496). Tough the
theater does supply a haven from the standards of the outside world, one is expected to
immediately return to the conventional traditions of society once the performance is over.
As was common in the theater since women were not allowed to participate, young
boys took on women’s roles in productions. Tis aspect of theater also granted a kind of
freedom for the happenings within the plays because men performing all roles created an
unnatural atmosphere from the start. One discussion of this feature of Shakespearean theater
comes from Lisa Jardine. She states that “sexuality, misdirected towards the boy masquerading in female dress, is ‘stirred’ by attire and gesture; male prostitution and perverted sexual
activity is the inevitable accompaniment of female impersonation” (57). In this, she discusses
the efect of the cross-dresser on the audience in reference to sexuality and sexual desire.
By having young boys play female parts, there is added tension surrounding the potential
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attraction made possible between male audience members and cross-dressed boys. Casey
Charles, in “Gender Trouble in Twelfth Night,” addresses the concept of androgyny when
analyzing the efects of boys dressed as women. He states that “in the doubly androgynous
role of male actor playing a woman playing a man, Viola/Cesario must literally perform
the role of the male...her success points to the constructedness and performative character
of gender itself ” (124). In order to fully live up to the expectations of the audience, the
cross-dressed boys were responsible for portraying women on stage. In addition to this,
the young boys would cross-dress once again to perform the masculine persona of the
cross-dressed woman. Unable to fully explore deviant sexual and gender identities, actors
in Shakespearean theater had the ability to explore and critique the contemporary gender
stereotypes.
Set outside the normal bounds of society, the fctional Illyria provides the backdrop
for the unconventional happenings within the play. Had Shakespeare used a real setting
for the backdrop of Twelfth Night, he would not have had the same freedoms he possessed
with creating his own country to enhance the mystery and confusion present in the play.
As discussed in John Hollander’s “‘Twelfth Night’ and the Morality of Indulgence,” the
action of the play “is indeed that of a revel, a suspension of mundane afairs during a brief
epoch in a temporary world of indulgence, a land full of food, drink, love, play, disguise
and music” (222). Te characters themselves also hint at the aspect of the play as a revel.
Sir Andrew Aguecheek, early in the play, asserts that “[he is] a fellow o’ th’ / strangest mind
i’ th’ world. [He] delight[s] in masques / and revels sometimes altogether” (I.iii.110-112).
Te argument that Twelfth Night is that of a revel is signifcant because the connotations
associated with this festive occasion denote celebration and provide the characters with the
necessary means to continue to live according to their own folly. Jami Ake also addresses
the input of the setting in “Glimpsing a ‘Lesbian Poetics’ in ‘Twelfth Night,’” arguing that
“the duke’s Illyria, as its name playfully suggests, is a land of ill-conceived poeticizing, its
misdirected lyricism at the heart of its listlessness and willful ignorance of time’s passing”
(376). Troughout the play, the unconventional actions of the characters can be contributed
to the fctional land in which they take place and, because of this, the characters are not
held responsible for their own actions.
Tis place, Illyria, fosters the imaginative and unnatural occurrences that provide
not only the comedic backdrop of the play, but also the limitless controversial topics that
are discussed within. James Driscoll also explains the setting of Illyria in Identity in Shakespearean Drama, stating that “disordered fancy confuses identity among the Illyrians...but
in Illyria the confusion holds greater psychological interest because Shakespeare’s perception
of identity levels...has become more completely developed, more complex, and subtler”
(94). Unconcerned with the typical bounds of society, Illyria has free-range in regard to
the abnormal occurrences within its own borders. Rules are easily broken and norms consistently ignored. Illyria serves as a place in which audiences can distance themselves from
the strict expectations of society and become lost within a world where fantasy dominates.
In addition to the fctional country of Illyria, the setting of early modern England
and its fascination with the theater provides another means by which characters can challenge conventional boundaries. In “Gender Trouble and Cross-Dressing in Early Modern
England,” David Cressy argues that “several related studies of Elizabethan and Jacobean
literature suggest that early modern England was preoccupied with problems of gender and
costume and that the theater provided special sites for the explorations of sexual problems”
(441). Due to this preoccupation with subverting gender norms for the sake of comedic
purpose, Shakespeare had the ability to exploit the curiosities of his audiences by playing
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on their sense of what was considered comically abnormal. Te harsh restrictions placed
on English society were diminished through the freedom and unruly nature allowed and
expected in Shakespeare’s theater. According to Marjorie Garber in “Shakespeare as Fetish,”
it is the “fantasy space of ‘early modern’ England...in which we are busily discovering all
kinds of behaviors and social practices, from colonialism to imperialism to transvestism
to sodomy, that make it the mirror of today” (245). Shakespeare’s England was interested
in the breaking and upsetting of rules that threatened their freedom to live as they saw ft.
Tis can be seen as a parallel to today’s society in the ways in which contemporary culture
is still interested in challenging what society deems acceptable and unacceptable. Tough
the outside world of England was very much interested in upholding societal standards
regarding cross-dressing and gender, the theater was not subject to follow such laws, allowing
it to create madness within that would not be allowed outside.
Aside from the setting itself, the fantastical and imagination-fueled atmosphere
surrounding the action also plays a part in solidifying the comedic and mysterious efect of
Twelfth Night. Imagination and the will of the characters juxtaposed with the uncertainty
provided by the setting allows the comedic plot to be brought to the forefront as the inciting
factor for these internal disputes. According to Driscoll, “imagination enables man to apprehend a vision of ideal identity, and reason reminds him of the limits real identity inevitably
imposes” (98). Tis statement relates to the actions of the characters, particularly Olivia,
Orsino, Antonio, and Malvolio, who are so focused on their individual desired outcomes
that they are unable to be fully aware of reality. Te discussion of imagination previously
stated by Driscoll also points out that “[imagination] leads to distorted perception and
judgment and ends in folly and madness” (98). Tis cannot be demonstrated more clearly
than with the constant ignorance toward reality the characters sufer from throughout the
production that ultimately ends with the revelation of true gender and marriage.
Since the happenings of Twelfth Night would not typically be deemed normal or
acceptable outside the walls of the theater, it is this particular mysticism that provides the
capability for distorted love afairs and misidentifed gender. Driscoll explains that “hence
in Twelfth Night the characters’ real identities, like their perceptions, are largely determined
by whether their wills are guided by wit or enslaved to fancy” (99). Te inability of the
characters to be fully aware of reality contributes to the confusing elements of the play that
are known to the audience and invisible to the characters. Tis is obvious when analyzing
the thoughts and actions of the characters of Twelfth Night. Distracted by their own wills,
Olivia and Orsino arguably become romantically interested in the cross-dressed Viola
and continue to slip further into fantasy until the truth is explicitly revealed to them. Too
preoccupied with their own motives, the characters cannot bring themselves to break away
from their own ideal situations, even if these situations are rooted in fantasy.
Cross-dressing, demonstrated through Viola’s need to fnd work once in Illyria,
is a convention that brings about both the aspects of homoerotic attraction and misidentifed gender and touches upon the unconventional tension of comedic theater. Aside from
this usage, “the ideological import of cross-dressing was mediated by all the conventions
of dramatic narrative and Renaissance dramatic production” (Howard 418). Dramatic
productions, reliant on multiple aspects of theater, brought the use of cross-dressing in as
an attempt to add to the ambiance and ambiguity prevalent in the world of the theater.
According to Penny Gay in Te Cambridge Introduction to Shakespeare’s Comedies, “[Viola’s]
decision to cross-dress is more emotional than practical; it is an act of memorialization
that carries with it the typical strain of melancholy to be found in this comedy” (95). In
this, she discusses Viola’s need to disguise herself as her brother so she can memorialize his
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life while she is stranded in another country. Denise Walen, in “Constructions of Female
Homoerotics in Early Modern Drama,” states that “cross-dressing shields the characters
from the kind of hostility directed at homoerotics in non-fction because the attraction can
be excused as error rather than intent” (412). By employing functional cross-dressing, Viola
demonstrates the simplicity of manipulating strict gender roles to her advantage. In doing
this, she engages in relationships that could easily be downplayed as misunderstanding if
any suspicions were to arise. Tis tension also demonstrates how fragile the elements of
attraction and love are when dealing with a character with the potential to invoke feelings
from both sexes. By having both male and female characters fall in love with the cross-dressed
Viola, Shakespeare has the capability to minimize the efect of homoerotic attractions and
pass them of as a misunderstanding—a convention upon which the play frequently relies
for comedic efect.
Comedic efect in Twelfth Night in particular can be seen in the form of the possible
homoerotic attraction between characters. Made possible in part by Viola’s cross-dressing,
there are attractions present in both Olivia’s love for Viola while dressed as Cesario and
Orsino’s love for Viola while cross-dressed. Charles discusses that the “homoerotic and
cross-gendered disruptions that ensue…operate within a world that is properly named Illyria in order to demonstrate how the phenomenon of love itself operates as a mechanism
that destabilizes gender binarism and its concomitant hierarchies” (124). Tough Viola’s
cross-dressing is the incitement that allows these possible homoerotic attractions to be
discovered, it is also this cross-dressing that allows her to be situated in two genders at
once—her internal femininity juxtaposed with her presumed, outwardly visible masculine
disguise and actions. Distressed about the confusion she has caused with both Orsino and
Olivia, Viola states, “As I am man, / My state is desperate for my master’s love. / As I am
woman (now, alas the day!), / What thriftless sighs shall poor Olivia breathe!” (II.iii.3639). Apart from the fact that the aspect of homoerotic attraction cannot be specifcally
addressed due to its taboo nature at this time in history, “the homoerotics of Shakespearean
comedy are more accurately perceived as a cultural intervention in a heterosexually overdetermined feld…they thus provide us with a useful theoretical analytic, not only of early
modern sexualities, but of contemporary erotic concerns” (Traub 118). Te importance of
the inclusion of potential homoerotic attraction, therefore, gives the audience the ability
to interpret the actions of the characters as they see ft. Homoerotic attraction, though it
is seen as another comedic element to enhance the fantastical happenings within the play,
also serves its purpose by critiquing the external elements of gender and sexuality as they
are perceived in the outside world.
Disguise, specifcally as it relates to Viola’s cross-dressing that causes most of the
confusion and misguided afection throughout the play, allows for both the subversion of
gender norms and the tension associated with Viola continuing to hide her identity to keep
the balance expected by society. In Twelfth Night, Viola addresses her plan for disguise by
stating “conceal me what I am, and be my aid / for such disguise as haply shall become /
Te form of my intent. I’ll serve this duke” (I.ii.56-58). Maurice Charney, in Shakespeare
on Love and Lust, states that “Twelfth Night, like many of Shakespeare’s comedies, delights
in disguises, gender transformations, and other surprises, like Viola’s wooing of Duke
Orsino in male disguise as Cesario” (170). Tough she crosses the boundaries associated
with sexuality and dress, Viola still continues to act according to her biologically ingrained
gender roles by refusing Olivia’s advances and attempting to hide her love for Duke Orsino
until she is revealed to be a woman. Charles states that “Viola’s androgynous performance
as a woman playing a man, like the position of the young boys playing women’s parts on
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the Elizabethan stage in general, upsets the restriction of erotic attraction to heterosexual
binarism in part because that dualism is collapsed on a single subject” (127). Viola’s use of
disguise allows her to be in a position in which she possesses characteristics of both genders,
thus causing her to have to maneuver her relations with other characters in a way that is
deemed acceptable for men since that is the persona she is outwardly demonstrating. In
coalescence with this, Denise Walen argues that “the erotic energy that passes between the
disguised heroine and the desiring subject resonates with the broader cultural discourse of
female-female desire and sexual practices, signifying those very behaviors and longings to
the audience” (412). Te play’s interest in alluding to certain aspects of the theater without
explicitly addressing the relations present allows more freedom for exploration of atypical
behaviors and practices. Disguise also contributes to the ambiguity that is refective of the
mysterious elements made possible by the theater.
Identity continues to prove to be a salient topic of discussion throughout Twelfth
Night, as it is an underlying catalyst for multiple analyses and interpretations of the play.
Identity becomes fuid and easily misunderstood through the cross-dressing and disguise
demonstrated by Viola as she dresses as Cesario. In Lorna Hutson’s “On Not Being Deceived: Rhetoric and the Body in Twelfth Night,” she discusses identity through the lenses
of Stephen Greenblatt and Valerie Traub. Hutson argues that “the boy-player represented…
an embodiment of the metadramatic theme of identity itself: always a charade, a masquerade, other” (145). Since identity can be so easily confused and manipulated, it was easy
for Shakespeare to play on the audience’s understood ways of thinking when considering
the meaning of the misidentifcation of identity. It is also relevant to note the strict gender and class roles expected to be upheld in early modern England. By allowing the roles
deemed mandatory by society to essentially become objects used for comedic efect in the
theater, an obvious critique of England’s strict laws can be detected. Driscoll argues that
“ungoverned imagination, obvious to real identity and ordinary reality, obsessively pursues
unattainable, ridiculous, or unworthy ideals” (98). Identity can also be discussed in terms
of social standing as can be seen through Viola’s loss of social identity that causes her to
cross-dress. In order to make it in a society that allotted all agency on males, Viola had to
leave her past femininity behind temporarily in order to use a masculine identity to fnd
her own agency. Since she has been stranded in Illyria and is unsure how to survive on her
own, Viola’s immediate thought is to transform into someone who would be more accepted
and respected by society. Driscoll points out that “Viola, a shipwreck victim, determines to
disguise herself as a boy and become a page to Duke Orsino to gain time for adjustment
to her loss of social identity” (91). Not only is Viola concerned with hiding her identity
in terms of gender, she is also concerned with elevating her social identity that was lost as
she begins working for Orsino.
Te subversion of gender is also juxtaposed with the disruption of normal class
boundaries within the play. Olivia and Orsino both seemingly fall in love with someone
below their class--Viola/Cesario. While she is cross-dressed as Cesario, Viola also falls in
love with Duke Orsino, a man of much higher rank than her disguised page-boy identity.
Tis challenge of the societal hierarchy is also made possible by the lack of rules to be
followed in theatrical productions. Although the outside world of England was focused
on maintaining strict class boundaries, the theater was once again much more lenient
about these understood rules and delighted in giving the audience the ability to watch
these rules dissolve on the stage. Additionally, as Mihoko Suzuki in “Gender, Class,
and the Social Order in Late Elizabethan Drama” points out, “for Twelfth Night, gender
functions as a more difcult problem than class; thus, anxieties about unruly women are
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displaced onto Malvolio, as aspiring male who functions as a scapegoat” (39). One of the
most demonstrative aspects of cross-dressing as it relates to the disruption of class identity
comes by the hands of Malvolio, the man tricked by Maria and convinced that Olivia is
in love with him. Unlike Viola, Malvolio is punished and ridiculed for his cross-dressing
as he tries to woo Olivia. Viola/Cesario’s elevated social status, since she is cross-dressed
as a man, allows protection from the ridicule and humiliation Malvolio faces as a servant.
Suzuki also discusses the aspects of gender and class as they relate to one another in Twelfth
Night. She states that “Twelfth Night...negotiates that twin issues of social mobility and
volatile gender relations; the comedy, however, reverses the direction of the displacement
of categories to translate relations between genders onto relations between classes” (38).
As the theater allows for strict gender roles to become more fuid, it has the same efect on
its internal class hierarchies. A major diference related to class hierarchies, however, lies
in Viola’s reward of marriage for cross-dressing while Malvolio is ridiculed and forced to
leave the stage in the wake of the celebratory marriages. Viola, although she is disguised as
a lower-class citizen, still possesses more agency and freedom in this role than Malvolio is
able to achieve since his servant class position is not one facilitated by disguise.
Twelfth Night, referring to the twelfth day after Christmas, is a celebration of
the Magi bringing their gifts to Jesus following his birth. Because the title of this play is
one that denotes celebration and festivity, the internal action is expected to correspond to
the atmosphere of folly and unpredictability that is often associated with festive occasions.
Whether or not the characters are actually supposed to be perceived as celebrating any kind
of festivity in particular, it is evident that they are not bothered by reality and possess the
time to let their imaginations run wild without any substantial consequences. Aside from
the fact that festivity and misrule inspire the unconventional actions of Twelfth Night, it
is also noticeable that these aspects are brought by the hands of the unsupervised, wealthy
youth who allow their desires to dominate their needs. In discussing the frivolity of the
powerful youths of Twelfth Night, Tad Jenkins Logan, in “Twelfth Night: Te Limits
of Festivity,” states that “besides setting the action in a framework of aristocratic values,
pleasures, and mores, [the characters] contribute a great deal to a sense of liberation and
license” (225). Tese factors contribute to the strain of unpredictability common in the
actions of the characters; as a result, these characters have license to act according to their
whims due to the festive undertones imbedded in the play and the lack of guidance that
would be expected to be enforced by parental fgures. Te signifcance of the title’s relation
to a festive afair adds another means by which the play itself can draw upon celebratory
actions to solidify its position in supporting and facilitating misrule and excitement.
As a means to sum up the play, Shakespeare relies on the happy ending to solidify
Twelfth Night’s place on the comedic spectrum. Despite the frenzy of feelings present between
characters and the confusion that ensues due to misunderstandings and cross-dressing,
everything is neatly tied together at the end in the form of heterosexual marriages. Charles
states that:
While Twelfth Night continues to be one of the major textual sites for the discussion
of homoerotic representation in Shakespeare, interpretive conclusions about the
efect of same-sex attraction in this comedy are divided, especially in light of the
natural ‘bias’ of the heterosexual marriages in Act 5. (121)
Other than the fact that the happy ending of comically convenient marriages provides the
closing of the play, it is also a tool used to dismiss any homoerotic feelings present until
this point. Te confusion and misunderstandings prevalent throughout the play are thus
reconciled through the traditional outcome of heterosexual marriage, demonstrating this as
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a way to alleviate any tension felt by the audience that contradicted the established social
norms of society. In “Te Design of Twelfth Night,” L.G. Salingar discusses the outcome
of the play, pointing out that the “faults of judgment in the frst part of Twelfth Night are
answered with mistakes of identity in the second, while the action swirls to a joyful ending
through a crescendo of errors” (128). Te purpose of the confusion incited by the setting
and various comedic efects is to allow for the happy ending in which all characters joyfully
exit, safe from any repercussions or major problems, despite their ignorance towards reality
throughout Twelfth Night. Te happy ending also demonstrates what should have naturally
been occurring throughout the duration of the play but could not due to the comedic
conventions Shakespeare employed.
One perception of Shakespeare’s theater that is worthy of discussion is that of
the “night world” in which some authors argue that Twelfth Night takes place. Despite the
seemingly merry relations between characters, there is a streak of melancholy that cannot
be ignored as it lurks beneath the action of Twelfth Night. Tis melancholy is supported by
the depressing ballads of Feste and the constant references to death or unhappiness. Te
balance of festivity associated with melancholy demonstrates how quickly such a celebration
can turn into something dark and unruly. Logan argues that “[Twelfth Night] is not...an
immoral play, but its authentic morality can only be discovered if we are willing to make a
descent into the night world” (224). Tis descent into the night world allows the audience
to take a step back from the comedic atmosphere of the play and attempt to delve into the
cause of the misfortune and sadness that is prevalent throughout the play. Te night world
allows for festivities, particularly dark and unnatural ones, that would not be acceptable
or fully understood any other time. As far as the timing in which the descension into the
night world of Twelfth Night occurs, Logan states that “as soon as Viola/Cesario becomes an
object of desire, we are drawn into the night world” (232). Once Viola dons her disguise,
the attractions and feelings of the characters are enticed into a state of darkness that thrives
in mystery and adds to the melancholic tones visible as the production progresses.
Aside from the Twelfth Night’s internal disputes concerning the discrepancies
between personal will and reality, there is also a connection between human will and its
possible relation to suprahuman infuence. Suprahuman control, pertaining to an outside
entity that assists in the action and wish-fulfllment of the characters, creates an unnatural
and ironic atmosphere in the play. Joan Hartwig argues in “Feste’s ‘Whirligig’ and the
Comic Providence of Twelfth Night” that “many of the conficts of Twelfth Night seem
to be concerned with the contest between human will and suprahuman control; yet, the
latter manifests itself in various ways and is called diferent names by the characters themselves” (501). Suprahuman control can also be implied in the ways in which the wishes
of the characters are not fulflled completely according to their initial hopes. By adding
the possibility of suprahuman infuence as a way to exert any control possible over the
internal action of the play, Shakespeare alludes to the fact that the characters are incapable
of controlling themselves. Tough the wills of the characters do dominate and infuence
the action of Twelfth Night, the potential inclusion of suprahuman infuence explains
the fulfllment of the wishes of some of the characters and why they did not necessarily
occur according to any original plan or intention. Te irony of an external entity exerting
any form of control upon the characters further solidifes the argument that some of the
characters, particularly Olivia, Orsino, and Malvolio, are incapable of being fully aware of
reality when concentrating on their individual ideal outcomes.
Te discussion of gender and identity in Twelfth Night is particularly relevant
since today’s society is still preoccupied with the perception of gender and sexuality. Just
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as Twelfth Night explored and exploited the boundaries placed on early modern English
society, today’s culture is still challenging these roles and attempting to break out of the
traditional norms still understood as acceptable and necessary. Tis production continues to
serve as a small window into the conceptualization of the meaning and interpretation of the
subversion of gender roles in early modern England. Tough Twelfth Night was originally
written around 1601 or 1602, the parallels of today’s society are still salient and a pertinent
topic of discussion. Although these subjects are seen as more serious topics of discourse in
contemporary society, early modern English laws were already strictly regulating the roles of
the people and did not have the ability to challenge these abnormalities in society. Instead
of overtly addressing the themes present in theater and society, homosexual tendencies
and gender subversion, along with class-based inequalities, were dissected and discussed
in comedic fashion in the theater. Tese matters were considered taboo and inappropriate
for open discussion and practice and, as a result, the theater utilized its granted freedom
from these rules to add comedic efect as an attempt to undermine and ridicule the laws
that early modern England expected its citizens to adhere to.
While the theater was a place in which audiences could escape the harsh realities
of early modern England, it was also a place outside the normal realm of society in which
traditional boundaries could be tested and subverted without the consequences from the
real world. Challenging the strict confnements of England allowed Shakespeare’s theater
to be understood as a place that deviated from conventional society and provided an outlet
for the tensions plaguing English society. Testing these boundaries also allowed audiences
to fnd joy in the confusion that ensued when societal standards were broken or tested. By
employing Viola as the pawn to create and exploit the aspects of identity, cross-dressing,
gender, and homoerotic attraction among other things, Shakespeare created the perfect
entity with which he could critique societal standards. Te fascination with the various
controversial themes Shakespeare employs allows Twelfth Night to identify salient topics that
were not discussed by society and, as a result, portray how these matters would potentially
manifest if the outside world allowed them to. Without the comedic atmosphere and merry
confusion exhibited by the play, accompanied by the fantastical setting and over-the-top
characters, Twelfth Night would not have solidifed its place as a pivotal discussion of gender
normative thoughts and behaviors.
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In the fall of 1095, Pope Urban II addressed the crowds that had gathered at
Clermont to hear him speak.1 Tough multiple versions of his words exist, it is apparent
that they had a powerful efect on the audience. Urban II called for a massed pilgrimage
to Jerusalem, a pilgrimage formed of armed men, the knights and nobles of Christianity.2
Tis, of course, was a crusade, and it was the frst crusade to ever be called.
Other preachers were at work, however. Before Urban’s pronouncement at Clermont a man called Peter the Hermit was traveling through France. Peter was a popular
preacher, especially beloved by the common folk who admired his austere way of life and
his reputation for reforming so-called “sinful women.”3 Peter claimed to have received a
message from Jesus Christ himself while on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Christ’s commission
to Peter was nothing less than the succor of that city by the Christians of Western Europe.4
And so Peter preached a mass pilgrimage to Jerusalem. He apparently found many willing
to join him, so many that a few later writers mistakenly concluded that he invented the
very idea of crusading and piously shared it with Pope Urban II.5 Before the great nobles of
Europe could begin their crusade under the approval of the papacy, masses of commoners,
clergymen, and lesser nobles had already struck out for Jerusalem.
Tis great movement out of Europe and towards the Levant would later be termed
“Te People’s Crusade.” It was not a movement under a single leader, even if Peter the Hermit
was always considered its innovator. Nor did it always have unifed goals. Alongside Peter
the Hermit, a French nobleman named Walter Sansavoir led a small army east.6 Under
Count Emicho of Lesignan, German commoners marched along the Rhineland, pillaging
and massacring Jewish communities as they went.7 Te People’s Crusade is a movement best
remembered, fairly or unfairly, for violence, greed, and religious bigotry. Even Christian
chroniclers of the period were seemingly disgusted by the lengths the crusaders went to in
search of supplies and plunder. Tey went so far as to rob their fellow Christians in Hungary, burning villages and persecuting the people who lived there.8 Tey were stereotyped
as ignorant and grasping peasants.
Some of these bands came to grief in Hungary and Bulgaria, destroyed by locals for
looting the countryside and laying siege to settlements.9 Others, mainly those under Walter
Sansavoir and Peter the Hermit, arrived in Constantinople, a Christian city whose Greek
inhabitants were their nominal allies. Sources are mixed on their behavior. Some claimed
1
Robert the Monk, Robert the Monk’s History of the First Crusade: Historia Iherosolimitana,
trans. Carol Sweetenham (Vermont: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2006), 79.
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that they were so bothersome and rowdy that they were expelled across the Bosporus and
into Turkish territory.10 Others claim that they had such a ferce enthusiasm to go to battle
that not even the emperor of Constantinople could restrain them.11
Te expedition came to a bloody end soon after entering Turkish territory. Under the joint command of Peter the Hermit and Walter Sansavoir, the crusaders looted
the immediate area and took control of the castle Xerigordo.12 A Turkish army came to
meet them, caught the crusader army in an ambush, and slaughtered them, including
their commander Walter Sansavoir.13 Most of the pilgrims who took refuge in the castle
were either captured or killed.14 Tose few that escaped into Greek territory, including
Peter himself, were forced to bide their time in Constantinople.15 Later that year, the frst
Western European nobles arrived in that city. It was those nobles who would go on to lead
the First Crusade and take Jerusalem; Peter the Hermit and his remaining early-starters
would follow with them, but not as an independent movement. Te People’s Crusade was
fnished. It had lasted less than a year.
When looking at the People’s Crusade, the immediate question one is faced with
is one of motivation. What would drive so many people to leave their homes in Europe and
undertake a long, arduous journey through unfamiliar lands? In particular, the behavior
of the poor commoners who made up the bulk of the People’s Crusade can come across
as perplexing. Tey were, after all, relatively impoverished, in terms of political power and
education as well as material wealth; their going on crusade before the nobility of Europe
is striking to modern eyes as it was to their contemporaries. Tis paper seeks to ofer a
plausible explanation of their motives, taking into account their reasons for leaving on
crusade and their conduct during the crusade.
A number of explanations have been proposed by historians. Broadly, those
explanations can be described as religious, social, or economic in nature. However, this
paper posits that the primary motivation for participation in the People’s Crusade was a
desire on the part of the majority of its participants (i.e. the commoners) for material improvement in their lives. Tis thesis does not necessarily preclude the impact of religious
or social ideals on the crusader mindset; however, it does posit that the commoners of
the era would have understood those ideals in a material framework. Tus their primary
motivation for going on the crusade would have been born out of material concerns, with
the goal of material improvement.
Before discussing the historiography of the People’s Crusade or entering into the
main argument of the paper, it is useful to consider defnitions and terminology, starting
with the “People’s Crusade” itself. Often, the First Crusade is divided into two segments:
Te People’s Crusade and the “Princes’ Crusade” (the later, more successful expedition led
by European noblemen). Te subject of this paper is the People’s Crusade and that term
will be used to refer to the specifc, independent movements that preceded the actions of
the nobility. Tese movements are universally associated with Peter the Hermit, and to a
lesser extent with minor nobles like Walter Sansavoir and Count Emicho. As mentioned
above, those movements practically ceased to be independent after their defeat by the Turks;
the survivors folded into the Princes’ Crusade and could be considered actors within it.
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Tis paper will examine the Princes’ Crusade to an extent, mainly to provide a counterpoint
through which the People’s Crusade can be explored.
Secondly, the paper’s use of the terms “material” should be further explained. In
this paper, “material” is used in its usual sense: Referring to that which is physically real,
and by extension relevant in everyday life. Material concerns are physical concerns, material
improvement would be an improvement in one’s physical life (as opposed to a spiritual
afterlife), and so on. Tis paper proposes that participants on the People’s Crusade were
primarily motivated by material concerns.
Lastly, this paper has already made references to social class. Describing the intricacies of the medieval class system is beyond the purview of this paper. It is the “commoners,”
a rather large class including both poor and wealthy people, this paper focuses on most
specifcally. In this paper, “commoner” is used as a broad descriptor; anyone who was not
part of the nobility or the clergy will be referred to as a commoner.
What follows will be a literary review of the historiography of the People’s Crusade
and the First Crusade. Te historiography of the two has been linked, as many historians
have examined the First Crusade as a whole, People’s and Princes’ Crusades together. Discussing the People’s Crusade without that wider context would cause the subject to lose
some of its meaning.
Some scholars tend to focus on Peter the Hermit as a leader and progenitor of
the Crusade. While Peter himself was undoubtedly an important fgure, this paper will
focus less on individuals than on commoners as a whole. However, Peter the Hermit has
generated important scholarship about the People’s Crusade and it will be relevant to give
it a cursory examination.
Te German historian Heinrich Hagenmeyer was an important early scholar of
the People’s Crusade who did most of his work around the turn of the 20th century. His
study on Peter the Hermit was published in 1879.16 Due to the apparent lack of an English
translation of Hagenmeyer’s study, I must admit that I have not personally examined his
work. However, it was infuential enough that later scholars have seen ft to explain it,
either to support or condemn his conclusions. Essentially, Hagenmeyer was responsible
for arguing against the contemporary view that Peter the Hermit was the instigator of the
First Crusade as opposed to Pope Urban, a view born of several 11th century chronicles
(and later 12th century folktales) that do assign him this role. Hagenmeyer argued that Pope
Urban II was the instigator of the crusade and that Peter the Hermit’s leadership role was
based on mutually-dependent later sources, and therefore unreliable.17
Hagenmeyer’s thesis of Urban II as progenitor of the expedition is by-and-large
accepted by modern scholarship. Some modern scholars prefer to emphasize Peter’s role.18
Others acknowledge Urban II’s role but point out a snarl in chronology. Based on the departure of the People’s Crusade in relation to the timing of the Council of Clermont where
Pope Urban II announced the expedition, it is evident that Peter was either actively preaching
before the ofcial proclamation or that he gathered his followers in an unbelievably short
time; this does not necessarily mean he was the original instigator of the First Crusade.19
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Any discussion of crusading as a movement or an ideology must take into account the
works of Steven Runciman. His work was highly-infuential during the mid-20th century
and later historiography can often be interpreted as being a pushback against the works of
Runciman. Runciman argued that the crusades were essentially plundering expeditions,
with a thin veneer of piety slapped on as justifcation: In Runciman’s view, the Crusades
were intended to provide material gains for the crusaders themselves. It should be noted
that Runciman specialized in the history of the Byzantine Empire, a state that often had
an antagonistic relationship with Western Europeans.20 Runciman commonly made value
judgements regarding the cultural divide between the western crusaders and the Byzantine
Greeks, where the former were viewed as barbarians.21 It can be surmised that Runciman’s
view of the crusades as a whole is excessively infuenced by the Fourth Crusade, wherein
western crusaders brutally sacked the Byzantine capital of Constantinople.
More recent scholarship, particularly from the 1980s onwards, has been critical
of Runciman’s assertion that the crusades were intentionally plundering expeditions. As
explained in the following sections, piety and religious aims have been the subject of
recent studies, and evidence supporting that interpretation has been found in charters
and chronicles of the time. Ultimately, Runciman’s thesis takes too frm a line. Te sheer
commonality of religious language indicates that it must have been important. Runciman
was not wrong to acknowledge the plundering activities of crusaders or to recognize them
as a motive; indeed, this paper also looks at such activities in the light of material gain.
However, Runciman limited the explanatory power of his own argument by making value
judgements on the “barbarism” of the crusaders and by minimizing the impact of religion
on crusader ideology. Rather than following Runciman’s lead on crusader ideology and
relegating religion as being secondary to material concerns, it is better to contextualize
the People’s Crusade as a movement where religious concerns were expressed in a material
framework. Te piety was present, but it was understood in a worldly way.
Te current trend in historiography of the Crusades, including the First, has
been to emphasize the religious and social motives of crusaders. As Giles Constable rather
succinctly stated, the reservations modern people hold when ascribing pious notions to
crusaders is anachronistic.22 Additionally, the works of Jonathan Riley-Smith have been
particularly important in this trend, and a vein of similar scholarship exists as well, focused
on examining the terms crusaders and their commenters used to describe the endeavor.
Riley-Smith has repeatedly argued for the religious foundation of the First Crusade.
His research points to religious devotion being the primary motives of crusaders whose
goal had always been to capture Jerusalem.23 Tis places him at odds with earlier works
like that of Carl Erdmann, who argued that the real goal of the First Crusade was to aid
the Byzantine Greeks against the Turks, with Jerusalem acting as a symbolic goal to fre the
western imagination.24 Modern historians, Riley-Smith among others, tend to disagree.
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H.E.J Cowdrey, for instance, makes the argument that those objectives would have been
reversed: Capturing Jerusalem was the stated and intended goal, with aid for the Byzantines
being a natural by-product of the expedition.25
Scholarship in this vein strongly emphasizes the religious aspects of the crusades.
For example, an argument that modern historians have developed against the view of the
crusades as a plundering mission is based on evidence from monastic charters detailing
loans and mortgages crusaders took out to fund their journeys.26 In this view crusading
was an expensive and dangerous mission, the reward for which is best defned in spiritual,
not material, terms.27 Essentially, the reward for crusading was to be enjoyed in the next
life, not the living one.
However, the charters that serve as evidence for this trend do not include data
from the People’s Crusade; they skew towards nobility and upper-class crusaders, those
who would have had property to mortgage and whose outlays were larger. Te nobility
were obliged to maintain retinues of followers and other expenses, like horses.28 Te conclusions drawn from charter evidence cannot be applied so easily to the poor pilgrims who
accompanied the People’s Crusade, who apparently participated without concern for their
property, presumably because they had very little property to lose.
Additionally, historians using charters often look at data over time and use that
data to advance theories about the Crusades in their entirety, not strictly the First.29 Te
efcacy of this approach is beyond the scope of this paper. It would be a stretch, however,
to apply those theories to the People’s Crusade specifcally. As has been and will be argued,
the People’s Crusade was distinctive. Spiritual motivation among other crusaders is well-evidenced and well-argued, but participation in the People’s Crusade is better explained
through other means.
One specifc religious topic that is often associated with the First Crusade, and
the People’s Crusade in particular, is that of millenarianism, the belief that the world will
end at the turn of the millennium. Te issue of Christian millenarianism, and apocalyptic
belief in general, has been so prevalent in discussions on the People’s Crusade that it will
be addressed in some detail on its own.
Millenarian belief may have been prevalent due to the harsh conditions of the era.
Historians almost invariably make note of the hardships European peasants were facing
during the 1090s; a prolonged period of famine is particularly noted.30 Tese hardships,
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coupled with popular preaching, are supposed to have produced a radical apocalyptic
feeling amongst European commoners. Norman Cohn’s Pursuit of the Millennium was
especially vocal on this point. Cohn argued that a combination of urban poverty, social
marginalization, and religious fervor surrounding the new millennium inspired the People’s
Crusade.31 Cohn described the medieval poor as a sort of proletariat class, easily swayed
by radical preachers, and while his descriptions are perhaps a bit overly modern, his point
that the poor were under intense religious and economic stress is persuasive.
A somewhat more nuanced view was exemplifed by Richard Landes, who made
note of many other apocalyptic ideologies not directly tied to the millennium.32 However,
when discussing the events of the 11th century, the era of the First Crusade, he argues
that popular movements and social changes were all infuenced to a degree by a history of
millenarian thinking.33
A counterargument was advanced by Randolph E. Daniel, who pointed out that
very few concrete things can be said about the apocalyptic beliefs of commoners because
there is no record of them.34 He argues that, although millenarian thinking was present
in Church ideology, it simply was not a facet of common religious belief during the 11th
century.35 Rather, it was the purview of monks.36 His reservations on framing millenarianism as the common man’s way of perceiving the apocalypse during the period in question
are justifed to an extent.
Ultimately, primary source evidence certainly supports the existence of apocalyptic
thought weighing on the People’s Crusade. Its relationship with the millennium is debatable,
as is the oft-perceived political radicalism of the People’s Crusade or its theology.37 Tis
paper, using primary source evidence, argues that the People’s Crusade and its apocalyptic
theology should not be considered especially subversive to established political or religious
norms; and as pointed out by several scholars, millenarianism and apocalyptic thinking
had long been established parts of Christian thinking.38
Lastly, we should consider the social climate of the People’s Crusade. One recent
trend in historiography has been to examine the language present in accounts of the First
Crusade, on the justifable grounds that the actual words used provide insight into the
writers’ worldview. Riley-Smith discussed both the crusaders’ veneration of Christ not
only as a religious icon, but as a father-fgure and a feudal overlord, as well as the presence
of Christian ideas of love in acts of crusading violence.39 Troop discussed vengeance as
being a driving force for crusaders, coming to the conclusion that it was present, but less
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so during the First Crusade, where an emphasis was instead placed on martyrdom.40 Tis
trend in historiography is useful because it provides a study of the emotions crusaders felt
(and claimed to have felt), which provides clues to their motives.
Much of this historiography has been based on surviving monastic charters, sermons, and other written sources from that era and as such, disproportionately represent
the nobility and the clergy. As Riley-Smith stated, middle-ranking nobility dominated
the early Crusades.41 Te poorer commoners who made up a large portion of the People’s
Crusade have not left the same textual evidence. Terefore historians are forced to apply
the explanations they have developed for a diferent social class (the nobility) which is
potentially problematic. Tis paper prefers to seek other explanations for the participation
of commoners during the First Crusade; this is not to show disdain for the scholarship
on social motives for crusading, only to suggest that it is not the best framework for this
particular event.
When examining the motives of the participants of the People’s Crusade, much
of the information seems to be reasonable inference, based on known trends at the time
or extrapolated from primary sources that were not written by participants of the People’s
Crusade. Given the available information and historical studies, it is reasonable to assume
that religious belief, social mores, and economic concerns all played a role in motivating
the People’s Crusade.
Tis paper contends that the division between the abstract concepts like religion,
and material concepts like economic gain, would not have been so salient in the minds of
the commoners who participated in the People’s Crusade. Rather than emphasizing one
over the other, it is better to see the two as having been directly tied together. To a peasant
embarking on the People’s Crusade, the two concepts would have essentially been one, and
would have been expressed in terms of material improvement in his daily life.
Firstly, the role of Peter the Hermit should be addressed, due to his link to the
People’s Crusade in so much historiography. Despite some primary sources naming him
the progenitor of the crusading movement, it is more reasonable not to assign him this
role. However, it is also evident that Peter the Hermit was active before the Council of
Clermont.42 Te People’s Crusade could not have left Europe so quickly had Peter not
been preaching before Clermont. Peter’s preaching should be looked at in light of the religious and socio-economic trends of Europe during that time. He was obviously drawing
on factors that already existed. By extension, a better explanation for the motives of the
commoners who went on the People’s Crusade would be found in those broader trends in
society. Peter the Hermit was certainly the most famous person associated with the event,
perhaps its most important leader, but his role as an inspirational fgure only makes sense
in context of the events and ideas of the era.
Religion was undoubtedly one of the most infuential forces of the era. When
examining the People’s Crusade it is difcult to explain what exactly religion meant to the
common layperson of Europe. Primary documentation is scarcer for them than for the
nobility and clergy. However, certain known features of religious life in the 11th century
indicate that commoners viewed religion in material terms.
Te cult of relics was one such intersection of the spiritual and the physical.
Relics, the physical remains of saints, were believed to provide benefts for the community
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that housed them. Te benefts, though miraculous in nature, were often mundane in
efect: Relics helped communities maintain a sense of identity and economic security.43
Tough occasionally disparaged by priests, veneration of relics was common among all
social classes throughout the medieval period.44 Before the First Crusade was announced,
various nobles had already brought relics of the Holy Land back to Europe, as proof of
successful pilgrimages.45
Relics would have been especially important to commoners. Other methods of
winning divine favor, such as endowing monasteries with land or going on a traditional
pilgrimage, were less feasible for economic reasons. Relics, however, required only their
physical presence. Tey could be moved from community to community without losing
their meaning or efcacy.46 Te cult of relics can be seen as an example where the spiritual
manifested itself in the physical: Physical remains to pray to in return for material benefts
from the saint. Whether the cult of relics or any other features of early medieval Christianity
constitute a non-Christian holdover is immaterial to this thesis. Regardless of whether the
peasants of Western Europe were “good” Christians or not, it is evident that their religious
beliefs were often expressed in material terms. Te commonality of relic veneration illustrates
the commonality of the materialist viewpoint.
Tis veneration was expressed during the People’s Crusade. Commoners who
followed Peter the Hermit plucked hairs from the donkey he rode and supposedly treasured
them as holy relics.47 While the source for this anecdote was skeptical of Peter’s holiness
and the commoners’ good sense, it is reasonable to believe that commoners would want a
relic from someone they regarded as holy. Te poor who later attached themselves to the
Princes’ Crusade were awed by the presentation of the Holy Lance at Antioch.48 Te “discovery” of the Lance at Antioch was treated with suspicion by some of its contemporaries,
particularly the Papal legate accompanying the crusade, but the commoners by and large
accepted it as a manifestation of divine will.49 Te importance of the Lance, like with all
relics, was in its physical presence; religious rhetoric was empty without the presence of
the material. Te sheer abundance of relics and their importance in popular belief points
to a deeper tendency to express the spiritual through material items.
Peasants commonly sought other physical manifestations of the Christian religion, manifestations which were sometimes looked down upon as fraudulent or sinful by
contemporary clerics. On the People’s Crusade, there was a notable incident involving a
holy goose. Guibert de Nogent and Albert of Aachen both made reference to a woman
who claimed that her goose (and in Albert’s account, her goat also) were flled with the
Holy Spirit.50 It was believed by the peasantry that the spiritually-guided animal would
lead them to Jerusalem.51 On one hand, these accounts should be treated with suspicion;
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it could easily be an instance of clerics mocking the peasantry for their stupidity. However,
even if the accounts are illustrative rather than factual, they illustrate that the commoners
of the time viewed their religion in material ways. Te goose was physically present and
could guide them to Jerusalem. Clerics found the idea abominable but the commoners who
expressed the belief did not view it as conficting with Christianity (note that the goose was
imbued specifcally with the Holy Spirit).52 More prosaic physical manifestations occurred
as well. Te poor were enthusiastic believers in stigmata, physical wounds which resembled
crosses or Christ’s wounds during the Passion. Many commoners claimed to have been
physically marked with Christian symbols during the People’s Crusade.53 Again we see the
prevalence of religious veneration expressed in material terms.
As mentioned previously millenarianism has been strongly identifed with the
People’s Crusade (probably due to the People’s Crusade’s proximity to the turn of the
millennium). Te extent of millenarian beliefs amongst commoners is unknown for this
period.54 Such beliefs had been the subject of clerical debate for centuries, but there is no
direct way of knowing if these debates ever fltered down to the commoners. It is clear that
apocalyptic belief played some role in motivating participation in the People’s Crusade,
but those beliefs are best understood through a material framework. Te commoners saw
the apocalypse as something that would afect their physical existence.
Christian belief in the apocalypse was directly tied to the city of Jerusalem.55 It was
believed that Christ would establish a heavenly kingdom in that city. Tere, the meek and
the pious would be rewarded for their faith.56 Te city of Jerusalem was the target of the
People’s Crusade and the importance of Jerusalem in crusade ideology has been illustrated
by recent scholarship.57 Jerusalem was frmly entrenched in the medieval mindset as a holy
city. Its sheer presence was important: It was a holy place a person could physically inhabit.
Notably, many members of the People’s Crusade were not combatants. A sizeable
portion of them were too old or too young to fght, and the women who accompanied the
expedition were not expected to fght either.58 It is apparent that they expected to make a
mass pilgrimage to Jerusalem, to place themselves in the city when whatever was to happen
happened. Te emphasis on being present in life, in the physical location of the city, is
telling. As Norman Cohn noted, apocalyptic belief is very much a temporal ideology.59
Here it is clear that the crusaders were expecting to be rewarded in their own lifetimes.
Te key infuence apocalyptic thought had on the People’s Crusade was that it sharpened
the materialist views already common in popular belief.
One curious bit of apocalyptic belief was expressed during the People’s Crusade.
A German leader within the movement, Count Emicho of Lesignan, claimed that he was
the “Last Emperor” and showed his followers stigmata to prove it.60 Te fgure of the “Last
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Emperor” was a popular belief in early Christianity that supposed Christ would anoint an
earthly ruler as the Last Emperor, who would reign in Jerusalem and oppose the Antichrist.61
Christians of the era were indeed concerned with the coming of the Antichrist and assumed
he would soon arrive. Urban II preached that Jerusalem had to be in Christian hands for the
Antichrist to appear and oppose them (and by extension, bring about the end of the world
and Christ’s return).62 To the Christians of the 11th century, Christ’s return was desirable.
Te “meek” commoners, especially, would have looked forward to inheriting the earth
because, as will be discussed shortly, life was difcult for them in Europe.
However, this supposed identifcation with an apocalyptic fgure on Emicho’s part
should be taken with a grain of salt. Te connection is only made in sources hostile to the
People’s Crusade and Emicho in particular. Jewish sources especially mention Emicho’s
claims, painting him as a delusional religious fanatic.63 Tey had reason to be hostile, as
Emicho had been enthusiastic in his anti-Semitic violence, but their hostility may obscure
Emicho’s own view of the apocalypse. No other leaders of the People’s Crusade were recorded
as having made such claims about themselves, or even that the world was coming to an
end. Te safest conclusion to come to is that apocalyptic belief was present in all levels of
society and played a role in infuencing the Crusade. It would have been understood by
participants through a materialist viewpoint. Commoners were interested in the apocalypse
insomuch as it improved their situation.
Tere is an important caveat to address with the apocalyptic thought and the
People’s Crusade. Historians tend to associate apocalyptic thinking with radicalism.64 Some
go so far as describing the People’s Crusade as a sort of proletariat revolution on the part
of the urban poor, a relatively new class during the early medieval period.65 Describing the
People’s Crusade as a radical movement is not accurate. Tere was notable participation
by the nobility and the clergy, the very groups one would expect to support the established
order considering its benefts to them.66 Te Crusade’s most famous leader, Peter the Hermit, was able to fnd a place for himself amongst the nobles of the Princes’ Crusade (and
not in the same leadership role he held during the People’s Crusade but as something of a
lackey).67 Obviously he was not at odds with the secular authority of Europe. Te People’s
Crusade did leave Europe before the Princes’ Crusade, but this was not a matter of peasants
seeking to subvert their social superiors. Instead, it was infuenced by economic factors.
On the few occasions the commoners of the People’s Crusade clashed with religious and
secular authorities it was for reasons of military strategy and economic gain; they were not
lashing out against the social order.
Te crusaders acted violently towards their fellow Christians and to Jews, but this
was not radical. Violence was an accepted norm for all levels of medieval society, peasants
and clergy included, during this era.68 Even then, much of the violence was related to the
gathering of supplies or looting. Accounts of pillaging during the People’s Crusade paint
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a picture of poor and hungry commoners using violence to obtain loot, not fanatics or
political revolutionaries.69 Even the most-discussed episode of violence during the People’s
Crusade, the massacre of the Jews living along the Rhineland, is less millenarian/apocalyptic
than some authors have portrayed it.70 As will be discussed shortly, the massacres of the
Rhineland are better explained as a result of the crusaders seeking material gains.
In short, apocalyptic belief played a role in infuencing the People’s Crusade,
but not as a radical political or religious force. Christian apocalyptic thought was already
frmly established within the religion. Te commoners of Western Europe may not have
been orthodox believers in Christianity, but their religious beliefs were clearly expressed
within a Christian framework.71 Indeed, selection-bias might have been at play. Belief in
the apocalypse and its attendant rewards can be explained by materialist leanings already
present in their beliefs.
Te religious beliefs of commoners during the 11th century provided an ideological
motivation for the People’s Crusade. In addition to religious belief, there was also economic
reality. As will be shown, commoners living during the era of the People’s Crusade were
under economic stress. Tis stress was a major motive for their participation in the crusade.
Te economic issues faced by commoners were of a material nature and their solution to
those problems (joining the People’s Crusade) were also material in nature.
In the years leading up to the People’s Crusade, Western Europe was stricken by
famine. Te most evocative description of these events comes from the Gesta Dei of Guibert
de Nogent. In describing the confusion and desperation of the commoners, Guibert wrote:
“At this time there was a general famine, with great poverty even among the very wealth…
Masses of poor people learned to feed often on the roots of wild plants, since they were
compelled by the scarcity of bread to search everywhere for some possible substitute…”72
Guibert went on to describe the rush to travel to Jerusalem. Tose who had goods
to sell sold them cheaply in order to fund their journeys, and those who needed supplies
bought them however they could.73 Entire families set out on the Crusade, taking whatever
belongings they could carry with them.74 Before the Crusade set out, the land had been
wracked with chaos. People continually fought and robbed one another “out of greed” in
the words of the chronicler.75
Te situation in Europe was dire for commoners. Many were going hungry and
turning to lawlessness and violence to meet their needs. Te journey to Jerusalem, then,
caused a change in their behavior. As illustrated, religious belief among commoners drew
heavily on ideas of material beneft. In this period of strife and starvation, the idea of a
heavenly reward waiting in Jerusalem could have been a potent motivator.
Additionally, the economic hardship experienced by the peasantry suggests an
even simpler explanation for the popularity of the People’s Crusade. Faced with starvation
and violence in their home villages, many may have decided simply to search for better
prospects elsewhere.76 Tis is not to suggest a concerted efort of colonizing the east, as
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scholars such as Erdmann have suggested. Rather, the bulk of the People’s Crusade might
well have been what modern viewers would interpret as refugees. Certain leaders, like Peter
the Hermit and Walter Sansavoir, had dedicated followings primarily motivated by religious
fervor or feudal loyalty, but none of the leaders of the People’s Crusade seemed able to exert
efective leadership over the entire expedition. It is likely that many crusaders simply joined
around a nucleus already formed by leaders like Peter. Te expedition would have provided
an opportunity to move to new areas in search of resources. Te safety provided by large
numbers of like-minded, probably armed people, would have been attractive to peasants
used to depredations of outlaws. Tose numbers would have also allowed the crusaders to
forcibly take supplies from locals, as happened in Hungary and Bulgaria.
On many occasions, small bands of crusaders acted independently of one another and contemporary chroniclers state that they spent much of their time looking for
necessities. Food and safe passage through foreign territory were the primary concerns
of the crusaders.77 When violence broke out between bands of crusaders and their fellow
Christians in Hungary and Bulgaria, it was not over doctrinal dispute or radicalism. Instead, the violence is better explained as quarreling over supplies or the locals’ disgust with
the crusaders’ behavior (in Hungary, for example, some German crusaders looted villages
and assaulted the locals without provocation).78 Whenever supplies could be secured from
a marketplace or from charity, the crusaders were notably less violent, although no less
strapped for cash. Some instances of crusaders committing theft in Constantinople were
probably committed to pay for supplies from the marketplace opened to them.79 Te crusaders’ acts of violence and indiscipline were done for pragmatic reasons. It is less accurate
to think of them as radicals or fanatics.
Contemporary sources continually accuse the People’s Crusade of acting out of
greed. Tis obscures the situation the bulk of the crusaders were facing. Te clergymen
who described the People’s Crusade in such terms probably preferred to think of crusading
in more spiritual terms than did the peasants who participated. Te People’s Crusade was
certainly acting out of material concerns: Te commoners left their homes because there
was no point in staying in violent, famine-stricken areas. When they acted violently towards
local peoples, it was more out of desperation than avarice or religious hatred.
Te violence directed towards Jewish communities along the Rhine are another
instance of the People’s Crusade acting with material gain, perhaps even outright greed,
in this instance. Anti-Semitic violence in the Middle Ages has been associated with millenarianism by other scholars. In this instance, however, it is probably better to assume that
the economic competition drove the Rhineland massacres.
Contemporary sources were mixed in describing the events on the Rhineland.
Te violence was sometimes viewed through a religious lens. It was asserted by Christians
that Jews had been responsible for the recent persecution of Christian pilgrims in the Holy
Land, the result of their having sent a letter to the Muslims in control of Jerusalem.80 Tis
belief led to violence against Jewish communities in France, word of which traveled to the
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Rhineland.81 Te Jewish communities in that area did not believe they would face persecution, being under the protection of local clerical and secular authority.82 Violence did
break out and notably, it was almost always initiated by the Jews’ fellow townsmen. Other
crusaders, Peter the Hermit’s band being one example, were willing to take bribes and move
on.83 It was the local people who engaged in the most violence and in forced conversions.84
Te locality of violence here points to economic competition. Te Christians of
the Rhineland were probably stirred to action by the large numbers of crusaders passing
through their territory and so it is reasonable to classify these Christians as a part of the
People’s Crusade. However, many of them do not appear to have set out for Jerusalem.
Only Emicho of Lesignan and a few minor nobles are mentioned as heading east with their
followers, and they expended so much energy fghting in Hungary that one could argue that
local conquest was their overriding goal.85 Emicho stands out for supposedly having made
bold apocalyptic claims about himself but even then, there appears to be a gulf between
what was claimed and what was actually done. By and large, the Rhenish crusaders were
local burghers interested in wiping out their immediate economic competitors.86 Tis is
not to say that religious enmity was not involved. However, it cannot be coincidence that
multiple contemporary sources reference the material motives of the People’s Crusade.
Albert of Aachen, for instance, made it clear that their slaughter of Jews was done out of
greed, not piety, and therefore wrong.87
Te economic conditions in Europe put especial pressure on the common folk.
Many used the People’s Crusade as an opportunity to search for resources elsewhere. While
many of the participants were not trained combatants, sources make repeated references to
battles, which would imply that many of the crusaders were armed and capable of violence
when they saw the need for it. Te peasantry were put into distress by poverty, social unrest
in the form of banditry, and starvation. By joining the large roving bands going towards
Jerusalem, they received a measure of safety. Teir numbers allowed them to extract bribes
and food from the settlements whose paths they crossed. In this view, the People’s Crusade
was inspired by material concerns and motivated by material gain. Te common folk of
the Rhineland reacted out of material concerns as well. In their towns, they had economic
competition in the form of Jewish communities: German tradesmen were struggling to
compete with already-established Jewish commerce.88 Acting out of material concerns, they
either killed their rivals or forced them to assimilate into the larger community.
Finally, the recent historiographical trend of examining the role of society and
family in infuencing the crusades should be addressed. On the whole, the scholarship is
convincing when applied to the Princes’ Crusade, and other subsequent Crusades, all of
which were dominated by the nobility and infuenced by existing crusader ideology. It is
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reasonable to assume that the events of the First Crusade and the knowledge gained during
it infuenced the Second Crusade, and so on. In this context, Jonathan Riley-Smith’s contention that the motivation for crusading was based on ties of kinship and feudal loyalty
is persuasive.89 By following charter records, Riley-Smith has demonstrated the frequency
of crusading amongst certain noble families, the point being that the motives to go on
crusade were passed on through families and societies.90
Tis line of evidence does not ft the People’s Crusade as well. To reiterate, there
simply are not the same level of sources for the activities of commoners as there are the
nobility of this period. While an absence of sources does not necessarily mean the ideology
was not there, there is less evidence for it. It is reasonable to believe that the nobility of the
era expressed their beliefs through the power dynamics of the feudal system.91 Te nobility were also able to build direct ties with religious institutions like monasteries through
endowments.92 By extension, it is reasonable to believe that commoners might have been
less enthusiastic of conceptualizing religion in terms of feudal power considering that had
relatively less power compared to their noble brethren. At least some of the peasants who
went on the People’s Crusade did travel with family groups.93 Tangible kinship ties were
important, then, but the inter-generational, almost dynastic, crusading ideas proposed by
Riley-Smith simply do not apply to the People’s Crusade.
Ultimately, any event as sweeping and popular as the People’s Crusade will have
multiple reasons. Religious, social, and economic factors would all have played a role in
motivating a commoner to take part in the People’s Crusade. However, it is clear that those
factors would not have seemed as markedly diferent to the commoners of that period as
to historians today. Religious belief, societal ties, economic need, and economic gain were
all expressed in material ways.
Te religious beliefs popular among the commoners of Europe were centered on
physical representations and manifestations (e.g. relics, stigmata, miracles). Te existence
of apocalyptic beliefs, though debatable, point to ideas of a perfect earthly Jerusalem, a
sort of afterlife before the afterlife, whose enjoyments could be experienced by inhabiting
it in one’s own time. Te religious framework was well-suited for materialist goals.
What is known of the social ties of the peasants on the People’s Crusade emphasizes physical ties, like kinship and local communities. It is unlikely that they possessed
the extensive networks that their noble and clerical counterparts did. During the People’s
Crusade, there are instances of families going on crusade together, small bands of compatriots acting out of self-interest, and communities wiping out local competitors. All of this
points to a setting where immediate, material goals were of high importance.
Lastly and most persuasively, there was the harsh economic conditions in Europe
at the time. Commoners had immediate material concerns and their actions on the Crusade
point to their desire for material improvement. Poor and starving commoners used violence
to obtain money and supplies. Commoners worried about economic competitors used the
expedition as a chance to massacre their rivals.
In short, the People’s Crusade was so rife with instances of crusaders acting out
of material concerns, it is valid to say that a desire to improve the material quality of their
lives was the overriding motivation of most of its participants.
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Abstract
Tis paper draws a comparison between two separatist regions in Africa – Somaliland in
northwestern Somalia, and South Sudan, the newest member of the United Nations. Tis
study begins by exploring the history of each case in their respective colonial contexts, and
then discusses the arguments for each state’s independence. Finally, the diferent outcomes
in each state, and the factors leading to them, are examined. Te paper explores why the
international community readily accepted South Sudan’s independence in 2011, but continues to withhold recognition from Somaliland, weighing the importance of statehood
criteria versus international recognition in the success of secessionist movements.
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Introduction
In October of 1970, the United Nations General Assembly passed Resolution
2625: Te Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation among States. Te Resolution is the most comprehensive verbalization
of the principle of self-determination of states under international law to date. It declares
that “all peoples have the right freely to determine, without external interference, their
political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development.” According
to the Resolution, “the establishment of a sovereign and independent State” constitutes as
a mode “of implementing the right of self-determination by that people” (General Assembly
resolution 26/25, 1970).
UNGA Resolution 2625, commemorating twenty-fve years of the United Nations, frmly endorses the right to self-determination. However, in the post-1945 period of
decolonization, dozens of entities vying for independence have gone universally unrecognized. Some of these entities have satisfed the criteria for statehood, yet remain in limbo as
they wait for international legitimization that may never come. On the other hand, some
movements for independence have received the stamp of approval from an overwhelming
number of nations and been granted the ultimate endorsement from the international
community – admittance to the United Nations. Te diversity in outcomes of post-war
secessionist movements begs the question: what leads the international community to
recognize the independent statehood of some entities, but not others?
Defning Statehood in International Law
Article 1 of the 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States
outlined four key qualifcations for statehood: a) a permanent population; b) a defned
territory; c) government; and d) capacity to enter into relations with the other states
(“Convention on Rights and Duties of States,” 1933). Te treaty was signed by nineteen
governments represented in the Seventh International Conference of American States.
Although these criteria were laid out in an exclusively inter-American treaty, the language
has been adopted widely as an accurate description of statehood in customary international
law (Vidmar, 2012, p. 153).
Discussions regarding state recognition are generally divided into two prominent
schools of thought: declaratory theory and constitutive theory. Declaratory theory contends
that a political entity achieves statehood the moment it fulflls the criteria set forth in customary international law. Recognition by other states is therefore merely “declaratory,” but
not a necessary qualifcation for statehood. Te Montevideo Convention is in accordance
with declaratory theory. As stated in Article 3:
Te political existence of the state is independent of recognition by the
other states. Even before recognition the state has the right to defend its
integrity and independence, to provide for its conservation and prosperity,
and consequently to organize itself as it sees ft, to legislate upon its interests,
administer its services, and to defne the jurisdiction and competence of its
courts. (Convention on Rights and Duties of States,” 1933)
By contrast, constitutive theory maintains that an entity must receive international
recognition to truly qualify as a state, even if it has fulflled the previously-discussed criteria for statehood. According to this school of thought, a political entity may operate as a
functional political community with characteristics of statehood – territory, a population,
and a government, etc. – but will not be not considered “a state in the legal sense unless
the international community decides to recognize it as a fellow member, with certain rights
and powers under international law” (Naticchia, 2005, p. 27).
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Case Study: Comparing Somaliland and South Sudan
Entities which meet the criteria for statehood but lack recognition are commonly
referred to as de facto states. Somaliland, a self-declared secessionist state located in northwestern Somalia, is a prime example of a de facto state, meeting the four standards of the
Montevideo Convention but lacking an international legal personality. Declaratory theory
would consider Somaliland a state, regardless of its lacking recognition.
South Sudan won its independence in 2011 following decades of civil war and
immediately achieved widespread recognition. It is a member of the United Nations as well
as a number of other international organizations. Believers in constitutive theory would
not have considered South Sudan a state until it reached the benchmark of obtaining
international recognition. Despite these evidences of external sovereignty, South Sudan
is still plagued by continuous civil war, and has the highest score on the Fund for Peace’s
Fragile State Index (previously the Failed State Index), indicating that South Sudan may
not currently exemplify all characteristics of a state.
Somaliland and South Sudan provide an engaging comparison because both
sought independence in post-colonial Africa, where “the end of the Cold War defrosted
the political map” (Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 173). After centuries of colonial rule within
arbitrary borders, post-War Africa saw the weakening of central governments and the
strengthening of secessionist campaigns. In this environment, groups with shared identities
or grievances were galvanized to seek self-determination and establish political communities
which actually refected historic and ethnic commonality.
Historical Context and Cases for Secession
Somaliland’s journey for independence is atypical. Unlike most separatist states,
Somaliland was actually once, briefy, independent. In 1888, the British established a
protectorate in present-day Somaliland and maintained rule in the region through the
Second World War. Te neighboring regions in present-day central and southern Somalia
were colonized by the Kingdom of Italy around the same time. After Italy’s defeat in World
War Two, Italian Somalia came under administration of the British army and was renamed
the Trust Territory of Somalia. In 1960, the British government announced its decision to
grant independence to British Somaliland, with the intention that it would unite with the
now British-controlled Trust Territory of Somalia to form one independent country. On
June 26, 1960, British Somaliland became the independent State of Somaliland for fve
days, until it was united with the Trust Territory of Somalia on July 1, 1960, to form the
Somali Republic. It is important to note that before this unifcation, Somaliland had been
a distinct region with a separate colonial history and short-lived independence. As put by
Carroll & Rajagopal (1993), “the two territories were separated institutionally, linguistically
and historically” prior to their unifcation (p. 659).
In 1969, Major General Mohamed Siyad Barre became President of Somalia by way
of military coup, overthrowing the Somali Republic and establishing the Somali Democratic Republic, a centralized, socialist regime. Troughout the 1980s, a wave of resistance
movements emerged across Somalia in opposition to Barre’s authoritarian military rule. In
the North (the former British protectorate), dissatisfaction with unifed Somalia intensifed
under the Barre regime, which alienated the North politically and economically through a
campaign of “semi-colonial oppression” (Adam, 1994, p. 27). In 1981, the Somali National
Movement (SNM), a clan-based opposition movement in the northern region, began its
ten-year insurgency against the Barre regime. Following the collapse of the regime in January of 1991, the SNM declared Somaliland’s independence (Bradbury & Hansen, 2007).
In their article “Te Case for the Independent Statehood of Somaliland,” Carroll &
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Rajagopal (1993) outline the legal basis for Somaliland’s independence under international
law. First, they argue that the Act of Union merging the two territories was itself invalid
because the North and South drafted diferent unifcation treaties. One day after Somaliland
declared independence, on June 27, 1960, the Legislative Assembly in the North passed
the Union of Somaliland and Somalia Law, but it was never approved by southern representatives in Mogadishu. Tree days later, the Legislative Assembly in the South approved a
signifcantly diferent draft, the Act of Union, and the two territories were proclaimed one
independent Somalia. In January of 1960, the Union of Somaliland and Somalia Law was
repealed by the National Assembly of Somalia and the Act of Union was made “retroactively
binding” from July 1, 1960, the date of independence. Furthermore, the constitution of
Somalia had been negotiated by predominantly southern ofcials. When put to a vote by
national referendum in 1961, a majority of inhabitants of former Somaliland rejected the
constitution, refecting a growing hostility toward the concentration of political power in
the South. Carroll & Rajagopal (1993) argue that “the state of Somaliland and its people
existed as sovereign international persons until the Act of Union,” which “falls short of the
Vienna Convention’s standards for a valid treaty,” adding that “with nothing more than
the recognition of other states to testify to the existence of Somalia as a unifed state, it
is necessary to consider the legal grounds on which Somaliland can reassert itself on the
international plane” (pp. 660-2). Riegl & Doboš (2014) propose that even if we accept the
Act of Union as valid, sovereign states that voluntarily merge maintain the right to restore
their independence (p. 188).
Another common argument in the case for independent Somaliland defends secession on the grounds of violations of human rights. Carroll & Rajagopal (1993) proceed,
“An accepted, enduring maxim in legal and political theory is that the deprivation of basic
human rights justifes rebellion” (p. 662). Tey cite the Preamble of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as an example of customary international law which recognizes the
right to rebel against governments egregiously violating human rights. UNGA Resolution
2625, the reigning document on self-determination, notes that “nothing in the foregoing
paragraphs shall be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would dismember…the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States
conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights” and “representing the
whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race, creed or colour” [emphasis added] (General Assembly resolution 26/25, 1970). While the document explicitly
states that secession is not justifed when a government acts in compliance with principles of
human rights, the implication is that self-determination may be justifed when a government
violates humanitarian norms.
Carroll & Rajagopal (1993) add that secession may accrue greater legitimacy in
cases when “the pattern of human rights violations indicates an attempt by the state to
decimate a distinctly identifable group” (p. 665). Tere is strong evidence that the Barre
regime unleashed a campaign of targeted discrimination against the North, with particular
antagonism directed toward the Isaq ethnic tribe. A wealthy northern clan, the Isaq were
subjected to a “neo-fascist type of punishment,” (Adam, 1994, p. 27) which included
the burning of Isaq towns, military repression, false imprisonment, torture, rape, looting
of homes, and executions, as well as economic sabotage (Carroll & Rajagopal, 1993, p.
665). During the height of the Somali civil war, the military bombed two northern towns,
Hargeisa and Burao, killing an estimated 50,000 people and displacing half a million more
(Carroll & Rajagopal, 1993, p. 665). Te panoply of human rights atrocities at the hands of
the Somali central government, and especially the targeting of ethnic communities, justify
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secession under customary international law.
One fnal and persuasive argument for Somaliland’s independence is its superior
governing capacity in comparison to its parent state, Somalia. Since the fall of the Barre
regime, Somalia has collapsed into a state of civil war among clashing rebel armies, clanbased militias, and non-state actors. Somalia is widely described as an anarchical or failed
state, with no efective central government or “even the basic institutional capacity to deliver
basic services to its inhabitants” (Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 183). Somaliland, on the other
hand, has been working toward transitioning away from clan-based politics toward a system
of democratic political representation (Bradbury & Hansen, 2007). In its twenty-eight
years as a self-declared independent state, Somaliland has achieved: a functional central
government; free and fair elections with peaceful transfers of power; a national parliament;
an independent judiciary; its own currency; and a stable, albeit small, economy. In this
context, “Somaliland´s claim for larger efectiveness in comparison to Somalia is well
justifed,” and its case for independence easy to appreciate. (Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 188)
Similarly to the movement in Somaliland, the movement for an independent
South Sudan grew out of feelings of marginalization from its parent state, Sudan. Te
emergence of South Sudan as a separate political entity from the northern territory dates
back to the turn of the 20th century. In response to Egypt’s expanding control over the
Sudan throughout the 19th century, a Sudanese rebellion – the Mahdist Revolt – broke
out in 1881. In the following years, the British invaded Egypt and squashed the rebellion,
establishing the Ango-Egyptian Condominium, which secured British control in Egypt
and the Sudan. While the Northern Sudanese acceded to the new Ango-Egyptian regime,
rebellions in the South continued to resist British rule for several decades, initiating a wide
rift between the two regions (“Timeline South Sudan,” 2012).
During the subsequent colonial period, the distinction between northern and
southern Sudanese intensifed. Te British administration favored northern Arab populations in most sectors of society, such as government and education, while discriminating
against the African, Christian, southern Sudanese on both racial and religious grounds
(Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 177). Te British imposed the “Closed District Ordinance
Act,” which lasted from 1914-1946 and isolated the South from the North by prohibiting
northern Arabs from conducting trade and missionary work in the South and overseeing its
government. Tis so-called “Southern Policy” left Southern Sudan “ill-prepared politically,
economically, educationally and administratively by the time the British left the Sudan
in 1956” (“Timeline South Sudan” 2012). Several decades of institutionalized separation
prevented the Southern Sudanese from integrating into the Arabo-Islamic culture of the
North, further exacerbating ethnic and religious diferences and deepening the divide
between the two regions.
Following the revocation of the Southern Policy, there was little support in the
South for full unifcation with the North. Although nominally still a part of the Sudan,
the Southern region operated quite distinctly from the North and most of its inhabitants
had little desire to be under further Northern control. However, due to marginalization of
Southern representatives from the decision-making process, when the British were preparing
to grant independence to the Sudan, it was decided that the North and the South would
gain independence as one unifed state. In 1955, shortly before independence was set to be
granted, rebellions erupted in the South, with the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/
Army (SPLM/A) at the helm of the struggle for liberation. Civil war continued for another
ffty years, killing an estimated two million people, until a Comprehensive Peace Agreement
(CPA) was signed in 2005. In 2011, Southern Sudanese overwhelmingly voted in favor
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of independence in a region-wide referendum, and South Sudan was declared a sovereign
state on July 9, 2011 (“Timeline South Sudan” 2012).
Te argument for South Sudan’s independence traditionally cites its political
misrepresentation and its historical inability to have agency over its own future. Additionally, South Sudan’s secession can be further justifed by the decades of civil war, ethnic
cleansing, and humanitarian crisis that have terrorized its people. Te case for independent
South Sudan, like the case for Somaliland, points to attempts by the state to target specifc
ethnic groups as a rationale for secession. Government-targeting of ethnic groups gained
international attention during the 2003 War in Darfur, sometimes referred to as the Darfur
genocide, when state-sponsored ethnic cleansing campaigns targeting non-Arabs killed
tens to hundreds of thousands of people. Especially due to global media coverage of the
atrocities in Darfur, violation of human rights became the most central argument for the
need for an independent South Sudan.
Diferences in Outcomes
Somaliland has failed to garner acknowledgement from the majority of the
international community, aside from maintaining some diplomatic and trade relations
with a few states. Perhaps the most decisive factor deterring governments from extending
recognition is that Somalia has not consented to Somaliland’s partition. Self-determination
without consent from the parent state is generally condemned by the international community (Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 177). Additionally, most members of the international
community are refraining from formally recognizing Somaliland until the African Union
does so. Somaliland applied for membership to the AU in 2005, but its application is still
pending. Among AU decision-makers, there is common concern that recognizing Somaliland
would be perceived as the African Union’s endorsement of secessionist movements, and
would embolden other separatist regions both in Somalia and across the broader African
continent. Tis so-called Pandora’s Box efect is feared to lead to “uncontrolled political
fragmentation and destabilization of not only the given region but” the entire world (Riegl
& Doboš, 2014, p. 188).
Without membership in the African Union and the United Nations, Somaliland
has no voice to advocate for itself on the international stage, and no avenue to expand its
diplomatic network. Furthermore, as a de facto state without external sovereignty, Somaliland
is barred from critical fnancial resources such as development funds from the World Bank
and large-scale loans from the International Monetary Fund. Somaliland’s economy is forced
to survive on fnancial assistance from nongovernmental and humanitarian organizations,
as well as diaspora funds – about $1 billion from Somalilanders living abroad (Johnson
& Smaker, 2014, p. 8; Jefrey, 2016). Although the largest source of capital infow into
Somaliland, most diaspora money goes directly to families or specifc development projects,
and does not contribute to government services, or make a lasting impact on Somaliland’s
institutional capacity (Johnson & Smaker, 2014, p. 8). Te inability to access international
funds also prevents the Somaliland government from making crucial improvements to
infrastructure and public services like water, gas, electricity, and sanitation (Jefrey, 2016,
p. 3). In a region prone to violence and vulnerable to terrorism, Somaliland places security
at the top of its list of priorities. Adequately addressing terrorist threats remains a major
challenge without support from the international community (Johnson & Smaker, 2014,
p. 7).
By comparison, South Sudan’s struggle for independence resulted in recognition.
After decades of war, the confict climaxed during the War in Darfur beginning in 2003.
Ongoing confict between the SPLM, other rebel groups, and the government of Sudan
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resulted in hundreds of thousands of deaths, and Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir was
widely condemned for acts of genocide, war crimes, and other human rights violations. In
2005, a Comprehensive Peace Agreement was brokered between the government of Sudan
and the SPLM, providing for “the devolution of power to the very areas where grievances
have centred on exclusion from political access and economic beneft” (“Sudan Peace Agreement,” 2005). Te Agreement established a one-country-two-system model, whereby each
state authored its own constitution (superseded by a national constitution) and enjoyed
more autonomy. Most notably, the Agreement laid the groundwork for future partition
by outlining a six-year interim period, at the end of which South Sudan could decide if it
wanted to remain a part of the Sudan. A referendum was held from January 9-15, 2011,
with approximately 99% of voters choosing to secede from the North. Sudanese President
Omar al-Bashir accepted the results and South Sudan ofcially declared its independence
on July 9, 2011 (“South Sudan Referendum,” 2011). South Sudan’s legitimacy rests on the
fact that the referendum – and the potential for independence – were agreed to in 2005,
and the government of Sudan readily consented to the will of the South Sudanese in 2011.
Authorization from Sudan was a critical factor explaining the immediate recognition of
South Sudan worldwide.
In a move of sweeping international recognition, the United Nations admitted
South Sudan on July 14, 2011 – fve days after its independence. Tis quick acceptance
can be explained by the heavy role that the United States and the United Nations played
in facilitating the CPA and the greater peace process in Sudan. Following the signing of the
peace agreement in 2005, the Government of Norway held a series of donor’s conferences
in Oslo to mobilize resources for reconstruction, rehabilitation, and capacity-building in
southern Sudan, raising billions of dollars over the course of several years. In the interim
period between the signing of the CPA and South Sudanese independence, the United
Nations launched a peacekeeping operation in a joint mission with the African Union. Te
international community was already heavily invested in the Sudan peace process prior
to South Sudan’s independence, further explaining how readily the new state was granted
practically universal recognition (“Sudan Peace Agreement,” 2005).
Foreign support for South Sudan dates back well before the peace negotiations.
Te United States has been a crucial backer of South Sudan, providing long-time support
and aid. Te U.S. is the leading international donor to South Sudan and since the 1990s,
nearly eighty percent of U.S. aid to Sudan has gone directly to southern regions (Riegl &
Doboš, 2014, p. 179). In his discussion of Somaliland’s case for independence, Jefrey (2016)
notes that “there are few lobbyists to argue for Somaliland in the international arena. By
contrast, the South Sudanese independent movement had advocates in Washington and
elsewhere.” Furthermore, violence in South Sudan received high global media attention,
drawing sympathy and support for Southern Sudanese, with high-profle advocates such
as George Clooney raising awareness. In comparison, “the coverage of Somaliland’s case is
much less visible and it lacks its own high-profle patron” (Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 183).
All of these factors in combination help to explain why the international community was
eager to recognize South Sudan but has elected to remain silent on Somaliland.
Meeting the Montevideo Statehood Criteria
South Sudan and Somaliland create an interesting comparison regarding their
fulfllment of the Montevideo criteria for statehood. Te Montevideo criteria are so central to Somaliland’s claimed statehood that its government website lays out how the de
facto state fulflls each criterion. Many scholars, too, agree that Somaliland meets these
standards; Carroll & Rajagopal (1993) assert that “Somaliland clearly possesses all of the
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above [Montevideo] qualifcations” (p. 678).
Somaliland has an estimated population of 3.5 million people, living within a
clearly defned territory as delineated by colonial borders. In fact, although many foreign
governments fear that recognizing Somaliland will defy the territorial integrity of Somalia,
as a former British protectorate, Somaliland’s secession refects self-determination within
the context of decolonization. Somaliland has efective government at both the national
and local level. While its elections are generally regarded free and fair, Somaliland has faced
some challenges in establishing a democratic political system. Tese challenges include
building a system of political competition based on political parties, rather than clan
loyalties, as well as creating a culture of real political discourse around distinct, competing
ideologies (Bradbury & Hansen, 2007, p. 467). Nevertheless, Somaliland’s central government and institutions are functional. Finally, Somaliland has proven its capacity to enter
into relations with other states. It has created its own passports, which are accepted by a
few African states, including Ethiopia, Dijbouti, South Africa, and Kenya. Although not
ofcial embassies, Somaliland has established ofces around the world, in the nations listed
above, as well as in South Sudan, Ghana, Yemen, the U.S., Canada, the U.K., Sweden,
France, Norway, and Belgium (Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 186). Although far from ofcial
recognition, these engagements provide clear evidence of Somaliland’s capacity for foreign
relations.
On the day of South Sudan’s independence, in a speech declaring formal U.S.
recognition of the new state, President Obama proudly stated, “Today we are moved by the
story of struggle that led to this time of hope in South Sudan, and we think of those who
didn’t live to see their dream realized. Now, the leaders and people of South Sudan have
an opportunity to turn this moment of promise into lasting progress” (Obama, 2011). In
2011, there was global hope for a brighter future in South Sudan, but conditions in the
new nation have been deteriorating since.
Hostilities have remained high between Sudan and South Sudan, due to each
states’ extreme dependency on oil and their “co-dependency in the process of getting oil to
buyers” (Haynal, 2013, p. 6). Disputes over oil between the two states have led to economic
retaliations and escalated tension. Internally, South Sudan collapsed back into a state of civil
war in 2013 when President Kiir accused his deputy, Riek Machar, of orchestrating a coup
d’etat. Fighting erupted between the SPLM government and Machar’s opposition militia,
and in-fghting among rebel groups has further exacerbated the confict. South Sudan has
been ranked in the top fve countries on the Fragile State Index since 2013, indicating
its severe vulnerability to confict and collapse. It has ranked number one on this index
for the past two years. (“2018 Fragile State Index,” 2018). Te Fund for Peace – the U.S.
think tank which produces the annual report – cited “civil war, mass displacement, and
critical food shortages” among reasons for South Sudan’s unenviable placement (“2018
Fragile State Index,” 2018).
South Sudan has an estimated population of 10.2 million people comprised of
citizens from over 200 diferent ethnic groups (“Te World Factbook,” 2018; Haynal, 2013,
p. 7). South Sudan’s current territory refects boundaries set in 1956, with the exception
of several disputed areas along the borders with Sudan and Kenya. However, due to the
porous nature of its borders, South Sudan has become a refuge for brutal rebel groups like
the Lord’s Resistance Army from Uganda, and is vulnerable to terrorism from other nonstate actors (Haynal, 2013, p. 8).
South Sudan’s government currently operates under the Transitional Constitution
of the Republic of South Sudan that was established in 2011, but the new state still has no
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permanent constitution. South Sudan is a presidential republic, but its elections are not
considered free (Dobos & Riegl, 2014, p. 184). Te current President of South Sudan,
Salva Kiir Mayardit, was elected in 2010, with the next election scheduled for 2015. Due
to internal political turmoil, South Sudan’s parliament postponed elections to 2018, and
then again to 2021, extending the presidential term twice (Dumo, 2015). South Sudan’s
government institutions are almost totally controlled by the SPLM, whose guerilla army
wing (SPLA) has failed to fully depoliticize. Military men still wield a substantial amount
of power, and politics are characterized by patronage and corruption. While South Sudan
has a government, it can hardly be considered efective.
South Sudan does demonstrate a capacity to enter into relations with outside
countries. It has diplomatic relations and scattered embassies around the globe. South Sudan
has been admitted to about two dozen international organizations, including the UN, the
AU, the IMF, and the G-77. However, “as the case of South Sudan indicates, international
recognition does not ensure stability” (Riegl & Doboš, 2014, p. 180).
Conclusion
Despite vastly diferent outcomes to their eforts, South Sudan and Somaliland
have shared many similarities in their pursuits for independence. Both operated, to some
extent, as separate political entities prior to being merged with their parent states during the
decolonization process (Somaliland as a British Protectorate, and South Sudan as a politically
ostracized, autonomous region). Both declared independence after lengthy civil wars. A
comparison of these cases reveals that the international community is far more comfortable
granting recognition to separatist states in cases when the parent state has consented to the
secession. In addition, foreign governments were more eager to throw their weight behind
South Sudan, where the international community had already invested billions of dollars
toward development, capacity-building, and peacekeeping missions.
According to the Montevideo criteria, Somaliland, an unrecognized entity, resembles
the customary concept of a state better than the recognized, sovereign state of South Sudan.
Despite its exclusion from global markets and its lack of a full international personality,
Somaliland has proven itself as a cohesive political community with a functional government
apparatus. Somaliland’s functionality despite its lack of recognition, in juxtaposition with
South Sudan’s dysfunctionality regardless of its recognition, strengthen the declaratory
argument of statehood – that fulflling statehood criteria secures an entity’s status as a
state, not its recognition. Even as a de facto state, Somaliland is more stable and functional
than the war-torn South Sudan, indicating that meeting the criteria for statehood is more
central to the success of a new state than the need for immediate international recognition.
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Abstract
Tis review delves into the recent literature on suicidality among high school students.
Suicide has become among one of the leading causes of death amidst youth. Tis review
explored three of the many factors that drive students to commit suicide: peer victimization, substance abuse, and reckless behavior. Tese are three of the most pertinent catalysts
represented in a majority of the articles explored. Te articles did touch on other factors
present in suicidality. Te major themes consistent throughout the literature were peer
victimization, substance abuse, and reckless behavior. Tese works ofer the common theme
of low self-esteem and reasons as to why adolescents are in such distress, yet do not reach
out for help. Tis review highlights some discrepancies regarding gender and minorities
within suicidality risks. Tis literature review will conclude with suggestion to reach and
help at risk youth as well as direction for future studies.
Keywords: suicidality, high school, stigma
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Suicide is one of the major problems among youth in today’s society. It is the third
leading cause of death among adolescents in the United States, with rates rising each year
(Lubell, Kegler, Crosby et al., 2007). Tere are a myriad of catalysts that may trigger suicide
among adolescents, including bullying, substance abuse, and reckless behavior (Schneider,
O’Donnell, Stueve, Robert & Coulter, 2015; Epstein & Spirito, 2010; Epstein & Spirito,
2009; Dempsy, Haden, Goldman, Sivinski & Weins, 2011). Te prevalence of suicide
dramatically increases during adolescence (Harkavy Friedman, Asnis, Boeck & DiFiore,
1987). Teenage years are a time of monumental change in most individuals’ lives, both
physically and mentally. With increased social media prevalence and peer pressure to ft
in, adolescents often feel trapped and resort to desperate attempts to escape--thus leading
to potentially devastating outcomes.
Te stigma surrounding mental illness is detrimental to youth in receiving the help
they need in order to avoid crisis. According to a recent study conducted by Ross, Kõlves
and Leo, (2017) teachers believed that greater awareness and de-stigmatization of mental
illness and suicide as a whole, is essential for the prevention and safety of adolescents. Te
pressure put upon adolescents is tremendous. Te inability to address the obstacles that
arise in this developmental period can possibly be attributed to the stigma that is attached
to mental illness.
According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), a study
conducted in 2013 revealed that in adolescents between 9th and 12th grade, 17 percent
of students attempted and/or completed suicide. Overall, 41,000 suicides occurred in
2013 alone (CDC, 2015). By understanding what leads adolescents to contemplate and
commit suicide, it will be easier to provide the necessary support needed. For the reasons
aforementioned, it is crucial to be aware of the utilities available and the education that
needs to be done for efective care of today’s youth.
Literature Review
Causes of suicidality in high school students
Suicidality is most easily attributed to underlying psychiatric disorders (Overholser, Adams, Lehnert, & Brinkman, 1995). Being aware of the life stressors that create and
exacerbate underlying disorders, is essential for lowering rates of suicidality. Tis literature
review will primarily focus on: bullying, substance abuse, and reckless behavior.
Cyberbullying and In-School Victimization. Victimization of adolescents by their
peers has been reported for decades. Bullying is best defned as “the repeated victimization
of a peer by another with an obvious imbalance of power between the victim and bully”
(Olweus, as cited in Dempsy et al., 2011). However, with the growing rates in technology
use, students have found confdence in hiding behind their screens--thus creating the cyberbullying epidemic. Te lack of knowledge and awareness of this issue is primarily due
to the rapid growth of technological advancements and the capabilities the students have.
Reports have indicated that 93 percent of teenagers are active users of the internet, giving
them ample opportunities to victimize peers (Schneider, et. al., 2015). Cyberbullying and
in-school bullying have diferent characteristics and afect genders diferently, although
both have the ability to lead to an increase in depression and suicide.
Cyberbullying has unique and technology-specifc characteristics that diferentiate
it from other forms of bullying. Perpetrators have the ability to remain anonymous whilst
still reaching a wide audience, as well as feel less responsibility and accountability than they
would if they were in a face-to-face situation (Mishna, Saini, & Solomon, 2009). Cyberbullying allows students who have previously not been vulnerable to bullying in school to
now be targeted on online platforms. Multiple studies have concluded that cyberbullying
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is most often perpetuated by the female population; they are also most likely to report
bullying in general. Females often reported the longer and more intensely they were bullied,
the greater their depression became, ultimately causing suicidal thoughts, tendencies, and
actions (Messias, Kindrick & Castro, 2014; Bauman, Toomey & Walker, 2013). Although
cyberbullying and school bullying have diferent characteristics and often target diferent
genders and sexual orientations, those who are bullied online are often also bullied in school.
Overt school bullying decreases by almost half once students reach high school.
However, bullying is still prominent enough to where a substantial number of students
report being noticeably afected by it. Tose who are bullied in both, school and online,
are more often those who identify non-heterosexually. Tey report the most intense and
aggressive forms of bullying, both physical and emotional (Schneider, et. al., 2015). Although non-heterosexual people make up a small part of the United States population
as a whole, they are also overrepresented in statistics regarding suicidality (Denny, et al.,
2014). Tere appears to be an association between being bullied and displaying suicidality
in non-heterosexual adolescents. It was found that those who attended more supportive
school environments, valued openness and communication, were less likely to be involved in
incidents with aggressive bullying, resulting in overall less suicidality (Denny, et al., 2014).
Overall, the highest rate of suicidality in high school students are those who frequently (at
least three to four times a week) experience peer victimization. Peer victimization is inclusive
of all forms of bullying, teasing, and the spreading of rumors. Overt peer victimization
results in social and personal distress, leading to students deteriorating in school and their
personal lives. (Dempsy, et al., 2011).
Te prevalence of bullying worldwide in high school is substantial (Nansel, Overpeck, Pilla, Susan, Morton, et al., 2001). It has been stated in many studies, the efects of
bullying often lead to more devastating consequences. When students are unable to voice
their pain and do not have an outlet or coping mechanisms, they often turn to uncharacteristic behavior, for example, substance abuse.
Substance abuse. Substance abuse has been a growing problem nationwide.
From the opioid epidemic to the fndings that children are drinking alcohol at earlier ages,
substance abuse has become a greater problem in adolescents. Te early onset of substance
use has been noted as being associated with suicide ideation and attempts. Early onset is
operationally defned in most studies as pre-teen years (13 or 14 years old). (Epstein &
Spirito, 2009) Tere is a discrepancy in rates of suicidality in relation to substance abuse
and gender. One study stated that both males and females are equally susceptible to higher
suicidality while abusing substances. (Tompson, Connelly, Tomas-Jones & Eggert, 2013).
However, according to a study conducted by Epstein and Spirito (2010), females who
utilized drugs and alcohol as coping mechanisms were more likely to attempt suicide than
males. Males, in contrast, tended to utilize substances more often than females (Tompson
et al., 2013; Garrison, McKeown, Valois & Vincent, 1993). A widespread conclusion has
seen a large correlation between suicide ideation and substance abuse.
Te four major substances that have been examined are: alcohol, marijuana, glue
snifng, and cigarettes. Te relationship between “harder” more intense drugs, such as
cocaine and suicidality, revealed more severe attempts of suicide that often required medical
attention or intervention. However, when delving into studying the relationship between
nicotine and less intense drugs, the risk and rate of use remained the same (Garrison et al.,
1993). In another study conducted by Wolitzky-Taylor and colleagues (2010), compared
the suicide rates from 1995 to 2005. Researchers found a signifcant increase in rates over
the years, due to a variety of factors, one of the more predominant being substance abuse.
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Substance abuse was most impacted when it was non-experimental and became more of a
daily occurrence (Wolitzky-Taylor, et al., 2010). Over half of high school students in the
samples studied reported that they utilized drugs and/or alcohol (Garrison, et al., 1993;
Epstein & Spirito, 2009). Garrison and colleagues (1993), found startling statistics that
were then emphasized by Epstein and Spirito’s (2009) study years later. Tose who participated in using illicit drugs within the past 30 days of the study, were more likely to attempt
suicide as well as those who sold and or used illicit drugs within the past 12 months. Te
idea of selling, ofering, and utilizing drugs and alcohol can diferentiate the likelihood of
suicidality. However, as a whole, it is one of the leading domains in addressing suicidality
in high school aged children.
Consideration of a suicide attempt was equal across genders in relation to substance
abuse. If either gender smoked, drank, and/or utilized other illicit drugs almost every day
for the past 30 days before the age of 13, it almost doubled their odds of considering suicide
as an option for pain relief. However, females were more likely to consider suicide while
utilizing alcohol as their coping mechanism rather than marijuana. In regards to making
a plan to attempt suicide, both males and females who sold and/or injected drugs showed
increased odds. Females who utilized nicotine and alcohol consistently and experimenting
either before the age of 13 more noticeably made plans to commit suicide. In respect to
suicide attempts, smoking in the past 30 days consistently resulted in doubling the likelihood
of actually committing suicide in females, but not in males. (Epstein & Spirito, 2010).
Tese fndings promote the idea that early onset of substance abuse has a dramatic efect
in whether or not adolescents will plan, attempt and/or commit suicide.
Substance abuse has been shown to be a catalyst for suicidal ideation. Substance
abuse can begin and become an option for those who have experience extreme peer victimization, child maltreatment, as well as low self-esteem (Miller & Esposito-Smythers,
2013; Wolitzky-Taylor, et al., 2010). Diferent substances tend to promote diferent types
of suicide ideation. However, many studies over the years contradict each other depending
on the sample they utilized, as well as the time frame in which the study was conducted.
Overall, there was a consensus that early onset of substance abuse, especially before the age
of 13, demonstrated a higher risk factor for suicidality as a whole. Drinking and smoking,
of all the substances in the aforementioned studies, were most notably serious indicators of
suicidality. However, there was a discrepancy about which gender it afected most or if it
afected both equally. A majority of the literature revealed substance abuse to afect females
more so than males (Epstein & Spirito, 2009; Epstein & Spirito, 2010; Wolitzky-Taylor,
et al., 2010). In accordance with the literature, substance abuse is directly correlated to
high rates of suicidality among high school students.
Reckless behavior. Reckless behavior can be operationally defned as aggressive,
forceful behavior, sexually promiscuous behavior, and healthy risk behavior (Epstein &
Spirito, 2010). Overall, the literature made a distinction between risk-taking behavior and
physical recklessness, as opposed to aggressive reckless behavior. Garrison and colleagues
(1993) made the distinction that rang true throughout the majority of newer studies explaining that physical recklessness and risk-taking behavior have the possibility of representing
suicidal behavior; however, it is more often than not unconscious and not intended to be
self destructive. Te more aggressive the individual, especially for males, the more likely to
act out in reckless, life-threatening behavior (Cairns, Peterson & Neckerman, 2010). Te
major fear found in the literature was not the lack of impulse control that many outdated
studies hypothesized, but rather the intensity of the impulses that are enacted by youth
when depression and other obstacles arise.
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In regards to risky sexual behaviors, Epstein and Spirito (2010), suggested that
individuals who are less likely to respect their body have lower self-esteem, then leading to
higher rates of considering suicide. Risky sexual behaviors such as not utilizing adequate
protection, having numerous sexual partners, and putting oneself into dangerous sexual
situations was often correlated with females’ suicidality rather than males. Dating violence
and suicidal ideation was also a strong component in females comparative to males. Females
who experienced extreme dating violence such as abuse, sexual assault/rape, and manipulation
were more likely to attempt suicide. Having sex, especially unprotected, before the age of
13 for females, also resulted in a higher rate of suicidality. However, these same statistics
did not apply to males. Females were signifcantly more likely to have higher suicidality
rates when engaging in risky sexual behavior than males. (Epstein & Spirito, 2010).
Aggressive behavior is most commonly seen in adolescent males. Furthermore,
excessive aggressive behavior is shown to be correlated with higher rates of suicidality in
males (Garrison et al., 1993). Males who are characteristically more aggressive and impulsive
are more likely to have trouble accurately identifying and productively channeling their
feelings, resulting in poor handling of depression and anxiety. Males tend to take more
drastic approach to suicide, which is why there are more completed male suicides compared
to females. To exemplify this, Cairns and colleagues (2010), stated that males are more likely
to hang or shoot themselves, jump in front of trains, or jump of bridges and overpasses
than females who are more likely to overdose or cut themselves. Tis fnding alone shows
the more aggressive intense behavior males display when they decide to commit suicide
comparatively to females.
Te literature revealed that aggressive behavior, where it is intense, is not the forefront for suicidality. Often those who are profoundly aggressive are diagnosed with conduct
disorder, or have other factors in their life that result them in being aggressive (Cairns et
al., 2010). Tis statement does not diminish that those who utilize fghting, verbal threats,
threats with weapons, and other aggressive behavior are linked to a higher rate of suicidal
behavior (Epstein & Spirito, 2010). Overall, aggressive, reckless behavior, both sexually and
physically, results in more intense impulsive actions when adolescents become depressed.
Discussion
Te literature review gave a comprehensive overview of cyberbullying and in school
bullying, substance abuse, and risky behavior. Tese three components were elaborated upon
in regards to their relationship with suicidality among high school students. Highlighting
these factors that afect a signifcant majority of youth gives society the ability to invoke
change. Suicide, in general, should be accentuated in society because no one should feel
as though their life does not have value. Specifcally, suicide among high school students
needs special attention. A majority of losses could easily be avoided if there was proper
prevention care and advocacy for those sufering. Te efect of a suicide on a school, friends,
family, and community are detrimental. It is imperative that this topic be discussed with
communities, family, peers and faculty to help eliminate the death of adolescents.
As previously cited, rates of suicide dramatically increase between 14 and 18
years old (Harkavy Friedman, Asnis, Boeck & DiFiore, 1987). Tis saddening realization
is something that should not be overlooked, but instead should be examined to better
understand why this is an occurrence. Understanding the efects peer victimization, early
onset substance abuse, and risky behavior have on high school students is imperative to
minimizing the issue of suicidality. Tere is an overarching theme which runs through each
of these obstacles the youth faces, low self-esteem. Self-esteem, as a whole, plays an imperative role in suicidality among high school students. Low self-esteem is often closely related
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to higher levels of depression, hopelessness and as a result suicidal tendencies (Overholser,
Adams, Lehnert & Brinkman, 1995). Low self-esteem, as a whole, is a byproduct of each
of the aforementioned obstacles, which appear to be major contributors to suicide among
high school students.
In a study conducted by Ross and colleagues (2017), it was noted how schools and
social media are the primary contexts for bullying. It was revealed throughout the literature
review that minorities, especially those who identify nonheterosexuality, were at the highest
risk for victimization both online and in person. However, females reported they were most
commonly bullied via online platforms where their perpetrator was hidden by anonymity
(Messias et al., 2014). Depression was found to be the mediator when understanding the
correlation between peer victimization and suicidal ideation (Bauman, et al., 2013). Depression and low self-esteem are often both results of students being bullied both overtly
and online. A high school student consistently bullied is more likely to develop a lack of
motivation, hopelessness and low self-esteem. Any of these feelings an adolescent has for
a distinctive period of time can cause extreme distress. Without adequately being aware
of the channels available to them in order to efectively handle these feelings, students are
more likely to turn to more drastic measures to help end their pain.
Extreme distress can lead to substance abuse, another factor in high school suicides. Early onset substance abuse is the largest indicator of suicidality among high schools
students due to the fact that feelings students are already struggling with are being masked
by chemical altering substances. Early onset substance abuse is often attributed to low
self-esteem, child maltreatment, as well as peer victimization (Miller & Esposito-Smythers,
2013). Alcohol abuse as well as illicit drugs are the biggest indicators of suiciality, primarily
in females (Epstein & Spirito, 2009; Epstein & Spirito, 2010; Wolitzky-Taylor, et al.,
2010). Troughout the literature there was controversy regarding whether substance abuse
afects a particular gender more intensely or if they were afected equally. Further research in
this area needs to be done for a comprehensive, accurate representation of which, if either,
gender is afected more. However, from the literature reviewed previously, females who
engage in substance abuse double the likelihood of suicidal ideation (Epstein & Spirito,
2009; Epstein & Spirito, 2010; Wolitzky-Taylor, et al., 2010). Adolescents who frequently
utilized substances as coping mechanisms for their issues could potentially act out more
intensely because they have felt as though they have tried everything to take away their pain.
It is imperative to recognize the diference in risky and reckless behavior. Risky
behavior does not fall onto the continuum of suicidal actions due to the fact that it is often
not intentionally suicidal behavior. It was explained that not all aggressive behavior leads
to increased suicidal intentions. Te studies elaborated on how it is profoundly aggressive
behavior that should alert concern among family, friends, and others involved in their lives.
Males are primarily the ones who sufer from aggressive behavior that leads to suicide. Te
fear stems from the inability for those who engage in overall risky behavior whether it be,
aggressiveness or sexually promiscuous, to be unable to rationalize their feelings when intense
feeling of distress, hopelessness, and depression; in turn, acting in irreversible ways (Cairns,
et al., 2010). Adolescents of either gender are vulnerable and often unable rationalize their
feelings as it is. Adding impulsive behavior only heightens the risks of dramatic behavior
which more than likely can lead to the planning and attempting of suicide.
Te most important way to lower rates of suicidality among high school students
is education. Students, faculty, family, and communities alike need to be educated on the
signs, symptoms, and appropriate tools to help those in crisis (Ross, et al., 2017). A study
conducted in Queensland, Australia in 2014 demonstrated that utilizing and internet survey
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to collect data from teachers on the perceptions and thoughts they had on suicide education
and prevention. Tis information was then utilized to create programs primarily focused on
awareness and stigma reduction with regards to suicide and mental health concerns. It was
determined that students and teachers alike were missing adequate training and education
on what channel are available when a student is in distress or in a time of crisis. Training
for teachers included how to best respond to incidents of self-harm, suicidal thoughts, and
a wide variety of other self-destructive behaviors. (Ross, et al., 2017). Tese exemplifed
the lack of education provided to teachers as well as the lack of information students have
on where to seek help or refer a peer if they are concerned.
Another prominent theme in this disconnect between those in need and the help
they deserve is the insurmountable amount of stigma surrounding mental illness. Schiller,
Schulte-Korne, Eberle-Sejari, Maier and Allgaier (2013) reported the use of information
pamphlets readily available to students at school, listing signs, symptoms, medications available, and referrals showed a drastic change with overall stigma of depression with in schools.
Giving students the information to better understand what they should be looking for in
themselves and peers as well as being able to access it at their own pace allows for students
to be comfortable seeking help when they are ready. Tis aids in the de-stigmatization of
mental health, by demonstrating that it is common and because of that can be addressed.
In accordance with the literature, to best advocate for students dealing with mental
health concerns, especially suicidal ideation, is rooted in education. Making sure faculty
and families understand what to look out for and what sources are available when conficts
arise is essential to getting students the help they deserve. When students are educated on
the channels they have available to them and realizing there is nothing to be ashamed of if/
when they do have feelings of hopelessness, distress and suicide, there is a higher potential
for suicide rates to lower. Teenage years are a period of development, physically, mentally
and socially. Educating communities on how to best care for those who have the added
distress is imperative to lowering rates of suicidality among high school students.
Conclusion and Future Studies
Future studies should focus on gender specifc risk factors as well as outcomes of
schools who have implemented educational programs to aid in lowering suicidality rates.
As talked about previously, there was discrepancy revolving around reckless behavior and
gender correlations. Solidifying those fndings would add strength to education programs
on signs of suicidality. Studies should also delve into the progress being made around
lowering rates of suicidality in high schools. Tey should explore what schools have done
and whether this has helped or hindered their progress. Finally, studies should focus on the
students. Ross and colleagues (2017) surveyed teachers on what they thought was missing
in the education about suicide and depression; however, the students were not reported
on. Studies should survey students on what they feel their school lacks in education about
suicide and depression as well as what ways would make them feel more comfortable
reaching out for help as problems arose.
Suicidality among high school students is a highly researched topic with extremely
startling information not widely recognized by the public. Te researcher compliments the
literature reviewed and the extensive data brought to light, highlighting problems which were
previously unknown. While further research still needing to be explored, the researcher is
hopeful that suicidality rates among high school students will lower in the coming decades
due to the vast amount of research available for prevention.
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“Resplendent Light: Kehinde Wiley and the Fusion of
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Abstract
American artist Kehinde Wiley is well-known in the United States and abroad, in scholarship and in popular media, for his art that emphasizes minority fgures rarely championed
compared to their white counterparts. While he is known for painting and has dabbled
in many mediums, including sculpture and byzantine-inspired icons, this paper analyzes
Kehinde Wiley’s lesser talked about works: stained glass. Scholars have overwhelmingly
ignored Kehinde Wiley’s stained glass and choice use of iconography in the larger narrative
of Wiley’s career. Tis paper addresses the issue of stained glass created in 2014 and 2016,
with special attention to the events transpiring at that time of creation and the iconography
used to build a readable message within the composition. Specifcally, this paper will look
at 2 examples of 2014 stained glass, which was the frst time Wiley ever experimented with
the medium, and 3 examples of 2016 stained glass, from Wiley’s Lamentation Series. Tese
works showcase Wiley’s ability to fuse long-standing, academically traditional conventions
with his own contemporary style of art to raise awareness to the minority fgure in a world
still struggling to do so. Tis paper will deconstruct and contextualize the iconography
and compositional elements of six stained glass works by Kehinde Wiley. From 2014, this
paper analyzes Arms of Nicolas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras, Saint Adelaide and Saint Ursula
and the Virgin Martyrs. From 2016, this paper looks at Madonna and Child, St. Mary and
Mary, Comforter of the Aficted I; 3 panels from the Lamentation series by Wiley. Tese
windows fuse long-standing conventions of traditional and renaissance art with Wiley’s
own modern stylistic modes. In doing so, giving birth to a new conversation on the subject
of black identity in contemporary America.
Keywords: Kehinde Wiley, stained glass, 2014, 2016, lamentation, iconography
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“Te resplendent light coming out of that stained glass is not about nationhood,
it’s not about race. It’s about being powerful in the world, glowing literally,” he says. “And
if art can be at the service of anything, it’s about letting us see a state of grace for those
people who rarely get to be able to be seen that way.”- Kehinde Wiley.1
In his youth, African-American artist Kehinde Wiley was drawn most to the
decadent Western European paintings at his local museums. Opulent portraits of men in
powdered wigs and women in their fnest gowns fascinated him. And yet, black and brown
fgures did not populate the same museums that a young Wiley frequented.2
Black and Brown fgures rarely fnd themselves the primary subjects of traditional
Western works of art. Based out of New York and well-known in the United States and
abroad, as well as in scholarship and in popular media, Kehinde Wiley has created a name
for himself via art that emphasizes minority fgures rarely championed compared to their
white counterparts. Wiley has built a career from transposing underrepresented people
in the stead of white subjects in canonical works of art.3 Recognized for his paintings, in
2014, Wiley challenged himself to tackle a new medium conventional to art: stained glass.
In 2016, Kehinde Wiley released a second wave of stained glass as part of a series
inspired by the Lamentation of Christ.4 Te 2016 Lamentation stained glass stands in
contrast to his previously established body of work. Tese panels overfow with politically
and religiously-charged iconography intended to captivate the audience and inspire contemplation of their reality. Nevertheless, scholars have overwhelmingly ignored Kehinde
Wiley’s stained glass and use of iconography in the larger narrative of Wiley’s career.
Tis paper addresses Kehinde Wiley’s stained glass created in 2014 and 2016,
with special attention to the events transpiring at the time of creation and the iconography
used to build a readable message within the composition. Specifcally, this paper will look
at 2 examples of 2014 stained glass, which was the frst time Wiley ever experimented with
the medium, and 3 examples of 2016 stained glass, from Wiley’s Lamentation series. Tese
works showcase Wiley’s ability to fuse long-standing, academically traditional conventions
with his own contemporary style of art to raise awareness to the minority fgure in a world
still struggling to do so.
Tis paper will deconstruct and contextualize the iconography and compositional
elements of six stained glass works by Kehinde Wiley. From 2014, this paper analyzes Arms
of Nicolas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras and Saint Ursula and the Virgin Martyrs. From 2016,
this paper looks at Madonna and Child, St. Mary and Mary, Comforter of the Aficted I; 3
panels from Wiley’s Lamentation series. Tese windows fuse long-standing conventions
of traditional and renaissance art with his own modern stylistic modes. In doing so, giving
birth to a new conversation on the subject of black identity in contemporary America.
William Troop, “Kehinde Wiley Reimagines Old Portraits Because ‘if Black Lives Matter,
Tey Deserve to Be in Paintings’,” Public Radio International, November 2, 2016, accessed
March 1, 2019, https://www.pri.org/stories/2016-11-02/kehinde-wiley-reimagines-oldportraits-because-if-black-lives-matter-they-deserve.
2
“KEHINDE WILEY STUDIO KW STUDIO-FAQ,” Kehinde Wiley Studio, accessed
February 1, 2019, http://kehindewiley.com/faq.
3
Eugenie Tsai, Connie H. Choi, and Kehinde Wiley, Kehinde Wiley: A New
Republic (Brooklyn, NY: Brooklyn Museum in Association with DelMonico Books &
Prestel, 2015), 10-11.
4
“LAMENTATION – Exhibitions,” Kehinde Wiley Studio, accessed March 10, 2019,
http://kehindewiley.com/works/lamentation/.
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Since the start of his professional career in 2001, New York visual artist Kehinde
Wiley has taken the world by storm through his daring and unique works of art. A traditionally-trained artist, Wiley often looks to the long-established for inspiration for many
of his masterpieces, large and small, and in various mediums. Te art of Kehinde Wiley is
a collision of the past and present. In drawing inspiration from the art and artists we now
consider the Old Masters or height of art, Wiley’s calling card is placing black and brown
subjects at the center of his own classically-inspired works in an efort to emphasize their
grace and humanity.5
Wiley’s name quickly permeated prominent circles. In 2005, American television
network VH1 commissioned Wiley to paint portraits of the honorees of the Hip Hop
Honors program that year. Wiley superimposed Hip Hop legends, such as Grandmaster
Flash and the Furious Five, LL Cool J, and Ice T, onto the portraiture of well-known artists;
such as John Singer Sargent and Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres.6
Ice T (2005, Fig. 1) is an example of Wiley’s typical formulaic approach to art.
In this work, Wiley has conveyed the power and regality of American rapper and actor
Ice T by transposing him into the composition of Napoleon I on His Imperial Trone by
Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres (1806, Fig. 2). Napoleon I on His Imperial Trone, 1806,
is a monumental painting depicting Napoleon Bonaparte, or Napoleon I, as Holy Roman
emperor. Heavy-laden in ermine-lined coronation robes, Napoleon holds in his right hand
the scepter of Charlemagne, the 9th Century Holy Roman emperor Napoleon modeled
himself after, and in his left, he holds the rod of justice, topped with a hand making the
two-fngered gesture of blessing derived from imagery of Christ.7 Both works feature commanding fgures enthroned. Where Napoleon sits proudly in his robes, Ice T instead has
shed them, preferring them to frame his seated person. As we will see, Kehinde Wiley will
continue to champion this style of art in later works; a signature of the artist.
In 2018, Kehinde Wiley unveiled the ofcial presidential portrait of Former
President Barack Obama (2018, Fig. 3).8 An honor; making Wiley the frst Black-American
artist to paint the frst Black-American president.9 In the composition, the 44th President
of the United States is seated in a simple wooden chair. Te story of Obama is interwoven
in the botanical background, each fower referencing a place integral to his identity, such
as African blue lilies for Kenya, or Jasmine blossoms for Hawaii.10 Te hyper-realistic
Tsai, Choi, and Wiley, Kehinde Wiley: A New Republic, 162.
“Painting: Kehinde Wiley,” National Portrait Gallery | RECOGNIZE! Hip Hop and
Contemporary Portraiture, accessed March 15, 2019, https://npg.si.edu/exhibit/recognize/
paintings.html.; Tsai, Choi, and Wiley, Kehinde Wiley: A New Republic, 32.
7
Matthias Becher, Charlemagne (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 96.; Rebecca
Young, “Napoleon I on His Imperial Trone,” Napoleon.org, January 2017, accessed March
28, 2019, https://www.napoleon.org/en/history-of-the-two-empires/paintings/
napoleon-i-on-his-imperial-throne/.
8
“Former President Barack Obama by Artist Kehinde Wiley,” National Portrait Gallery,
June 13, 2018, accessed March 25, 2019, https://npg.si.edu/exhibition/formerpresident-barack-obama-artist-kehinde-wiley.
9
“Artist Talk: Kehinde Wiley,” YouTube video, 01:05:45-01:09:40, “Saint Louis Art
Museum,” October 26, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57SXWs8N4gU.
10
Kim Sajet, “In Obama’s Ofcial Portrait the Flowers Are Cultivated From the Past,”
Smithsonian.com, February 20, 2018, accessed March 15, 2019, https://www.
smithsonianmag.com/smithsonian-institution/obamas-ofcial-portrait-fowerscultivated-from-past-180968200/.
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rendering of Former President Barack Obama, paired with a calm demeanor truly capture
the character of the man.
In 2014, Kehinde Wiley attempted stained glass for the frst time.11 It followed
his typical formula of portraiture: replacing white subjects of traditional and neo-classical
works with black fgures. Tey contained little iconography or underlying statements other
than experimentation with the medium as a whole.
Stained glass frst rose to prominence during the Early Gothic period in Western
Europe.12 The inclusion of stained-glass windows in Churches and Cathedrals aided in the
devotional practices of an illiterate congregation.13 12th Century French Abbot Suger is
credited as the author of new church aesthetic birthed in the Gothic period. Suger, in his
rebuilding of the Abbey Church of Saint-Denis, replaced the heavy Romanesque masonry
walls with stained glass windows. 14As light streamed through the windows, the holy space
of the church was fooded with colorful light; something that Suger called Lux Nova.15 Lux
Nova, or New Light, is the transformation of natural light into mystical, spiritual light as
it comes in contact with Stained Glass.16 Suger saw this transformed light as a means of
transporting the faithful to another world; to essentially create paradise on Earth and solidifying the popularity of stained glass as an art form. Glass in this holy state can be likened
to the birth of Christ; to “…light passing through a pane of glass without shattering it.”17
To Wiley, the fusion of his artistic style with the resplendent light streaming through
the glass adds a new dimension of power to his fgures in a way he was unable to explore
with paint. Te inclusion of black bodies in stained glass, illuminated in direct reference
to “religious light”, generate a social conversation about the importance of the subjects
simply as human. All the same, critics have made the argument that Wiley’s swapping of a
fgure from one skin color to another can fall into a trap of being overly ormulaic;18doing
little to explore the hard-hitting issues regarding black people, their communities, and
identities in America.19
Tsai, Choi, and Wiley, Kehinde Wiley: A New Republic, 162.; “STAINED GLASS- Selected
Works,” Kehinde Wiley Studio, accessed February 8, 2019, http://kehindewiley.com/works/
stained-glass/.
12
Whitney S. Stoddard, Art & Architecture in Medieval France: Medieval Architecture, Sculpture, Stained Glass, Manuscripts, Te Art of the Church Treasuries (Middletown: Wesleyan
University Press, 1972.), 164.
13
Ibid., 266-67.; “KEHINDE WILEY, Lamentation, Petit Palais,” YouTube video,
00:00:47-00:00:54, “Galerie Templon,” October 20, 2016. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=sv8HNt5oWdw.
14
Stoddard, Art & Architecture in Medieval France, 164.
15
Suger, Richard Cusimano, and Eric Whitmore, Selected Works of Abbot Suger of Saint-Denis
(Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 2018), 99.
16
William W. Clark “Suger’s Church at Saint-Denis: Te State of Research.” In Abbot Suger
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Wiley started his journey into stained glass with secular subjects as a gradual transition
into such a seemingly fckle medium. According to the Victoria and Albert Museum in
London, commissions for secular, heraldic glass were popular among patrons in the 15th
and 16th centuries, especially in areas where claiming a coat of arms was more relaxed than
that in England.20 In this period, glass painters were held in high regard, often recorded
by name than solely by the label “glass painter”.21 For leaders in the feld of heraldic glass
painting, such as Swiss glassmaker and painter Lukas Zeiner, their formulas for the visual
compositions of their stained glass works would become the foundation for similar works
of the centuries following,22 including in Kehinde Wiley’s work. In the following windows,
Wiley takes inspiration from traditional, secular, heraldic stained glass from Europe.
Te frst work is Arms of Nicolaas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras (2014; Fig. 4). Te
emerald green portrait panel derives its general composition and iconography from the
16th Century stained glass panel of the same name (ca. 1520-1525; Fig. 5).23 Like much of
his portraiture and paintings to come before this, Wiley employs his trademark painting
formula of taking a famous, traditional piece and adapting elements of the composition
and iconography to create something new.
Te original work from 1520-25, created by an unknown artist, features the coat
of arms of Nicolaas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras from 1501-1509 and a wealthy patron of
educational institutions and the church alike.24 Te windows that accompanied the coat of
arms panel depicted scenes from the life of St. Nicholas, Ruterius’s patron saint.25 Tis clear,
gold, and blue panel features the Ruterius’s shield prominently in the center, quartered in
sections of yellow and blue and decorated with the three vine leaves of his family in blue and
the two croziers, or stafs, framed by the running rats of the bishopric of Arras in yellow.26
Cresting the arms are the ornately decorative miter and crozier of the Order of the Bishop
in white and golden glass.27 Te transition from miter to crozier is architectural in design,
akin to the lanterns that topped domes in medieval and baroque architecture.28 His initials,
“NR”, fank the miter in a calligraphic script. Below in a scroll his motto reads ‘AEQVO
ANIMO’, or “Patiently, with resignation”, “with equal strength”, or “in equal courage”.29
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Tis is followed by ‘EOQOE’, a word incorrectly restored and rendered meaningless.30 Tis
panel, along with six others depicting the life of St. Nicholas, was donated by Ruterius to
the Great Cloister of the Charterhouse of Louvain.31
Wiley’s Arms of Nicolas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras of 2014 makes two clear changes
from the original: the background is changed from clear glass to green glass and the coat of
arms is replaced by a black man in contemporary clothing. As has already been discussed,
when Wiley takes inspiration from a classical work of art and swaps the fgures for his own
subjects, he typically is switching fgures. Wiley’s depiction of Arms of Nicolas Ruterius,
Bishop of Arras atypically switches an inanimate object with the image of a person.
Tat being said, Wiley is still swapping one identity for another. In the original,
we can identify the intended patron via their shield or coat of arms. In the 16th century,
having a coat of arms was a status symbol; a means of identifying you, your family, or
your afliation. Tat is similar to a portrait. In Wiley’s stained-glass panel, the anonymous
fgure is captured from the waist up, in a vest and pants. His arms left bare are accentuated
by the emerald green of the background. Emerald green, in Christianity, symbolizes hope
and the victory of being alive.32 In adding green, Wiley emulates the original coat of arms,
serving to distinguish the individual and draw upon the Christian symbols of triumph
over this life. Te original coat of arms for Nicolas Ruterius served as a celebration of him
as a person; similar to what Wiley is conveying with his own work almost 500 years later.
Stained-glass images of Saints and Martyrs have served a variety of purposes for
the communities in which they were intended. Since the inception of the religion itself,
Christian art has been replete with visual symbolism; a means of conveying the stories
of the Bible to an illiterate audience.33 While the architecture of churches and cathedrals
expressed a holistic sense of environment to their congregation or pilgrims, it was the art,
such as stained glass windows, that told the stories of saints or other fgures relative to the
community.34 For instance, if a particular town or area has a patron saint, someone perhaps
who had died there for their faith, or the city was named for, it was likely that the stained
glass in their churches or cathedrals would contain some reference to said saint. With saint
and martyr narratives prominent to Christianity, it is no question as to why they became so
widespread and there is a wealth of works to draw from. Making it all the more interesting
why Kehinde Wiley chose the pieces that he did as inspiration for his own works.
Kehinde Wiley also experimented with the fusion of Eurocentric Christian saint
stained glass panels with his own Black portraiture. An example of this is Saint Ursula and
the Virgin Martyrs (2014, Fig. 6), the derivative of a stained-glass panel of the same name
from 1535 (Fig. 7). In separation from his earlier stained-glass, where the works remained
limited in residual compositional details, this window draws on a congested stained-glass
piece featuring Saint Ursula and her virgin martyrs. Te original piece is a panel in a multitude of colors, including red, gold, blue, green, and shades of browns.
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Tis work, originally from the church of St. Peter’s, in Cologne, honors the story
of St. Ursula and her virgin martyrs, killed by pagan Huns in or near Cologne.35 Over
time, one of the virgins was named Ursula, and the number of virgins grew to 11,000.36
According to the Golden Legend, Ursula was the daughter of a Christian British King,
traveling to marry her betrothed with her virgins in tow.37 Upon reaching Cologne, Germany,
the devoutly Christian Ursula and virgins were met with a band of invading pagan Huns
from Central Asia who demanded the women copulate or marry the invaders. Ursula and
company refused and were martyred for their faith. It is said that the virgins were beheaded
while Ursula, as their leader, was shot with an arrow by the leader of the Huns.38
In Saint Ursula and the Virgin Martyrs (1535), blonde Ursula is monumental in
stature, clothed in opulent fabrics, and crowned with a tiara. She clutches an arrow, the
tool of her martyrdom. Her crowned head is enveloped by a halo, further indicating her
plight. Around her legs are a grouping of blonde women, also dressed in heavy drapery,
although, none quite like Ursula. Te fgures are set in a decorative architectural interior,
a large green cloth creating a backdrop behind Ursula. A white and gold pillar fanks the
right side of the work, topped with a blonde and gold-winged putto.
Kehinde Wiley’s St. Ursula and the Virgin Martyrs (2014) continues the trend
of drawing elements from an original piece, however, again, the message is changed with
the replacing of fgures. Wiley’s Saint Ursula is a black male surrounded by black female
attendants. A black putto sits above them. Tis male Saint Ursula, dressed in contemporary
clothing (decorative jacket, intricately patterned shorts, and Timberland boots), stands
among attendants still dressed in the clothing of the original 1535 piece. Tis contrast in
clothing is striking, making the man stand out more prominently than his female predecessor.
Other than the change in model and skin tones, the composition stays the same.
Te question is: Does the message stay the same? Not at all. In Saint Ursula and the Virgin Martyrs of 1535, Saint Ursula presents the arrow, the tool of her martyrdom, to the
viewer frontally and quietly; so poised she could be carved from marble. Wiley’s 2014
reinterpretation shatters that quiet image. Life has been breathed into the fgure. Wiley’s
Saint Ursula confronts the viewer, hip cocked, shoulders at an angle, and head tilted. Te
arrow, noticeably larger and held with vigor, has become more than just part of his story;
it interacts with his body as though it is an extension of himself. Te neutral, almost tired
look on his face, sells the message of sacrifce and exhaustion, one the viewer may relate to.
In Ursula’s story, she and her virgins were martyred for their faith and refusal to marry the
violent Huns. What, then, was Wiley’s Ursula’s journey? What led to their own personal
“martyrdom”? We may never know, but we as viewers can relate to the exhaustion such a
personal martyrdom can bring upon a person. Tis piece shows that it’s the simple changes
that can create the most impactful message.
All in all, the 2014 wave of stained-glass works from Kehinde Wiley were experimental and interesting. Unfortunately, as mentioned by some critics, his works can also
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fall into a trap of being overly formulaic. Some argue that a lot of the art that Kehinde Wiley
creates may be aesthetically pleasing but do little to explicitly explore any hard-hitting issues
regarding the black community.39
As exhibited with the audience outcry in response to the Obama presidential portrait,
contemporary art, and its artists are often met with skepticism from audiences who fnd the
art too diferent, too confusing, or event too current.40 Sometimes it can be easier to digest
older art because scholars have studied it, we have information on it, and it feels more concrete in the narrative. Many people do not like change, but for every person that does not,
there are many more that do. Te overarching theme to much of Kehinde Wiley’s work is
the question of race and identity regarding black and brown people.41 Tat being said, those
communities have continued to face turmoil internally and externally. As a result, some critics
of Wiley argue that his work does not push social and civil justice themes pertaining to black
and brown communities far enough.42 Still, they say beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
As of early 2019, Kehinde Wiley has released two separate waves of stained glass:
the frst created and/or completed in 2014 and the second created and/or completed in 2016,
two years later. Te 2014 glass for Wiley is introductory to what he would create in 2016 as
a part of his Lamentation series. In analyzing the contextual history of the years surrounding
the creation and completion of these works, motivations behind his explorations can be
hypothesized.
According to polls taken by Time Magazine and the Associated Press at the end of
2014, the killing of unarmed black men Michael Brown and Eric Garner by police ofcers
was voted the top news story of that year in a survey of news directors and editors across the
US.43 Tracing farther back into the years immediately prior, 2012 and 2013, there is evidence
of the increased coverage of black deaths as a result of police violence in mainstream media.
On February 26, 2012, Trayvon Martin, a 17-year-old black high school student
was fatally shot and killed by George Zimmerman in what Zimmerman claimed was an
act of self-defense.44 Te public outcry came not only in regard to the age of the victim,
but the circumstances of his death, in which he was demonized for being out late, wearing
a hoodie, and appearing “suspicious”; a passive-aggressive way of stating a black person
seems dangerous because of the color of their skin.45 While Zimmerman was charged for the
murder, he was ultimately acquitted, a move that would lead to further public backlash and
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the rise and foundation of the #BlackLivesMatter movement in response.46 Te rise of
the #BlackLivesMatter movement, which campaigns against violence and systemic racism
toward black people in the United States and abroad would result in a closer eye on the
violence against black and brown individuals by the public eye.
In 2014, the year Kehinde Wiley released his frst stained-glass works, three of
the most widely publicized police-involved deaths of black people of the decade occurred.
On July 17, 2014, unarmed Eric Garner of New York City was killed when a white ofcer
put him in a prohibited chokehold during an arrest over the sale of loose cigarettes.47 Video
footage shows that Garner said he could not breathe during the encounter, but his cries fell
on deaf ears, resulting in his death. A grand jury refused to indict the ofcers, leading to
the phrase “I can’t breathe” gaining traction across the united states as rallying cries against
police brutality and violence. On August 9, 18-year-old Michael Brown of Ferguson, MI
was shot multiple times by a white ofcer, even after witnesses said he had his hands up in
surrender and was unarmed.48 Tis led to the phrase, “Hands up, don’t shoot!” becoming
another rallying cry for those protesting police violence and police brutality in the United
States. Lastly, on November 23, 12-year-old Tamir Rice of Cleveland, OH was shot and
killed by police for having a toy gun in a park. Instead of trying to deescalate the situation,
the police fred, killing Rice.49
Te following year saw more violence. Natasha McKenna of Fairfax, VA and
Freddie Gray of Baltimore, MD were killed as a result of suspected police brutality.50 On
June 17, 2015, White Supremacist Dylann Roof conducted a mass shooting at the Emanuel
African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, SC. Nine people died as a result of
the massacre at one of the US’s oldest black churches.51 As a black man who, having been
a teen in Los Angeles, experienced the Rodney King Riots of 1992, Wiley wasn’t immune
to the anguish and outcry of the black community from 2014-2016. Utilizing the physical
medium of stained glass, Wiley expresses his subconscious thoughts and emotions regarding the events transpiring around him in the stained glass of his 2016 Lamentation series.
Madonna and Child (2016; Fig. 8) is a panel that depicts the Virgin Mary and
Christ Child Enthroned. Te black mother, in casual street clothing, sits confdently, while
her child leans out toward the viewer. Te child clutches a staf, like that of a shepherd’s
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crook, alluding his authority as shepherd of his future fock.52 With the angle of her face and
the positioning of her body, Mary presents her son as the path of salvation.53 Tis derives
from the Byzantine concept of the Teotokos, or “One who gave birth to God.”54 Mary’s
body, a physical seat for her child, becomes the Sedes Sapientiae, or “Trone of Wisdom”.55
To the Virgin’s right spring a plume of white lilies, a refection of the purity,
innocence, and immortality of the fgures.56 Around the throne, grape vines meander up
the sides of the work to form a canopy above the fgures.
Madonna and Child shares visual and compositional characteristics with the
Madonna and Child with Angels (1426; Fig. 9), the central panel of the15th Century
Pisa Altarpiece by Italian Renaissance artist Masaccio. Tis renaissance depiction of the
Virgin and child enthroned features a realistic Baby Jesus sucking on his right fngers in
the two-fngered blessing while holding grapes with his left. A prominent motif in Virgin
and child imagery is the all-knowing ability of the Virgin.57 Christ’s death upon the cross
is necessary to atone for the Original Sin of Man in the form of Adam, Eve, the serpent,
and the Apple.58 Images of grapes and decorative scrollwork, seen framing the throne in
Wiley’s work, and in the hands of the baby Jesus from Masaccio, reference the Eucharist
and Christ’s blood being spilled in his future to reestablish grace in a world made sinful
by the actions of Eve.59
Aware of her son’s fate, Mary watches over him protectively. For many black
and African-American parents, there is a shared understanding of the role in which Mary
performs. Parents who send their children out into a world in which they may never return home. Tamir Rice, a 12-year-old black boy, was killed by police who had mistaken
the toy gun he held for an actual frearm in 2014.60 According to a study conducted in
2016, Black children have the highest rate of death in this country, almost over twice that
of any other race.61 As said best by Wiley in a refection of his Lamentation series, while
the “... image of the Madonna and Child continues to endure throughout time, the loss
of a child, and the pain associated with that, is something that is enduring as well, in art
history and memorial.”62
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St. Mary (2016; Fig. 10) is a depiction of the Virgin Mary bearing a little girl on
her hip as a representation of the Christ Child. Te Virgin stands in red and blue clothing,
an orange and red crown sits upon her head; a portrayal of the Virgin as the Queen of
Heaven.63 Te Queen of Heaven is the Virgin Mary crowned. She would also typically
be holding a scepter and standing suspended in space or on a crescent moon,64 but Wiley
instead shows his Mary standing among clouds, perhaps an allusion to more traditional
depictions of the Queen of Heaven. Te child in pastel pink bears a halo. Behind the
fgures, a blue mandorla, an almond-shaped, full body halo, pulsates outwards.65 St. Mary,
as the Queen of Heaven, appears to hold court as she presents to the viewer the majesty
of the Christ Child.
Te compositions of Kehinde Wiley’s Madonna and Child, St. Mary, and other
works from Wiley’s 2016 Lamentation series can be read in the context of single motherhood in the African-American community. According to the US Census Bureau, from
2014-2016, roughly 53-56% of African American or Black Children were being raised in
single-family homes.66 In 2016, the percentage of children under the age of 18 living in
a single-mother household was about 52%, compared with 4% for single black fathers.67
Kehinde Wiley himself was raised by a single mother. Freddie Mae Wiley, the
mother of six, supported her family by running a second-hand thrift store during Wiley’s
youth.68 Wiley credits himself as being a “diferent child”, interested in the arts and painting.69
While they had little, Freddie Mae was extremely supportive of her son’s artistic interests.
Freddie Mae broadened Wiley’s horizons in ways unforeseen at the time. For Kehinde, the
support and sacrifce of his Mother form the core of who he is.
Born in Los Angeles in 1977, Kehinde Wiley found his love of art through his
mother. From an early age, she saw his talent and enrolled him and his twin brother in
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art classes.70 At age 12, during the summer of 1989, Wiley and 49 other American children
were sent to study the Russian language and create art in the forests outside of Leningrad.71
Te ffth of six children to his working single mother, Freddie Mae Wiley, Wiley’s family
couldn’t aford the tuition, but a grant allowed him entrance to the opportunity supplied
by the Center for US/USSR Initiatives.72
Wiley graduated from the Los Angeles County High School for the Arts, earned
his BFA from the San Francisco Art Institute, and completed his MFA at Yale University
School of Art in 2001.73 While a prolifc artist, Wiley was intrigued by subjects he found
more common outside his traditional, elite classrooms; Black and Brown people. As a
classically trained artist, Wiley has said that he spent much of his early education looking at
white bodies, so it became important to him to rectify the lack of representation of people
who looked like him in the art that he made.74
Te importance and power, then, of the Mother to Wiley is undeniable. Images
of the Virgin and Child typically show the Christ Child and Mary as the primary fgures.
It is less common to see a physical depiction of Christ’s father, God the Father, or Mary’s
husband Joseph, the legal father of Jesus. Not to say that God the Father or Joseph are
absentee fathers; on the contrary, this statement is to highlight Mary as the devoted, strong
parent she needed to be for Christ, much like many single mothers have to be for their
children in the black community.
Tere is a statement to be made on the power of the Black Mother, confated
with that of Mother Mary, as the role of inspirational fgure to the children they support
and raise, and the sacrifces they make.
Mary, Comforter of the Aficted I (2016; Fig.11), vibrantly portrays a black
male version of Mary cradling the body of the Christ child while surrounded by a host
of allegorical fgures. “Mary” with long dreadlocks, holds a small child in an orange shirt
and yellow shorts. Te long dreadlocks of Mary’s hair draw on themes of energy, vitality,
and fertility of the fgure.75 Te boy is shoeless, symbolic of the Christ child’s divinity and
humility. Te Virgin Mary and Christ Child are framed by a mandorla. Te child’s halo
bears the cross indicative of Christ.
Te creative choice of using a male model for the Virgin was a conscious one. For
much of his career, Wiley only used and depicted male models in his art.76 When asked
why it had taken him so long to depict “women’s bodies”, Wiley simply responded, “I
don’t occupy one.”77 On a separate occasion, Wiley elaborated, stating that, to him, Mary,
as a symbolic and inspirational being, takes on both male and female roles. He wanted to
create a body of work that refected the idea that gender, even in a fgure as prominent as
the Virgin Mary, has no one fxed form.78
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Te most striking compositional detail of this work is the central image that is
inspired by and is a play on of the Lamentation of Christ.79 Te Lamentation is a group
depiction of the moment after Christ’s body is removed from the Cross, and his loved
ones and community mourn his death around him.80 Due to the isolation created by the
mandorla surrounding Mary and the Christ child, however, this image also transitions to
that of a pieta.
Italian for “pity”, the pieta is a depiction of an isolated Virgin, after the crucifxion,
cradling the body of her adult son.81 Easily comparable to the concept of the Lamentation
for their subject matter surrounds the death of Christ,82 the pieta focuses more on the
individual sorrow of the Virgin concerning the death of her son.83 It is often shown in
sculpture, such as in the Pieta (1498-99; Fig.12) by Michelangelo. Te Pieta, like much
of Italian Renaissance art surrounding Christ and his mother, leans toward the naturalistic,84 if not often exaggerated and hyperrealist to further the depiction’s impactfulness.
In Michelangelo’s Pieta, the youthful Virgin Mary, young and soft, supports her son with
her body, and yet delicately holds him; as though he might slip from her lap at any given
moment. Tough young in her face, her body and clothing are monumentally rendered
to accentuate the fragility of Christ’s body after he has come down from the cross. Te
marble has been beautifully transformed to polished fesh and folded drapery. Tere is a
quiet sorrow to Michelangelo’s Pieta.
Kehinde Wiley’s central image of parent and child in Mary, Comforter of the
Aficted I takes a more dynamic approach to pieta imagery. Both Michelangelo’s Mary
and Kehinde’s representation of Mary support their deceased sons in their arms, but that
is where the similarities end. Wiley’s pieta image features “Mary” standing, truly holding
the fragile weight of their young son. Where Michelangelo’s Mary focused solely on her
son, looking over him and ignoring all else occurring around her, Wiley’s “Mary” looks
directly into the eye of the viewer. Te way in which Wiley’s “Mary” is positioned in this
work is striking and accusatory. Te confrontational message of blame, of “look at what
they’ve done to my child!” is unmistakable and powerful at a time when so many families
had lost, and were continuing to lose, their own.
Te choice in illustrating the Christ child instead of the adult Christ is another
allusion to the high rate at which African Americans, adults and children alike, are killed
in the United States. In instances of Police Killings, African Americans, roughly 13% of
the American population, were killed at a rate 3 times higher than their white counterparts,
who constitute 77% of the overall population.85 Te rate of mortality in Black Children
is similar to that of Black adults.86
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Tis panel also expands on the facet of the Virgin Mary as Comforter of the Afficted. Also known as Our Lady of Consolation, Mary as Comforter of the Aficted is a
facet of the Virgin that comforts Man of their trials and tribulations. 87Virgin Mary comforts
those stricken with an ailment or plagued in some way. Trough her own Sorrows as the
mother of Christ, such as bearing witness to the crucifxion of her son, Mary developed
the sympathy necessary to comfort others through public and private hardship.88
Gathered around Mary and Christ are a number of fgures whose accompanying
visual characteristics allude to other popular Christian devotional imagery and widespread
social issues in America. Tey each sufer from a personal plague that has brought them to
seek the light of Mary, Comforter of the Aficted, in their time of need.
Featured among the crowd to the left are a lame man on crutches, a mother and
swaddled infant, and a blind woman (Fig. 13). Te lame man is a reference to Jesus healing
a disabled man in the book of Matthew 12: 9-14; a reminder of the good and kind acts
made possible through a belief in Christ.89 An image of a mother and swaddled infant in
the presence of the Charitable Mary or Christ is a typical reminder to give alms to the
poor.90 Last is a representation of Blind Justice, one of the seven virtues of Christianity.
A symbol of justice’s characteristic impartiality in all matters, she is typically shown as a
blindfolded woman bearing a sword and a set of scales;91 the latter two of which are missing
in Wiley’s depiction. She is blindfolded in an efort to avoid corruption and prejudice.92In
being bound and held captive, this image implies that the presence of Justice is missing
from the world. Justice is in need of liberation to resume her rightful role as judge and
bring balance back to society.
To the right of the Virgin and Child are a man in Native American regalia, a woman
in a blue headscarf, two small children (one who comforts another) and a man bound in
a ball and chains (Fig. 14). Te individual in Native American headdress is perhaps a nod
to the plight of Native Americans in the United States since the beginning of the colonization of the American continents and continuing into the modern day.93 Te woman in
the blue headscarf is a fgure in anguish, tears rolling down her cheeks as she stands before
the Virgin and Child in reverence. Below the woman are two small children, one of which
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cries while the other provides comfort. Tere is no distinguishable guardian among them
as they witness the miraculous scene unfold before them. Lastly, in the foreground, a man
is bound in shackles and a ball and chain. Tis appears to be a connection to the high rates
at which Black people, particularly men, are incarcerated the United States of America.
According to the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
African Americans constituted 34% of the total US correctional population in 2014.94
Black people are incarcerated at a rate of 5 times that than their white counterparts.95 Since
being brought to this country in the 17th century, black people have found themselves
“chained”, whether metaphorically or physically, as a means of limiting their progress
toward better opportunities.
In 2002, Wiley won a residency at the Studio Museum in Harlem. While working
in bustling, metropolitan New York City, Wiley had come upon a discarded mugshot of
a young African American man. Taking the mugshot back to his studio, he hung it up
on the wall and would draw inspiration from it for a few pieces that engaged with the
dehumanization of the incarcerated (Fig. 15).96 In this country, a disproportionately high
percentage of those incarcerated are African-American, which feeds many stigmas, especially
around African-American males. Tose who have been incriminated are often reduced
to their mugshot, being labeled no more than a thug. Tey are so much more than that;
they are people. From that day on, after coming upon that mugshot, Wiley found himself
looking at portraiture in a diferent light.97 As his career grew, Wiley would make it one of
his primary aims to visually elevate the humanity and emphasize the grace of his subjects
who had so often been disregarded like that found mugshot.98
Lastly, an eye enclosed in a triangle rests above the fgures in the canopy (Fig.
16). An image familiar to most Americans for its presence on the back One Dollar Bill, the
all-seeing Eye is a Christian reference to God watching over humanity.99 When enclosed in
the triangle and emanating rays as is seen here, the all-seeing eye is also a reference to the
presence of the Trinity for eternity.100 Te eye, of noticeably lighter complexion than the
dark-skinned fgures below may refer to the power of economics and money to hinder the
progress of African Americans. Once a thriving hub for Black Wealth, in the early 20th
Century, the Greenwood district of Tulsa, Oklahoma, known colloquially as Black Wall
Street, was burned to the ground as a result of mounting racial tensions and violence in
the area in 1921.101 Te destruction of over a thousand Black homes and businesses halted
the progress of such a promising community.102 Wiley’s inclusion of the eye is an overt
reference to the role the almighty dollar plays in perpetuating systemic racism, even today.
In traditional Christian iconography, rays of light are a representation of the
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presence of God the Father.103 In this, Kehinde Wiley became interested in the interaction
of physical light with compositional elements in stained glass.104 Known primarily as a
painter, Wiley has set himself apart by undertaking this medium. In his 2016 Lamentation
stained glass panels, Wiley took a more refective approach to comment on black and brown
issues in the United States than seen in his 2014 stained glass. Wiley used iconography
to, “...say what you need to say in little small ways.”105 Kehinde tackled the challenge to
not only engage with another medium but also tackled the challenge of engaging with his
environment and community on a new level, past the surface concept of identity and race
into something deeper and more intuitive.
Te colored light of the glass shining through his black fgures transforms them
into something forever eternal. Even though the models are strangers, people you might
disregard as you walk down the street, in transforming them into visions of fne portraiture,
prominent saints, the Virgin Mary, and the Christ Child, their very existence is thus celebrated.106 In true Kehinde Wiley fashion, the messages behind the works are left ambiguous;
free for the audience to connect with and draw inspiration from in their own lives. To bask
in the resplendent light of the art and transform themselves.
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Figures

Fig. 1 Kehinde Wiley, Ice T, 2005. Oil on canvas, 96 x 72 in.
Private collection, courtesy of Rhona Hofman Gallery.
Artwork ©Kehinde Wiley; photograph provided by Wiley Studios.
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Fig. 2 Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, Napoleon I on His Imperial Trone, 1806. Oil on
canvas, 102 in × 64 in.
Musée de l’Armée, Hôtel des Invalides, Paris.
Artwork in the public domain; photograph © Emilie Cambier.
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Fig. 3 Kehinde Wiley, President Barack Obama, 2018. Oil on canvas, 84.1 x 58 in.
National Portrait Gallery.
Artwork © 2018 Kehinde Wiley.
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Fig. 4 Kehinde Wiley, Arms of Nicolaas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras, 2014. Stained Glass,
54 x 36.5 in.
Artwork ©Kehinde Wiley; photograph provided by Wiley Studios.
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Fig. 5 Unknown, Arms of Nicolas Ruterius, Bishop of Arras, 1520-1525. Stained Glass,
28.2 x 19 in.
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Artwork in the public domain; photograph © Victoria and Albert Museum.
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Fig. 6 Kehinde Wiley, Saint Ursula and the Virgin Martyrs, 2014. Stained Glass,
96 x 40 in.
Artwork ©Kehinde Wiley; photograph provided by Wiley Studios.
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Fig. 7 Unknown, Saint Ursula and the virgin martyrs, 1535.
Stained Glass, 61.5x 27.2 in.
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Artwork in the public domain; photograph © Victoria and Albert Museum.
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Fig. 8 Kehinde Wiley, Madonna and Child, 2016.
Stained Glass in Aluminum Frame, 97.91 x 46.18 in.
Artwork ©Kehinde Wiley; photograph provided by Wiley Studios.
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Fig. 9 Masaccio, Madonna and Child with Angels, from the Pisa Altarpiece, 1426.
Tempera and gold ground on wood, 53 x 29 in.
Te National Gallery, London.
Artwork in the public domain; photograph © Te National Gallery, London.
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Fig. 10 Kehinde Wiley, St. Mary, 2016.
Stained Glass in Aluminum Frame, 97.91 x 41.57 in.
Artwork ©Kehinde Wiley; photograph provided by Wiley Studios.
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Fig. 11 Kehinde Wiley, Mary, Comforter of the Aficted I, 2016.
Stained Glass in Aluminum Frame, 97.91 x 72.76 in.
Artwork ©Kehinde Wiley; photograph provided by Wiley Studios.
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Fig. 12 Michelangelo, Pieta, 1498-1500. Marble, 68.5 x 76.8 in.
Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano.
Artwork in the public domain; photograph © Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano.
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Fig. 13 Kehinde Wiley, Detail from Left, Mary, Comforter of the Aficted I, 2016.
Stained Glass.
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Fig. 14 Kehinde Wiley, Detail from Right, Mary, Comforter of the Aficted I, 2016.
Stained Glass.
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Fig. 15 Kehinde Wiley, Mugshot Study, from a mugshot profle found in 2001, 2006. Oil
on Canvas, 36 × 24 in.
Te Sender Collection, New York.
Artwork ©Kehinde Wiley; photograph provided by Wiley Studios.
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Fig. 16 Kehinde Wiley, Detail of the Eye, Mary, Comforter of the Aficted I, 2016.
Stained Glass.
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Abstract:
Tis paper discusses the concept of total automation, sometimes referred to as an “End
of Work” scenario. It analyzes the likelihood of total automation occurring by examining
both the history of automation and examples from the modern robotics industry. In the
paper are descriptions of modern technological advancements that reinforce the idea of total
automation as something to be thinking about. Briefy, the paper discusses the potential
benefts and downsides of total automation. Trough examining modern technology,
employment trends, and economic incentives, this paper concludes that total automation is
inevitable, and that if humanity changes its society to adapt to a world where human labor
is irrelevant, it could potentially be the best possible thing for humanity. It also concludes
that refusing to adapt to this change could spell disaster.
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Automation is the phenomenon of machines taking over a job previously handled by
humans. Tis phenomenon has occurred consistently throughout history, resulting in boosts
of productivity for the automated industry and changes in the job market. Te concept of
total automation is a hypothetical result of automation. It is the idea that, eventually, most
(if not all) jobs will be taken by machines. Tis paper will ask a few major questions about
the topic of automation. One is whether or not total automation, as described before, is
inevitable. Can it be prevented? Should we even try to prevent it? Another major question
is how to adapt our society to total automation. Our society is heavily reliant on human
labor, something that would be basically useless in a world where machines can do most
(if not all) things humans can do more efciently and with less error. It is my opinion that
total automation will occur one way or another, and it should be welcomed (with some
caution) so that we can adapt our society to it. If we adapt our societies to an automated
infrastructure, our world has the potential to become utopian in some capacity.
Before we analyze the possible efects of total automation, we must examine the
basic history of automation, focusing on the period between the 19th century and the
present. Automation has been afecting industries ever since the industrial revolution. Te
very concept of automation has created fear of job loss for a long time, as exemplifed by
the Luddites, a group of English textile workers who destroyed textile machinery for fear
of it leaving the workers obsolete in the early 19th century.1
Most papers discussing automation address this fear of job loss in one way or
another. According to David H. Autor in his article entitled Why Are Tere Still So Many
Jobs? Te History and Future of Workplace Automation,2 the percent of Americans working in
agriculture dropped from 41 percent in 1900 to merely 2 percent in 2000. Tis was largely
due to the creation and implementation of advanced farming machines.3 Alongside this,
automation caused the percent of factory workers to drop from 25 percent in 1950 to less
than 10 percent in 2010.4 With the loss of these jobs to machines came a vast increase in
productivity in the relevant industry, and that increase led to the creation of other jobs both
within and outside of that industry. An example that the McKinsey Global Institute’s 2017
report called A Future that Works: Automation, Employment, and Productivity illustrated is
the automation of the newspaper industry. Between the introduction of a steam-powered
printing press in 1814 and the introduction of linotype, photomechanical processes, and
electricity in 1890, newspapers saw printing go from 1,100 pages per hour to 90,000
copies of a four-page paper per hour. While the job of printing left human hands during
that process, the enormous boost in productivity due to automation led to growth in the
newspaper industry, which continued to employ millions of people.5
Tis historical analysis outlines the major argument against the possibility of total
Manyika, James, Michael Chui, Mehdi Miremadi, Jacques Bughin, Katy George, Paul
Willmott, and Martin Dewhurst. “A Future that Works: Automation, Employment, and
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automation: throughout human history, despite constant examples of machines taking over
human labor, there has consistently been an enormous number of jobs created by the very
same automation. Machine labor has not caused an employment crisis because more jobs
related to diferent kinds of work continue to be created by automation.
Alongside this historical phenomenon, David Autor believes something that he
has dubbed “Polanyi’s Paradox” (named after Michael Polanyi, who in 1966 observed that
“we know more than we can tell”6) will forever limit the automation of certain labor. His
idea is that our tacit understanding of needs and actions come naturally to us and cannot
reliably be replicated in a machine by programmers.
“When we break an egg over the edge of a mixing
bowl, identify a distinct species of birds based on a
feeting glimpse, write a persuasive paragraph, or
develop a hypothesis to explain a poorly understood
phenomenon, we are engaging in tasks that we only
tacitly understand how to perform.”7
Tis, combined with historical evidence, would indicate that automation cannot
create an “End of Work” scenario. Many other sources discussing automation also agree
that the “End of Work” model is a limited view of a larger economy that would continue
similarly to how it has in the past, with human labor as a central facet.8 Groups such as the
IFR (International Federation of Robotics) believe that “[r]obots complement and augment
labour”9 and that “[t]he future will be robots and humans working together”.10 Tey even
believe that automation will result in wage increases for humans, because automation is
driving demand for higher-skilled (and higher-paying) jobs.11
It is my frank opinion that this viewpoint is valid in its analysis of history, but is
also extremely short-sighted. Firstly, there is the issue of tacit understanding. Autor’s Polanyi
paradox makes a signifcant assumption about the potential – or current – capabilities of
robots. In 2014, a paper about how a robot was programmed to have tacit knowledge of
surface fnishing was presented at the annual IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) Conference. Tis paper illustrates the complex coding and tool usage that, in
the end, allowed the robot to tacitly understand the nuances of quality surface fnishing.12
Not only is the robot capable of some tacit understanding of its given task, its developed
program can easily be replicated and placed into other, similar robots, which could hypothetically be much faster (and less expensive) than training another skilled human worker.
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Other sources believe, like this paper’s author, that some sort of total automation is inevitable. Mohammad Qureshi and Rumaiya Syed in their article Te Impact of Robotics on
Employment and Motivation of Employees in the Service Sector, with Special Reference to Health
Care conclude that “[r]eplacing employees with robots is an inevitable choice for organizations in the service sector, more so in the health care sector because of the challenging and
sometimes unhealthy working environments”.13 In essence, it will inevitably become more
economical for people to assign robots to a task currently handled by humans.
Te historical argument against total automation also includes evidence that
jobs will hypothetically always be available despite, and even created by, automation. Te
counter-argument to this cannot be made easily with historical evidence, because historical
evidence points towards total automation being nothing to worry about. However, historical
evidence is not enough for this topic. What we are discussing is not only past phenomena
but future technology. We must examine total automation with an acknowledgement of
historical context, but at the same time we must acknowledge that we are seeing unprecedented technological advancement that we cannot have historical context for. We blind
ourselves to the future of automation if we do not also apply studies of modern and potential
future technological advancement.
Automation will continue to occur for the same reason it has always occurred
previously: at some point, it becomes signifcantly cheaper and/or more efcient than
human labor. Te Social Security Administration released data on the median income
of the American worker, which in 2017 was $31,561.49 per year.14 Tis means that half
of American workers received more than $30,000 dollars per year in exchange for their
labor. Tis number is a simple but helpful measure for discussing the cost-efectiveness of
machines. It illustrates that in order for a company to be comfortable replacing a human
worker with a machine, for half of all employed workers in America, that machine must be
more cost-efective than paying a human $30,000 every year. Tere are many nuances to
this issue, like the complexity of the job, the difculty of programming to account for that
complexity, and outside factors like labor strikes. Ultimately, remember that the machine
does not necessarily have to be signifcantly better than a human to replace them. It must
simply be more cost-efcient.
Machines gain a signifcant advantage in the cost-efciency department. While one
complex machine could cost a frm upwards of $22,000 (especially after adding warranties),15
that is a one-time payment. Not only that, but machines do not need breaks to eat, drink,
relax, sleep, socialize, or recover from illness. Tey are not prone to natural human error
when they do not receive these things. Tey do not protest when overworked. Machines
do require maintenance and power, but so long as both of those sources are cheaper for a
Qureshi, Mohammed Owais, and Rumaiya Sajjad Syed. “Te Impact of Robotics on
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company to provide than breaks, and so long as human error can cost a business millions, 16
maintenance and power are not a major concern in comparison.
Many of the robots that could potentially replace humans are already here, and
simply need to be perfected and/or made cheaper. According to the United States Department
of Labor, in 2016 there were about 156,063,800 flled occupations total. Amongst that
number were 8,751,500 healthcare practitioners, 6,812,500 construction and extraction
workers, 9,356,900 production, assembly, and processing workers, 268,400 librarians,
curators, and archivists, and 10,274,200 transportation and material moving workers.17
Te listed occupations all have robots and other machines in development and/or on the
market that could take most available jobs (In fact, Oxford University researchers Michael
Osborn and Carl Frey conducted a study and concluded that 47% of current American
jobs will be automated by 202518).
One such robot is Baxter, made by Rethink Robotics. According to their website,
Baxter is “the frst safe, fexible, afordable alternative to fxed automation”.19 Baxter is
designed to be a fexible robot that can be trained by literally moving its arms, allowing
for specialization without designing entirely new robots specifcally for certain tasks and
without the need to know complex coding to utilize it. Baxter can be trained and re-trained
quickly. It is also relatively small and light, and can be set on a mobile platform that makes
it easy to place, meaning less use of valuable foor space in a factory. It is already in use by
companies worldwide.20 According to Rethink Robotics, Baxter also has “force sensing
technology”, which allows it “to ‘feel’ its way into fxtures.”21 As of 2015, Baxter costed
$22,000 at least.22 Rather expensive, but not as much as $30,000, and with signifcantly
less yearly costs than a human worker. Currently, Baxter doesn’t work as fast as humans,
but it can be more cost-efcient, so that can make up for it. Considering how simple it
is to train Baxter, the task of training a new Baxter could be left to only a few humans.
Hypothetically, it could even be left to another machine similar to Baxter.
Baxter was succeeded by Sawyer, another robot from Rethink Robotics. Sawyer
runs on the same software as Baxter (Intera)23, but features more advanced movement,
better vision, and was $34,900.24 On October 3rd, 2018, Rethink Robotics went out of
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business due to bad sales,25 and the rights to Baxter, Sawyer, and Intera were sold to the
HAHN Group, a German automation specialist. Currently, Sawyer is listed by them as
a product on their website.26 Tese are very recent events, and the future of Sawyer and
Baxter are uncertain. But the point still stands: robots capable of taking a wide variety of
factory jobs are capable of being built relatively cheaply. Robots like Sawyer and Baxter
will inevitably take a large chunk of those 9,356,900 production, assembly, and processing
jobs. Hypothetically, robots with Baxter and Sawyer’s functionality could also work in
construction, digging into the 6,812,500 construction and extraction jobs.
Another emerging automated technology is that of robot cars. Currently, automated vehicles are pricey and come with a lot of uncertainty with regards to their programming, interior structure, and public reaction. Te cleaning, maintenance, and security of
publicly- or company-owned public vehicles might be considered too difcult to worry
about, which Todd Litman of the VTPI (Victoria Transport Policy Institute) illustrates is
leading to consideration of using harder, less comfortable (but easier to clean) seating, as
well as security cameras.27 But many claim that the cost, both in human life and in capital, reclaimed from a predicted lack of crashes occurring due to an increase of robot cars
on the road, would be a good enough reason to implement them. Alongside that, robot
cars could be connected to an immense, communicative network that would make them
all simultaneously safer and more efcient, reducing congestion.28 Robot cars present
an opportunity to replace any human driver with a safer and overall cheaper alternative,
which will impact those 10,274,200 transportation and material moving workers greatly.
As established earlier, many believe that jobs requiring higher education are safe
from total automation, including jobs in the medical industry. Despite this, there is already
a signifcant place for robots in the hospital. Tey currently work alongside doctors, but
given enough complexity, their ability to avoid human error could eventually make them
far more efective than a human doctor. Currently, medical errors are the third-leading
cause of death in the United States.29 Medical error is defned as “one that is caused by
inadequately skilled staf, error in judgment or care, a system defect or a preventable
adverse efect. Tis includes computer breakdowns, mix-ups with the doses or types of
medications administered to patients and surgical complications that go undiagnosed.”30
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Tese errors can occur for a very large number of reasons, but the best way to signifcantly
reduce them is to create a doctor that cannot forget a patient’s medical information, does
not have illegible handwriting,31 or commit other natural human errors. Te makings of
such a doctor are already underway, though he is currently famous for something entirely
diferent. IBM’s Watson, known mostly for being the supercomputer that won Jeopardy!,
is currently being used by IBM to experiment with medical diagnoses.32 According to
IBM, “Watson can interpret genetic testing results faster and with greater accuracy than
manual eforts.”33 Watson can also manage social health programs, help identify novel drug
targets, and manage a patient’s care plans.34 More machines like Watson could handle a
good number of the 8,751,500 healthcare jobs. On top of that, there is also RIBA, a robot
capable of functioning as a consistent caretaker for elderly and disabled individuals, lifting
them to and from their bed or wheelchair and carrying them.35
A smaller (but still signifcant) set of jobs are in the management of libraries. In
Te Pros and Cons of Library Automation in a Resource Challenged Environment: A Case Study
of KNUST Library, a group of students examined the benefts and challenges of library
automation as they were applied to KNUST Library.36 Te study examined how automating
the library’s functions afected the efciency of the library itself. Tey note that in general,
automation decreased book borrowing and submitting times, vastly improved the speed of
cataloguing, and made the registration system signifcantly easier to work with.37 Alongside
all of this, the researchers discovered that the human employees had actually forgotten some
of what they had been trained to do while working alongside the automated system.38 Tis
technology could quite capably take the jobs of 268,400 Librarians, curators, and archivists.
Aside from these robots, there is one currently being developed by Boston Dynamics that could be even more adaptable, and hence even more usable. Tat robot is
Atlas.39 Atlas is a humanoid robot capable of complex movements and powerful lifting.
It is balanced and able to move through rough terrain, and get up when pushed over.40
Atlas is a sign of functional and fexible robots that can participate in a variety of diferent
manual labor jobs.
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One issue still remains: according to historical evidence, while many current jobs will inevitably be taken by automation, more jobs of unknown design should hypothetically be
created in their stead. As stated before, this does not account for the potential complexity
in current and future programming. It also does not account for the desire to make things
more efcient and more cost-efective on the part of frms. As Darrell M. West describes
in his article for the Center for Technology Innovation at Brookings, “[e]ven though technology is revolutionizing many businesses, it is doing this by transforming operations, not
increasing the number of jobs. Technology can boost productivity and improve efciency,
but do[es] so by reducing the number of employees needed to generate the same or even
higher levels of production.”41
Another possible reason to believe that machines will continue to increase in
complexity is Moore’s law, a rule established by Gordon Moore of IBM. It is a prediction
of the increase in the technological complexity of circuits over time, increasing at a curve.42
As of 2015, Gordon Moore believed that Moore’s Law would die out between then and
2025.43 While there has been a stagnation in the curve, which would indicate that Moore
was correct, Intel have stated that there will be aggressive expansion to make up for it once
hyperscaling becomes widely available.44
Having reinforced my belief that total automation is inevitable, this paper will
discuss the potential benefts of it. As explained before, the discussion of total automation
cannot be based entirely in historical evidence due to the uniqueness of the emerging technology that would make it possible. However, historical evidence of increased production
due to automation helps illustrate the undeniable positives of automation. According to
the IFR, “[r]obots improve productivity when they are applied to tasks that they perform
more efciently and to a higher and more consistent level of quality than humans”.45 While
there is signifcant disagreement on the viability of total automation, it is nearly universally
agreed that automation of an industry improves that industry’s productivity.46 It is logical
to hypothesize that that level of productivity could be applied to every industry. Machines
already have the capacity to not only do a variety of diferent manual tasks, but quality
management as well. Hypothetically, with an appropriate amount of time used to ensure
quality in function and installment, machines could be monitoring and managing not
just the day-to-day of a specifc industry, but the specifc needs of all industries as a whole.
Given the implementation of a proper redistribution network (which, of course, could also
be handled entirely by robots), this could lead, potentially, to an age of abundance the likes
of which humanity has never seen before, and likely would not be able to see otherwise.
Tis hypothetical future is a very long way of, but it is important to discuss how we work
towards a positive future using automation now. Te utopian future just described cannot
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happen if the robotic system is not designed from the ground-up to value human life as
an ultimate imperative, taking into account an enormous variety of factors, including environmental safety, justice between humans, and freedom of movement, expression, and
bodily autonomy on the part of sentient beings.
Alongside widespread, potentially utopian productivity increases, total automation
has the potential to save lives directly (aside from increasing the potential for food growth
and distribution). As discussed before, medical error is the third-leading cause of death in
the United States.47 A machine incapable of making the mistakes a human doctor would
make could save hundreds of thousands of lives every year.48 Robots could do even more
to make roads safer. Te United States sees 35,000 vehicle accident-related fatalities.49As of
2015, according to the United States Department of Transportation, about 94% of all car
crashes in the United States are caused by driver error.50 While skepticism abounds about
robot cars,51 many believe they are the future for reducing or even eliminating vehicle-related
deaths. Te vast, interconnected network robot cars could create would allow for “sight”
far beyond the capabilities of humans, allowing for instant response to emergency vehicles
(automated or not) and safer, more efcient driving guided by a program as opposed to
human training. Te system could hypothetically constantly be learning from itself, allowing
all robot cars to constantly improve their driving abilities. Combine these technologies with
the vehicle safety technology currently available, and humanity could have the best of both
worlds with a simultaneously safe and efcient vehicle system.52
An increased number of jobs taken by robots will also free up much more time
for humans. Some would say that that time should be used to specialize and learn about
new jobs that robots cannot currently do.53 Tis may be a decent proposal for now, but
it is still short-sighted. When there comes a point when seeking almost any job would be
hopeless for most humans, there will be a large amount of human time that cannot be
spent on labor. Tis time could be devoted to quality education, social interaction, travel,
philosophical or scientifc pursuits, artistic development, and overall personal betterment.
Ultimately, total automation implemented correctly can create a society that has eliminated
the human struggle to survive.
However, there are a swath of complications related to implementing total automation. Te frst complication is on who owns the machines in the frst place. For the moment,
that falls on well-of businesses that desire to increase their productivity in order to gain
capital. Tis is not a sustainable system, because it leaves any and all humans without control
of their own massive feet of robots in the hands of people with said control. Whether or
not they would choose to be benevolent or despotic is variable and dangerously uncertain.
Te late Stephen Hawking, in his last Reddit AMA (Ask Me Anything), described how an
automated future can be the best possible thing for humanity, or the worst:
“If machines produce everything we need, the outcome will depend on how things are distributed.
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Everyone can enjoy a life of luxurious leisure if the
machine-produced wealth is shared, or most people
can end up miserably poor if the machine-owners
successfully lobby against wealth redistribution. So
far, the trend seems to be toward the second option,
with technology driving ever-increasing inequality.”54
Without a concerted focus on wealth redistribution, according to Hawking, automation will result in extreme poverty for the vast majority of humanity, with the life of
luxury which automation can provide only aforded to the people who own the machines.
Tis paper’s author foresees two situations in which this issue could be resolved.
One is the collective control of the robotic infrastructure by a stable, well-designed, transparent, quality democracy, established worldwide and designed specifcally to ensure all
people have the ability to peacefully participate. Ownership of the automated infrastructure
presents the largest uncertainty in how a totally automated future looks. If we as a society
establish early on the collective ownership of an automated infrastructure, it could help
ensure the best possible automated future for all humanity. An enormous democratic system required to make this happen could be fraught with bureaucratic issues depending on
various design aspects, but it could work far better than any democratic system previously.
More humans than ever could have simultaneous adequate access to resources that satisfy
their survival and leisure needs, and all could receive quality education throughout their
lives on the importance of worldwide involvement, amongst other things.
Te other potential option is a little harder to predict, and may depend on just
how much we discover we can do with programming. Debatably, the best possible way to
maintain a fully automated infrastructure would be to ensure the system can be designed to
function entirely on its own. Tis has the potential to backfre severely depending on many
things, such as what kinds of limitations are (or are not) put into the system, whether or
not it was programmed to beneft all of humanity, and how the quality of its programming
was ensured. Tere is already valid concern about how to approach Artifcial Intelligence,
and how to ensure its advent is benefcial for humanity instead of disastrous. Stephen
Hawking was keen to warn us before his passing of the dangers of AI. According to him,
“Te development of full artifcial intelligence could spell the end of the human race.”55
Hypothetically, however, an automated system designed from the ground up to beneft
humanity could be free from both bureaucratic inefciencies and corruption, and could
easily manage the system as a whole to ensure humanity’s comfortable survival.
Despite the associated challenges, we must embrace the idea of total automation
and, with appropriate caution, discuss and plan how we intend to implement it. In our
current society, there is a general expectation of an exchange between our labor and our
survival. We work, we get paid, we use that money on the means of survival. Tere are
many complications and even exceptions to this rule, but the general cyclical exchange
of productivity for survival has been a constant in human society, and we will only see a
signifcant change away from that soon due to automation. If we do not try and modify
Hawking, Stephen. “Science AMA Series: Stephen Hawking AMA Answers!” Reddit. Accessed March 11, 2019. https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/3nyn5i/science_ama_
series_stephen_hawking_ama_answers/cvsdmkv/?utm_content=permalink&utm_
medium=user&utm_source=reddit&utm_name=frontpage
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our society from our current one, where human labor is a constant, to the inevitable future
one, where human labor is irrelevant, it is reasonable to believe, as Hawking said,56 that
we will face cataclysmic poverty in the face of immense job loss. Strife will grip the planet,
and while the future is uncertain, that future would undoubtedly be irreversibly horrible.
One possible outcome would be some sort of neo-feudalistic divide between the wealthy
few who own massive robotic workforces and the many poor who own nothing, and who
the wealthy have no need for.
Tere are solutions to the issues we will face with total automation. Ultimately,
what we need to do is, with extreme care, adapt over time our society from one that mandates an exchange of productivity for survival to one that guarantees survival no matter
what. Tis shift will dramatically change the way humans live their lives, regardless of how
it is approached. How we make this change is uncertain. Tere are, however, present ideas
that could help make this change.
Two potential options are universal basic income and negative income tax. Finland
experimented with “Universal” Basic Income applied only to unemployed Fins, however
their reasoning was based more in an attempt to stimulate job growth and potentially
reduce spending on welfare programs.57 Te United States does currently have a negative
income tax applied to struggling individuals, but it is not as widespread as it would need
to be in order to work with a change towards total automation. It does still exist, which
shows it might have a chance of sustainability.58 In my opinion, negative income tax is
a stronger idea. UBI could also help us transition from our human-labor-focused society
to a fully automated one, so long as it’s not used as an excuse to remove needed welfare
programs. Alongside that, any solution involving money must necessarily be a temporary
solution. In a world where nobody need struggle to survive, there would be practically no
need to use a representation of wealth to stimulate goods exchange. One could argue that
there would be no need for the concept of wealth at all. Te idea of value as we know it
would change or disappear entirely.
Tis paper’s author frmly believes that total automation is inevitable. If embraced
carefully and with warranted caution, total automation could lead to the elimination of
the struggle to survive, allowing humans to focus on other struggles, like the struggle for
personal betterment and the struggle for knowledge.

Hawking, Stephen.
“From Idea to Experiment Report on Universal Basic Income Experiment in Finland.” Kela. 2016. Accessed March 26, 2019. https://helda.helsinki.f/bitstream/handle/10138/167728/WorkingPapers106.pdf. Pg. 4
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Abstract
Teory of mind (ToM) is an important aspect of metacognition defned as the ability to
attribute mental states to oneself and others in order to predict and explain behavior. ToM
development can be negatively impacted by Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), deafness
and delay of language development, and even lack of parental involvement (Hutchinset et
al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2014; Pavarini, de Hollanda Souza, & Hawk, 2013). If ToM can
be negatively impacted, in what ways can it be positively impacted? Giftedness is when
a child’s ability in one or more subject areas is signifcantly above the norm for their age.
While both giftedness and ToM are thoroughly researched topics, few studies exist that relate
the two concepts. Tis literature review aims to establish connections between intellectual
giftedness and ToM through cognitive and social realms and apply these connections to
further develop and even improve the education of gifted students.
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As a child progresses through early development, certain cognitive functions
must emerge to ensure a basic understanding of social interactions. Tis understanding
ultimately develops into a deeper social cognition, using thinking and reasoning skills in
social interactions. One aspect is theory of mind (ToM), defned as the ability to attribute
and distinguish between mental states of oneself and others (Astington, 1993). Some children may develop these cognitive functions sooner than others, allowing them to reach
academic and social milestones earlier than their peers. Tese children are often identifed
as gifted. Terefore, if gifted children learn and mentally develop at a faster pace, then
they may understand ToM earlier than their average peers. Trough evaluation of current
research, this paper aims to establish cognitive and social connections between child giftedness and ToM understanding, apply these connections to academics, and generate possible
directions for further study.
Child Giftedness
Gifted children have abilities signifcantly above the norm for their age (National
Association for Gifted Children, 2018). Giftedness may be evident in one or more domains
such as: intellectual, creative, leadership, artistic, or in a specifc academic feld such as
musical or dramatic arts, math, or science, as refected in Renzulli and Smith’s (1977) Scales
for Rating Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students. Identifcation of gifted students
varies state-to-state in the U.S., but the Gifted and Talented Student Policy of the Australian
Capital Territory Government (2014) provides a concise fowchart explaining the general
process. Gifted students are identifed over time through nominations, assessments, and
validation. First, a student is nominated to the principal by a teacher, parent, or student.
Ten the student is assessed by teacher/parent checklists, intelligence and achievement
assessments, and an evaluation of student records. Lastly, based on the evidence provided,
the principal determines the gifted and talented status of the student (ACT Government,
2014). If the student is not identifed as gifted, then the school explores other appropriate
educational opportunities. Tese students are high-achieving, but not necessarily gifted.
Tey may be identifed as gifted at a later date based on new evidence. For the students
identifed as gifted and talented, one or more provisions are determined to best meet their
unique needs. Tis often includes grade acceleration (i.e., skipping a grade) or placement
in an enrichment program. Over time, the gifted and talented students are continuously
evaluated to track their progress.
Tis paper focuses on intellectually gifted children, meaning those who have a
mental ability signifcantly higher than average in one or more domains; develop faster than
other children because of an internal determination for mastery; and need less detailed or
repetitive instruction, thus making them more independent (Winner, 2000). Early identifed giftedness allows for further opportunities for enhanced learning and more enriching
classroom environments, and early ToM development may contribute to this identifcation.
Teory of Mind
ToM is defned as the ability to attribute mental states such as beliefs, desires,
and intents to oneself and others in order to explain and predict behavior, and to understand others have beliefs, desires, intentions and perspectives diferent from one’s own
(Astington, 1993; Atkinson, Slade, Powell, & Levy, 2017). It is considered an aspect of
metacognition, which encompasses refecting, thinking, and having a general awareness of
one’s own mental processes and can be divided into three dimensions: cognitive, afective,
and conative (Dennis et al., 2013; Galotti, 2011). Cognitive ToM deals with the intelligence and reasoning aspect of ToM, specifcally false belief, which is the understanding
that an individual’s belief or portrayal of something may contrast with reality. Afective
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ToM involves emotional expression and emotive communication (what we want people
to think we feel – consciously pantomimed or deceptive). Conative ToM directs how we
act upon those thoughts and feelings and how we infuence others’ thoughts and feelings
(Dennis et al., 2013).
Cognitive Relations to Giftedness and ToM
Kessler (2014a) defnes cognitively gifted children as those that are overall exceptionally intelligent—not refective of any specifc academic area or art. Cognitive skills are
the neurological skills needed for learning, problem-solving, and directing and maintaining
attention. If gifted children have a higher level of cognition, then their cognitive ToM
may be further developed. Giftedness may relate to cognitive ToM through language and
executive function, but frst we will examine aspects of cognition specifc to gifted students
as opposed to average students.
Sternberg and Davidson (1985) provide a review of cognitive theories, pulling
from Sternberg’s Triarchic Teory of Intelligence, Piagetian theories, and the early ideas
of Sir Francis Galton and apply them to cognitive development of the gifted. Te authors
concluded intellectually gifted individuals are particularly efective in their ability to use
functional analysis (the application of laws of operant and respondent conditioning to
establish relationships between stimuli and responses) and improve their task performance,
thus recognizing their own mental states versus the minds of others.
Cognitive performance of the gifted. Martini, Wall, and Shore (2004) studied
metacognition, but in terms of psychomotor abilities rather than intellectual skills. Highly
skilled Little League baseball players and average-skilled children performed a motor task
and then reported what they were thinking about while performing the action (processing,
planning, etc.). Martini and colleagues concluded, based on the responses from the participants, the highly-skilled players used their psychomotor skills more often, and therefore
did not have to think about/plan out the task as much. Tis translates to the intellectual
processes of gifted students. Gifted students do not have to think or plan as much for simple
tasks, actually using metacognition less than an average student. Terefore, gifted students
should be challenged through enrichment activities that require higher-level thinking skills.
Kessler (2014a) and Leiken, Paz-Baruch, and Leiken (2014) list tendencies and
characteristics gifted children may exhibit: rapid learning and easy recall of factual information, a high level of curiosity evidenced by “how” and “why” questions, persistent and
goal-directed behavior, and the ability to perceive many sides of a question. Persistent,
goal-directed behavior suggests an ability to self-criticize and refect, thus evaluating one’s
own mental states. An ability to perceive many sides of a question implies the student can
consider alternative perspectives. Tese characteristics are refective of a strong understanding
of ToM, in that the student can attribute mental states to him/herself and use these mental
states to explain their own behavior. Specifcally, cognitive performance of the gifted and
ToM development could be connected through language and executive functions.
Language, executive function, and ToM. Specifc cognitive skills that are considered strengths of gifted students, like the use and development of language and executive
function, have been found to afect ToM development (Cheung, 2010). Astington and
Jenkins (1999) found language competence predicted later false-belief understanding, and
therefore cognitive ToM. Furthermore, Lohmann and Tomasello (2003) found the use of
training programs that involved language, including perspective-taking discourse, improved
children’s false-belief understanding. Language and conversation allow children to listen to
others talk about beliefs and emotions, while simultaneously recognizing the other persons’
mental states difer from what is going on in their own mind.
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Additionally, executive function contributes to cognitive ToM understanding.
Executive functions, including working memory, inhibition, and planning, refer to a set
of cognitive processes that guide goal-directed behaviors and planning (Cheung, 2010).
Inhibition is particularly important for ToM performance. Cheung (2010) explains it is the
combination of working memory and inhibitory control that is fundamental to false-belief
understanding. Hughes (1998) observed children’s earlier executive functioning ability predicted ToM scores one year later and because these cognitive processes underlie false-belief
performance (utilizing inhibition, working memory, and focus), executive functions are
therefore related to cognitive ToM understanding. Since language and executive function are
related to ToM, and the intellectually gifted show a higher level of cognitive functioning and
a more rapid cognitive development, ToM and giftedness must be connected by cognition.
Social Relations of Giftedness and ToM
By examining the commonalities between social aspects of ToM and the social
qualities of giftedness, links can be identifed. Social dimensions of ToM include afective
and conative. Afective ToM is emotive communication, while conative ToM combines
thinking (cognitive ToM) and feeling (afective ToM) into doing. Tis helps us understand
irony, empathic beliefs, and intentions (Dennis et al., 2013). A child exhibiting an afective
ToM would be able to detect facial and emotional deception (e.g., realizing a person is
feeling sad even though they are smiling), while one exhibiting conative ToM goes a step
further to understand the intention of the facial deception. Harwood and Farrar (2006)
found signifcant positive correlations between overall afective perspective-taking and ToM
performance. Tese fndings indicate that comprehension of conficting emotions signify
false belief understanding and are both related aspects of social development. Afective
ToM and conative ToM are both necessary for social development. Te next section will
examine social interactions, specifcally of gifted children.
Aspects of social interactions. Social, or more specifcally afective, attributes of gifted
children include strong sensitivity or empathy to the feelings of others; high expectation of
self and others, often leading to feelings of frustration; a heightened self-awareness; and a
need for consistency between abstract values and personal actions (Clark, 2008). In other
words, they are more sensitive to cognitive dissonance. Tese skills relate to having an
afective ToM, that is, thinking about and refecting upon emotions of oneself and others.
Gifted children more accurately infer others’ mental states because of their superior ability
to make use of observations, “providing them with a more comprehensive base of information from which to draw these inferences” (Walker & Shore, 2011, p. 657). As a result
of their sensitivity to incoming information and their more intense emotional reactions,
gifted children are often more vulnerable to criticism, specifcally due to their heightened
self-awareness (Walker & Shore, 2011). Erik Erikson’s (1963) work on psychosocial stages
suggests children’s social development progresses sequentially, but perhaps the intellectual
disparity between gifted children and their peers causes problems in social relationships.
Forming and maintaining friendships. Conficting research exists about social
competence of the gifted. Some say gifted children struggle to make friends because they
think at a higher level and therefore cannot relate to same-aged peers (Clark, 2008; Kessler,
2014b). Others say gifted students have no problem at all making friends and even thrive
in social environments (Bain & Bell, 2004; Fink, Begeer, Peterson, Slaughter, & de Rosnay,
2015). Many gifted children struggle to make friends because they think diferently and at
a higher level than their same-aged peers (Kessler 2014b). Tey are sometimes unable to
relate to the beliefs, desires, perspectives, or intentions of other children. Because they have
a heightened self-awareness of this, gifted children often have feelings of being diferent
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(Clark, 2008). To put it in simpler terms, when they are not interested in the same toys
or games as their peers, and can carry on a conversation with an adult but are seen as a
“know-it-all” by their peers, it can be overwhelming for gifted children to make friends.
However, if gifted children have a heightened ToM, they may navigate the social
world with ease. Fink et al. (2015) executed a longitudinal study on ToM as a predictor
of reciprocated friendships. Tey determined early comprehension of ToM put children
at an advantage in forming friendships and in maintaining them over time. According to
these fndings, individuals with defcits in ToM may have problems forming meaningful
and lasting friendships, which can have damaging efects on a student’s social life. Bain and
Bell (2004) show gifted students are no more susceptible to social issues than students of
the regular education spectrum.
Bain and Bell (2004) studied socially related self-concept, attributions for social
success and failure, and peer relationships of intellectually gifted children. Te Marsh
(1998) Self-Description Questionnaire—I (SDQ—I) and the Bell and McCallum (1995)
Student Social Attribution Scale (SSAS) were given to students identifed as gifted and a
control group identifed as high achievers, but not necessarily gifted. Tey found the gifted
group scored higher in three of four socially-related self-concept areas. Because they scored
higher, this demonstrates their advanced ability to refect upon their emotions and social
experiences, thus using ToM. Tey have the ability to explain the causes of behavior and
events based on mental states. Bain and Bell refute the counterargument, providing evidence
that being identifed as gifted does not have a negative social impact.
Whether gifted students have trouble making friends or not, every gifted student will beneft from the fve tips Kessler (2014b), a mother of four gifted/twice-exceptional children,
provides to help the gifted make and maintain friendships. Tese tips are mostly targeted
towards parents of the gifted. First, Kessler explains it is important to be understanding and
accept that the child may have to solve his or her own problems; you cannot force them
to be someone they are not. Second, she emphasizes it takes time, patience, and efort to
create lasting friendships, and to provide ample opportunities for the gifted child to meet
new children (and adults!). Kessler, in her next point, elaborates on creating opportunities
by suggesting parents look for ways to engage the student with like-minded peers that share
the same interests, such as those in clubs, after-school programs, or sports teams. Fourth,
she highlights social skills should be practiced. Sometimes, gifted children do not act
appropriately and do not always read social cues correctly. Role-playing or simply talking
through scenarios may help strengthen social awareness. Lastly, it is important for the parent
to empathize with their child. Gaining validation of their feelings from an adult may be
comforting for them. Social aspects of ToM and social abilities of gifted children overlap
in research, which leads to considerations for application in the classroom.
Applications of Giftedness and ToM to Academics
With enhanced cognitive and afective ToM abilities, gifted students should be
challenged both intellectually and socially in the classroom. Masden (2004) examined the
correlations among academic ability, social-perspective coordination, and the quality of
friendships among 7th and 8th grade students. Te quality of friendships, social-perspective
coordination, and self-concept were all found to be positively correlated with interpersonal development. Tere was also an identifable link between cognitive ability and social
competence, providing support for the idea that ability levels link with perspective-taking
and ToM. Gifted students, because of their greater perceptual abilities, add dimension to
the classroom and provide learning opportunities for their peers, but should still be given
enriching opportunities that will enhance their abilities. Gifted students should be identifed
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as such and given accommodations, just as a student with a disability would.
Enriching the learning of the gifted, with respect to ToM. Rinn (2018) discusses
social and emotional considerations for gifted students. She addresses the importance of
access to like-minded peers and teachers realizing gifted individuals may have perfectionist
tendencies and a higher level of motivation than their peers. How, specifcally, can teachers
support gifted students in the classroom, making use of their enhanced ToM abilities?
Azzam (2016) provides six strategies to challenge gifted students in the classroom,
which can be related to cognitive ToM. Tese include: ofering the most difcult frst, preparing to take a concept up or down, and enabling gifted students to work together. Azzam
explains ofering the most difcult tasks or questions frst assesses student knowledge of a
topic. She discusses a practical way to apply this strategy. Ofer the most difcult questions
to all students, and those who can successfully complete the frst fve are excused from that
night’s homework. If classwork is involved, these students can then be given an extension
activity that brings the concept to the next level and encourages a higher level of thinking,
reasoning, and executive function. Azzam continues and says preparing to take a concept
up or down means if students master a concept, the teacher will have a planned activity to
enrich and broaden learning about that concept. If the students do not master a concept,
the teacher could bring it down and reteach, or just provide opportunity for practice. Enabling group work easily ofers students new ways of looking at issues by learning others’
perspectives through discussion or hands-on activities.
Tese strategies relate to ToM because ofering the most difcult questions allows
a student to think about his own beliefs, thoughts, and desires; making the concept more
challenging allows the child to refect on the teacher’s intentions and his or her own knowledge and beliefs; and enabling group work with other gifted students allows for thinking
about others’ perspectives, desires, and intentions in conjunction with one’s own. Tese
approaches support the enrichment of the gifted. Gifted students who do not feel supported
in their learning environment are more likely to choose independent learning activities
(French & Shore, 2009). French and Shore (2009) found gifted students preferred to work
alone rather than in groups, possibly because of the awareness of academic performance
evaluation. If gifted children feel alone because they think diferently or at a higher level
than everyone else, this is where advanced placement programming comes into play. In
the regular classroom, gifted students may be bored with the material, so teachers should
focus on motivating the students as well as enriching their learning. Gifted students add
to the classroom and already beneft from having an advanced ToM, so average students
may beneft from explicitly learning about ToM.
Teaching ToM. Tere are many ways parents and teachers can promote the development of ToM in younger children, and specifcally gifted children. Atkinson et al. (2017)
and Fink et al. (2015) concluded children entering school with a strong understanding of
false belief and ToM are likely to achieve reading comprehension success and may make
friends more easily because of their ability to take others’ perspectives. Bianco and Lecce
(2016) examined how children’s ToM can be further developed or enhanced by teachers
during classroom time. Tey studied 8- and 9-year-old students and their performance
before and after a ToM training program. Bianco and Lecce concluded teachers can promote
ToM development and showed students can beneft from mental state discussion during
class instruction. Teachers also can foster their students’ understanding of social cognition
by making time for group activities—social interaction where students can learn about
others’ perspectives, beliefs, desires, and emotions. While at school, teachers can support
ToM development; while at home, parents should capitalize on the time they have with
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their children and teach them about ToM. Tis can be done by treating the child as an
intentional agent, through mental-state talk about social interactions or when reading books
together, and exposing children to a wide range of emotion so they can further understand
intentions and how they relate to feelings (Pavarini et al., 2013).
Tere is a complex relationship between cognitive and afective ToM abilities
and the enriched abilities and tendencies of gifted students. Teachers, parents, and school
administrators should realize gifted students need intellectually-stimulating activities and
therefore structure learning environments in order to beneft their metacognitive skills and
increased learning potential.
Conclusions
Tis paper aimed to establish cognitive and social connections between student
giftedness and ToM understanding, apply these connections to academics, and emphasize
the importance of enrichment for the gifted. Giftedness and cognitive ToM are related via
language and executive function. Social connections between giftedness and ToM are established by examining the social development of the gifted and investigating the opposing
arguments about their social relationships. A synthesis of these connections is then applied
to academics. By recognizing ToM capabilities of gifted students, teachers can supplement
classroom learning by being prepared with higher-level concepts to further facilitate discussion. Additionally, enabling gifted students to work together in groups will not only
provide them the opportunity to engage with like-minded peers, but will also enhance their
ability to take others’ perspectives and subsequently infer others’ mental states. Teachers
and parents must consider gifted students and their often-untapped learning potential, just
as students that are slower learners are considered.
Directions for future research. Giftedness is rarely formally assessed before school
age, so children under age 3 who are gifted may or may not demonstrate false-belief understanding earlier or more in-depth than their peers (Walker & Shore, 2011). However,
because early language and communication skills are characteristics of many gifted toddlers,
further research on the early development of false-belief may beneft the education of the
gifted (Davis & Rimm, 1998). Questions for future research include: Do students with
further-developed cognitive, afective, and conative ToM grasp concepts faster in the classroom? Why are gifted students capable of advanced learning, whether this is faster-paced
learning or increased complexity? Is it solely due to their experiences? Does it relate directly
or indirectly to ToM? Although connections are made through cognitive and social aspects
of ToM, more in-depth research is necessary to draw formal conclusions about the specifc
direct and indirect connections between ToM and giftedness. Additionally, further research
is necessary to determine if gifted children do in fact develop and master ToM skills earlier
than their peers.
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